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diagnosed and surgical and nonsurgical
procedures performed in non-Federal short-
stay hospitals. The statistics are based on
data collected through the National Hospital
Discharge Survey from a national sample of
the hospital records of discharged inpatients.
Estimates of first-listed diagnoses, all-listed
diagnoses, days of care for first-listed
diagnoses, and all-listed procedures are
shown by sex and age of patient and
geographic region of hospital.
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by Dorothy Graham, Division of Health Care
Statistics
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to improve access to
medical data available tlom the National Hospital Dis-
charge Survey (NHDS) of the National Center for Health
Statistics. Data for 1986 are shown by age and sex of the
patient and geographic region of the hospital for conditions
diagnosed and surgical and nonsurgical procedures per-
formed. The report is intended as a source document for
researchers and others who need data for detailed diagnos-
tic and procedure categories. Similar reports have been
published with data for 1977 (NCHS, 1979), 1978 (NCHS,
1980a), 1979 (NCHS, 1982a), 1983 (NCHS, 1985), 1984
(NCHS, 1986), and 1985 (NCHS, 1987).
Most of the survey data are obtained from the face
sheets of a sample of the medical records of inpatients
discharged from a national sample of short-stay general and
specialty hospitak in the United States. In 1986, approxi-
mately 19 percent of the hospitals submitted machine-
readable data tapes through commercial abstracting
services. Preliminary analysis indicates that a greater num-
ber of nonsurgical procedures per patient are obtained
from these hospitals than from hospitals submitting data in
the traditional manual mode (see Technical notes). This
has resulted in increases from 1984 to 1986 in the estimates
for miseekneous diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. It
appears that approximately half of the increase in that
category was due to the change in data collection method-
ology.
Estimates from the survey are subject to sampling as
well as nonsampling errors. The sample for 1986 included
approximately 193,000 medical records from 418 hospitals
that participated in the survey. Descriptions of the survey
design, data coktion procedures, estimation process, and
relative standard error curves are found in appendix I. A
detailed report on the design of the survey has been
published (NCHS, 1977).
Familiarity with NHDS definitions is important to in-
terpret the data properly and to compare them with statis-
tical data on short-stay hospital utilization that are available
from other sources. Definitions of the terms used in this
report are presented in appendix IL The medical data for
hospitalized patients are coded according to the Intern-
ationalClassification of Dkeases, 9th Revi”sion,Clinical Mod-
ification (Public HeaIth Service and Health Care Financing
Administration, 1980) (ICD-9-CM–see appendix III). In-
formation about newborn infants, although collected
through the survey, is excluded from this report.
Information on short-stay hospital utilization is also
collected through the National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS) of the National Center for Health Statistics. Esti-
mates from that survey generally differ from NHDS esti-
mates beeause of differences in collection procedures,
populations sampled, and definitions. Data from NHIS are
published in Series 10 of Wtal and Health Statktics. How-
ever, data on the detailed diagnoses and procedures pub-
lished in this report are not available through NHIS.
Use of tables
The detailed tables in this report show the conditions
diagnosed and procedures performed by the detailed code
numbers of the Intematwnal Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision, ClinicaJModification (Public Health Service and
Health Care Financing Administration, 1980). Measure-
ments of hospital utilization are shown in terms of numbers
of first-listed and all-listed diagnoses, of days of care for
first-listed diagnoses, and of procedures performed for the
individuals discharged.
Presentation of estimates
Tables 1-3 provide information by ICD-9-CM 3-, 4-,
and 5-digit diagnostic codes. Table 4 shows 2-, 3-, and
4-digit procedure codes. A specific code appears in the
tables if the estimate of the total for the code has a relative
standard error (a measure of the reliability of the data) no
huger than 30 percent. The codes that appear in table 2 for
days of care are identical to those in table 1 for first-listed
diagnoses. If the relative standard error of an estimate for a
sex or age group or region is larger than 30 percent, the
estimate is not reported. Only an asterisk ~) is shown in
the tables.
In addition, all estimates of diagnoses and procedures
less than 10,000 are preceded by an asterisk to indicate that
they are based on a relatively small number of actual
discharge records. Days of care estimates based on small
numbers of records are also indicated by asterisks.
Estimates of diagnoses and procedures that are less
than 5,000 are based on fewer than 30 records and are
considered too unreliable to be used by themselves. How-
ever, these estimates can be added to form a group with a
value greater than 5,000 that ean be used. For example, the
estimates in table 3 for all-listed diagnosis code 359 by age
group are under 15 years of age, 4,000; 15-44 years of age,
8,0@ 45-64 years of age, 7,000; and 65 years of age and
over, 6,000. The estimate less than 5,000 should not be used
individually but could be used if added together to form the
estimate of 12,000 for patients under 45 years of age.
Days of care estimates based on fewer than 30 dis-
charge records also should not be used by themselves. In
general, these estimates can be expected to be less than
35,000. To evaluate the sample size of any specific days of
care estimate in table 2, check the corresponding discharge
estimate in table 1. If the discharge estimate is less than
5,000, the days of care estimate should not be used by itself.
For example, the days of care estimate for patients dis-
charged from hospitals in the south with diagnosis codle 009
is 31,000, but the estimate of discharges for this group is
6,0W, therefore the days of care estimate could be used by
itself. On the other hand, there were an estimated 3,6,000,
days of care for patients with diagnosis code 153.7, but only
2,000 estimated discharges, so the days of care estimate
should not be used alone.
The days of care estimates that should not be used
alone can be grouped with other estimates. To check the
reliability of the groupings, the corresponding discharge
estimates would be added. For instance, under diagnosis
code 263, the days of care estimate of 28,000 for patients
45-64 years of age could be added to the estimate of 72,000
for patients 65 years of age and over (2,000 plus 6,000
estimated discharges).
Estimates of diagnoses and procedures that are WOO-
10,000 are based on approximately 30-60 records and
should be used with caution because of the small sample
size. For the same reason, days of care estimates derived
from 5,000-10,000 estimated discharges should be used
with caution. These estimates will generally range from
about 35,000 to 70,000. Further information about sample
size and relative standard error is presented in “Reliability
of estimates: appendix I.
The total for all codes presented at the beginniig of
each table includes estimates for codes not shown in the
table. Likewise, the total for each diagnostic chapter or
procedure category includes estimates for all the codes in
the chapter or category, whether or not they are shown
individually. Estimates for 5-digit codes may not add to the
4-digit total, 4-digit codes to the 3-digit total, or, for
procedures, 3-digit codes to the 2- digit total because the
totals include estimates for codes not shown or because the
data were rounded to the nearest thousand for presenta-
tion.
Although 4- and 5-digit diagnostic codes are presented
together under the 3-digit codes of which they are a part,
the estimates for 4- and 5-digit codes cannot be added to
obtain the estimate for the 3-digit code. For example, in
table 1 the estimate for first-listed diagnosis code (008 is
112,000. If the estimates for the 4- and 5-digit codes
included in 008 are added, the total would come to 120,000.
This occurs because the estimate of 9,000 for 008.49 is p-art
of the estimate of 10,OM)for code 008.4 and thus cannot
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be added to it. Similarly, estimates for 3- and 4-digit proce-
dure codes cannot be added together to obtain the estimate
for a 2-digit code.
Diagnostic data
The first-listed diagnosis is the diagnosis identified as
the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet of the
medical record, The number of all-listed diagnoses includes
first-listed diagaoses and other diagnoses appearing on the
medical record. At presen~ up to a mtimum of seven
diagnoses are coded, though before 1979 the maximum
number was five.
With regard to all-listed diagnoses, it should be pointed
out that there is a certain amount of “double coding”
inherent in the ICD-9-CM; that is, certain diagnoses re-
quire the coding of two diagnostic codes. For example,
females with deliveries all have one additional diagnostic
code that indicates the outcome of their delivery (single
liveborn; twins, both Iivebom; and the like). A list of codes
that require double coding is presented in appendix I.
Procedure data
Procedures include surgical and nonsurgical opera-
tions, diagnostic procedures, and special treatments. Since
the beginning of 1979, up to four procedures have been
coded for each discharge, an increase from the maximum of
three procedures coded in preceding years. In addition,
before 1979 only figures for “surgical” operations, exclud-
ing some obstetrical procedures, were published (NCHS,
1980b, 1982b). Since then data on many diagnostic, nonsur-
gical, and obstetric procedures have been published. Ap
pendix I (“Medical coding and edit”) includes a list of the
obstetric codes that were not coded prior to 1979.See
appendix II for a list of the ICD-9-CM nonsurgical proce-
dure codes.
Procedures in the ICD-9-CM have been categorized
into four classes by a Technical Consultant Panel of the
United States National Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics (U.S. National Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics, 1978). In general, “surgery” is considered to be in
Class 1. However, Class 1 procedures are not identical with
the “surgical” procedures published by the National Hospi-
tal Discharge Survey prior to 1979 (NCHS, 1980b, 1982b).
Only three Class 4 procedures, circumcision (code 64.0),
episiotomy (code 73.6), and removal of intrauterine contra-
ceptive device (code 97.71), were coded for the survey
between 1979 and 1983. During 1983 additional Class 4
procedures were coded, but because the change was made
in the middle of the year, these procedures are underesti-
mated for 1983. Appendix II contains lists of the Class 2,
Class 3, and the two groups of Class 4 procedure codes,
those that are coded and those that are not.
Prior to 1979, all biopsies were coded under a separate
category. The ICD-9-CM, however, has redistributed biop-
sies into the appropriate body system categories. For con-
venience, a list of the biopsy codes in the ICD-9-CM is
included in appendix II.
Computation of other statistics
The data in tables 1-4 can be used to compute other
hospital use statistics, such as rates of diagnoses and aver-
age lengths of stay for diagnoses. In general, a rate is the
ratio between one statistic (for example, number of dis-
charges) and another statistic (for example, the population)
for a given period of time (such as 1 year). Usually the
resulting figure is multiplied by some constant (for exam-
ple, 100, l,OilO,or 10,000) to avoid working with cumber-
some decimals. The rates shown in most National Hospital
Discharge Survey publications are rates of discharges, diag-
noses, and procedures per 1,000, 10,000, or 100,000 civilian
population for a given year.
Based on data in tables 1-4, rates were calculated for
the major diagnostic and procedure groups for first-listed
diagnoses and days of care, all-listed diagnoses, and all-
Iisted procedures. These rates are shown in tables A-D.
The population used in computing these rates is shown in
appendix I.
The average length of stay is calculated by dividing the
total number of days of care by the total number of
patients. This statistic can be calculated for first-listed
diagnoses by dividing the days of care of patients with a
diagnosis horn table 2 by the number of patients with the
diagnosis from table 1. The werage lengths of stay for
major diagnostic groups are presented in table E.
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Tabfa A. Rate of first-listed dlagnoaas for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Faderal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with
ICD+CM codes), sex ●nd ●ge of patfentj snd geographic region of hoapitai: United States, 1986
[Excludes newborn tnfants. Dlegnosttc chapt&s and code numbers era from the lntetrratbrral Class#k2itbrr of Dbeases, ah Revbbn, Clinbal Modltbetbn]
sax Age Region
under 15-44 45-64 m y%ws
Dk?gnostk chepterand ICD-9-CM code Totet Meb Fernafe 15yssrs years yz?ars and over Northeest Mkfwest South west




















Allconditbns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infactbus and parasttic dkeasae . . . . ...001-139
Neoplasm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..140-239
Endocrine, nutriftonal and mefabolk dkaaeas,
end Immunity dlsarders. . . . . . . . . . . .240-279
Dkaasas of the blood and blood-forming
‘ organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...260-269
Mentai disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..290-319
Dlsaasee of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...320-389
Diseases of the circulatory system . ...390-459
Diseases of the respiratory system . . . . .46U519
Dkaasee ot the digestive system. . . . . . .520-579
Dlseaeee of the genifourinary system . ...560-629
Complkatbns of pregnancy, chlldbirlh, and the
puerpariuml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..630-876
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=709
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system .710-739
Congenital anomalies . . . . . . . . . . ...740-759
Certain conditions originating in the perinatal
parbcf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..76O-779
Symptoms, signs and 111-defined
conditbns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...780-799
Injury end poisoning . . . . . . . . . . . . ..600-999



















































































































































i Ferneles with deliveries we Imluded urxier %upplerrwds!y claeslfications.”
Table B. Rate of days of care for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federai hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with iCD-9-Cibl
codes) of first-iisted diagnosis, age and sex of patientj and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1986
[Excludes newborn Infants. Diagnostk chaptwe and code numbers are from the”lntematlonsl Ckiss#icatbn ofD~, 9t/r Revlsbn, C//n/ca/ Modltlcatbn]
sax Age Region
Under 15-44 45-64 65 ~rs
Dlagndic chapterarrd lCD-9-C~ ToW Male Female 15wars y9ars’ years and over Northeast Midwest South West





































































Infectious and paraeltk diseases. . , . ...001-139
NeojYasms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘..140-239
Endocrine, nutritional and metatxdk diseases,
and Immunty disorders. . . . . . . . . . . .240-279
DMases of the blood and blood-forming
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...280-289
Mental disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...290-319
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...320-369
Diseases of the circulatory kystem. . . . . .39@459
Diseases of the respiratory system. . . . ..460-519
Diseases of the d~estive system. . . . . ..520-579
Diseases of the genitourtnary system . . . HO-629
complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the
puerpertumi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..630-676
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..6EG709
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system ..710-739
Congenital anomalbs. . . . . . . . . . . ...740-759
C&main cond~ions originating in the perfnatal
perbd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..76o-779
Symptoms, signs and ill-defined
conditbns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...780-799
Injury sndpdsoning . . . . . . . . . . . ...800-999
Supplementary claeelfkatbns . . . . . . . .VO1-V82
204.4
804.4

















































































































I Females whh deliveries are imluded under‘Supplerrwtieryclassiflceliom.”
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Table C. Rate of ●n-listed diagno$es for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hosplfals, by diagnostic chapter (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patie@ end geographic region of hospltak United States, 19S6
[Excludes newborn krferrfs. Diagnostic chapters end code numbers am from the /nWrWcnef ~bir of DiseEws, Hh Revisbrr, Clkrkal Modlkatbq
sex AfP Re@rI
under 15-44 664 65yeam
D@lrrostic otra@rand CD-9-CM code Total Male Fsmale 15ysars yeem Y=WS @Xf 0- t’hh%=t Mk3mst South West
Rate of ell-lkted diegn~ per IO,IYXI populafbn





































































































Infectious end perasifb diseases . . . . ...001-139
Neoplasms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...140-239
Endocrine, nutrlfbnal and metabolic dkaaees,
andimmunity dborders. . . . . . . . . . ..240-278
Diseases of the blood end blood-forming
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...260-289
Mental dlsordere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...220-319
Dbaases of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...320-369
Dbeases Of WIECilWtSfOry System . . . ...380-459
Dkeeses of the respiratory system. . . ...460-519
Diseases of the digestive system. . . . ...520-579
Dbeesee of the genitourinary system. . ..560-628
Complkatbns of pragnsncy, childbirth, and the
puerperluml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..630-876
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...680-708
Diseases of the musculoskeletel system. .710-738
Congenital rmomeiles. . . . . . . . . . . ...740-759
Certain condltbns otiginatlng In the perfnatal
perbd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...760-779
Symptoms, .sIgns and ill-detlned
Condlt!ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...780-792
lnjuryand poKoning . . . . . . . . . . . . ..8CK14W8




















































































1Fwndea withdeliwrka am ircluded Ull(k ‘%llpph~~ Ch.5dfkd0m.”
Table D. Rate of all-llsted procedures for inpatients discharged from shoti-stay non-Federal hospitals, by procedure category (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patfen~ and geographic region of hospitai: United States, 196S
[Excludes newborn infants. Diegnosfb cheptws and code numbers are from the /rrte#’netkme/ Ck3Wkatbrr of Disases, $Xh R.9@3bn, Clk’)kxalh+od~~
sex A~ Regbrr
under 15-44 4564 65ysws
Pn3csdure cakgory and CD-9-13M cvde Total Mak Female 15ywers yecrs w -~ MtWI.sf MW9st soum west
Refe of all-ibted procedures per 100,OW pepuiaticm
3,6Z9.2 13,420.4 19,948.6 40,947.9 16,808.1
316.0 267.9 474.6 766.0 331.6
●10.5 36.3 70.1 76.8 31.1
71.6 64.4 292.6 1,017.8 317.7
186.5 527 66.6 54.3 92.3
Allpmc9dures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Operaficms on the nervous system . . . . ...01-05
@ratIons on the emdocrine system. . . . . . C%-07
0~r6fbns ontheeye . . . . . . . . . . . . ..08-16
Oparetions ontheeer . . . . . . . . . . . . ...18-20
Operatbns on the nose, mouth end
pharynx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2W8
Operatbns on the respiratory system . . ...30-34
Operations on the cardbvasoular system . ..35-38
Operatbns on the heroic and Iymphattc
system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...40-41
Operatbns on the dFgestive system . . . ...42-54
Operatbns on the urinary system . . . . ...55-58
Operations on the male genital organs . ...60-64
Oparetbns on the female genital organs . ..65-71
Obstetrical procedures . . . . . . . . . . . ...72-75
Operations on the musculoskebtel system ..76-64
Operations on the Intagumentary system . ..85-68
Miscellaneous dlagnosllc end therepeutk






































538.1 428.0 410.1 330.7 426.3
108.9 176.1 694.8 1,514.6 436.2


































































































4,088.2 4,074.7 4,097.1 754.3 1,951.1 6,276.9 14,82S,9 5.444.2 4.216.9 3.266.5 3.916.0
5
Table E. Average length of stay for inpatients diachargad from ●hor&atay non-Federal hoapftala, by diagnostic chapter (wfth ICM-CM
codes) of flr~-llatad diagnosia, ●ge and aex of patient and geographic region of hoapftal: Unfted Statea, 19S6
[Excludes newborn Wants. Diagnoattc chapters and code numbers are from the /ntemaf/ona/Ckwhefbn of Dls&?se$ 9th RoViShll,CIMcat lllodh%af~
S3x A@3 Re@m
Under 15-44 45-64 twyam
Dh?gnostbchepkvand ICD-9-CM code Tofat Male Fetnete 15yeala yeere yara end over Northeasf Mkhwsf Soufh West
Average length of stay In days
Allcondttlons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infectious and paraaiik dtseases. . . . . . .001-139
Neoplasm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..14&239
Endocrine, nutrtiional and metabolic diseases, end
Immunity disorders. . . . . . . . . . . . ...240-279
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming
O~WIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...280-289
Mentaidlsordere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..290-319
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...320-369
Diseases of the circulatory system. . . ...390-459
Diseases of the respiratory system. . . . . .46&519
Diseases of the digestive system. . . . . . .52&579
Diseases of the genitourinary system . ...580-629
Cc.mpllcafions of pregnancy, chlldblrth, and the
puerperiuml . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...630-676
Dlsease$ of the skin and subcutaneous
Issue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..680-709
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system ..710-739
Congenital anomalies. . . . . . . . . . . ...740-759
Cartaln condmons or’kginatingIn the parinatat
period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..76O-779
Symptoms, signs and 111-defined
condNons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..78CP796
In]uryandpolsonlng . . . . . . . . . . . ...600-999















































































































































































































I FeIw@ wflhdeliveriesare IncludedWrCh %Ippknetial’y Ck.9dfiCStkXW.”
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15 1 5-+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH wEST
ALL COD ES.......
ooi-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
004.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
006 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
009.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.90 . . . . . . . . . .
033 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
033.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
034 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
035 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
038. + . . . . . . . . . . .
038.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.43 . . . . . . . . . .
038.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
0+2.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
049 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
049.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
052.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.19 . . . . . . . . . .
053.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.20 . . . . . . . . . .
053.7 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NoT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO SE USEO iAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 19 B6--CON.





15 1 5-4+ 45-64
CODE TOTAL MALE
AhO NORTH-


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE uSEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE HUSE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
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TAtiLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FRO14 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, bY XC-9-CM CGOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF tiOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—c. oN.








15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE IJSEO; ESTIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO tAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS L31SCHARGE0 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDtiRAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 1 s-w
COOE
45-’54 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI ONEST SOUTH WEST
L74 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
179 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 D. O. . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
164 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
184.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
18+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
185. . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO dITti CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESit IN TEXT.
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TAWE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNDSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Oi+EST SOUTH HEST
19 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
197. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
19a.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.10 . . . . . . . . . .
199.11 . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00 . . . . . . . . . .
200. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.10 . . . . . . . . . .
200.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.20 . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.80 . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.50 . . . . . . . . . .
201.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201 .90 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.00 . . . . . . . . . .
202.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.40 . . . . . . . . . .
202.13 . . . . . . . . . .
202..s0 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
.?02.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
208.0 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIMA7ES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ES TIMA7ES OF 5,000-10,000 rO aE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA9LESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS Discharged FROM ;HOKT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, bY SC O-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, A?40 GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
ICO-9-CM
Cooe TOTAL
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
21s.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
219 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
221 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228. . . . . . . . . . . . .
228.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.9.01 . . . . . . . . . .
228.09 . . . . . . . . . .
228. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
236 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
236.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23 T .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
23 T.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238. T . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
239. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
239. T . . . . . . . . . . .
































































15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-

















































































































































































































NOTE : ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000 -lG,000 TO BE uSECI WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESS1 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTZO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATSS, 1986—CON.
NONFEDERAL
(SEE HEAONOTE AT 3EGINN1NG OF TABLE)









TOTAL MALE FEuALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CHEST SOUTH wEST
240-279 . . . . . . .
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2+0.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
2+2.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2+2.90 . . . . . . . . . .
24+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.20 . . . . . . . . . .
250.21 . . . . . . . . . .
250.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
.250.31 . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. TO . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250..S0 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
253.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TO 8E USEO HITH CA U710h: SEE ‘uSE OF TAtiLESm IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMSER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDwEST SOUTH MEST
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO 141TtlCAUTION: SEE ‘iuSE OF TABLESn IN TEXT.
TABLE i. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRGfl SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CI! COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
MALE
NGRTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410 blEST SOUTH tiEST
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
283.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2B4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
284.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
286.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
28 T.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.59 . . . . . . . . . .
289.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.10 . . . . . . . . . .
290.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.20 . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
290. +0 . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
291 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
292.81 . . . . . . . . . .
292.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293. B . . . . . . . . . . .
293. Be . . . . . . . . . .
29+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ES T.T14ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER. OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEfi STATES. 1986—CON.






15 1 5-W 45-64 ANO
CODE TIJTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH ldEs T
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.00 . . . . . . . . . .
295.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.30 . . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.33 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.40 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.60 . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295.64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.70 . . . . . . . . . .
295.74 . . . . . . . . . .
295.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.80 . . . . . . . . . .
295.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.90 . . . . . . . . . .
295.92 . . . . . . . . . .
295.94 . . . . . . . . . .
296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.00 . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
29.5.20. . . . . . . . . .
296.23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.24 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.30 . . . . . . . . . .
296.33 . . . . . . . . . .
296.34 . . . . . . . . . .
296.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.40 . . . . . . . . . .
296.44 . . . . . . . . . .
296.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.50 . . . . . . . . . .
296.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296.64 . . . . . . . . . .
296.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296:8 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.80 . . . . . . . . . .
296.81 . . . . . . . . . .
296.82 . . . . . . . . . .
296.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.90 . . . . . . . . . .
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
297.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ES TIMA7ES OF LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO BE USEO; Es TIMATEs oF 5*ooo-lo~ooo To BE usEo HITH cAuTIoN: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FCJR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAOiiOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)






15 1 5-+4 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST +!IOWEST SOUTH wEST
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300 .01 . . . . . . . . . .
300.02 . . . . . . . . . .
300.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.20 . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300. B. . . . . . . . . . .
300.89 . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.22 . . . . . . . . . .
301.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
301. Be . . . . . . . . . .
301.89 . . . . . . . . . .
301.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
302 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
302.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
302.72 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.02 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
303.92 . . . . . . . . . .
303.93 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
304.11 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304..? 1 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.30 . . . . . . . . . .
304.31 . . . . . . . . . .
304.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.6...........
304.60 . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.70 . . . . . . . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304. a l . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMEER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANG
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
























308 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
308.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
308.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.28 . . . . . . . . . .
309.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.8 . . . . . . . . . . .





311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.00 . . . . . . . . . .
312 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.21 . . . . . . . . . .
312.23 . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .




314 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
314.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
314.01 . . . . . . . . . .
316 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318.1 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO BE USEo; ESTIMATES oF 5*ooo-lo*ooo To BE usEo MITH cAuTIoN: SEC “USE ‘F ‘AaLEs” lN ‘E XT”
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTs OISCHARGEIJ FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CGDE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIWEST SOUTH tiEST


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 6E uSEO dITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OH EST SOUTH HEST
NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED LIIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
3+9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+9.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.82 . . . . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
352 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
352.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
353.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359. L. . . . . . . . . . .
359.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 .00 . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361. 01 . . . . . . . . . .
361. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.09 . . . . . . . . . .
361.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.34 . . . . . . . . . .
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
364.41 . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.11 . . . . . . . . . .
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.22 . . . . . . . . . .
365.6 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS TtiAN 5,000 NoT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE (~USE OF TABLE.S1 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM CGOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGI13N OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5-W +5-6+ ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST #lIDUEST SCMJTH HEST
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 14 . . . . . . . . . .
366.16 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.19 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
am . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
370.00 . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
371.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.60 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 D . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
374.34 . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
375.56 . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
377 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
377.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
378.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.00 . . . . . . . . . .
378. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.10 . . . . . . . . . .
378.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.54 . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.31 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: FSTIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,oOO NOT O SE LISEO; ESTIMATES OF 5, ODO-lO, OOO TCI BE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESN IN EXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT? ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.








TOTAL HALE FEflALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH NEST













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,oOO NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘<USE OF TABL=m IN TEXT.
24
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS CIISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HUSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEADNOT’E AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5-+4 45-64 AtiO NORTH-
CUOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI LWEST SOUTh wEST




































416.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
4L6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+.20 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90 . . . . . . . . . .
420.91 . . . . . . . . . .
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
422 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
422. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.90 . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.4 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES71MA7ES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TCI dE uSEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSED iiITHCAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TALwESW IN TEXT.
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TA8LE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGECl FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 6Y ICO-9-CM cODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 +5-64 ANO NORTH-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TA8LES- IN TExT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-bISTED DIAGNOSES FLR Inpatients OISChARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL IiOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE Y;:RS
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS oVER EAST MIDwEST SOUTH HEST
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
+37.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
438 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
440..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+41 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
442 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
442.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
442.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
443 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
444 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
444.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
444.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.81 . . . . . . . . . .
446 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.5.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
446.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
446.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
447 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
447.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
448 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
451. 1. . . . . . . . . . .
451.11 . . . . . . . . . .
451.19 . . . . . . . . . .
451.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.89 . . . . . . . . . .
451.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
453.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT O BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO t41TH CAUTION: SEE WISE OF ABLESm IN TEXT.
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?
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEll FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTA’L
tiORTH-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: =STIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO LIE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
2a
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICIW9-C14 CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-4+ 45-64 AND tAORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARs YEARS OVER EAST HIDHEST SOUTH IAEST
474 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
474.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.10 . . . . . . . . . .
474.11 . . . . . . . . . .
4T4. I .?. . . . . . . . . .
474.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
475 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
476 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
476.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
47 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
477.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
47 B. . . . . . . . . . . . .
+78.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.29 . . . . . . . . . .
476.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.30 . . . . . . . . . .
478.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
47 B.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.74 . . . . . . . . . .
478.75 . . . . . . . . . .
478.79 . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4BD.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
4B0.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
4B0.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+81 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+a2. L. . . . . . . . . . .
482..? . . . . . . . . . . .
402.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4B5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4B7. O. . . . . . . . . . .
487.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
487.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+92 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LEss THAN 5.000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10.000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: sEE WSE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TAEiLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY IcO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5tOO0-10rOOO TO BE USEO liITHCAUTION: SEE “USE OF TA8LESm IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBtR OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHAAL. tO FROH SHO17T-STAY NONFELIERAL HOSPITALS, by ICO-9-CU COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO Gti OGRAPHIC RFGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.








15-44 +5-64 ANO NORTH-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 N07 TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000 -L0,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAdLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM CODE. !SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 19 B6--COh.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH MEST
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.00 . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.50 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
534 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535..4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535 . 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537. . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
537. Be . . . . . . . . . .
537.89 . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540. L . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
542 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.11 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
550.93 . . . . . . . . . .
551 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.00 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
552.21 . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIMA7ES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO dITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAi!LES” IN TEXT.
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TA9LE 1. NUM2d2R Of FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS GISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPIrALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PA TIGNT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 9E USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 6E uSEO UITH CAUTION: SEE WUSE CIF TAaLESQ IN 7EXT.
TAtlLE 1. NUMBER Of FIRS T-L ISTEO aIAk NOSts FOK INPATIENTS OISCHARLt O FROU SHOKT-STAY NCNFkfi EhAL HOSPIIALS. bY ICO-9-Cti COO?, SEX ANO
AtiE OF PATIENT, ANO LEOGRAPHIC REbI13NJF HOSPITAL: UNITt O STATtS, 1986--CON.






15 15-4+ 45-6+ ANO
clJoE
INORTH-










































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TAEILES(l IN TEXT.
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TA8LE 1. NU)lSER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHAkbEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOI!FEOERAL HOSPITALS. bY ICO-9-CM CC2E* SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CtlEST SOUTH #kST
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
576..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.5.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
577. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
577..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T7.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
579.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
580-629 . . . . . . .
580 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
582 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
582.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
584 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.00 . . . . . . . . . .
590. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.81 . . . . . . . . . .
593.89 . . . . . . . . . .
593.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO JE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000 -lG,000 TO SE USZO wITH CAUTION: SSE ‘USE OF TABLES- IV TEXT.
TA13LE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FUR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM S.-ILIRT-STAY NOtwFELIERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN IT ELI STATES, 1986--C3N.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CODE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALt YEAAS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Olf EST SOUTH wEST
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.82 . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
5$’6.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597. B . . . . . . . . . . .
597..s0 . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
599. B. . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
602,.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
601 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604.90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
605 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
bOT.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
607.84 . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
600.83 . . . . . . . . . .
600.89 . . . . . . . . . .
608.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
610.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6LC.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 .72 . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USED WITH CAUTION: SEE WSK OF TAtJLES!’ IN TEXT.
TA13LZ 1. NUMSER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS 01 SCHARGf20 FROM SHORT-STAY NoNFEO~RAL HOSPITALS? fir ICG-9-CM COOE* SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATCs* 1986—coN-





15 1 5-%4 +5-64 ANO NORTH-
CO06 TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST #lIow EST SOUTH uEST
NuMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
014 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
61+.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L6.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L6.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L7. O. . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
619.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621. il . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.8. . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
623. LI. . . . . . . . . . .
b25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES JF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 95 USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5, 000-10, OOO TO Be USED kITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN T= XT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NCJNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANo
COOE
NORTH-
ToTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIoUEST SOUTH WEST

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIHATES OF 5,000-10$000 TO aE USEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TAaLES” IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C$I COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.






15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIouEST SOUTH WEST
6+2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6+2.03 . . . . . . . . . .
6+2.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
643.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.23 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.13 . . . . . . . . . .
645 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6%5.0. . . . . . . . . . .
645.03 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.13 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.83 . . . . . . . . . .
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.33 . . . . . . . . . .
648.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.93 . . . . . . . . . .
65 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651. O. . . . . . . . . . .
651.03 . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 70 BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENTs ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI WIEST SOUTH WEST
654 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
654.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.13 . . . . . . . . . .
654.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.23 . . . . . . . . . .
654.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.43 . . . . . . . . . .
654.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.53 . . . . . . . . . .
656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
658. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
658.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.23 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
659.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.13 . . . . . . . . . .
66+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.04 . . . . . . . . . .
666.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.14 . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.24 . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
670.04 . . . . . . . . . .
671 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
674 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
680-709 . . . . . . .
680 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
681.00 . . . . . . . . . .
681.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
681.10 . . . . . . . . . .
682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
683. . . . . . . . . . . . .
684 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685.0 . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE *USE OF TABLESW IN TE~(T.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATESS 1986—CoN.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,0D0 NOT TO BE USEO: EST IMA7ES OF 5s000-10,000 TO BE USEO NITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNDSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
TOTAL HALE FEMALE
NORTH-
VEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OIIEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
T15 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.09 . . . . . . . . . .
715.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.15 . . . . . . . . . .
715.16 . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.31 . . . . . . . . . .
715.34 . . . . . . . . . .
715.35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715.37 . . . . . . . . . .
715.38 . . . . . . . . . .
715.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.89 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7L6. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 17 . . . . . . . . . .
716.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.59 . . . . . . . . . .
716.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.65 . . . . . . . . . .
716.66 . . . . . . . . . .
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
T16.90 . . . . . . . . . .
T16.96 . . . . . . . . . .
717 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.40 . . . . . . . . . .
717.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
117.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.83 . . . . . . . . . .
717.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.31 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .
718. + . . . . . . . . . . .
7La.44 . . . . . . . . . .
118.46 . . . . . . . . . .
718.47 . . . . . . . . . .
716.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.56 . . . . . . . . . .
718.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.81 . . . . . . . . . .
718.86 . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE WISE OF TABLESI IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO_9-CM CO GE, SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT? ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—coN.






15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO
MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!tEST SOUTH WEST
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.16 . . . . . . . . . .
719.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
719. + . . . . . . . . . . .
719.41 . . . . . . . . . .
719.45 . . . . . . . . . .
719.46 . . . . . . . . . .
719.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.86 . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.96 . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 L.9. . . . . . . . . . .
721.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722. . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
722.73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.80 . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722.91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.00 . . . . . . . . . .
72+.02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724. + . . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.79 . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.9 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIIIATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO liITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES POR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY [CO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.







15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO
TOTAL HALE
NORTH-























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ES TIUATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE WISE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROfl SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE Of PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5-W 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAsT HIO!JEST SOUTH uEST
731 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
731.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.00 . . . . . . . . . .
733.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733. + . . . . . . . . . . .
733.42 . . . . . . . . . .
733a . . . . . . . . . . .
733.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T36.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.70 . . . . . . . . . .
736.79 . . . . . . . . . .
T36.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736. Be . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73 T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T38. O. . . . . . . . . . .
738.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
7+ L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+ L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.90 . . . . . . . . . .
7%?.. . . . . . . . . . . .
7+2.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
743.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
744.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.42 . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.10 . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.60 . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5, OOO-10*OOO TO BE USEO bIITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T- LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.












YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIO!4EST SOUTH NEST










74 T.10 . . . . . . . . . .
747.3...........



















752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.11 . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEo STATESV 1986--coN.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+ ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141DMEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
757 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
757.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
?58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
758.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
759 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
759.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
760- T79 . . . . . . .
76+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
766 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
766.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
768 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
771.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
772 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
774 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77+.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
775. . . . . . . . . . . . .
777 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
778 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
7B1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
782 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
782.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
783 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
783.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
78+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
764.7 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT O 8E uSEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEO h’ITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA5LESW IN EXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FI17ST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FoR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE$ SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO sTATES, 1986—CON.










FEMALE YEARs Y EARS YEARS OVER EAsT MI OHEST SOUTH NEST
785 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
785.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
786. 09 . . . . . . . . . .
786.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.50 . . . . . . . . . .
786.51 . . . . . . . . . .
7’86.52 . . . . . . . . . .
T86.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
787 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T87. O. . . . . . . . . . .
788 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T88. O. . . . . . . . . . .
T88.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
789 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
789.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
790 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
790.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
794 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
800.00 . . . . . . . . . .
800.01 . . . . . . . . . .
800.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
801.0 . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA3LESm IN Tl:x T.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+ AND
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!dEST SOUTH wEST
803 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
803.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
803.00 . . . . . . . . . .
803.09 . . . . . . . . . .
805 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.00 . . . . . . . . . .
805.02 . . . . . . . . . .
805.08 . . . . . . . . . .
805.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
806.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
807 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
807.00 . . . . . . . . . .
807.01 . . . . . . . . . .
807.02 . . . . . . . . . .
807.03 . . . . . . . . . .
807.04 . . . . . . . . . .
80 T.05 . . . . . . . . . .
807.09 . . . . . . . . . .
807.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.41 . . . . . . . . . .
808.42 . . . . . . . . . .
808.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
810 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
810.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
810.00 . . . . . . . . . .
811 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
811.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
811.00 . . . . . . . . . .
612 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812.01 . . . . . . . . . .
812.09 . . . . . . . . . .
812.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.20 . . . . . . . . . .
812.21 . . . . . . . . . .
81.2.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.40 . . . . . . . . . .
812.41 . . . . . . . . . .
812.42 . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESS IN TEXT.
49
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIALNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI!X4EST SOUTH klEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
813 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
813.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
813.05 . . . . . . . . . .
813.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.11 . . . . . . . . . .
813.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.21 . . . . . . . . . .
813.23 . . . . . . . . . .
813.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813.42 . . . . . . . . . .
813.44 . . . . . . . . . .
813.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.54 . . . . . . . . . .
813.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.80 . . . . . . . . . .
813.81 . . . . . . . . . .
t113.83 . . . . . . . . . .
813.9 . . . . . . . . . . .





815 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
815.0 . . . . . . . . . . .









820 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
820.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.00 . . . . . . . . . .
820.02 . . . . . . . . . .
820.03 . . . . . . . . . .
820. 09 . . . . . . . . . .
820.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
820.20 . . . . . . . . . .
820.21 . . . . . . . . . .
820.22 . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO 141THCAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESC* IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CM CODES SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OIAEST SOUTH HEST
822. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B22. O. . . . . . . . . . .
822. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B23. O. . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.01 . . . . . . . . . .
823.02 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.20 . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
823.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
B23.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.80 . . . . . . . . . .
823. Be . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .
823.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.90 . . . . . . . . . .
823.92 . . . . . . . . . .
B24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
B24.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
B24.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.21 . . . . . . . . . .
825.25 . . . . . . . . . .
825.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
826 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
826.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
826. L. . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
B31.00 . . . . . . . . . .
831.01 . . . . . . . . . .
831.0 + . . . . . . . . . .
832 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
832.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
832.00 . . . . . . . . . .
833 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B33. O. . . . . . . . . . .
833.00 . . . . . . . . . .
834 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
835.00 . . . . . . . . . .
835.01 . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B36. O. . . . . . . . . . .
836.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
B36.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
B36.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
838 . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
51
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FDR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY lCO-9-CM CODE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)








MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST f410WEST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
839 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
839.00 . . . . . . . . . .
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
840.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
840.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
841 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842. D. . . . . . . . . . .
a42. of . . . . . . . . . .
a+2.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
842.10 . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
843.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a44.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
845.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a45. of . . . . . . . . . .
845.09 . . . . . . . . . .
8+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
act . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
847.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
84a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
848.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
848.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a50. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 51.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
851. ao . . . . . . . . . .
85 L.89 . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
852.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
853.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
853.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
854.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
a 54.02 . . . . . . . . . .
854.06 . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO F3E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE NUSE OF TA8LEStt IN ‘TEXT.
52
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR. INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t410WEST SOUTH WEST
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
860. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Boo. + . . . . . . . . . . .
860.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
86 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.01 . . . . . . . . . .
861.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.21 . . . . . . . . . .
062 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
862.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
863 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
863.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
864 . . . . . . . . . ...*
864.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
864.09 . . . . . . . . . .
864.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
B64.10 . . . . . . . . . .
865 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
865.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
865.04 . . . . . . . . . .
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
866.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
866.00 . . . . . . . . . .
866.01 . . . . . . . . . .
867 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
867.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
868.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868.00 . . . . . . . . . .
870 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
870.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
871.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
871.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
871. + . . . . . . . . . . .
871.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
872 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
B73.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.40 . . . . . . . . . .
873. +2 . . . . . . . . . .
873.43 . . . . . . . . . .
873.49 . . . . . . . . . .
873.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.64 . . . . . . . . . .
873.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
87+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
874.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIt4ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USED wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESn IN TEXT.
53
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 i 5-+4 45-64 AND
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoWEST SOUTH WEST
876 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
876.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
879 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
878.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
879 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
880 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
880.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
880.00 . . . . . . . . . .
881 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.00 . . . . . . . . . .
881.02 . . . . . . . . . .
881.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.10 . . . . . . . . . .
881.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.20 . . . . . . . . . .
881.22 . . . . . . . . . .
882 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
882.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
882.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
882.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
883 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
883.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
883.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
883.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
884 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
884.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
885 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
885.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
886 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
886.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
090 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
890.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
890.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
891.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
892.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
892. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
993 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
895 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
895.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
907 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
908 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
909 . . . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5?000 NOT TO 8E USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLEs” IN TExT.
54
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGR~PHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH UEST
910 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
910.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
917 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.9.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
919.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
92,?.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
923 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.00 . . . . . . . . . .
924.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.10 . . . . . . . . . .
924.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
92+.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
927 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
927.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
927.20 . . . . . . . . . .
928 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
920.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
928.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
93+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
934.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
935.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
938 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
943 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
943.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.30 . . . . . . . . . .
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ES TIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITED sTATEs, ~986--coN=





15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t4101dEST SOUTH HEST
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
949 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.00 . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.7.......***.
959.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
962 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
961.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
967. B . . . . . . . . . . .
961.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
968.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
971 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
973 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N07E: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA~L.=” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS? BY ICD-9-CH CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 1 5-+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
57
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS oISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HE AOhOTE AT BEGINNING OF TA8LE)











YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST MI C)tiEST
998 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
999.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V01-V82 . . . . . . .
Vlo.............
Vlo.o...........
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
vlo.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.51 . . . . . . . . . .
V10.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. To . . . . . . . . . .
All.............
Viz.............
V12. O. . . . . . . . . . .
VI Z.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
VI Z.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V15 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V20 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V20.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V2Z.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
v26 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V26. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v27. o . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V43 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V45. LT . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CCIOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




15 L5-+4 45-64 ANO
MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOWEST SOUTH iiEST
ICO-9-C14
CODE TOTAL













V50 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V50.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
As+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V54.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V56.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
v71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V7L.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
v71.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.8 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































NOTk: ES TIHATES OF LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE -USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE Z. NUMBER IN= DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHAR6E0 FRON SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL H05PITALS9
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENTs AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATESS 1986
BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
(EXCLUOES NWBORN INFANTS. COOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASESt 9TH REVISIDN, CLINICAL HOOIFICATION
(ICO-9-C10 : SEE APPENDIX III FOR CATEGORY TITLES. TOTALS INCLUOE OATA FOR CATEGORIES NOT LIsTEO IN TABLE; SEE WISE OF TASLESW IN
TEXT)
SEX AGE REfi ION
65
UNOER YEARS
ICO-9-CH 1 5+4 +5-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL NALE Y;:RS
NORTW
FENALE YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH tiEST
ALL CODES . . . . . . .
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
00% . . . . . . . . . . . .
004.9 . . . *.....*.
.005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005.9...........
006.............
oAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007.1 . . . .. . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
000.49 . . . . . . . . . .
00.s.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .




011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .








038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.% . . . . . . . . . .
036.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.43 . . . . . . . . . .
038.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041.1 . . . . . . . . . . .










053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.19 . . . . . . . . . .
053.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.20 . . . . . . . . . .
053.7 . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOED BY ASTERISX* USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORREWONOING ESTINATE IN TABLE 1: $EE “USE oF TABLES” IN TEXT.
60
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CPl CODE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESN IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




Ico-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-6+ ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST HIOIJEST SOUTH HEST











154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
156.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
158. . . . . . . . . . . . .
159 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
















170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
170.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
X71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
171.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
171.4 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISKf USE AC CoRoING To sIzE oF corresponding ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE ‘F ‘A8LES” lN ‘rExTO
L
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH !dEST
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L7+. O. . . . . . . . . . .
174. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
L79 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.92.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
184 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
184.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
184.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
le6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1B9.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
189.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
190 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
192 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
195.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIt4ATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING 70 S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES= IN TEXT.
63
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5-+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH tiEST
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 T.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.10 . . . . . . . . . .
199.11 . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00 . . . . . . . . . .
200.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.10 . . . . . . . . . .
200.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.20 . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.80 . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.50 . . . . . . . . . .
201.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.90 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.00 . . . . . . . . . .
202.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
202. +0 . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
208.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 1: sEE !lUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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x
TABLE 2. NU14BER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH WEST
210.............
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
21+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
219 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
221 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22s.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
228.01 . . . . . . . . . .
228.09 . . . . . . . . . .
228.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
236 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
236.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
237.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238. T . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
239. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.7 . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE AC COROING TO SIZE CIF CORRESPONDING EST IHATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE WUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-I. ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES* 1986 --CoN.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OifEST SOUTH uEST
240-279 . . . . . . .
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.90 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.20 . . . . . . . . . .
250.21 . . . . . . . . . .
250.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.31 . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE AC COROING TO SIZE GF CORRESPONDING ES71MATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





15 15-44 45-64 ANO NoRTH-































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY AS7ERISK, USE AC CO1701NG TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
67
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF i)AYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AND NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH wEST
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
283.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
28+.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.95.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
286.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
289. 59 . . . . . . . . . .
289.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.10 . . . . . . . . . .
290.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
29 D.20 . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.40 . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
292. B . . . . . . . . . . .
292.81 . . . . . . . . . .
292.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
294 . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES71MATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TD SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRO!4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENTs ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION IJF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES* 19e6—coN-




ICO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST Si3UTH HEST


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE AC COROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TAbLESa IN TEXT.
69
TA8LE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEOEkAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-Ch COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGt+OSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AN3 GEaGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPIT.AL; uNITED STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DUEST SOUTH heST
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300.02 . . . . . . . . . .
300.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.20 . . . . . . . . . .
300. + . . . . . . . . . . .
300.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.89 . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.22 . . . . . . . . . .
301.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.83 . . . . . . . . . .
301.89 . . . . . . . . . .
301.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
302 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
302. 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
302.72 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.02 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
303.92 . . . . . . . . . .
303.93 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.10 . . . . . . . . . .
304.11 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.30 . . . . . . . . . .
304.31 . . . . . . . . . .
304.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.60 . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.70 . . . . . . . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE !IUSE OF TAi3LEScr IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS,
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC sEG113N OF HOSPITAL; Ut+ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TA8LE)




lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AtiO
COOE
NORTH-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEUEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TAHLES” IN TEXT-
71
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISC HARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL. HOSPITALS, BY lCD-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L:[STEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPIT.AL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH WEST




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA3LE 1: SEE wUSE OF TABLES$, IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
HOSPITALS,
1986--CON.






















350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
352 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
352.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .





355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356.............
356.9...........
35 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35a. . . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
359.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.01 . . . . . . . . . .
361. a . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.89 . . . . . . . . . .
361 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .









365.6 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAbLE 1: SEE “USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ctl COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GE OGRAPIIIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 19 B6--CON.









FEMAL5 YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH WEST
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366.14 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 16 . . . . . . . . . .
366.17 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 19 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
370.00 . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
371.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.60 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
374.3 + . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
375.56 . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
377 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
377.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
37 B. . . . . . . . . . . . .
378.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.00 . . . . . . . . . .
3T8. L . . . . . . . . . . .
378.10 . . . . . . . . . .
378.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
370.54 . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.31 . . . . . . . . . .
3B0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING EST HATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES!C IN TEXT.
74
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FCIR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRS T-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPIT,AL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT aEGINNING OF TABLE)








TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOIAEST SOUTH WEST
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.00 . . . . . . . . . .
382.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a2.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
383.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a5.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.30 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0. . . . . . . . . . .
3a6. of . . . . . . . . . .
386. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.10 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.11 . . . . . . . . . .
386. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.30 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.35 . . . . . . . . . .
386. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.50 . . . . . . . . . .
38 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
387.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
baa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
389.00 . . . . . . . . . .
390-459 . . . . . . .
391 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
39+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
39a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
39a.90 . . . . . . . . . .
39a.91 . . . . . . . . . .
401 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
401.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
401. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
401.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
402. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.11 . . . . . . . . . .
402.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.90 . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEDEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TIHATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESN IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH CODE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PA’TIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIo!4Es T SOUTH UES T
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
403.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
404 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
405.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405.91 . . . . . . . . . .
410 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
411 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
412 . . . . . . . ..m...
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
413.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
415.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
416.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
416.9 . . . . . . .. . . . .
420 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90 . . . . . . . . . .
420.91 . . . . . . . . . .
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
422 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
422.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
42+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.90 . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+25.4 . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABL~Sw IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUt46ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROt4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cll COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANo Geographic REGIoN oF Hosp ITAL; uNITEo sTATEs* 1986 --coN -






15 15-W +5-64 ANo
CODE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO aY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE “USE OF TAMLEs” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CODE OF FIRST-L I$TEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986--coN.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO f3Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESit IN TEXlr.
78
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ckl COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH HEST



















45 B. . . . . . . . . . . . .
458.0 . . . . . . . . . . .









461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.8 . . . . . . . . . . .



















472 . . . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TIHATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESa IN TEXT.
79
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)







15 15+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIHATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
m
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNDER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST IliATE PRECEOEO EY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESn IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cti COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOS IS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OlfEST SOUTH NEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
5.?5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
526.89 . . . . . . . . . .
527 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
527.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
528.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
520.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.50 . . . . . . . . . .
531.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 .60 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.10 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.70 . . . . . . . ...>
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESN IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH HEST
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.00 . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.50 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
534 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
531.89 . . . . . . . . . .
5+0. . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+0.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.10 . . . . . . . . . .
550. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
550.93 . . . . . . . . . .
551 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.00 . . . . . . . . . .
552.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
552.21 . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIHATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE AC COROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
83
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH WEST
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.00 . . . . . . . . . .
553.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.29 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .
562.11 . . . . . . . . . .
564 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
564.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
564. L . . . . . . . . . . .
564.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
565.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
566 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
567. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
568 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.9.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
568. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE *USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-C14 COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WSE OF TABLES- IN rEXT.
!3il
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
oIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
MALE FEt4ALE YEARs YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOIJTH UEST
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576. L . . . . . . . . . . .
576.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
57 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T8. O. . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
579.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
5-19.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
580-629 . . . . . . .
580 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
582 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
582.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
584 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.00 . . . . . . . . . .
590.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593. T . . . . . . . . . . .
593. B. . . . . . . . . . .
593.81 . . . . . . . . . .
593.89 . . . . . . . . . .
593.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594.1 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAVS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
HOSPITALS,
1986—CON.
























596.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597.8 . . . . . . . . . . .










600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.1 . . . . . . . . . . .

























611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE -uSE UF TABLES- IN TExT.
87
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
CODE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!IEST SOUTH wEST
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . ...=....
614.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
61 B.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
619.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621. 6- . . . . . . . . . .
621.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE AC COROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: sEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
88
TABLE .?. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIFIATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTI!4ATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
89
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CoN.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
CODE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOMEST SOUTH wEST
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6+3.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.13 . . . . . . . . . .
643.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.23 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
64+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
644. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
.3+5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
645.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645.03 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.13 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.83 . . . . . . . . . .
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
64 T.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
6+1.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648. 23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.33 . . . . . . . . . .
648.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
640.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
64 B.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.93 . . . . . . . . . .
651 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
651.03 . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CJ4 COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









FEMALE Y;iRs YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OIAEST SOUTH WEST
654 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
654. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
65+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.23 . . . . . . . . . .
65+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.43 . . . . . . . . . .
654.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.53 . . . . . . . . . .
656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.13 . . . . . . . . . .
658.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.23 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
659. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
659. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
664 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.04 . . . . . . . . . .
666. L . . . . . . . . . . .
666.14 . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.24 . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
670.04 . . . . . . . . . .
671 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
674 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
680-709 . . . . . . .
Lao . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681. o . . . . . . . . . . .
6B1.00 . . . . . . . . . .
681. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
681 .10 . . . . . . . . . .
682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
682. T . . . . . . . . . . .
682.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
683 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
684 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685.0 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOIN6 ESTIMATE 1!4 TA8LE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES91 IN TEXT.
91
&
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF D.AYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HO SPIT,AL; UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH liEST
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
691 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
691.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
692.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
695.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
695.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
696 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
696. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
700 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
705 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705.83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
708.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-739 . . . . . . .
7L0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L0. I . . . . . . . . . . .
7L0.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
all . . . . . . . . . . . . .
?L1. o . . . . . . . . . . .
7L1.02 . . . . . . . . . .
711.03 . . . . . . . . . .
711.06 . . . . . . . . . .
7L1.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
714 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7L4. O. . . . . . . . . . .
714.3 . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : IF ESTIMATE pREc EOEO ay ASTERISK, usE AC COROXNG TO sIzE OF CORRESpONOING E.3TIMA7E Itt TABLE 1: sEE .us E oF TAOLEs,f IN TExT.
92
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: LINITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
HOSPITALS,
1986--CON.






15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO
MALE
NORTH-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE .USE OF TABLESSI IN TEXT.
93
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS oISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE Of FIRS T-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




Ico-9-ckl 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OiiEST SOUTH wEST
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
719. 16 . . . . . . . . . .
719.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.41 . . . . . . . . . .
719.45 . . . . . . . . . .
719.46 . . . . . . . . . .
719.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.86 . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.96 . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
T22.73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.80 . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722.91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.00 . . . . . . . . . .
724.02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.4. . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.79 . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.9 . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 3Y ASTERISK? USE ACCORo ING To sI~E oF corresponding Es TIMATE IN TABLE 1: sEE “us E oF TABLEs” lN ‘EXT.
TABLE 2. NuMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROFI SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS.
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)









TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH WEST
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. L. . . . . . . . . . .
726.10 . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.32 . . . . . . . . . .
726.33 . . . . . . . . . .
726.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.65 . . . . . . . . . .
726.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.73 . . . . . . . . . .
726.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.91 . . . . . . . . . .
727 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T2T.00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.03 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
727.06 . . . . . . . . . .
727.09 . . . . . . . . . .
727. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T27. + . . . . . . . . . . .
727.43 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.51 . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
727. a l . . . . . . . . . .
727. Be . . . . . . . . . .
7.??.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
T28.84 . . . . . . . . . .
728.85 . . . . . . . . . .
T28.89 . . . . . . . . . .
728.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.81 . . . . . . . . . .
730 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.07 . . . . . . . . . .
730.08 . . . . . . . . . .
730. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.15 . . . . . . . . . .
730.16 . . . . . . . . . .
730. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.20 . . . . . . . . . .
730.24 . . . . . . . . . .
730.25 . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO c!Y ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAbLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF A8LES- IN TEXT.
95
,
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIRS T-L:[STECI
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AND
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
731 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
731.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.00 . . . . . . . . . .
733.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.42 . . . . . . . . . .
733. B . . . . . . . . . . .
733. Be . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
735. B . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736. + . . . . . . . . . . .
736.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.70 . . . . . . . . . .
736.79 . . . . . . . . . .
T36.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736. Be . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
73 T.30 . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73 BOO . . . . . . . . . . .
T3B.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T41.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.90 . . . . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
742.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
743.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
T44 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T44.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.42 . . . . . . . . . .
T45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.60 . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TA8LE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CN COOE OF FIFLST-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 1 5+4 45-64
COOE
ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH uEST
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7+6.0...........
Tk6.02 . . . . . . . . . .
746. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
747. L . . . . . . . . . . .
747.10 . . . . . ...*.
747*3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+7.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.81 . . . . . . . . . .
7+a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74a.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.00 . . . . . . . . . .
749. L . . . . . . . . . . .
T49.10 . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.20 . . . . . . . . . .
T49.21 . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.5 . . . . ...*...
751.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
752a . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
754 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.30 . . . . . . . . . .
754.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.52 . . . . . . . . . .
754.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.70 . . . . . . . . . .
754a . . . . . . . . . . .
754. a l . . . . . . . . . .
T55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.67 . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.12 . . . . . . . . . .
756. % . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF i7AYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHAR6E0 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CFI CODE OF FIRS T-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENTs ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION UF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES? 1986 —coN-




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-64 ANO NORTH-









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIf4ATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK? USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE oF TABLES” IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN ‘TEXT.
loo
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C!I COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES. 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
sEX AGE REG IOiN
65
UNOER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE
tAORTH-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK. USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESa IN TEXT.
101
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRS T-IL ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DMEsT sOUTH WEST
822 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
822.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
822.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B23.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.01 . . . . . . . . . .
823.02 . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.20 . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
823.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
az?i. a o. . . . . . . . .
823.81 . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .
823.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.90 . . . . . . . . . .
B23.92 . . . . . . . . . .
824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
824.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
az+. b . . . . . . . . . . .
824.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.21 . . . . . . . . . .
825.25 . . . . . . . . . .
825.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
B26 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
826.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
826. L. . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83 L. O. . . . . . . . . . .
831.00 . . . . . . . . . .
831.01 . . . . . . . . . .
831.04 . . . . . . . . . .
832 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
832.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
B32.00 . . . . . . . . . .
833 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B33. O. . . . . . . . . . .
833.00 . . . . . . . . . .
834 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83 S . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
835.00 . . . . . . . . . .
835.01 . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
836.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
B36. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
836.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
836.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
838 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE : IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TI$lATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WSE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIil+ OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1986--CON.









FS14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410uEST SOUTH HEST
839 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
839.00 . . . . . . . . . .
8+0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+0.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
840.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
841 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
842.00 . . . . . . . . . .
842.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+2.10 . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
843. ? . . . . . . . . . . .
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
845.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
845.00 . . . . . . . . . .
845.09 . . . . . . . . . .
8+6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
847.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
84’T.l . . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
848 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
848. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
848.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
850. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850. 9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
851.80 . . . . . . . . . .
85 L.89 . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
852.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
853.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
853.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
854.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
854.02 . . . . . . . . . .
854.06 . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY AS7ERISK, USE AC COROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L:[STEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.










MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH WEST
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
861 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
861.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.21 . . . . . . . . . .
862 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
062.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
863 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
863.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
864 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
864.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
864.09 . . . . . . . . . .
864. L. . . . . . . . . . .
86+. LO . . . . . . . . . .
865 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
865.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
865.04 . . . . . . . . . .
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
866.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
866.00 . . . . . . . . . .
866.01 . . . . . . . . . .
86 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
867.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
868.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868.00 . . . . . . . . . .
870 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
870.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
871.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
8T1. L. . . . . . . . . . .
871.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
871.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
872 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B73. O. . . . . . . . . . .
873.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.40 . . . . . . . . . .
873.42 . . . . . . . . . .
873.43 . . . . . . . . . .
873.49 . . . . . . . . . .
873.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
8T3.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.64 . . . . . . . . . .
873.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
874 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
874.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIf4ATE PRECEOED BY AS7ER1SK, uSE ACCO ROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘f USE OF TA8LESti IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FoR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
oIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
198 b—CON.
SEX AGE REG ION
65
uNOER YEARS





FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOilEST SOUTH WEST
876 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
876.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
878 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
878.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
B79 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
8T9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
880 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8B0. O. . . . . . . . . . .
880.00 . . . . . . . . . .
881 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.00 . . . . . . . . . .
881.02 . . . . . . . . . .
881.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.10 . . . . . . . . . .
881.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
881.20 . . . . . . . . . .
881.22 . . . . . . . . . .
882 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
882.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
882.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
882.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
883 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
883.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
883. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
883.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
884 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8a4. o . . . . . . . . . . .
885 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8a5. o . . . . . . . . . . .
B86 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
886.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a do . . . . . . . . . . . . .
890.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
890.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a91. o . . . . . . . . . . .
891. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a92. o . . . . . . . . . . .
892.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
893 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a95 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a95. o . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9C5 . . . . ...*.....
905.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
907 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
908 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
909 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEoGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO sTATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
HOSPITALS,
1986—CON.








15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MXOiAEST SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
910 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
910.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
917 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
919.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
923 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.00 . . . . . . . . . .
924.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
924.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
927 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
927.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
927.20 . . . . . . . . . .
92a. ..’ . . . . . . . . . .
928.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
926.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933. L . . . . . . . . . . .
934 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
934.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
935.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
938 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
94 L.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
942.” . . . . . . . . . . . .
943 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
943.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9+5.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.30 . . . . . . . . . .
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST I14ATE P17ECEDE0 dY AS7ERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TE~(T.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CFl COOE OF FIRS T-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5-% 45-64 AtAO
COOE TOTAL HALE FE flALE YEARS YEARS
tAORTH-
YEARS OVER EAST HI OWEST sOUTH MEST
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
949 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.00 . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955. L . . . . . . . . . . .
955.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
962 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
96 S.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
96-I. B. . . . . . . . . . .
967.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
968.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
971 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
97.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9T2.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
973 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES,
HOSPITALS*
1986—CON.
BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTEO






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH NEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
900 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
983.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
985 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
985.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
987.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
988 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
991 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
994.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.32 . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANCI AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES*
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
HoSPITALS.
1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5+4 45-64 AtiO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST liIOilEST SOUTH uEST
998 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 B.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
999.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V01-V82 . . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. O. . . . . . . ...*
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
V10.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.51 . . . . . . . . . .
V10.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.7 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE .?. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO /lGE OF PA TX ENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; LINITEO STATES, 1986--CON.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH uEST
V50 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V50.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. B. . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . ...*....
V55.3 . . . ...*....
V57 . . . . . ...*....
V57.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































N07E: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK. USE AC COROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TItlATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAOLESn IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NI.NN3ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986
(EXCLUDES NEUBORN INFANTS. COOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF oISEASES, 9TH REVISION, CLINICAL MODIFICATION







15 15+4 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST III OHEST SOUTH WEST
ALL COD ES.......
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
003.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
004.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
006 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE US E13; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USED HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TACILt S- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAoNoTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
.1986--CON.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH IJEST
040 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
040.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
041. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
043 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
044 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
044.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
045 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
045.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
045.90 . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
049 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
049.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
052.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.19 . . . . . . . . . .
053.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.20 . . . . . . . . . .
053.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.7’ 9 . . . . . . . . . .
053.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
054.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
054.10 . . . . . . . . . .
054.11 . . . . . . . . . .
054. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
054.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
054.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
054.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
054.79 . . . . . . . . . .
054.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
056 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
056.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
057 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
057.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
070.3 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000 -10s000 TO SE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES*
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FRo H SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY XCO-9-CM COOES SEX ANO
1986—CON.





15 15-44 +5-6+ ANO
COOE
NORTH-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000- 10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
113
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY IcO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.






15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410UEST SOUTH UEST
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
136.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
137 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
137. o . . . . . . . . . . .
138 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
141.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
142 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142.0 . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO i417H CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES!1 IN TEX7.
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TABLE 3. NUt4BER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
1986—CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CODE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OliEST SOUTH MEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
15 T.l . . . . . . . . . . .
15 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
158 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 BOO. . . . . . . . . . .
158.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
159 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
159.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
160 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
160.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162. B. . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
163 . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
163.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
164 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
164.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
170.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
170.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
170.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
170.9 . . . ...*....
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
171.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
171.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
171.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
171.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
172 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
174. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
L74.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO aE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,0!) 0-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TALILESm IN lLXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986--CON.






45-64” - A NO
MALE
NCIRTH-
FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OliEST SOUTH WEST
175 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L75.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
179 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LO. . . . . . . . . . . . .
180. O. . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
L84 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
184.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
184.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
187 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
189. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
189.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
190 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
190.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
192 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
192.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
195.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
195.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
196. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.6 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986--CON.







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH HEST
id . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
i97.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 T.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
197. 8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 B.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.4 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES71MATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 7U BE uSEO #ITH cALITIok: SEE W(JSE OF 7ABLESDI IN TEXT.
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.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROt4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX AfIo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1986--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CODE TOTAL
NORTH-
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO BE uSEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO MITH cAuTIoN: SEE “usE oF TA~LEs” IN TEXT=
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS.
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITALS UNITEO STATEst 19a&coN.
(SEE HEAoNorE AT BEGINNING w TABLE)

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































70 8E uSEO WITH CAUrIOk SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMbER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH WEST
NLWIBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.20 . . . . . . . . . .
250.21 . . . . . . . . . .
250.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.30 . . . . . . . . . .
250.31 . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 ..3 . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
252.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
255. B . . . . . . . . . . .
255.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
256 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
256.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
259 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
259.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
260 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
261 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
262 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10,000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH HEST
266 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
266.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
268 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
268.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
269 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
269.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
269.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
270.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
271 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2TI.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T2.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
273.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T3.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
273.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
273.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
274.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
275.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
275.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
275.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T6.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T6. % . . . . . . . . . .
276.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T6.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
OTT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27 T.o . . . . . . . . . . .
27 T.OO . . . . . . . . . .
277.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
277. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
277. + . . . . . . . . . . .
277.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
27 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
278.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
278.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
278.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
279 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
279.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
279.00 . . . . . . . . . .
2T9. L . . . . . . . . . . .
279.10 . . . . . . . . . .
279.19 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICD-9-Cf4 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANo NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOkfEST SOUTH UEST
280-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
281.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
282. + . . . . . . . . . . .
282.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.60 . . . . . . . . . .
282.61 . . . . . . . . . .
282.62 . . . . . . . . . .
282.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
283.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
283.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
283.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
284.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
286.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
286. + . . . . . . . . . . .
286.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
209 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
269.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
289.59 . . . . . . . . . .
289.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
ICD-9-CM
CODE TOTAL
SEX AGE REG ION
65’
UNOER YEARS
15 15-++ +5-64 ANO
MALE
NORTH-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ●USE OF TA8LES. IN TEXT.
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1
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CODE
NoRTH-

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)








15 15-+4 45-64 ANO
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER
NORTH-









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cll COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 19 B6--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





1 5+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HI OMEST SOUTH HEST
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.02 . . . . . . . . . .
305.03 . . . . . . . . . .
305.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.10 . . . . . . . . . .
305.11 . . . . . . . . . .
305.13 . . . . . . . . . .
305.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.20 . . . . . . . . . .
305.21 . . . . . . . . . .
305.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.40 . . . . . . . . . .
305.41 . . . . . . . . . .
305.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.50 . . . . . . . . . .
305.51 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.60 . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 . . . . . . . . . .
305.62 . . . . . . . . . .
305.63 . . . . . . . . . .
305.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.70 . . . . . . . . . .
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305.91 . . . . . . . . . .
305.92 . . . . . . . . . .
305.93 . . . . . . . . . .
306 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
306.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
306..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.80 . . . . . . . . . .
307.81 . . . . . . . . . .
307.89 . . . . . . . . . .
307.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
306 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
308.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
308.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
308.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.24 . . . . . . . . . .
309.28 . . . . . . . . . .
309.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.81 . . . . . . . . . .
309.89 . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO iE USEO h’17H CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FoR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATE.%
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
1986--CON.











FEtlALE Y;;RS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoMEST SOUTH WEST
310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.00 . . . . . . . . . .
312.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.10 . . . . . . . . . .
312.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.2.1 . . . . . . . . . .
312,.23 . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 + . . . . . . . . . .
312.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
313 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
313.81 . . . . . . . . . .
314 . . . . . . . ...*..
314.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
314.00 . . . . . . . . . .
314.01 . . . . . . . . . .
315 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
315.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
315.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
316 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
317.. . . . . . . . . . . .
318 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
318.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
318.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
319 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320-389 . . . . . . .
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
320.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
320.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
321 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
321.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
322 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
322.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
323 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
323.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
32+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
324.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
326 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
331 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.89 . . . . . . . . . .
331.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
332 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
332. 0 . . . . . . . . . . .
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>
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATI ENTg ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1986--CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AND
CODE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH HEST
348 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+8.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.5 . . . . . . . ...*
348.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
3+9.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.81 . . . . . . . . . .
349.82 . . . . . . . . . .
349.89 . . . . . . . . . .
349*9 . *. ..**....
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
352 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
352.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
353.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
35+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
35+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
356.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
356.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
357.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
357.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
357.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
358.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
358.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
359.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
359.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
359.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360.00 . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTI14ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; EST INATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO lilTH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES- IN TEXT.
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I
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE Y6ARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH WEST
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.01 . . . . . . . . . .
361.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.89 . . . . . . . . . .
361 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.01 . . . . . . . . . .
362.02 . . . . . . . . . .
362.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.10 . . . . . . . . . .
362. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
362.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.21 . . . . . . . . . .
362.29 . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.30 . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 + . . . . . . . . . .
362.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.50 . . . . . . . . . .
362.54 . . . . . . . . . .
362.56 . . . . . . . . . .
362.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.81 . . . . . . . . . .
363 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
363.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
363.20 . . . . . . . . . .
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
36+.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
364.41 . . . . . . . . . .
364.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
365. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
365.11 . . . . . . . . . .
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.20 . . . . . . . . . .
365.22 . . . . . . . . . .
365.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.60 . . . . . . . . . .
365.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366. L . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366.14 . . . . . . . . . .
366.16 . . . . . . . . . .
366. 17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.19 . . . . . . . . . .
366.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.20 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
367 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 T. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.00 . . . . . . . . . .
368.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.46 . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO tiE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUHBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIA6NOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE. SEX ANO
SEX AGE REGION
UNOER Y;~RS
ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
CODE TOTAL t4ALE
NORTH-
FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 14101AEST SOUTH MEST
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
369.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.00 . . . . . . . . . .
369.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.60 . . . . . . . . . .
369.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.74 . . . . . . . . . .
369.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
370. . . . . . . . . . . . .
370.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
370.00 . . . . . . . . . .
370.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T1.00 . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
371.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.40 . . . . . . . . . .
371.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T1.57 . . . . . . . . . .
371.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.60 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.00 . . . . . . . . . .
372.03 . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
372.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.40 . . . . . . . . . .
372.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.72 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
373.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
373.00 . . . . . . . . . .
373.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
373.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.10 . . . . . . . . . .
374.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
374.34 . . . . . . . . . .
374.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
375.42 . . . . . . . . . .
375.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
375.56 . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
376.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
377 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
377.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
377.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cfl CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST f410ilEST SOUTH !4EsT
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T8. O. . . . . . . . . . .
378.00 . . . . . . . . . .
378.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.10 . . . . . . . . . .
378.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.31 . . . . . . . . . .
378.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.51 . . . . . . . . . .
378.54 . . . . . . . . . .
378.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
37?.29 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.31 . . . . . . . . . .
379.32 . . . . . . . . . .
379. % . . . . . . . . . .
379.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.50 . . . . . . . . . .
379.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.91 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.10 . . . . . . . . . .
380.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.00 . . . . . . . . . .
381.01 . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.81 . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.00 . . . . . . . . . .
382.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
383 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
383. L. . . . . . . . . . .
383.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
385.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
385. 23 . . . . . . . . . .
385.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.30 . . . . . . . . . .
385.32 . . . . . . . . . .
385.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.89 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CPI CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




15 1 5-W +5-6+ ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410!dEST SOUTH MEST
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.00 . . . . . . . . . .
386.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.10 . . . . . . . . . .
386. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
386.12 . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .
386.35 . . . . . . . . . .
386.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.50 . . . . . . . . . .
386.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
387 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
387.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
388 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
388.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
388.01 . . . . . . . . . .
388.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
388.3 Q. . . . . . . . . .
388.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
388.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.70 . . . . . . . . . .
389 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
389.00 . . . . . . . . . .
389.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
389.10 . . . . . . . . . .
389.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
390-459 . . . . . . .
390 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
391 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
391.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
394 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
395 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
395.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
395.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
397 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
397.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
398 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
39 B.90 . . . . . . . . . .
39e.91 . . . ...*...
398.99 . . . . . . . . . .
401 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
401.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
401.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cfl CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, ,1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX
ICO-9-CM




15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoMEST sOUTH WEST
40.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.00 . . . . . . . . . .
402.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.10 . . . . . . . . . .
402.11 . . . . . . . . . .
402.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.90 . . . . . . . . . .
402.91 . . . . . . . . . .
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
403.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
403.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
404 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
404.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
405.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405.91 . . . . . . . . . .
405.99 . . . . . . . . . .
410 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41 O. O. . ..*......
410.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
412 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
413.1 *.....***..
413.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.10 . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
415.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
416.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
416.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
416.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90 . . . . . . . . . .
4.?0.91 . . . . . . . . . .
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROtl SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE* SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: LINITED STATES, 1986—CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoUEST SOUTH WEST
4.22 . . . . . . . . . . . .
422.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
422.91 . . . . . . . . . .
+23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+23.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
423.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
423.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+24.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
+2+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.90 . . . . . . . . . .
+2s . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+25.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.9.........**
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.10 . . . . . . . . . .
426.11 . . . . . . . . . .
426. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
426.13 . . . . . . . . . .
426.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.50 . . . . . . . . . .
426.52 . . . . . . . . . .
426.53 . . . . . . . . . .
426.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.89 . . . . . . . . . .
426.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
427 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
427.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
427. L. . . . . . . . . . .
427.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.31 . . . . . . . . . .
427.32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.41 . . . . . . . . . .
427.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUNBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR lNPATI ENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
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15 L5-44 45-64 ANO
MALE
NORTH-
FE?4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST IIIOUEST SOUTH uEST
444 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
444.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
444.89 . . . . . . . . . .
444.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
446 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4+6.0. . . . . . . . . . .
+46.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
446.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
++6.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
447. . . . . . . . . . . . .
447.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
44 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
448 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44 BOO . . . . . . . . . . .
448.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.11 . . . . . . . . . .
451.19 . . . . . . . . . .
451.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.89 . . . . . . . . . .
451.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
453.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
453.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 . . . . . . ...*...
455.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
456 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
k56. L. . . . . . . . . . .
456.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.20 . . . . . . . . . .
456.21 . . . . . . . . . .
456.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OHEST SOUTH NEST
457 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
457.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
45 B. . . . . . . . . . . . .
458.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
459.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.81 . . . . . . . . . .
459.89 . . . . . . . . . .
459.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
460-519 . . . . . . .
460 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
464. L . . . . . . . . . . .
464.10 . . . . . . . . . .
464.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.4.20 . . . . . . . . . .
46+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.30 . . . . . . . . . .
464.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
465 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
465.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
466 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
466.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
am . . . . . . . . . . . . .
all . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+11. o . . . . . . . . . . .
471.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
471.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
472 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
472.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
472. L . . . . . . . . . . .
473 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
473.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
474 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
474.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.10 . . . . . . . . . .
474. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
474.12 . . . . . . . . . .
474.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TA8LE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C)I COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES. 1986--CON.








TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST FIIOHEST SOUTH wEST
4T5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
476 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
476.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
477 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
477.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
4T8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.20 . . . . . . . . . .
478.29 . . . . . . . . . .
+78.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.30 . . . . . . . . . .
478.31 . . . . . . . . . .
478.33 . . . . . . . . . .
kT8.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
+78.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
+78.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
4T8.74 . . . . . . . . . .
478.75 . . . . . . . . . .
478.79 . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480. L . . . . . . . . . . .
+80.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
+00.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
+82.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
462.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
+82.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
483 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
484 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+87 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
487.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
487. L . . . . . . . . . . .
487.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
492. B. . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493.01 . . . . . . . . . .
493.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.10 . . . . . . . . . .
493.11 . . . . . . . . . .
493.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNoSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OiiEST SOUTH INES T
494 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
502 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
505 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
507 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
508 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
508.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
514 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
516.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
517 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
517.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
51a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
519. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
520-579 . . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
522.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
522.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
523 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
523.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
523.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
523.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
523.8 . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE W(JSE OF TABLESti IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY t40NFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH HES7
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
525 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
525.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
525.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
526.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
526.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
5z6.81 . . . . . . . . . .
526.89 . . . . . . . . . .
526.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
527 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
527.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
528.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
529 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
529.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
529.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
531.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.10 . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.50 . . . . . . . . . .
531.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.60 . . . . . . . . . .
531.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.70 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE uSEO: ESTIPlA7ES OF 5,000-10.000 TO 6E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES= IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1986--CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH liEST
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.10 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532. +0 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.7. . . . . . . . . . .
532.70 . . . . . . . . . .
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.90 . . . . . . . . . .
532.91 . . . . . . . . . .
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.00 . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.50 . . . . . . . . . .
533.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.70 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
534 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
534.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
534.40 . . . . . . . . . .
534.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
534.90 . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.81 . . . . . . . . . .
537.89 . . . . . . . . . .
537.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+0.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CFI COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, L986--CON.






1 5-W 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARs YEARS YEARS OVER EAST $IIOIAEST SOUTH UEST
543 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.11 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92. . . . . . . . . .
550.93 . . . . . . . . . .
551 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.?.00 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
55.?.21 . . . . . . . . . .
552.29 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553. . . . . . . . . . . . .
553.00 . . . . . . . . . .
553. i . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.29 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
55a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
558.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
558.9 . . . . . . . . ..s
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.30 . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 N07 TO BE USEO; ESTIt4ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLESr IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCI-IARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: LINITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5?000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE usEo WITH CAUTION: SEE .USE OF TABLES. IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NU14BER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES*
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)







15 1 5-+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5tO00-10sOO0 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS, W ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARG~O FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
ASE OF PATIENT. ANO 6E0bRApHIc REGION OF HOsPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1986—coN.







TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oveR EAST !41OHEST SOUTH uEST
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO oIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
VEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST MIoUEST SOUTH WEST
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L5. o . . . . . . . . . . .
615. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.10 . . . . . . . . . .
616.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
617 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61-r. o . . . . . . . . . . .
617. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
619. O. . . . . . . . . . .
619.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. i . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
624 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
624.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
625. 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.8 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TO BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCNARf2EDFROM SHORT-STAY t20NFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CH CODE, SEX AtiO
AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPtlIC REGION OF HOSPITALX UNITEO STATESO 1913*CON.









NALE FEMALE Y:iRS YEARS YEARS 0% EAST HIOUEST SOUTH MEST
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
626. L . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
62T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
627. k.. **.....-
62T4 . . . . . . . . . . .
627.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
62T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
628.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
628.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
629 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
629.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
629.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-6T6 . . . . . . .
630 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
631 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
63+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63%0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.01 . . . . . . . . . .
634.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
63+.11 . . . . . . . . . .
634.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.90 . . . . . . . . .
634.91 . . . . . . . . . .
634.92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.90 . . . . . . . . . .
635.92 . . . . . . . . . .
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
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&
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)





ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AtAO NORTH-
CODE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.01 . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.31 . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.41 . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.51 . . . . . . . . . .
6+2.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.61 . . . . . . . . . .
642.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.71 . . . . . . . . . .
642.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.91 . . . . . . . . . .
642.5’ 3 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.13 . . . . . . . . . .
643.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.23 . . . . . . . . . .
643.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.93 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.13 . . . . . . . . . .
644.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.21 . . . . . . . . . .
645 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
645.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645.01 . . . . . . . . . .
645.03 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.11 . . . . . . . . . .
646. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
646.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.31 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.61 . . . . . . . . . .
646.62 . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8. . . . . . . . . . .
646.81 . . . . . . . . . .
646.83 ; . . . . . . . . .
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
647.01 . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.61 . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647a . . . . . . . . . . .
647. a l . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT To BE Useo; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USEO 141THCAU710N: SEE “USE oF 7A8LESn IN TExT-
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: LINITEO STATES, 1986—CON.







15+4 45-64 A NO
TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDWEST SOUTH klEsT
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.01 ..........
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648. L . . . . . . . . . . .
6+8.11 . . . . . . . . . .
640.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.20 . . . . . . . . . .
648.21 . . . . . . . . . .
648.22 . . . . . . . . . .
648.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.24 . . . . . . . . . .
648.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.31 . . . . . . . . . .
648.33 . . . . . . . . . .
648.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.41 . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
648.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.61 . . . . . . . . . .
648.63 . . . . . . . . . .
648.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
648.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a.91 . . . . . . . . . .
648.92 . . . . . . . . . .
648.93 . . . . . . . . . .
650 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
651.01 . . . . . . . . . .
651.03 . . . . . . . . . .
652 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
652.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.11 . . . . . . . . . .
652.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.21 . . . . . . . . . .
652.23 . . . . . . . . . .
652.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
652 .31 . . . . . . . . . .
652.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.41 . . . . . . . . . .
652.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.51 . . . . . . . . . .
652.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.6 L . . . . . . . . . .
652a . . . . . . . . . . .
652.81 . . . . . . . . . .
652.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
652.91 . . . . . . . . . .
653 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
653. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
653.11 . . . . . . . . . .
653.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
653.41 . . . . . . . . . .
653.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
653.51 . . . . . . . . . .
653.7 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO SE uSEO H17H CAUTION: SEE WISE OF TA8LESn IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEIJ DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY NOtiFEOERAL
1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15+4 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAST MIoIAEST SOUTH WEST
654 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
654.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.01 . . . . . . . . . .
654.03 . . . . . . . . . .
654.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.11 . . . . . . . . . .
654.13 . . . . . . . . . .
654.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.21 . . . . . . . . . .
654.23 . . . . . . . . . .
654.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
654.43 . . . . . . . . . .
654.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.51 . . . . . . . . . .
654.53 . . . . . . . . . .
654.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.61 . . . . . . . . . .
654.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.71 . . . . . . . . . .
655 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
655.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
655.01 . . . . . . . . . .
656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.11 . . . . . . . . . .
656.13 . . . . . . . . . .
656.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.21 . . . . . . . . . .
656.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.31 . . . . . . . . . .
656.33 . . . . . . . . . .
656.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.41 . . . . . . . . . .
656.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.51 . . . . . . . . . .
656.53 . . . . . . . . . .
656.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.61 . . . . . . . . . .
656.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.71 . . . . . . . . . .
656.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.81 . . . . . . . . . .
657 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
657.01 . . . . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.01 . . . . . . . . . .
658.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.11 . . . . . . . . . .
658.13 . . . . . . . . . .
658.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.21 . . . . . . . . . .
656.23 . . . . . . . . . .
658.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.41 . . . . . . . . . .
658.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.81 . . . . . . . . . .
658.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
658.91 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
659.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.11 . . . . . . . . . .
659.13 . . . . . . . . . .
659.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.21 . . . . . . . . . .
659.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.41 . . . . . . . . . .
659.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.51 . . . . . . . . . .
659.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.81 . . . . . . . . . .
659.9 . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO biITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT-
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRoM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.








15-+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST $IIOIJEST SOUTH WEST
660 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
660.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.01 . . . . . . . . . .
660.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.11 . . . . . . . . . .
660.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.31 . . . . . . . . . .
660.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.41 . . . . . . . . . .
660.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.61 . . . . . . . . . .
660.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.71 . . . . . . . . . .
660.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
660.91 . . . . . . . . . .
66 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
661.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.01 . . . . . . . . . .
661.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
66i. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
661.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.20 . . . . . . . . . .
661.21 . . . . . . . . . .
661.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.31 . . . . . . . . . .
661. k . . . . . . . . . . .
661. +1 . . . . . . . . . .
66 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.91 . . . . . . . . . .
662 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
662.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.01 . . . . . . . . . .
662.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.11 . . . . . . . . . .
662.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.21 . . . . . . . . . .
663 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
663.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.01 . . . . . . . . . .
662.. s,. . . . . . . . . . .
663.11 . . . . . . . . . .
663.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.21 . . . . . . . . . .
663.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.31 . . . . . . . . . .
663.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.41 . . . . . . . . . .
663.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.51 . . . . . . . . . .
663.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.81 . . . . . . . . . .
663.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.91 . . . . . . . . . .
664 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
664.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.01 . . . . . . . . . .
664.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.11 . . . . . . . . . .
664.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
66+.21 . . . . . . . . . .
664.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.31 . . . . . . . . . .
664.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.41 . . . . . . . . . .
664. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.51 . . . . . . . . . .
664.9 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO uITH CAUTION: SEZ ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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f
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.





15 1 5-4+ 45-64 AND
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST sOUTH bfEs T
665 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
665.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.22 . . . . . . . . . .
665.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.31 . . . . . . . . . .
665.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.41 . . . . . . . . . .
665.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.5 L . . . . . . . . . .
665.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
665.71 . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.02 . . . . . . . . . .
666.04 . . . . . . . . . .
666.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
666. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
666. 14 . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.22 . . . . . . . . . .
666.24 . . . . . . . . . .
666.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.32 . . . . . . . . . .
667 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
667.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
667.02 . . . . . . . . . .
667.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
667. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
668 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
669 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
669.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.41 . . . . . . . . . .
669.42 . . . . . . . . . .
669.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.51 . . . . . . . . . .
669.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.71 . . . . . . . . . .
669.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.81 . . . . . . . . . .
669.,9 . . . . . . . . . . .
669.91 . . . . . . . . . .
670 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
670.02 . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 + . . . . . . . . . .
67 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
671 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
671.22 . . . . . . . . . .
671.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
671.81 . . . . . . . . . .
671.82 . . . . . . . . . .
672 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6T2. O. . . . . . . . . . .
672.02 . . . . . . . . . .
674 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
674. L . . . . . . . . . . .
674.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
674.32 . . . . . . . . . .
674.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
67+.82 . . . . . . . . . .
674.64 . . . . . . . . . .
675 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
676 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
676. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
676.21 . . . . . . . . . .
676.22 . . . . . . . . . .
680-709 . . . . . . .
680 . . . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5*000 NOT TO BE UsEo: Es TIMATEs oF 5*ooo-lo*ooo To BE usEo MITH cAuTIoN: sEE “usE ‘F ‘A SLES” lN ‘EXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE IIF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAoNoTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO: ES TIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Oli EST SOUTH wEST
704 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
704.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
704.00 . . . . . . . . . .
704.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
704.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T05.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705.83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i’06. l . . . . . . . . . . .
706.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
708.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
708.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T09.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.9 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO BE USEO; ES TIPIATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEC ‘USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+
COOE
ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEf4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST Ml OUEST SOUTH UEST
715 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.00 . . . . . . . . . .
715.09 . . . . . . . . . .
715. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.15 . . . . . . . . . .
715.16 . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.31 . . . . . . . . . .
715.32 . . . . . . . . . .
715.33 . . . . . . . . . .
715.34 . . . . . . . . . .
715.35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715.37 . . . . . . . . . .
715.38 . . . . . . . . . .
715.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7’15.89 . . . . . . . . . .
7L5.9 . . ..*......
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.91 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
715.97 . . . . . . . . . .
715.98 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 15 . . . . . . . . . .
716. 16 . . . . . . . . . .
716.17 . . . . . . . . . .
716.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.59 . . . . . . . . . .
716.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.61 . . . . . . . . . .
716.65 . . . . . . . . . .
716.66 p . . . . . . . . .
716.67 . . . . . . . . . .
7L6.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.90 . . . . . . . . . .
716.91 . . . . . . . . . .
716.94 . . . . . . . . . .
716.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716.99 . . . . . . . . . .
717 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
71 T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.40 . ...*.....
71 T.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T17.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
T17.83 . . . . . . . . . .
717.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.12 . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.31 . . . . . . . . . .
718.35 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .
7L8. + . . . . . . . . . . .
718.44 . . . . . . . . . .
7kB.45 . . . . . . . . . .
7L8.46 . . . . . . . . . .
718.47 . . . . . . . . . .
7L8.48 . . . . . . . . . .
718.49 . . . . . . . . . .
718.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.56 . . . . . . . . . .
71 BIB . . . . . . . . . . .
718.81 . . . . . . . . . .
718.86 . . . . . . . . . .
718. Be . . . . . . . . . .
71 B.88 . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 13E uSEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESa IN TEXT.
.,,
.,
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




rco-9-c M 15 1 5-W 45-64 ANO
CODE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH UEST
T19 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.06 . . . . . . . . . .
719.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.16 . . . . . . . . . .
719.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.26 . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.40 . . . . . . . . . .
719.41 . . . . . . . . . .
719.45 . . . . . . . . . .
719.46 . . . . . . . . . .
719.47 . . . . . . . . . .
-I L9.49 . . . . . . . . . .
7L9.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.86 . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.91 . . . . . . . . . .
719.96 . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . ..-.
720.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T22. O. . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
722.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.51 . . . . . . . . . .
722.52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
722.73 . . . . . . . . . .
?22.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.80 . . . . . . . . . .
722. Be . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.90 . . . . . . . . . .
722.91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
.723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.00 . . . . . . . . . .
724.02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7.?4.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.79 . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEI); ES71f4A7ES OF 57000-10$000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES,
FROH SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.
NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANLI







TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141UWEST SOUTH UEST
725 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. LO . . . . . . . . . .
726.11 . . . . . . . . . .
726. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
726. 19 . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.32 . . . . . . . . . .
726.33 . . . . . . . . . .
726.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.60 . . . . . . . . . .
726.65 . . . . . . . . . .
T26.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
726. TO . . . . . . . . . .
726.73 . . . . . . . . . .
T26.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.90 . . . . . . . . . .
T26.91 . . . . . . . . . .
T27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.03 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
T27.06 . . . . . . . . . .
727.09 . . . . . . . . . .
727. L . . . . . . . . . . .
727.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.41 . . . . . . . . . .
727. +2 . . . . . . . . . .
727. +9 . . . . . . . . . .
727.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T27.51 . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.01 . . . . . . . . . .
727.89 . . . . . . . . . .
727.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.71 . . . . . . . . . .
728.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.84 . . . . . . . . . .
T28.05 . . . . . . . . . .
T20. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
728.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.31 . . . . . . . . . .
729.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.81 . . . . . . . . . .
729.82 . . . . . . . . . .
729.89 . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AGE OF PAT IENTv
OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES*
FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
1986—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O!4EST SOUTH WEST
730 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.01 . . . . . . . . . .
730.08 . . . . . . . . . .
730.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.10 . . . . . . . . . .
730.15 . . . . . . . . . .
730.16 . . . . . . . . . .
730. Lo . ...*.....
7s0.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.20 . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 +..8 . . ...0.
730.25 . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
730.28 . . . . . . . . . .
731 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
731.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.?.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.00 .0 . . . . . . . .
733.01 . . . . . . . . . .
733.09 . . . . . . . . . .
733.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T33.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
T33.20 . . . . . . . . . .
733.29 . . . . . . . . . .
733849..99...990
733.42........:.
733.49 . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.01 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733.92 . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735.........0.0.
735.0 . . . . . . . ...0
735.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4....9...90.
735.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 59000 NOT TO BE USEOZ ESTIMATES OF 59000-109000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES” Ihl TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.






15 15-44 45-6+ ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAsT MI OHEST SOUTH NEST
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.1 o . . . . . . . . . .
737.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
737. + . . . . . . . . . . .
737.4 L* . . . . . . . . .
737. +3 . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
738*3 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
739 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
739*1 . . . . . . . . . . .
739.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
740-759 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.00 . . . . . . . . . .
741.03 . . . . . . . . . .
741.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.90 . . . . . . . . . .
741.93 . . . . . . . . . .
742. . . . . . . . . . . . .
742. L . . . . . . . . . . .
742.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T42.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.59 . . . . . . . . . .
742.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7k3.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.42 . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.10 . . . . . . . . . .
745.11 . . . . . . . . . .
7+5.2. . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.60 . . . . . . . . . .
745.69 . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
746.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.02 . . . . . . . . . .
746.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
746. + . . . . . . . . . . .
746.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7J+6.81 . . . . . . . . . .
746.86 . . . . . . . . . .
746.87 . . . . . . . . . .
746.89 . . . . . . . . . .
7+6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.1 o . . . . . . . . . .
747.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7k7.21 . . . . . . . . . .
747.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+7.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
74’7.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE
AGE OF PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT bEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DHEST SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
748 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
740.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
748.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
748.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
748.60 . . . . . . . . . .
748.69 . . . . . . . . . .
748.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.00 . . . . . . . . . .
749* L. . . . . . . . . . .
749.10 . . . . . . . . . .
7+9.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.20 . . . . . . . . . .
749.21 . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.29 . . . . . . . . . .
750.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
75 L.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.69 . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.11 . . . . . . . . . .
752.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.4 e . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . ...*.*...
753.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
754... . . . . . . . . . .
754.3 . . . ...*...*
754.30 . . . . . . . . . .
754.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.51 . . . . . . . . . .
754.52 . . . . . . . . . .
754.53 . . . . . . . . . .
754.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.70 . . . . . . . . . .
754.7 L . ...*.....
754.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.81 . . . . . . . . . .
755 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.50 . . . . . . . . . .
755.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.63 . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5tOO0 NOT TO 8E USED$ ESTIMATES OF 5. OOO-1OJOOO TO BE USEO HITH CAU710N: SEE WSE OF TABLESM IN TEXT.
iADLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OXSCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS,
ACE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITALX UNITEO STATES, 1956—CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT sECINMNG OF TABLE>








FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST ,MIoWST SOUTH UEST
756 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.10 . . . . . . . . . .
756.11 . . . . . . . . . .
756.1Z . . . . . . . . . .
75 b.17.. -.- . . . . .
756. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
756.% . . . . . . . . . .
756.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.s1- . . . . . ..-.
756.% . . . . . . . . . .
757 . . . . . ..-.. -..
757.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
757.39 . . . . . . . . . .
7S?.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75s.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
759. . . . . . . . . . . . .
759.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
759-6 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.9 . . ...*.....
760-779 . . . . . . .
T62 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T65* . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
766.. . . . . . . . . . . .
766.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
767 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
767.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
768 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
160.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
768.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T68.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770. . . . . . . . . ..-.
770. L . . ...*.....
770.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
TT0.7* . . . . . . . . . .
7T0.s . . . . . . . . . . .
771. -.a. -- . . . . . .
77 L.+........*..
771.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
771.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 L.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
772.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
772.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
773. . . . . . . . . . . . .
773.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
773.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
?74 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77+.2 . . . . . . . . . .
774.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
775 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
775.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7T5-S . . . . . . . . . . .
775. b . . ..*......
7T6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
776.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
777 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
778 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
778. + . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTES ESTIMATES OF LESS WAN 5s000 NOT TiI BE USED? ESTIHATES OF 5* OOO_10tOO0 TO M USED WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAOLfS= XN TFXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO 01 AGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
779.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
779.0 . . . . ...*...
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.50 . . . . . . . . . .
780.52 . . . . . . . . . .
780.53 . . . . . . . . . .
780.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7B0.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
781 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7B1. O. . . . . . . . . . .
781.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7B1.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
781.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
781.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
782 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7S2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
782. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.4. . . . . . . . . . .
782.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
783 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
783.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
783.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
783.3 . . . . . . . . . .. .
783.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
783.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
784* . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
78+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
78%% . . . . . . . . . .
784.49 . . . . . . . . . .
784.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.69 . . . . . . . . . .
784.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
785 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
785.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.50 . . . . . . . . . .
T85.51 . . . . . . . . . .
785.59 . . . . . . . . . .
785.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
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k
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH sHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* L986—CoN.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 +5-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DIJEST SOUTH UEST
786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.01 . . . . . . . . . .
786.09 . . . . . . . . . .
786.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.50 . . . . . . . . . .
786.51 . . . . . . . . . .
786.52 . . . . . . . . . .
786.59 . . . . . . . . . .
786.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
787 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7. o . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7. i . . . . . . . . . . .
787.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
787.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
787.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
788.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
78a.1 . . . ...*....
78a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a8*3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a8.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
78a.5.. **.......
788.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
788.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
789 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9. o . . . . . . . . . . .
789.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
7.99.2 ; . . . . . . . . . .
789.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
790 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
790.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T90.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
791 . . . . . . . ...*.*
191.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
791.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
791.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
791.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
792 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
792. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
793 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
793.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
793.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
793.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.. . . . . . . . . . . .
794.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.02 . . . . . . . . . .
79+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.31 . . . . . . . . . .
794.39 . . . . . . . . . .
794a . . . . . . . . . . .
794.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
795 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
795.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
795.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
795.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL- LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF IiOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O14EST SOUTH kAEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
796 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
796.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
796.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
796.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
797 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
799. B. . . . . . . . . . .
799.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
BOO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
800.00 . . . . . . . . . .
800.01 . . . . . . . . . .
800.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
800.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BO1. O. . . . . . . . . . .
801.00 . . . . . . . . . .
801.01 . . . . . . . . . .
B01.02 . . . . . . . . . .
B01.09 . . . . . . . . . .
BO1.l . . . . . . . . . . .
BO1.10 . . . . . . . . . .
801.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
801.20 . . . . . . . . . .
B01.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
801.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
801.40 &. . . . . . . . .
802 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B02. o . . . . . . . . . . .
B02.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
B02.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
B02.20 . . . . . . . . . .
B02.21 . . . . . . . . . .
B02.22 . . . . . . . . . .
802.25 . . . . . . . . . .
802.26 . . . . . . . . . .
802.2 B . . . . . . . . . .
B02.29 . . . . . . . . . .
802.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
B02.30 . . . . . . . . . .
802.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
B02.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
B02.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
BOA . . . . . . . . . . . . .
803.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
803.00 . . . . . . . . . .
803.09 . . . . . . . . . .
804 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BOA . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.00 . . . . . . . . . .
B05.02 . . . . . . . . . .
805.05 . . . . . . . . . .
B05.07 . . . . . . . . . .
B05.08 . . . . . . . . . .
B05.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
B05.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
B05.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
805. B. . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B06. O . . . . . . . . . . .
B06.05 . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE ‘rUSE OF ABLEStC IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING ‘OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986--CON.

















EAST MIoHEST SOUTH IAEST
807 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
807.00 . . . . . . . . . .
807.01 . . . . . . . . . .
807.02 . . . . . . . . . .
807.03 . . . . . . . . . .
807.04 . . . . . . . . . .
807.05 . . . . . . . . . .
807.06 . . . . . . . . . .
807.08 . . . . . . . . . .
80 T.09 . . . . . . . . . .
807.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
807.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.41 . . . . . . . . . .
80.9. +2 . . . . . . . . . .
808.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
810.............
810.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
810.00 . . . . . . . . . .
810.02 . . . . . . . . . .
811 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
811.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
811.00 . . . . . . . . . .
811.03 . . . . . . . . . .
812 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
812.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812.01 . . . . . . . . . .
812.09 . . . . . . . . . .
812.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.20 . . . . . . . . . .
812.21 . . . . . . . . . .
812.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.40 . . . . . . . . . .
812.41 . . . . . . . . . .
812.42 . . . . . . . . . .
812.43 . . . . . . . . . .
812.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
813 . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
813.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
813.05 . . . . . . . . . .
813.07 . . . . . . . . . .
813.06 . . . . . . . . . .
813.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.11 . . . . . . . . . .
813.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.21 . . . . . . . . . .
813.22 . . . . . . . . . .
$13.23 . . . . . . . . . .
813.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813.42 . . . . . . . . . .
813.43 . . . . . . . . . .
813.44 . . . . . . . . . .
813.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.54 . . . . . . . . . .
813.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.80 . . . . . . . . . .
813.81 . . . . . . . . . .
813.82 . . . . . . . . . .
8L3.83 . . . . . . . . . .
813.9 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTI14ATES OF 5, OOGIO, OOO TO BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAoNoTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANo NORTH-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; EST114ATES OF 5, OOO-10,OOO TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE *USE OF TA!3LESW IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGtUtSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRO14 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS? BY IC-9_CN COOE? SEX Am
ACE OF PATIENTs AND GEoGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITALZ UNITED STATES* 19 S6--SON.






15 13-44 43-6+ ANO NORTN-
CODE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS ❑VER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO 01AGWX3ES IN THOUSANOS
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.20 . . . . . . . . . .
625.21 . . . . . . . . . .
825.22 . . . . . . . . . .
825.23 . . . . . . . . . .
825.25 . . . . . . . . . .
825.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
1125.35 - . . . ..--..
826 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
826.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
826.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
821 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
829 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
829.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
830 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
830.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831.0 . . . . ...0...
831.00 . . . . . . . . . .
831.01 . . . . . . . . . .
a31.04 . . . . . ...*.
832 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
832.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
832.00. . . . . . . . . .
833 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
833.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
833.00 . . . . . . . . . .
834 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83*. O... *......*
a35 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a35.00. g........
a35. of . . . . . . . . .
836.............
a36.0........*..
836.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a36.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
836.3- . . . . . . . . . .
836. S. . . . . . . . . . .
a37 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a37.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
sea . . . . . . . . . ..-.
a38.0* . . . . . . . . . .
83a.oo . . . . . . . . . .
a3a.o+ . . . . . . . . . .
83a.05 . . . . . . . . . .
839 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a39.0.00 . . . . . . . .
a39. of . . . . . . . . . .
a39.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a39.20 . . . . . . . . . .
839.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a39.69 . . . . . . . . . .
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a*o.4 . . . ..g . . . . .
ako-o- . . . . . . . . . .
840.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
ail . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a41.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a42 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
abz.o . . . . . . . . . . .
842.00 . . . . . . . . . .
042.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a42.10 . . . . . . . . . .
8+3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES oF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT TO BE USEO: fslIHATEs oF 5*000-10*000 To BE usEo HITH CAUTIONZ SEE WSE OF TA3LES= I!i TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS oISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT* AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.
NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS! BY ICO-9-CM CIJOE. SEX ANG
ICO-9-CM
COOE TOTAL




15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
FEMALE YiiRS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH WEST
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
84+.1 . . . . . . . . . .
84+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
845.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
845.00 . . . . . . . . . .
845.01 . . . . . . . . . .
845.09 . . . . . . . . . .
8+5.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
8+5.10 . . . . . . . . . .
846 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
847.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
841.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
848 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
848.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
848.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
.948.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
650 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851.. d . . . . . . . . . .
85 L.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
851.80 . . . . . . . . . .
851.89 . . . . . . . . . .
8,52 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
852.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
853.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
853.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
854.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
85+.02 . . . . . . . . . .
854.06 . . . . . . . . . .
854.09 . . . . . . . . . .
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
860. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860. 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
861 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
86 L.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.21 . . . . . . . . . .
861.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
862 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
862.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
862.29 . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5$000-10.000 TO BE USEG WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘$USE OF TABLES!! IN TEXT.
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TAaLE 3. NUMa ER OF ALL-LIST*D DIAGNOSES FoR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1986—CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST .WDHEST SOUTH IAEST

























































































































































































































































































































































863 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a63.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
863.20 . . . . . . . . . .
863.21 . . . . . . . . . .
863.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
a63.30 . . . . . . . . . .
863.39 . . . . . . . . . .
a63.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
863.45 . . . . . . . . . .
863.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a63. a4 . . . . . . . . . .
a63. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
a 63.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a64. . . . . . . . . . . . .
864.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
864.00 . . . . . . . . . .
864. OF . . . . . . . . . .
864.09 . . . . . . . . . .
864.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a64.10 . . . . . . . . . .
a 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a65. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a65. of . . . . . . . . . .
a65. of . . . . . . . . . .
a 65.04 . ..*......
a65.09 . . . . . . . . . .
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
866.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
866.00 ..........
866. 01 . . . . . . . . . .
867 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a67. o . . . . . . . . . . .
868 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
86a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
868.00 . . . . . . . . . .
868.03 . . . . . . . . . .
868.04 . . . . . . . . . .
868.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
ado . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a70. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a70. a . . . . . . . . . . .
ail . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a71. o . . . . . . . . . . .
871. L . . . . . . . . . . .
871.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a71.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a72 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
872.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a72. of . . . . . . . . . .
a72. a . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a73. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.20 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.40 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.4L . . . . . . . . . .
873.42 . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.43 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.44 . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.49 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.52 . . . . . . . . . .
873.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.60 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.63 . . . . . . . . . .
a73.64 . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10.000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESm IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,










15 15-44 45-64 ANO
TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH HEST




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE WSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCNARGEII FROH SNDRT-STAY NDNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CDDE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENTJ ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1913*CON.






15 15-44 45-6+ ANO NORTH-
HALE FENALE YEAX3 YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOhfEST SOUTH !dEST
894 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
894.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
895 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
895.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
900 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
901 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
902 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
903.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
9D4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
905.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
905..? . . . . . . . . . . .
905.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
905.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
906 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
906.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
906.+ . . . . . . . . . . .
906.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
907 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
907.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
908 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
909 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
909.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
910 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
910.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
911.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
912 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
912.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
913*. . . . . . . . . . . .
913.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
914 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
914.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
91s . . . . . . . . . . . . .
915.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
916 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
916.0- . . . . . . . . . .
917 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
917.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
918 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
918.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5.000 HOT TO SE USED: ESTXHATES OF 5.000-10,000 TO BE USEO wIW CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES= IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




923 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
923.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
923.00 . . . . . . . . . .
923.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
923.11 . . . . . . . . . .
923.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
923.20 . . . . . . . . . .
923.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.00 . . . . . . . . . .
9.?4.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.10 . . . . . . . . . .
924. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
924.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.20 . . . . . . . . . .
924.21 . . . . . . . . . .
924.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
927 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
927.20 . . . . . . . . . .
927.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
928 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
920.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
928.20 . . . . . . . . . .
92 B.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
934 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
934. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
934.8. . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
935.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
938 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
939 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
939.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
941.20 . . . . . . . . . .
941.29 . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,42.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH WEST



















































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE uSEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATESS
FROM SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.
NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-Cfl COOE, SEX ANO




ICO-9-C14 15 1 5+4 45-6+ ANO
COOE TOTAL PIALE
NORTH-
FEF!ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH IAEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LIST EO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
947 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.00 . . . . . . . . . .
948. L . . . . . . . . . . .
948.10 . . . . . . . . . .
948.11 . . . . . . . . . .
948.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.22 . . . . . . . . . .
949 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
949.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
949.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
951 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
951.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.00 . . . . . . . . . .
952.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
953 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
953.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.3 ? . . . . . . . . . .
955.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
956 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
956.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
950.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
959a . . . . . . . . . . .
959.9 . . . . . ...*..
960 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
962 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
962.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
963.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
964 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
964.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
964.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965. OF . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965. L. . . . . . . . . . .
965. + . . . . . . . . . . .
965.6 . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TO BE USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NU14BER OF ALL- LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANo NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O14EST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
967.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
967.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
968. . . . . . . . . . . . .
968.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
971 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
971.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
973 . . . . . . . ...*..
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
974.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
975*7.........*.
977 . . . . ..*......
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
977.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
980 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
980.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
980.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
982 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9s3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
983. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
983.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
984 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
985 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
985.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9.97.1 . . . ...*....
987.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
987.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
990 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992.0 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10s000 TO 8E USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESN IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNoSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.








15-44 45-6+ ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST WDklEST SOUTH WEST
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99%1 . . . . . . . . . . .
994.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
99+.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.02 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.31 . . . . . . . . . .
996.32 . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
997*1 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997. %., . . . . . . . . .
997*5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
997.69 . . . . . . . . . .
997.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
998 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
999.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.5.........*.
999.8 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ES TIUATES OF 5,00-10,000 TO BE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE WISE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER
AGE OF PATIENT,
OF ALL-LISTEO llI&GNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGECI
ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES,
(-SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)












FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH wEST
V01-V82 . . . . . . .
vol . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VOW. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V02.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
VOW. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V07.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. o . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE -USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LIs TEo o~AGNos Es FoR Inpatients oIscHARGEo FRoM SHORT+TAV NOnfederal Hospl TALs, By Ico-9-c)l cooE, sEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.








TOT AL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OIAEST SOUTH IAEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
V13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V13. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V13.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13-8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V14 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V14.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
V14.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V14.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
VL5.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.81 . . . . . . . . . .
VL5.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V16 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V16.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V17 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V17. I . . . . . . . . . . .
V17.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V17.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V18 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V18. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V19 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V19.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V20 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V20.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V23.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V23.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V23.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V24 . . . . ..*....*.
V24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.42 . . . . . . . . . .
v26 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V26. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v27. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v27. L. . . . . . . . . . .
V27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 57000 NOT TO 8E uSEO: Es TIMATEs OF 5*ooo-lo*ooo To BE USEo kiITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLESa IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER
AGE OF PATIENT,
OF ALL- LISTEO olAGNOsEs FoR Inpatients OISC”*RGEO
ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES,
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FRo#l SHORT-STAY
1986—CON.








TOTAL MALE FEMkLE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOWEST sOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS
V28 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V28.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V40 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V+ Z . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V42. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V43 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V43. I . . . . . . . . . . .
V43.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V43.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V44 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V44. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V44.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V+5. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V45.1* . . . . . . . . . .
V45.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
v45.81 . . . . . . . . . .
V45.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V49 . . . . . . . . ...*.
V50 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V50.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V50.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V54.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V54.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
v56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V56. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V57.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
v58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.4 . . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TO BE USEO 141TH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESN IN TEXT.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INpATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY IcJ-9-cM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STA7ES, 1986--CON.










FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH IAEST





































V61 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.20 . . . . . . . . . .
V61.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V62.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62. W. . . . . . . . . .
V62.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V63 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V63.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V65 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V65.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V66 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V66. L . . . . . . . . . . .
V66.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V66.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
v67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V6T.0 . . . . . . . ...*
V67’.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
We.. . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
v?l.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71. T . . . . . . . . . . .
vri. a . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































*9 *6 *8 *b







































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
181
TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS BY lCo-9-cM cooE? sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF “HOSPITAL: UNITEQ STATES, 1986
(EXCLUOES NEWBORN INFANTS. COOE NUMBERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIoNAL classification oF oIsEAs Es, 9TH REVIsION, CLINICAL MODIFICATION
(I CO-9-CM); SEE APPENOIX III FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TEXT)
TOTALS INCLUOE OATA FOR CATEGORIES NOT LISTEO IN TABLE; SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN




15 15-+4 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
!’AORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH UEST
ALL CODE S.......
01-05 . . . . . . . . .
01..............
01.0 ............
01.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.18 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.2 . . ..0 . . . . . . .
01.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
0.2. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.3+ . . . . . . . . . . .
02.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
0.2.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
0.2.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.95 . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEo MITH cAuTIoN: sEE “usE QF TABLEs” IN TExT*
182
TAbLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.










TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YtARS OVER EAST t410nEST SOUTH wEST
04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
0+.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
0+.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
04. +9 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
05.2+ . . . . . . . . . . .
05.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
06-07 . . . . . . . . .
06 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
07.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
07.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.80 . . . . . . . . . . .
08-16 . . . . . . . . .
08 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.20 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
08.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
0B.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF LESS TWAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO; ES TIHATES OF 5tOOO_10.000 TO BE uSEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS oIScFIAIWED FRoH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HoSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM CODE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ni3TE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN S,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO !d17H CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDIJRES FOR INPATIENTS OISC,HAIVJEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH HEST
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
15.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.4.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
18-20 . . . . . . . . .
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
18.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
18.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
18.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.6..........*.
la.l . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
18.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
19.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
.?O.l . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
20.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR IfwATIENTs OISCHARGEO FROM sHoRT-s7Ay NOnfederal
ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)







15 1 5-4+ 45-64
TOTAL MALE
ANO NORTH-
FEHALE YEARS Y EARS YEARS OVER EAsT MI CWEST SOUTH NEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
21-29 . . . . . . . . .
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.2.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.30 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.5 . . . ..*......
21.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
21. -r.. . . . . . . . . . .
21.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.2 . . . ..*......
22.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
23.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
23.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23. +1 . . . . . . . . . . .
23.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
23.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
2+.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.9 L. . . . . . . . . . .























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5900 G-109000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE WISE OF TABLESW IN ‘TEXT.
TABLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO fIRoCEOUREs FoR INPATIENTS oIscHARGEo FRoH SHORT-STAY Nonfederal Hos F’ITALs, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE, 4., NUMBER OF ALL-,LISTEO PROCEDURES
AGE F, PATIENT, ~ND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF
+
‘ %
$HEAONOTE AT BEGIt4iING OF TABLE)
,.:.
,,. .,
FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.







15 15-++ 45-64 .AND
TOTAL MALE
NORTH-












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLEI
FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROtl SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS,
HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
37.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.7!. . . . . . . . . . . .
37.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
37.9 . . . ...*.*...
3B . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.8.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.08 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.18 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.,? 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.6+ . . . . . . . . . . .
38.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
38.80 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
3’3.87 . . . . . . . . . .
38.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
3B.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST $IIO14EST SOUTH wEST
39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.2+ . . . . . . . . . . .
39.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.5 L . . . . . . . . . . .
39.5.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.58 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
40-41 . . . . . . . . .
40.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
41.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TA8LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO PROCEDURES FCK? INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH Cc’D& s SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.






15 15-44 45-6+ ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410wEST SOUTH WEST
—
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
42-54 . . . . . . . . .
42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
+2.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
+2.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.2.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
4+.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.4 L . . . . . . . . . . .
44.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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<
TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)




45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.1* . . . . . . . . . . .
45.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.9.. . . . . . . . . . .
45.90 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46. 10 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.20 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
+6.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM StiORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.








TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OIAEST SOUTH wEST
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+8*2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
4S.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+8.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
+8.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
4B.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
+8.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
+9.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.1 L . . . . . . . . . . .
+9.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
*9*3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+9.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.7. . . . . . . . . . . .
49.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES
AND biographic REGION OF
(SEE HEADNOTE AT dEGINNING OF TABLE)
FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROP! SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL
HOSPITAL: .UNITEO STATES, 1986--CON.








TOTAL MALE FEMALE VEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.0 . . ..0 . . . . . . .
51.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51. Be . . . . . . . . . . .
51.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
52. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
52. 12 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.9i . . . . . . . . . . .
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 10 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 59 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED. PROCEDURES
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF
(SEE HEADNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
ICO-9-CM
COOE TOTAL
FoR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY
HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




15 15-4+ 45-64 ANO
HALE FEMALE YEARS
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIL31iEST SOUTH wEST
54............”.
54.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.4.. . . . . . . . . . .
54.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
54. !35 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
55-59 . . . . . . . . .
55 . . . . . ..*......
55.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.03, . . . . . . . . . .
55.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.7+ . . . . . . . . . . .
56.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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7
TAB,LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PRoCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE , SIEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER YEARS
ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DHEST SOUTH NEST
AT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.3% . . . . . . . . . .
57.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
58. +9 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
59.3 . . . ...*.....
59.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
59.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.9.. . . . . . . . . . .
59.95 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE U.SEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE -USE OF TA8LES_ IN TEXT.
TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 198~CON.






15 15-44 4S-64 ANO
HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS
NORTH-





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5.000- 10s000 TO 8E USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOES SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE” AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNOER YEARS
15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST III OHEST SOUTH wEST
ICO-9-CM
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE
NLN4BER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10.000 TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES” IN TEXT.
TABLE 4. NU14BER OF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICD-9-C#l CODE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 L5-44 45-64 AND NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH HEST
70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
To.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
70. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
72-75 . . . . . . . . .
72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.’7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
T3.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.4* . . . . . . . . . . .
T3.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE =USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE. SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.






15 1 5+4 45-64 ANO NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OlfEST SOUTH uES1
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76-84 . . . . . . . . .
76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.3L . . . . . . . . . . .
76.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.68. . . . . . . . . . .
76.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.7 . .. . . . . . . . . . .
76.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
76. To . . . . . . . . . . .
76.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.17 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.18 . . . ..k . . . . .
77.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.28 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.3a . . . . . . . . . . .
77.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.54 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5.ooO NOT TO 8E usEo; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLESW IN TIExT.
2(N3
TABLE +. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NC3NFEOERAL HOSPITALS, SY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE aF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—coN.









YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST sOUTH wEST
77.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.65 . . . . . . . ...*
77.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.7* . . . . . . . . . . .
77.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
-1-I.9L . . . . . . . . . . .
77.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.5a . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
T8.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.69...........
79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. a9 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 14 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .
19. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NaTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT Ta BE uSEO; ESTIHATES OF 5,0a0-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: sEE ‘USE OF TABLES= IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-Ct4 COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOllEST SOUTH l(EST
79.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T9.2L . . . . . . . . . . .
79.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
T9.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.38 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.78 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.81 . . . . . . . . . ..
80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
6Q. Do . . . . . . . . . . .
80.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.96 . . . . . . . . . . .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO klITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESn IN TEXT.
TAbLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NIJNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AG6 OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEO UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE , SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1986--CON.




83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B3. O . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.1.? . . . . . . . . . . .
83. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
63.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
B3.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
B3.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
83. Be . . . . . . . . . . .
83.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.96 . . . . . . ...’..
64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
84.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
a4. ~2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a4.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
84.17 . . . . . . . . . . .
a4.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a4.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY Ico-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1986—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOHEST SOUTH wEST
a 5.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ab. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. of . . . . . . . . . . .
86.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
8.J.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a h.+ . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
B6.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6*74 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
87-99 . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.2L . . . . . . . . . . .
87.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
87.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
.97.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
8T.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7. 53 . . . . . . . . . . .
8T.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
8T.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
8T.7i . . . . . . . . . . .
aT.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.76 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO IJITH CAIJTION: SEE MUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.
(SEE HEAoNOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIO14EST SOUTH UEST





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NoT TO BE USEO: EsTIMATEs OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESM IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LIST&& PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CPI COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PA T12NT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1986—CON.









YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIoi4EST SOUTH wEST















































































































































92.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
92. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.18 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
92.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
92.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
93. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
94.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
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Statistical design of the National
Hospital Discharge Survey
Scope of the survey-The National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) consists of patients discharged from nonin-
stitutional hospitals, exclusive of military and Veterans
Administration hospitals, located in the 50 States and the
District of Columbia. Only hospitals with six beds or more
for patient use and those in which the average length of stay
for all patients is less than 30 days are included in the
survey. Discharges of all patients from Federal hospitals are
excluded.
Sample size-The National Master Facility Inventory
(NMFI) is the universe from which the NHDS sample is
drawn. A detailed description of the development, contents,
maintenance plans, and procedures for assessing complete-
ness of coverage of the NMFI was published in 1965
(NCHS, 1965).
The original universe for the survey consisted of 6,965
short-stay hospitals contained in the 1963 NMFI. This
universe is periodically updated (table I). Data on the
universe of short-stay non-Federal hospitals are now ob-
tained from the American Hospital Association. The distri-
bution of the current hospitals in the American Hospital
Association universe and NHDS sample of in-scope hospi-
tals for 1986 is given by bed size and geographic region in
table II.
Table L Number of hospitals In the National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) universe and number of hospitals addad to the
NHDS sample, by year of additfon and year of National Master
Facility Inventory (NMFI) used: United States, 1963-63
NHDS unhwsa and sample
Number Number
Yw added to added 10




1972. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1975. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1977. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1979. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1961. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























NOTE A tist of referencesfollowsthe text.
Table Il. Number of shorWstay hospitals In the National Hospital
Discharge Survey universe and survey sample, by geographic
region and bed size of hospttal: United Statas, 1986
Ekk7s&aof .41
hcs@Ml m@ns Mx#esst M,#mst South West
All si?as
Universe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In-soopesample . . . . . . . . . .
6-49 beds
Untwsa... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In-scopasampla . . . . . . . . . .
m-w beds
Univema. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In-scopasampla . . . . . . . . . .
100199 beds
Universe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In-soopasampks. . . . . . . . . .
200-2s9 beds
Unlversa. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
In-scopesample . . . . . . . . . .
3004s9 beds
Untwsa... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In-soopesample . . . . . . . . . .
SOO-999kls
Unhferse. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
In-scopesample . . . . . . . . . .
l,000b3clsormora
Untwsa... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .


































































The sample for 1986 consisted of 558 hospitals. Of
these, 75 refused to participate, and 65 were out of scope
either because the hospital had gone out of business or
because it failed to meet the definition of a short-stay
hospital. Thus 418 hospitals participated in the survey
during 1986 and provided approximately 193,000 abstracts
of medical records.
Sample design —AU hospitals with l,O(M beds or more
in the universe of short-stay hospitals were selected with
eertain~ in the sample. All hospitals with fewer than 1,000
beds were stratified, the primary strata being the 24 size-
by-region classes shown in table IL Within each primary
stratum, the akeation of hospitals was made through a
controlled selection technique so that hospitals in the sam-
ple would be properly distributed with regard to ownership
and geographic division. Sample hospitals were drawn with
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probabilities ranging from certainty for the largest hospitals
to 1 in40 for the smallest hospitals.
The within-hospital sampling ratio for selecting sample
discharges varied inversely with the probribility of hospital
selection. The smallest sampling fraction of discharged
patients was taken in the largest hospitals, and the largest
fraction was taken in the smallest hospitals. This sampling
was done to compensate for hospitals that were selected
with probabilities proportionate to their size class and to
ensure that the overall probability of selecting a discharge
would be approximately the same in each size class.
In nearly all sample hospitals, the daily listing sheet of
discharges was the frame from which the subsamples ‘of
discharges were selected. The sample discharges were se-
lected by a random technique, usually on the basis of the
terminal digit(s) of the patient’s medical record number
that was assigned when the patient was admitted to the
hospital. If the hospital’s daily discharge listing did not show
the medical record numbers, the sample was selected by
starting with a randomly selected discharge and taking
every kth discharge thereafter.
Data collection and processing
Data collection —In 1985, for the first time, there were
two data collection procedures used for the survey. The
first was the traditional manual system of sample selection
and data abstraction. The second involved the purchase of
data tapes from commercial abstracting services. In 1986
this automated method was used in approximately 19 per-
cent of the sample hospitals.
In the manual hospitals, sample discharges were se-
lected using the daily listing sheet of discharges as the
sampling frame. These discharges were selected by a ran-
dom technique, usurdly on the basis of the terminal digit or
digits of the patient’s medical record number. The sample
selection and abstraction of data from the face sheet and
discharge summary of the medical records were performed
by the hospital staff or by representatives of the National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS). The completed forms
were forwarded to NCHS for coding, editing, and weighting
procedures.
For the automated hospitals, tapes containing machine-
readable medical record data are purchased from commer-
cial abstracting services. These tapes are subject to NCHS
sampling, editing, and weighting procedures. A detailed
description of the automated process is to be published.
The Medical Abstract Form and the abstract service
data tapes contain items relating to the personal character-
istics of the patient, including birth date, sex, race, and
marital status but not name and address administrative
information, including admission and discharge dates, dis-
charge status, and medical record numbeq and medical
information, including diagnoses and surgical and nonsur-
gical operations or procedures. Since 1977, patient zip
code, expected source of payment, and dates of surgery
have also been collected (see figure I). (The medical record
number and patient zip code are considered confidential
information and are not available to the public.)
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Medical coding and edit—The medical information re-
corded on the sample patient abstracts was coded centrally
by NCHS staff. A maximum of seven diagnostic codes was
assigned for each sample abstract; in addition, if the medi-
cal information included surgical or nonsurgical proce-
dures, a maximum of four codes for these procedures was
assigned. Following conversion of the data on the medicaJ
abstract to computer tape, a final medical edit was accom-
plished by computer inspection runs and a review of re-
jected abstracts. If the sex or age of the patient was
incompatible with the recorded medicrd information, prior-
ity was given to the medical information in the editing
decision.
NHDS medical coders code from abstracts of medical
records in the order in which the diagnoses and procedures
are entered. For most abstracts, this coding procedure is
relatively free of problems. It was noted, however, that
acute myocardial infarction was frequently not the lead
entry in a group of circulato~ diagnoses. For examplle, the
patient’s record may have arteriosclerosis listed first and
arteriosclerotic heart disease listed second with acute myo-
cardial infarction listed third. If the usual procedure were
followed, as it was until 1982, acute myocardial infarction
would be coded in third place and retrievable only under
the heading of all-listed diagnoses. A decision was made to
reorder some acute myocardial infarction diagnoses. The
new procedure, based on accepted medical coding pract-
tice, states that whenever an acute myocardial infarction is
encountered with other circulatory diagnoses and is other
than the fiist entry, it should be reordered to first position.
The system currently used for coding the diagnoses and
procedures on NHDS sample patient abstracts is the l.rrter-
nadoncd Classification of Disemes, 9th Rewkion, Clinical
Modi@atwn (lCD-9-CM) (Public Health Service and
Health Care Financing Administration, 1980). Earlier data
for 1970-78 were coded according to the Eighth Revision
Intematz”onal Clmsificah-on of Diseases, Ad@ed for llse in
the United States (ICDA) (NCHS, 1967a), with some mod-
ifications. These modifications, which were necessmy be-
cause of incomplete or ill-defined terminology im the
abstracts, are presented elsewhere. It has not been neces-
sary, however, to modi~ the ICD-9-CM for use in NHDS.
Both the ICDA and the ICD-9-CM are divided into
two main sections diseases and injuries, and surgical and
nonsurgical procedures. However, many differences exist
between the two classifications. These differences are dis-
cussed in a previous report (NCHS, 1982b). Some ICD-9-
CM diagnostic codes cannot appear alonq they must
appear with another diagnostic code. Specifically, the fol-
lowing codes cannot be first-listed
320.7, 321.1-321.8, 323.0-323.4, 323.6-323.7, 330.2-
330.3, 331.7, 334.4, 336.2-336.3, 337.1, 357.1-:357.4,
358.1, 359.5- 359.6, 362.01-362.02, 362.71-362.72,
364.11, 365.41-365.44, 366.41-366.44, 370.44, 3’72.15,
372.31-372.33, 373.4-373.6, 374.51, 376.13-376.22,
NOTE A liit of references follows the text.
um. mu. . . .. —vuu—F . .-Lpp, ””a J GAp,, ua ““r, -7 ! , ,-””
CONFIDENTIAL - Ail informationwhch would permitkfantifmationof anindividualor of ● oatablishmontwillb hafdconfdsntisI, wIIIbe used only





MEDICAL ABSTRACT – NATIONAL HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY
k.PATIENT IDENTIFICATION Month
1. Hospitalnumbar . . . . . ...”..... . . i I 1 4. Dateofadmii . . .m-&- lib
2. HDSnumbar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I 5. Data of discharge . . . 171- m-m]
3. Medicalrecordnumbar 6. RaaidancaZIPcoda ..] I I I I
L PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS Unite
{
1❑ Yeara
Month Year 8. Ai9&(cmo#&e10dy If dataof
m-db- ~ .........
~~ 2nMontha
7. Date of birth 3❑ Daya
9. Sax (Mark (Xl one) I 1❑ Male 2 ❑ Famala 3nNotatatad
z
10. Rata I .1 ~~~a
I
3 ❑ American kxiian/Eskkno/Abut s❑ other &acMy)
I 2 ❑ Sfack 4 ❑ AsiarriPacificislander 6nNotatatad
I
11. EthnicIty(Mark (X) one) I 1❑ Hispanicorigii 2 ❑ Norr-Hkparrk 3❑ Not atatad
12. Maritalstatus (Mark (X) one) ~ 1❑ Married 3❑ Widowed 5 IJ Saparatad
1 2❑ Singla 4 ❑ Divorced 6~Notatatad






l. Workman’s companaation . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Madicara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •1 ❑ I •l Alive -+ ●. •l $#hpa-/ I
Oorrarnrrlant
8ourc0B 3. Madicald . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
4. Tiiv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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In addition, all discharges with the diagnostic codes
640.0-643.9 and 645.0-676.9 with a fifth digit of 1 or 2 or
650 (indicating delivery) must have a code V27.O-V27.9 as
a first-listed diagnosis. Conversely, every discharge with a
first-listed diagnosis of V27.O-V27.9 must also have one of
these delivery codes.
Prior to 1979, data on radiotherapy and physical med-
icine and rehabilitation (ICDA codes R1-R4) and some
obstetrical procedures were not collected by means of
NHDS. The obstetrical procedures not coded were artificird
rupture of membranes (external, internal, and combined
version); outlet and low forceps delivery with and without
episiotomy and episiotomy (ICDA codes 75.0-75.6 and
75.9). In addition, data for diagnostic endoscopy, radiogra-
phy, and other nonsurgical procedures (ICDA codes A4-
A9 and R9), although coded, were not published. Starting
with 1979 data, however, the procedures coding has fol-
lowed the guidelines of the Uniform Hospital Discharge
Data Set (UHDDS) (NCHS, 1980q U.S. National Com-
mittee on Vital and Health Statistics, 1978). The UHDDS
is a minimum data set of items uniformly defined and
abstracted from hospital medical records. These items were
selected on the basis of their continuous usefulness to
organizations and agencies requiring hospital information.
According to UHDDS guidelines, all procedures are
allocated into one of four classes. Classes 1-3 consist of
procedures that carry an operative or anesthetic risk or
require highly trained personnel, special facilities, or special
equipment. Class 4 procedures do not meet these criteria.
See appendix II for the procedure codes included in these
classes.
Until 1983, the only Class 4 procedures coded in
NHDS were circumcision (ICD-9-CM code 64.0), episiot-
omy (code 73.6), and removal of intrauterine contraceptive
deviee (IUD) (code 97.71). The coding of additional Class
4 procedures, listed in appendix II, used in the assignment
of diagnosis-related groupings (DRO’S), was begun in mid-
1983. DRG’s, developed at the Yale School of Organization
and Management, are being used by the Health Care
Financing Administration, some States, and some third-
party payers to reimburse hospitals for inpatient care. A
report has been published on the conversion of NHDS data
to DRGs (NCHS, 1984a).
Presentation of estimates
Grouping of diagnoses and procedures—In this report
the diagnostic chapters, the broadest groupings of diseases
and injuries shown, correspond to ICD-9-CM chapters 1-17
NO’Q.3A list of referencesfollowsthe text.
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and the supplementary classification of factors influencing
health status and contact with health service. The ,proce-
dure groupings used in this report are the categories num-
bered 1-16 of the ICD-9-CM section “Procedure
classification.”
P&”ent characteristics not stafed-The age and sex of
the patient were not specified on the hospital rekords (the
face sheet of the patient’s medical reeord) for about 1
percent of the discharges. Imputations of these missing
items were made by assigning the patient an age or sex
consistent with the age or sex of other patients with the
same diagnostic code.
If the dates of admission or discharge were not given
and could not be obtained from the monthly sample listing
sheet transmitted by the sample hospital, a length (of stay
was imputed by assigning the patient. a length of stay
characteristic of the stays of other p~ients of the same age.--”
During 1986 only 0.01 percdnt of the records had a missing
date of admission or discharge.
Rounded numbers-Estimates of the numbers of diag-
noses, days of care, and all-listed procedures have been
rounded to the nearest thousand for tabular presentation.
For this reason, detailed figures within the tables (do not
always add to totals. Rates presented in the text tables were
calculated on the basis of unrounded figures and do not
necessarily agree with the computations made from the
rounded data.
Population estimates—The population estimates used
in computing rates are from published and unpublished
estimates for the U.S. civilian population on July 1,, 1986,
provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The estimates
by age, sex, and geographic region are presented in table III
and are consistent with the population estimates published
in Current Population Repotis, Series P-25. Akhou,gh the
civilian noninstitutionalized population was used prior to
1981, it has been determined that the civilian population is
more appropriate to use for the NHDS as pers(ons in
institutions are usually hospitalized in short-stay hospitals.
This is especially true for elderly residents of nursing
homes. A report comparing NHDS rates based on the
civilian population with the civilian noninstitutionaked
population has been published (NCHS, 1984b).
Reliability of estimates
Estimti”on-Statistics produced from NHDS are de-
rived by a complex estimating procedure. The basic unit of
estimation is the sample inpatient discharge abstract. The
estimating procedure used to produce essentially unbiased
national estimates in NHDS has three principal compcy
nentx inflation by reciprocals of the probabilities of sample
selection, adjustment for nonresponse, and ratio adjust-
ment to fixed totals. These components of estimation are
described in appendix I of two earlier publications (NCHS,
1967b, 1967c).
Measurement errors-As in any sumey, results are sub-
ject to nonsampling or measurement errors, which include
Table Ill. Civilian population by sex, age, and geographic region:
United States, July 1, 1986
(Population estimates consistent with Series P-25, Current Popu/at/on Reports,
U.S. Bureau of the Cansus)
Sex, age, and gaographk region Population in thousands
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age
Under 15years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geographic region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Midwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












errors because of hospital nonresponse, missing abstracts,
information incompletely or inaccurately recorded on ab-
stract forms, and processing errors. Some of these errors
were discussed inan earlier section entitled “Patient char-
acteristics not stated.” The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has
conducted three studies on the reliability of hospital ab-
stract data collection; the most recent study was on NHDS.
The IOM NHDS study was performed by using data coded
according to ICDA, but some of the findings are relevant to
current NHDS data, even though these data were coded
according to the ICD-9-CM. Of special interest to this
report is the finding that, in a number of eases, the first-
listed diagnosis in NHDS was not the principal diagnosis as
determined by IOM after a study of the entire medical
record. For example, when diagnoses at the ICDA class
level were examined, the principal diagnosis from IOM
matched the first-listed diagnosis from NHDS in approxi-
mately 86 percent of the cases. Detailed accounts of this
and other IOM findings have been published (Institute of
Medicine, 1977a, 1977b, 1980).
An additional source of error has become evident in
comparing data from commercial abstract services with
data collected manually. In 1986, approximately 19 percent
of hospitals in the NHDS submitted machine-readable data
tapes. These data sources contain more information per-
taining to miscellaneous diagnostic and therapeutic proce-
dures than do data collected from the traditional NHDS
approach, which is restricted to the medical record face
sheet. The implication of this measurement error is that the
NHDS underestimates the volume of inpatient diagnostic
and therapeutic procedures.
Sampling error-The standard error is primarily a mea-
sure of the variability attributed to a value obtained from a
sample as an estimate of a population value. In this report it
also reflects part of the measurement error. The value that
NOTE A list of references follows the text.
would have been obtained if a complete enumeration of the
population had been made will be contained in an interval
represented by the sample estimate plus or minus 1 stan-
dard error about 68 in 100 times and plus or minus 2
standard errors about 95 in 100 times.
The relative standard error is obtained by dividing the
standard error by the estimate. The resulting value is
multiplied by 100, which expresses the standard error as a
percent of the estimate.
The standard error of one statistic is generally different
from that of another, even when the two come from the
same survey. To derive standard errors that would be
applicable to a wide variety of statistics that could be
prepared at moderate cost, a number of approximations are
required. As a result, the figures in this appendix provide
general relative standard errors for a wide variety of esti-
mates rather than the specific error for a particular statistic.
Approximate relative standard errors and standard
errors have been prepared for measuring the variances
applicable to (1) estimates of the discharges or first-listed
diagnoses, and days of care for patient characteristics (for
example, age and sex) and for hospital characteristics (for
example, region); and (2) estimates of all procedures per-
formed by the specific procedure for patient characteristics
and hospital characteristics.
The relative standard errors applicable to patients
discharged for first-listed diagnoses, all-listed diagnoses,
days of care, and all-listed procedures are provided in
figures II-IV. The curves for relative standard errors of the
estimates in each figure relate to the variables by which
estimates are presented in this report. Separate curves are
shown for the region variable because its relative standard
errors are different from those in the curves for “Au other
variables.”
The selection of the appropriate relative standard error




Dischiages or fret-listed diagnoses and aJ1-li.steddiag-
noses for patient and hospital characteristics-Relative
standard errors of the estimated number of discharges
and of all-listed diagnoses are obtained from the curves
in figure IL
Days of care for discharges or fmt-hkted diagnoses for
patient and hospital charactetitics-Relative standard
errors of the estimated number of days of care are
obtained from the curves in figure III.
Procedures-Relative standard errors of the estimated
numbers of procedures are obtained from the curves in
figure IV.
The presentation of estimates for NHDS is based on
both the relative standard error of the estimate and the
number of sample records on which the estimate is based
(referred to as the sample size). The Central Limit Theo-
rem is used to determine the distribution of the sampling
errors. The Central Limit Theorem states that, given a
sufficiently large sample size, the sample estimate is ap
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NHDS estimates in this retmrt: procedures or more than approximately 35,000 for days.
1. If the relative standard error of an estimate is larger
of care). The estimate is preceded by an asterisk (*) in
than 30 percent, the estimate is not shown. Only an
the tables.
asterisk (*) appears in the tables.
3. If the sample size is 30-59, the estimate is reported but
2. If the sample size is less than 30, the estimate is
should be used with caution. The estimate is preceded
reported but only for use in combination with other




terms used in this report
Terms relating to hospitalization
Hospitals-Short-stay special and general hospitals
have six beds or more for inpatient use and an average
length of stay of less than 30 days. Federal hospitals and
hospital units of institutions are not included.
Patient-A person who is formally admitted to the
inpatient service of a short-stay hospital for observation,
care, diagnosis, or treatment is considered a patient. In this
report the number of patients refers to the number of
discharges during the year, including any multiple dis-
charges of the same individual from one short-stay hospital
or more. Infants admitted on the day of birth, directly or by
transfer from another medical facility, with or without
mention of a disease, disorder, or immaturity are included.
All newborn infants are excluded from the tables in this
report. The terms “patient” and “inpatient” are used syn-
onymously.
Newborn infant-A newborn infant is defined as a
patient admitted by birth to a hospital.
Dischage-Discharge is the formal release of a patient
by a hospit~ that is, the termination of a period of
hospitalization by death or by disposition to place of resi-
dence, nursing home, or another hospital. The terms “dis-
charges” and “patients discharged” are used synonymously.
Dischmge rate-The ratio of the number of hospital
discharges during a year to the number of persons in the
civilian population on July 1 of that year determines the
discharge rate.
Days of care-The total number of patient days accu-
mulated at l.he time of discharge by patients discharged
from short-stay hospitals during a year constitutes days of
care. A stay of less than 1 day (patient admission and
discharge on the same day) is counted as 1 day in the
summation of total days of care. For patients admitted and
discharged on different days, the number of days of care is
computed by counting all days from (and including) the
date of admission to (but not including) the date of dis-
charge.
Rate of days of care-The rate of days of care is the
ratio of the number of patient days accumulated at the time
of discharge by patients discharged from short-stay hospi-
tals during a year to the number of persons in the civilian
population on July 1 of ‘hat year.
Average length of stay-The average length of stay is the
total number of patient days accumulated at the time of
discharge by patients discharged during the year divided by
the number of patients discharged.
Terms relating to diagnoses
Dischcnge diagnoses— The discharge diagnoses are one
or more diseases or injuries (or some factor that influences
health status and contact with health services that k not
itself a current illness or injury) listed by the attending
physician on the medical record. In the National Hospital
Discharge Survey (NHDS) all discharge (or final) diag-
noses listed on the face sheet (summary sheet) c~f the
medical record for patients discharged from the inpatient
service of short-stay hospitals are transcribed in the order
listed. Each sample discharge is assigned a maximum of
seven 5-digit codes according to IcD-9-CM.
Principal diagnosis-The condition established after
study to be chiefly responsible for occasioning the admis-
sion of the patient to the hospital for care is called the
principal diagnosis.
First-1iked diagnosis— The coded diagnosis identified
as the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet of
the medical record is the first-listed diagnosis. The number
of first-listed diagnoses is equivalent to the number of
discharges.
A1l-hked diagnoses—All-listed diagnoses are an esti-
mated number of discharge (or final) diagnoses, up to a
maximum of seven, that are listed on the face sheet of the
medical record for inpatients discharged from short-stay
non-Federal hospitals during the year.
Terms relating to procedures
Procedure-A procedure is one or more surgical or
nonsurgical operations, diagnostic procedures, or special
treatments assigned by the physician to the medical record
of patients discharged from the inpatient service of short-
stay hospitals. In NHDS all terms listed on the face sheet of
the medical record under captions such as “operation~’
“operative procedures,” and “operations and/or special
treatments;’ are transcribed in the order listed. A maxi-
mum of four 4-digit codes are assigned per sample dis-
charge according to ICD-9-CM and NHDS directives. (See
“Medical coding and edit” in the “Data collection and
processing” section of appendix I for further details.)
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Ail-listed procedures-All coded procedures that are
listed on the face sheet of the medical record exclusive of
certain Class 4 procedures are known as all-listed proce-
dures.
Un~orm Hospital Ilischage Data Set (UHDDS) classes
ofprocedures-Procedures are categorizedinto fourclasses
according to UHDDS guidelines. Classes 1-3 consist of
procedures that carry an operative or anesthetic risk or
require highly trained personnel, special facilities, or special
equipment. Class 4 procedures do not meet these criteria.
UHDDS Class 1 procedures—AII procedures not cate-
gorized as Class 2, 3, or 4 procedures are Class 1 proce-
dures.
UHDDS Class 2procedures-The following ICD-9-CM
procedure codes identify Class 2 procedures as categorized
by UHDDS:
03.31,03 .91-03.92,04.80-04.89, 21.01,24.7,31.41-31.42,
34.91-34.92, 37.92-37.93, 42.22-42.23, 44.12-44.13,
45.12- 45.13, 45.22-45.24, 48.22, 50.92, 54.91, 54.97-
54.98,57.31, 58.22, 59.95, 62.91, 66.8, 69.6-69.7, 69.93,
70.0, 73.01-73.1, 73.3, 73.51-73.59, 76.96, 81.91-81.92,
82.92-82.96, 83.94-83.98, 85.91-85.92, 86.01, 87.03-
87.08, 87.13-87.15, 87.31-87.35, 87.38, 87.41-87.42,
87.51-87.52, 87.54-87.66, 87.71-87.73, 87.75, 87.77-
87.78, 87.81-87.84, 87.91, 87.93-87.94, 88.01-88.03,
88.12-88.15, 88.38, 88.71-88.89, 89.14, 89.21-89.25,
89.32,89.41-89.44,89.54, 89.61-89.65, 89.8, 92.01-92.29,
93.45-93.54, 93.56-93.59, 93.92-93.93, 93.95, 93.97,
94.24, 94.26-94.27, 95.04, 95.12-95.13, 95.16-95.26,
96.01-96.08, 96.21-96.25, 96.31-96.33, 97.11-97.13,
98.02-98.04, 98.14-98.16, 98.19, 99.01, 99.60-99.69,
99.81.
UHDDS Class 3procedures-The following ICD-9-CM
procedure codes identify Class 3 procedures as categorized
by the UHDDS:
29.11, 57.94-57.95, 60.19, 84.41-84.43, 84.45-84.47,
86.26, 93.98, 98.01, 98.05-98.13, 98.17-98.18, 98.20-
98.29,99.25.
UHDDS Clms 4 procedures–From 1979 through the
middle of 1983 only three Class 4 procedures were coded
for NHDS: Circumcision (ICD-9-CM code 64.0), episiot-
omy (code 73.6), and removal of intrauterine contraceptive
device (code 97.71). The following ICD-9-CM codes are
for the Class 4 procedures coded since the last half of 1983.
01.18-01.19, 03.39, 04.19, 05.19, 06.19, 07.19, 08.91-
08.93, 09.19, 09.41-09.49, 10.29, 11.29, 12.29, 14.19,
15.09, 16.29, 20.39, 28.19, 33.28-33.29, 34.28-34.29,
38.29, 40.19, 50.19, 51.19, 52.19, 54.29, 55.29, 56.39,
57.39, 59.29, 60.18, 62.19, 63.09, 64.0, 65.19, 66S9,
67.19,68.19,70.29,71.19, 73.6,76.19,78.8,81.98, 83.29,
97.71.
The following ICD-9-CM procedure codes identifj
Class 4 procedures not coded by NHDS:
08,19, 16.21, 18.01, 18.11, 18.19, 21.21, 21.29, 22.19,
24.19, 25.09, 25.91, 26.19, 27.29, 27.91, 29.19, 31.48-
31.49, 37.29, 41.38-41.39, 42.29, 44.19, 45.19, 45.28-
45.29, 48.23, 48.29, 49.21, 49.29, 49.41, 58.29, 61.19,
64.19, 64.91, 64.94, 69.92, 70.21, 73.91-73.92, 75.35,
85.19, 86.19, 86.92, 87.09-87.12, 87.16-87.17, 87.22-
87.29, 87.36-87.37, 87.39, 87.43-87.49, 87.69, 87.79,
87.85-87.89, 87.92, 87.95-87.99, 88.09, 88.16-88.31,
88.33, 88.35, 88.37, 88.39, 89.01-89.13, 89.15-89.16,
89.26-89.31, 89.33-89.39, 89.45-89.53, 89.55-89.59,
89.66,89.7,90.01-91.99, 93.C1-93.25, 93.27-93.28,93.31-
93.39, 93.42-93.44, 93.61-93.91, 93.94, 93.96, 93.99-
94.23, 94,25, 94.29-95.03, 95.05-95.11, 95.14-95,15,
95.31-95.49, 96.09-96.19, 96.26-96.28, 96.34-97.04,
97.14-97.69, 97.72-97.89, 99.02-99.24, 99.26-99.59,
99.71-99.79,99.82-99.99.
Biopsy-Biopsy is excision of tissue for microscopic
examination. The ICD-9-CM biopsy codes are:
01.11-01.15, 03.32, 04.11-04.12, 05.11, 06.11-06.13,
07.11-07.17, 08.11, 09.11-09.12, 10.21, 11.22, 12.22,
15.01, 16.23, 18.12, 20.32, 21.22, 22.11, 24.11-24.12,
25.01-25.02, 26.11, 27.21-27.24, 28.11, 29.12, 31.43-
31.44, 33.24-33.27, 34.23-34.27, 37.24-37.25, 38.21,
40.11, 41.31-41.33, 42.24, 44.14-44.15, 45.14-45.15,
45.25-45.27, 48.24-48.26, 49.22-49.23, 50.11-50.12,
51.12-51.13, 52.11-52.12, 54.22-54.23, 55.23-55.24,
56.32-56.33, 57.33-57.34, 58.23-58.24, 59.21, 60.11-
60.15, 61.11, 62.11-62.12, 63.01, 64.11, 65.11-65.12,
66.11, 67.11-67.12, 68.13-68.14, 70.23-70.24, 71.11,
76.11, 77.40-77.49, 80.30-80.39, 83.21, 85.11-85.12,
86.11.
lVonsuigicalprocedures-Procedures generally not con-
sidered to be surgical are listed as nonsurgical procedures.
These include diagnostic endoseopy and radiography, ra-
diotherapy and related therapies, physical medicine and
rehabilitation, and other nonsurgical procedures (ICDA
codes A4-A9 and R1-R9). The following ICD-9-CM codes
are for diagnostic and nonsurgical procedures:
03.31, 11.21, 12.21, 14.11, 16.22, 20.31, 29.11, 31.41-
31.42, 33.21-33.23, 34.21-34.22, 39.95, 42.21-42.23,
44.11-44.13, 45.11-45.13, 45.21-45.24, 48.21-48.22,
51.11, 54.21, 55.21-55.22, 56.31, 57.31-57.32, 58.21-
58.22, 60.19, 68.11-68.12, 70.22, 80.20-80.29, 87.01-
99.99.
Rate of procedures— The ratio of the number of all-
Iisted procedures during a year to the number of persons in
the civilian population on July 1 of that year determines the
rate of procedures.
Demographic terms
Population —Civilian population is the resident popula-
tion excluding members of the Armed Forces. CiviIian
noninstitutionalized population is the civilian population
not residing in institutions.
Age—Patient’s age refers to age at birthday prior to
admission to the hospital inpatient service.
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Geographic region —Hospitals are classified by location
in one of the four geographic regions of the United States
that correspond to those used by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census.
Region States included
Northeast Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, and Pennsylvania
south
Midwest Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas
Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,





West Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Washington,




ICD=9-CM codes for the
1986 National Hospital
Discharge Survey
Coding of the diagnostic and procedure data in the
National Hospital Discharge Survey is based on the Inter-
naional Classification of Dkeases, 9th Rewkion, Ch%ikxd
Modification (ICD-9-CM) (Public Health Service and
Health Care Financing Administration, 1980). This appen-
dix presents a list of all diagnostic and procedure codes for
which data were received by the National Hospital Dis-
charge Survey for 1986. Part A shows the class~lcation of
diseases and injuries and supplementary classifications and
NOTE A list of references follows the text.
is to be used with tables 1-3. Part B includes the codes for
surgical, nonsurgical, and diagnostic procedures and is to
be used with table 4. It is important to consult the appro-
priate volume of ICD-9-CM for more detailed information
about the coding scheme, such as the specific terms in-
cluded in or excluded from a particular code.
The follom”ng abbreviations are used in the list of






































































CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES ANO INJURIES AND SUPPLEMENTARY
CLASSIFICATION
INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
CHOLERA
CHOLERA OUE TO VIBRIO CHOLERAE EL TOR












OTHER SPECIFIEO SHIGELLA INFECTIONS
SHIGELLOSIS, UNSPECIFIEO
OTHER FOOO PoIsoNING (BACTERIAL)
STAPHYLOCOCCAL FOOD POISONING
BOTULISM
OTHER BACTERIAL FOOO POISONING
FOOO POISONING, UNSPECIFIED
Af4EBIASIS
ACUTE AMEBIC OYSENTERY WITHOUT MENTION OF ABSCESS
CHRONIC INTESTINAL A14EBIASIS IAITHOUT MENTION OF ABSCESS
AMEBIC LIVER ABSCESS
AMEBIC INFECTION OF OTHER SITES
AMEBIASIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER PROTOZOAL INTESTINAL OISEASES
GIAROIASIS
COCCIDIOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIED PROTOZOAL INTESTINAL OISEASES
INTESTINAL INF& TIONS OUE TO OTHER ORGANISMS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO ESCHER ICHIA COLI (E. COLI)
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO ARIZONA GROUP OF PARACOLON BACILLI
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO PROTEUS (MIRABILIs) (MORGANII)
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO PSEUDOMONAS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
BACTERIAL ENTERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ENTERITIS OUE TO SPECIFIEO VIRUS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER ORGANISM, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSI FIEO
ILL-OEFINEO INTESTINAL INFECTIONS
INFECTIOUS COLITIS, ENTERITIS* ANO GAS TROENTERITIS
COLITIS, ENTERITIS, ANO GAS TROENTERITIS OF PRESUllEO
INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
INFECTIOUS OIARRHEA
OIARRHEA OF PRESUMEO INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS INFECTION
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRIMARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN pRIMARy PrOgreSSiVe Tuberculosis:,
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
PRIHARY TUB ERCULOUS INFECTION. UNSPECIFIED TYPE.
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, TUB ERCLE BACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF LuNG, NOOULAR
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, NODULAR, uNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG MITH CAVITATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG MITH CAVITATION, UNSPECIFIED EXAt41NATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG HITH CAVITATION, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG IAITH CAVITATIONS TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT

























































TLMERCULOSIS OF 8RONCHUS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS FIBROSIS OF LUNG
TuBERCULOUS FI15ROSIS OF LUNG, UNSPECIFIED ExAMINATION
TU8ERCULOUS 8RONCHIECTASIS
TuBERCULOUS 13RONCHIECTASIS. TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
6ACTERIOLOG1CAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO
HISTOLOGICALLY
TUEIERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY FoRM)
Tu8ERcuLous PNEUHONIA (ANy FORM), UNSPECIFIED ExAMINATION
TuBERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY FOP.t4), TU8ERCLE 8ACILLI FOUNO (IN
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY FORM); TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO’
(IN swwo BY MICROSCOPY, 8uT FOUNO BY 8ACTERIAL CULTURE
TUBERCULOUS PNEUMOTHORAX
TuBERCULOUS PNEUMOTHORAX, UNSPECI FIEO EXAMINATION
UNSPECI FIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS. UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS; BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HiStOlOgiCal Examination REsuLTs uNKNOPIN (AT PRESENT)
unspecified PUL140NARY Tuberculosis. TUBERcLE BAc ILLI FouNo ([N.
SPUTUM) BY t41CROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TU8ERCLE 8ACILLI NOT FOUNO
(IN SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY, 8UT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TU8ERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUND
BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION. BUT TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO
HISTOLOGICALLY
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO
EIY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT




TuBERCULOUS PLEURISY, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TU8ERCULOUS PLEURISY, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINA-
TION RESULTS UNKNOliN (AT PRESENT)
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY, TUBERCLE BACILLI FOUND (IN SPUTUM) BY
MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF HEN INGES ANO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
TuBERCULOUS MENINGITIS
TUBERCULOUS HEN INGITIS~ UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOUS MENINGITIS, TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUNO BY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRMEO BY OTHER METHOOS ( INOCULATION OF ANIMALS)
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES, PERITONEU14, ANO 14ESENTERIC GLANOS
TUBERCULOUS PERITONITIS
TUBERCULOUS PERITONITIS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES ANO FIESENTERIC GLANOS
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES ANO HESENTERIC GLANOS, UNSPECIFIED
EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JOINTS
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOHN (AT PRESENT)
TUBERCULOSIS OF KNEE
TUBERCULOSIS OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
TU8EkCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY
TuBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF KIONEY, TUBERCLE 8ACILLI FOUkO (IN SPUTUM)
8Y MICROSCOPY
TUBERCULOSIS OF URETER
TUBERCULOSIS OF URETER, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER HALE GENITAL ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER MALE GENITAL ORGANS?
UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER MALE GENITAL ORGANS, TUB ERCLE BACILLI
NOT FOUNO (IN SPUTUM) 6Y MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL
CULTURE
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE








































































TuBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOES
TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOES, TUB ERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BuT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRMEO HISTOLOGICALLY
Tu13ERCULOS; : OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANS
TUBERCULOSIS OF oTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
MI LIARY TUBERCULOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO MI LIARY TUBERCULOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO MI LIARY TUBERCULOSIS. UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
UNSPECIFIED MI LIARY TUBERCULOSIS
UNSPECIFIED MI LIARY TUBERCULOSIS* UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
uNSPECIFIEO MI LIARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUND




OTHER ZOONOTIC BACTERIAL OISEASES
LIST ERIOSIS
PASTEUR ELLOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ZOONOTIC BACTERIAL OISEASES
LEPROSY
LEPROSY, UNSPECIFIED
OISEASES OUE TO OTHER MYCOBACTERIA
PULMONARY OISEASES OUE TO OTHER MYCOBACTERIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO MYCOBACTERIAL OISEASES







14HoOPING COUGH OUE TO BOROETELLA PERTUSSIS (0. PERTUSSIS)
IIHOOPING COUGH, UNSPECIFIEO ORGANISM














SEPTICEMIA OUE TO ANAEROBES
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO OTHER GRAM-NEGATIVE ORGANISMS
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO GRAM-NEGATIVE ORGANISM, UNSPECIFIED
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO HEt40PHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLuENZA)
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO ESCHER ICHIA COLI (E. COLI)
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO PSEUDOMONAS
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO SERRATIA




CUTANEOUS ACT INOMYCOTIC INFECTION
PULMONARY AC TINOMYCOTIC INFECTION
AC TINOMYCOTIC INFECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES





OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL OISEASES
oTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL OISEASES
BACTERIAL INFECTION IN CONOITI(INS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE




















































STAPHYLOCOCCUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE AND
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PNEUMOCOCCUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED EL SEtAHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
FRIEOLANOER*S 3ACILLUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
ESCHER ICHIA COLI CE. COLI) INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEUHERE ANO OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
HE MOPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA) INFECTION IN CONDITIONS
CLASSIFIED ELSEWERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PROTEUS (M IRABILIS) (HoRGANII) INFECTION IN caNoxTIoNs
CLASSIFIED ELSEIIHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PSEUDOMONAS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN CONDITIONS
CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
BACTERIAL INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED, IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HUMAN T-CELL LYMPHOTROP IC VI RUS-111/LYHPHADENOPATHY-ASSOCIATEO
vxRus (HTLV-111/LAV) INFECTION WITH sPEcIFIEo CONDITIONS
WITH SPECIFIEO INFECTIONS
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIONS
HITH SPECIFIEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASJ4S
ACQUIREO 1MMUN00EFICIENC% SYNDROME HITH OR IAITHOUT
OTHER CONDITIONS
HUMAN T-CELL LYMPHOTROPIC VIRUS-II I/LYPIPHADENOPATHY-ASSOCIATEO
vIRus (HTLV-111/LAV) INFECTION CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO CONOITICFiS
CAUSING SPECIFIED OISEASES OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS
ACQUIREO IHMUNOOEFICIENCY SYNORONE-RELATEO COMPLEX UITH OR
WITHOUT OTHER CONDITIONS
OTHER HUHAN T-CELL LYMPHOTROPIC VI RUS-I II/ LYMPHAOENOPATHY
ASSOCIATE VIRUS INFECTION
HTLv-111/LAv NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO (IdITH OR hTTHOUT OTHER
CONOTIONS NOT CLASSIFIABLE TO 042*043 P044.0)
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS
ACUTE PARALYTIC POLIOMYELITIS SPECIFIEO AS BULBAR
ACUTE PARALYTIC POLIOMYELITIS SPECIFIEO AS BULBAR,
UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF POLIOVIRUS
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS HITH OTHEP. PARALYSIS
ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS MITH OTHER PARALYSIS, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OF POLIOVIRUS
UNSPECIFIED ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS
UNSPECIFIED ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS, UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF POLIOVIRUS
SLOH VIRUS INFEtTION OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
JAKOB-CREUTZFELOT OISEASE
PROGRESSIVE MULTI FOCAL LEUKOENCEPHALOPATHY
MENINGITIS OUE TO ENTEROVIRUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL MENINGITIS
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL MENINGITIS
OTHER ENTEROVIRUS OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
OTHER NON-ARTHROPOO-BORNE VIRAL OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEH
NON-ARTHOPOO-BORNE LYPIPHOCYTIC CHORIOMENINGITIS
NON-ARTHROPOO-BORNE MENINGITIS OUE TO AOENOVIRUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO NON-ARTHROPOO-BORNE VIRAL OISEASES OF
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM





CHICKENPOX blITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
CHICKENPOX WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
VARICELLA WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
HERPES 20STER
HERPES ZOSTER wITH MENINGITIS
HERPES ZOSTER idITH OTH&R NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER wITH UNSPECIFIED NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATION
GENICULATE HERPES ZOSTER
.12 POSTHERPETIC TRIGEHINAL NEURALGIA
.13 PLISTHERPETIC POLYNEUROPATHY
.19 H~RpEs zos TER NITH OTHER NERVOUS sys TEM co~pL1cAT~oNs










































































ilERPES ZOSTER OtRMATITIS OF EYELIO
HERPES ZOSTER KERATOCONJ UNCTIVITIS
HERPES ZOSTER MITH OTHER OPHTHALMIC COMpLIcATILINS
HERPES ZOSTER UITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
OTITIS EXTERNA DUE TO HERPES ZOSTER
HERPES ZOSTER wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION






HE RPETIC ULCERATION OF VULVA
HE RPETIC INFECTION OF PENIS
oTHER GENITAL HERPES
FIERPETIC GINGIVOSTOMATITIS
HE RPETIC MEN INGOENCEPHALITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX UITH OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIMPLEX liITH UNSPECIFIED OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATION
OENORITIC KERATITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX OISCIFORM KERATITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX IRIOOCYCLITIS
HE RPETIC SEPTICEMIA
HERPES SIMPLEX ilITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIMPLEX MENINGITIS
HERPES SIMPLEX HITH OTHER SPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIMPLEX wITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION




MEASLES wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
MEASLES KERAToCONJUNCT IV ITIS
MEASLES WITHOUT MENTION UF COtiPLICATION
RU3ELLA
RUBELLA !41TH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS
RUBELLA wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OTHER VIRAL EXANTHEMATA





VIRAL HEPATITIS A liITHOUT MENTION OF HE PATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS 8 MITH HEPATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS 8 HITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC COMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL HEPATITIS llITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC
COMA






MUMPS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
MUMPS IIITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
ORNITHOSIS
ORNITHOSIS, UNSPECIFIED




CO XSACKIE PER ICAROITIS
COXSACKIE MYOCAROITIS
HANO, FOOT, ANO MOUTH DISEASE












































































UNSPECIFIECJ DISEAStS OF CONJUNCTIVAL OUE TO VIRUSES ANO
CHLAMYOIAE





OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO VIRUSES AND CHLAHYOIAE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO VIRUSES ANO CHLAMYOIAE









‘AOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSE HHERE ANO
EC IFIEO SITE
E VIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
:CIFIEO SITE
. :EO VIRAL INFECTIONS IN CONOITIOtAS CLASSIFIED
3ElfHkRE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE






FALCIPARUM MALARIA (MALIGNANT TERTIAN)















SECONOARY SYPHILIS OF SKIN OR MUCOUS MEMBRANES
OTHER FORMS OF SECONOARY SYPHILIS
oTHER FORMS OF SECONDARY SYPHILIS
uNsPECIFIED SECONOARY SYPHILIS
EARLY SYPHILIS, LATENT













GONOCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF LOIAER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL CYSTITIS (AcuTE)
GONOCOCCAL cERv IcITis (ACuTE)
GONOCOCCAL SALPINGITIS, SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE
OTHER GONOCOCCAL xNFEcTIoN (ACUTE) OF UPPER GENI TOURINARY
TRACT.. ..
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION, CHRONIC, OF LOWER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION, CHRONIC, OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL SALPINGITIS (cHRONIC)
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF JOINT
GONOCOCCAL ARTHRITIS
GONOCOCCAL SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF ANUS ANO RECTUM








































































MULTIPLE PAP ILL OMATA OUE TO YAk4S ANO wET CRAB YAMS
OERMATOPHYTOSIS
0ERMATOPHY70SIS OF SCALP ANO BEARO
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF NAIL
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF HANO
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF GROIN ANO PER IANAL AREA
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF FOOT
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF THE 800V
OERMATGPHYTOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OERMATOPHYTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OERMATOMYCOSIS, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
PITYRIASIS VERSICOLOR




CANDIOIASIS OF VULVA ANO VAGINA
CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER UROGENITAL SITES
CANDIOIASIS OF SKIN ANO NAILS
CANOIOIASIS OF LUNG
OISSEMINATEO CANOIDIASIS
CANOIOIASIS OF 0THE17 SPECIFIEO SITES
CANOIOAL ENDOCARDITIS
OTHER CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CANOIOIASIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
COCCIOIOIOOMYCOSIS
PRIMARY COCCI OIOIOOMWO.SH (PuLflONARy)
COCCI DIOIOAL MENINGITIS
OTHER FORMS OF PROGRESSIVE COCCI OIOIDOMYCOSIS
HIS TOP LAS MOSIS
INFECTION 8Y HISTOPLASMA CAPS ULATUM
HISTOPLASMA CAPSULATUM PNEUMONIA
HISTOPLASHOSIS, UNSPECIFIED






ZYGOMYCOSIS (PHYCOMYCOSIS OR MUCORMYCOSIS)
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED MYCOSES
OPPORTUNISTIC MYCOSES
SC HISTOSOMIASIS (B ILHARZIASIS)
SC HISTOSOMIASIS DUE TO SCHISTOSOMA HA E!4ATOBIUM
SCHISTOSOMIASIS, uNSPECIFIED
ECHINOCOCCOSIS
ECHINOCOCCOSIS, OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CESTOOE INFECTION
.1 CYST ICERCOSIS














ANCYLOSTOMIASIS ANO NECATORIASIS, UNSPECIFIED








ME NINGLIENCEPHALITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS
CHORIORETINITIS OUE TO TOXOPLASMOSIS

















































































PEOICULOSIS ANO PHTHIRUS INFESTATION
pEOI12ULUS cAPITIs (HEAO LOUSE)
PEoICULUS CORPORIS (BOOY LOUSE)
PHTHIRUS PUBIS (PUBIC LOUSE)













OTHER SPECIFIED INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC DISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF RESPIRATORY OR UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF GENITOURINARY TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JOINTS
LATE EFFECTS OF ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS ANO
PARASITIC OISEASES
NEOPLASMS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIP
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LIP, VERMILION aOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOWER LIP, VERMILION BOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOHER LIP, INNER ASPECT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIP, UNSPECIFIED, VERMILION BOROER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BASE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF 00RSAL SURFACE OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TIP ANO LATERAL BOROER OF TONGUE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VENTRAL sURFACE OF TONGUE
ilALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANTERIOR TW-THIROS OF TONGUE, PART
UNSPECIFIGO
MALIGNANT NEilPLASM OF LINGUAL TONSIL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE. UNSPECI FIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF PAROTIO GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SUBHANO19ULAR GLAtvO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SALIVARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GUM
MALiGNANT NEOPLASf4 OF UPPER CUt4
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LO14ER GUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GUI+, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AN T&RIOR PORTI(JN OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LATERAL PORTION OF FLOOR OF MOUTH
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF FLOOR OF t40UTH
XALIGNANT NEOPLASF! OF FLOOR OF MOUTH, PART UNSPECI FIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF CHEEK MUCOSA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HARO PALATE
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SOFT PALATE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UVULA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PALATE, uNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETRO!40LAR AREA
HAL1GNA14T NEOPLASM aF JTHER sPECIFIEO PARTS OF MOUTH
t4ALI&NANT NEOPLASM iJF MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED







































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONSIL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM Llf ToNSILLAR FOSSA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONS ILLAR PILLARS (ANTERIOR) (pOSTERIOR)
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF POSTERIOR HALL OF OROPHARYNX
NALIGNAtYT NEOPLASM OF OROPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF POSTERIOR HALL OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LATt RAL HALL OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM Of CITHER sPECIFIED SITES OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PO STCRICOIO REGION OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYRIFORM SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HYPOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO IL L-O EFINEO SITES HITHIN
THE LIP, ORAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHEX SITES wITHIN THE LIP ANO
ORAL CAVITY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THoRACIC ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uPPER THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF M1OOLE THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOWER THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
!iALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOMACH
,$!ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CARO IA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYLORUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYLORIC ANTRUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FUNOUS OF STOMACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BOOY OF STOMACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LESSER CURVATURE OF STOMACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GREATER CURVATURE OF STOMACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF STOMACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOt4ACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SMALL INTESTINE, INCLUOING DUOOENUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OUOOENUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF JEJUNUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ILEUM
IMALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO sITES OF SMALL INTESTINE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF sMALL INTESTINE. UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HE PATIC FL EXURE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRANSVERSE COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OESCENOING COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SIGMO1O COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CECUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF APPENOIX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ASCENOING COLON
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPLENIC FL EXURE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARGE INTESTINE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF COLON, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM, RECTOSIGMOID JUNCTION, ANO ANUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTOSIGMOIO JUNCTION
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANAL CANAL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANUS, UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF RECTUM, RECTOSIGMOIO
JUNCTION, ANO ANUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER ANO INTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, PRIMARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF INTRAHEPATIC BILE DUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, NOT SPECIFIEO AS PRIMARY
OR SECONOARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GALLBLADDER ANO 6XTRAHEPAT1C BILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GA LLBLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EXTRA HEPATIC BILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AMPULLA OF VATER
t4AL1GNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF GAL L6LAOOER ANO
EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS


































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREAS
~AL16NANT NE OPLASH OF HEAD OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 900Y OF PANCREAS
F!AL IGNANT NSOPLASM OF TAIL OF PANCREAS
MAL-IGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREATIC OUCT
MALI bNANT NEOPLASM OF ISLETS OF LANG ERHANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OThER SPECIFIED SITES OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREAS, PART uNSPECIFIED
MALIGhANT NEOPLASM OF RET ROPE RI TONEUM ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETROPERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM’ OF SPECIFIEO PARTS OF PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PERITONEUM, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO ILL-O EFINEO SITES dITHIN THE
OIGESTIVE ORGANS ANO PERITONEUM
,+lALIbNANT NEOPLASM OF INTESTINAL TRACT, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPLEEN, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF oIGESTIVE SYSTEM ANO
INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ILL-OEFINEO SITES liITHIN THE OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO PERITONEUM
f4ALIbNANT NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES, MIOOLE EAR, ANO
ACCESSORY SINUSES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH GF MAXILLARY SINUS
MALI GNAt4T NEOPLASM OF ETH14010AL SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FRONTAL SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPHENOIOAL SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ACCESSORY SINUSES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GLOTTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SUPRAGLOTTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SUBGLOTTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNGEAL CARTILAGES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX, uNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, AND LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MAIN BRONCHUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LOBE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MIOOLE LOBE, BRoNCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOrJER LOBE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS A NO LUNG, UNSPECIFI EO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PLEURA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA, UNSPECIFIED
t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYMUS, HEART. ANO HEOIASTINLN4
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYt4uS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASt4 OF HEART
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ANTERIOR MEDIASTINLN4
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF POSTERIOR HEOIASTINUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVERLAPPING PARTS OF HEOIASTI?WH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MEo IASTINUM, PART UNSPECIFIED
tiALIGNANT NE OPLASt4 OF BONE ANO ART ICULAR CARTILAGE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONES OF SKULL ANO FACE, EXCEPT MANDIBLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF tiANOIBLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, EXCLUOING SACRUH
ANO COCCYX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RIBS, STERNUH, ANO CLAVICLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SCAPULA ANO LONii aONES OF UPPER LI14S
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PELVIC BONES, SAC RUtl, ANO COCCYX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LONG c30NES OF LGMER LIMB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE ANO ART ICULAk CARTILAGE, SITE
UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
MALIGNANT NE OPLASFI OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
HEAO. FACS. ANO NECK
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
iiALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
LOh’ER LIHB, INCLUOING HIP
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
THORAX


































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE*
SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AuOITORY
CANAL
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS
OF FACE
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF SCALP ANO NECK
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUM
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF UPPER LIMB, lNCLLt OING SHOULOER
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN OF LOHEit LIMB, INCLUOING HIP
MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
MELANOMA OF SKIN, SITE uNSPECIFIED

























SKIN OF EYELIO, INCLUDING CANTHUS
SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL
SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
SKIN OF TRuNK, EXCEPT SCROTUM
SKIN OF UPPER LIt4B, INCLUOING
SKIN OF LOWER LIMB, INCLUOING HIP
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
sKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NIPPLE ANO AREOLA OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CENTRAL PORTION OF FEMALE 8REAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER-INNER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LO HER-INNER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER-OUTER 4UAORANT OF FEt4ALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOdER-OUTER QUA ORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AXILLARY TAIL OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 3REAST (FEMALE). UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF MALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NIPPLE ANO AREOLA OF MALE BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES OF MALE
BREAST
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UTERUS, PART uNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVIX UTERI
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ENOOCERVIX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF CERVIX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVIX UTERI, UNSPECXFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLACENTA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BOOY OF UTERUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CORPUS UTERI, EXCEPT ISTHMUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ISTHMUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY ANO OTHER UTERINE AONEXA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PA RAMETRIUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UTERINE AONEXA, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NkOPLASt4 OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
MALIGNANT lNEOPLASM OF VAGINA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VULVA, UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF FEMALE
GENITAL ORGANS
MALIGNANT NE OPLAS!4 OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN, SITE uNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PROSTATE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
ilALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UN OESCENOEO TESTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED TESTIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS ANO OTHER MALE GENITAL ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GLANS PENIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PENIS, PART UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SCROTUM











































































TRIGONE OF URINARY BLAOOER
00ME OF URINARY BLAOOER
LATERAL WALL OF URINARY SLAOOER
ANTERIOR HALL OF URINARY BLADOER




OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF BLAOOER
BLAOOER, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALI GhANT NEOPLASM OF KIONEY ANO OTHER ANCJ UNSPECIFIED URINARY
ORGANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIDNEY, EXCEPT PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RENAL PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URETER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URETHRA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYEBALL* EXCEPT CONJUNCTIVAL, CORNEA,
RETINA, ANO CHOROIO
MALIGNANT-NEOPLASM OF ORBIT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LACRIt4AL GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETINA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CHOROIO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LACRIMAL OUCT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CEREaRUFl, EXCEPT LOBES ANO vENTRICLES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FRONTAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TEMPORAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PARIETAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OCCIPITAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VENTRICLES
FIALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CEREBELLUM NOS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN STEM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF BRAIN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CRANIAL NERVES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
MALIGNANT NEOPLAW4 OF SPINAL CORO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPINAL MEN INGES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NERVOUS SYSTEM, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYROIO GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ADRENAL GLANO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PITUITARY GLANO AND CRANIOPHARYNGEAL
MALIGNANT NE OPLASPl OF PINEAL GLANO
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AORTIC BOOY ANO OTHER PARAGANGLIA
!4ALIGNANT NEOPLAStl OF ENDOCRINE GLANO, SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM UF HEAO, FACE, AND NECK
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THORAX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF A1300MEN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PELVIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LIMB
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIELI SITES
SECUNOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NFOPLASM OF LY14PH NilOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYHPH NOOES
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
SECUNOARY ANCI UNSPECIFIEO MALIGNANT NELIPLASH OF IN TRATHORACIC
LYMPH NOOES
SECONCIARY ANO uNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASA4 OF
INTRA-ABOOt41NAL LYMPH NOOES
SECONOARY AND UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NDOES
OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NOOES
OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LO14ER LIMB
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF INTRAPELVIC
LYMPH NOOES































































SE CONOARY ANO uNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASA OF LYMPH NOOES,
SITE UNSPECIFIED
SE CONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RESPIRATORY ANO OIGESTIVE
SYSTEMS
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM CIF LUNG
SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ME OIASTINUM
SE CONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER RESPIRATORY ORGANS
SE CO NOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SMALL INTESTINE
lNCLUOING OUOOENUM
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARGE INTESTINE ANO RECTUM
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RET ROPE RI TONEUM ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER, SPECIFIEO AS SECONOARY
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO SPLEEN
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SE CONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIONEY
SE CONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER URINARY ORGANS
SEC ONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN ANO SPINAL CORD
SE CONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE ANO BONE MAhRO14
SECONDARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AORENAL GLANO
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BREAST
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GENITAL ORGANS
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM wITHOUT SPECIFICATION OF SITE
OISSEMINATEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RET ICULOSARCOMA
RETICULOSARCOMA
RET ICULOSARCOMA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
RET ICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
RET ICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
RET ICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOMINAL LYMPH NOOES
RET ICULOSARCOtiA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
RETICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING SPLEEN
RETICULOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
LYMPHOSARCOMA
LYMPH OSARCOMA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
LYMPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
LYMPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
LYMPH OSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOMINAL LYMPH NOOES
LYMPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOO!SS OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
LYMPH OSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUXNAL REGION ANO
LOHER LIM8
LYMPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
LYMPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING SPLEEN
LYMPHOSARCO14A INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF IIULTIPLE SITES
8URKITT*S TUMOR OR LYMPHOMA
BURKITT*S TUMOR OR LYMPHOMA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BURKITT*S TUMOR OR LYMPHOMA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYMPH
NOOE S
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RET ICULOSARCOMA
OTHER NAFIEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOHA ANO
INVOLVING LYMPH NCIOES OF HEAO, FACE, AND
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO
INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
OTHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LY14PHOSARCOMA ANO
INVOLVING INTRA-ABDOMINAL LYMPH NOOES
OTHER NAMED VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCO14A ANO
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL REGION
CITHER NAMEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
HO OGKIN*S OISEASE
HOOGKIN*S SARCOMA









HO OGKIN* S OISEASE, LYMPH OCYTIC-HISTIOCYTIC PREDOMINANCE




















































INVOLVING LYMPH NIJOES OF HEAO, FACE,
H90GKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS
HOOGKINO S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS,
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS,
INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE,
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS,
INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS,
LYMPH NOOES OF AxILLA ANO UPPER LIM8
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE. NOOULAR SCLEROSIS.
NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
HO OGKINOS OISEASE. MIXEO CELLULARITY
HOOGKIN*S OISEA5E, MIXED CELLULARITY.
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE. !IIXEO CELLULARITY.
NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKINOS OISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY.
INTRA-A800MINAL LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, MIXEO CELLULARITY,
OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LI148













HOOGKINOS OISEASE, LYMPHOCYTIC DEPLETION
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, LYPIPHOCYTIC OEPLETION, INVOLVING
INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN-S DISEASE, LYMPHOCYTIC OEPLETION, INVOLVING LYMPH
NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, uNSPECIFIED TYPE
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HO OGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LY!4PH NOOES
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKIN9S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC
LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKINS S DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABOO141NAL LYMPH NOOES
HO OGKINCS OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
HODGKIN9S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF INGUINAL REGION ANO LO HER LIMB
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING INTRAPELv IC
LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE. INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES
OF f4ULTIPLE SITES
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF LYHPHOIO ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE
NODULAR LYMPHOMA
NOOULAR LYklPHO14A, UNSPECIFIED SITE
NOOULAR LYPIPHOIIA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
NOOULAR LVMPHOflA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYtlPH NOOES
NOOULAR LYMPHOMA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYMPH NOOES
NOOULAR LYMPHOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIM8
NOOULAR LYFIPHOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL
REGION ANO LOWER LIMB
NOOULAR LYMPHOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF IWLTIPLE SITES
MALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS
I’IALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS. UNSPECIFIED SITE
LEUKEMIC RET ICULOENOOTHELIOSIS
LEUKEMIC RETICULOENOOTHEL IOSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
LEUKEf41C RETICULOENOOTHEL IOSIS INVOLVING LY14PH NOOES OF HEAD,
FACE , AND NECK
LETTERER-SIHE OISEASE
LETTERER-SIHE DISEASE INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO
NECK
OTHER MALIGNANT LYf4PHOMAS
OTHER MALIGNANT LYf4PHO#lAS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER MALIGNANT LY!4PHOMAS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE,
ANO NECK
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHO!lAS INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
OTHER MALIGNANT LYMPHOIIAS INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOIIINAL LYMPH NOOES
OTHER MALIGNANT LY$lPHOflAS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO
UPPER LIMB
OTHER MALIGNANT LY)4PHOIIAS INvOLVING LYA4PH NOOES OF INGUINAL









































































LYf4PtiOMAS INVOLVING INTRAPELVIC LYMPH NOOES
LYMPHOMAS INVOLVING SPLEEN
LYMPHOHAS INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE
OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF LYMPHOIO
ANO HISTIOCYTIC 71SSUE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED t4ALIGNANT NE OPLASMS OF LYHPHOIO
ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
MULTIPLE MYELOMA ANO IMHUNOPROL ITERATIVE NEOPLASMS
MULTIPLE MYELOMA


















ACUTE ERYTHREMIA ANO ERYTHROLEUKEt41A
MEGAKARYOCYTIC LEUKEHIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO LEUKEHIA
LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, ACUTE
LEUKEHIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, CHRONIC
LEUKEHIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, SUBACUTE
OTHER LEUKEMIA OF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
UNSPECIFIED LEUKEMIA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LIP, ORAL CAVITY, AFiO PHARYNX
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF LIP
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF TONGUE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
3EN1GN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF MOUTH
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF NASOPHARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
3EN1GN NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
L3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF STOMACH
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF DUOOENUM, JEJUNUM, ANO ILEUM
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF COLON
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF RECTUH ANO ANAL CANAL
3EN1GN NEOPLASM OF LIVER ANO 31 LIARY PASSAGES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF PANCREAS, EXCEPT ISLETS OF LANG ERHANS
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF ISLETS OF LA NGERHANS
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF RETROPERITONEUM AND PERITONEUM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITE IN THE
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF RESPIRATORY ANO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES, MI OOLE EAR, ANO ACCESSORY
SINUSES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LARYNX
t3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA
15ENIGN NEOPLASM OF 3RONCHUS ANO LUNG
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
3ENIGN NEOPLASFI OF MEOIASTINUM
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF THYMUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF HEART
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF RESPIRATORY ANO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS,
SITE UNSPECIFIEO
3ENIGN NE OPLASH OF BONE ANO AR TICULAR CARTILAGE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EtONES OF SKULL ANO FACE
3ENIGN NEOPLASM OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN, EXCLUOING SACRLNI AND
COCCYX
13ENIGN NEOPLASM OF SCAPULA ANO LONG 30NES OF UPPER LIHB
































































BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PELVIC BONES, SACRUM, AND COCCYX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LONG BONES OF LOMER LIMB
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SHORT BONES OF LOWER LIMB
LIPOMA
LIPOMA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF FACE
LIPOMA OF OTHER SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
LI POMA OF INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
LIPOkiA OF INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
LIPO14A OF SPERMATIC CORO
LIPOMA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LIPOt4A, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
LOUER LIHB, INCLUOING HIP
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
THORAX
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
ABOOHEN
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
PELVIS
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE,
SITE UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LIP
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EYELIO, INCLUOING CANTHUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUDITORY CANAL
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FACE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF TRUNK. EXCEPT SCROTUM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LOIJER LIflB, INCLUOING HIP
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BREAST
UTERINE LEIOMYOMA
SUB14UCOUS LEIOMYOMA OF UTERUS
INTRAf4URAL LEIOHYOHA OF UTERUS
SIJBSEROUS LEIONIYOHA OF UTERUS
LEIOMYOt4A OF UTERUS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF UTERUS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CERVIX UTERI
BENIGN NEOPLAS14 OF CORPUS UTERI
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF UTERUS. PART UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OVARY
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF FALLOPIAN TUBE ANO UTERINE LIGAHENTS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF VAGINA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF VULVA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF t4ALE GENITAL ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EPIOIOYHIS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SCROTUH
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF KI ONEY ANO OTHER URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASt4 OF KIONEY, EXCEPT PELVIS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF URETER
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BLAOOER
9ENIGN NEOPLASt4 OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF URETHRA
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF URINARY ORGANS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF EYE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF ORBIT
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRAIN ANO OTHER PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRAIN
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CRANIAL NERVES



































































BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SPINAL CORO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF SPINAL MEN INGES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF THYROIO GLANOS
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF AORENAL GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF PITUITARY GLANO ANO CRANIOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF AORTIC aooy ANO OTHER PARAGANGLIA
HE MANGIOt4A ANO LYMPHANGIOMA, ANY SITE
HEMANGIOMA, ANY SITE
HEMANGIOMA OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
HEMANGIOMA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
HE MAN GIOMA OF INTRACRANIAL STRUCTURES
HEMANGIOMA OF LNTRA-ABOOMINAL STRUCTURES
HE MAN GIOMA OF OTHER SITES
LYMPHANGIOMA, ANY SITE
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED SITES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NO O.ES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE -- ‘-
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OIGESTIVE ORGANS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF LIP, ORAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF COLON
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF’ RECTUM
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF ANAL CANAL
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF LARYNX
CARCINOMA IN sITU OF TRACHEA
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUOITORY CANAL
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF
FACE
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUM
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF UPPER LI MB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN OF LOWER LIMB, INCLUOING HIP
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF BREAST ANO GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF BREAST
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF CERVIX UTERI
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF UTERUS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF PROSTATE
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF PENIS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MALE GENITAL ORGANS
CARCINOMA IN sITU OF BLAOOER
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES-
CARc INOMA 1r4 SITU, SITE UNSPECIFIED
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF O.TGESTIVE ANO RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAV1OR OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
NECJPLASM OF uNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF LIP, ORAL CAVITYS ANO PHARYNX
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF STOMACH, INTESTINES, ANO
RECTUM
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF LIVER ANO BILIARY PASSAGES
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN I3EHAV1OR OF RETROPERITONEUM ANO
PERITONEUM
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
OIGESTIVE ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, ANO LUNG
NEOPLASM OF UtiCERTAIN BEHAV1OR OF GENITOURINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF UTERUS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OVARY
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BLAOOER
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
URINARY ORGANS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN aEHAVIOR OF KIONEY ANO URETER




























































N= OPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
CRANIOPHARYNGEAL OUCT
NEOPLASM ‘3F uNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEOPLASI’I OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
ENOOCKINE GLANDS
NEOPLASt4 OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF
NEUROFIBRO14ATOSIS





BRAIN ANO SPINAL CORO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES
ANO TISSUES
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR OF BONE ANO ART ICULAR CARTILAGE
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
TIssUE
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN aEHAVIOR
POLYCYTHEMIA VERA
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
HEMATOPOIETIC TISSUES
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR,
NEOPLASMS CF UNSPECIFIED NATURE
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE




oF OTHER LYflPHATi C ANO




NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
NEoPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATLiRE OF BONE, SOFT TISSUE, ANO SKIN
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BREAST
NEoPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BLAOOER
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF GTHER GENITOURINARY ORGANS
NEoPLASM OF uNSPECIFIED NATURE OF BRAIN
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF ENOOCRINE GLANOS ANO
OTHER PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEf4
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE OF OTHEk SPECIFIEO SITES
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE, SITE UNSPECIFIED
EN OOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL ANO METABOLIC OISEASES, ANO 114MUNIT%
OISOROEk S




NONTOXIC MULTI NOOULAR GOITER
UNSPECIFIED NONTOXIC NOOULAR GOITER
THYROTOXICOSIS UITH OR WITHOUT GOITER
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER HITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR
STORM
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER UITH HENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORM
TOXIC UN INOOULAR GOITER
TOXIC UNINOOULAR GOITER UITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS
OR STORM
TCIXIC MULTINOOULAR GOITER
TOXIC MULTI NOOULAR GOITER wITHOUT MENTION OF THY ROTOXIC
CRISIS OR STORM
TOXIC NOOULAR GOITER, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
TOXIC NOOULAR GOITER, uNSPECIFIED TYPE, UITHOUT 14ENTION OF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORH
THYROTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN
THYROTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN MI THOUT HENTION OF
THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STORH
THYROTOXICOSIS III THOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE
THYROTOXICOSIS WITHOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE,
ANO WITHOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STOR14
THYRo TOXICOSIS WITHOUT MENTION OF GOITER OR OTHER CAUSE,







OTHER SPECIFIEO ACWIREO HYPOTHYROIDISM






































































OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC THY ROIOITIS
THYROIOITIS, uNSPECIFIED
OTHEU OISOROERS OF THYRO1O
CYST OF lHYROIO
HEMORRHAGE ANO INFARCTION OF THYROIO
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORLIERS OF THYROIO
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF THYROID
OIABET&S f4ELLITuS
OIABETES MEL LITUS wITHOUT MENTION OF
AouLT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES ME LLITuS
COMPL1CATION
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES ME LLITUS WI1
OIABETES !41TH KETIJACIOOSIS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES ME LLITUS WIT
OIABETES WITH HYPERCISMOLAR COMA
AouLT-ONSEl TYPE OIABETES ME LLITUS
COMPL1CATION
wITHOUT MENTION OF





JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MEL LITUS WITH HYPE ROSFIOLAR COMA
OIABETES WITH OTHER COMA
ADULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MEL LITUS WITH OTHER COMA
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELL ITUS #ITH OTHER COMA
DIABETES WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE 01 AL3ETES 14EL LITUS WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES WITH OPHTHALMIC MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES ME LLITUS WITH GPHTHALt41C
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS HITH OPHTHALMIC MANIFESTATIONS
01 A3ETES WITH NEUROLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS
AoULT-UNSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS wITH NEUROLOGICAL
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH NEUROLOGICAL
flANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY OISORDERS
ADULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS 141TH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATtiRY
OISOROERS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES ME LLITUS WITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY
OISOROERS
01 A8ETES WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES FIELLITUS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE 01 A8ETES ME LLITUS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
I4AN1FESTATIONS
OIABETES WITH uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
ADULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS liITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS WITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
OTHER OISOROERS OF PANCREATIC INTERNAL SECRETION
HYPOGLYCEMIC COMA
OTHER HYPE RI NSULINISM
HYPOGLYCEMIA, UNSPECIFIED
PoSTSURGICAL HYPOINSULINEMIA
ABNORMALITY OF SECRETION OF GASTRIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PANCREATIC INTERNAL SECRETION
OISORDERS OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
HYPERPARATHYRDI OISM
HYPOPARATHYROIOISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PA RATHYROIO GLANO
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
OISOROERS OF THE PITUITARY GLANO AND ITS HYPOTHALAIIIC CONTROL
ACROMEGALY ANO GIGANTISM




JTHER OISOROERS OF NEUROHYPOPHYSIS
IATROGENIC PITUITARY OISDROERS
OTHER OISOROERS OF THE PITUITARY ANO OTHER SYNOROMES OF
OIENCEPHALOHYPOP HYSEAL ORIGIN










































































DI SEAS ES OF THYMLLS GLANO
PERSISTENT HYPE RPLASIA OF THYMUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THYMUS GLANO
uNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THYMUS GLANO








OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF AORENAL GLANOS










POLYGLANOULAR DYSFUNCTION ANO RELATED OISOROERS
OTHER COMBINATIONS OF ENOOCRINE DYSFUNCTION
POLYGLANOULAR DYSFUNCTION, uNSPECIFIED
OTHER ENOOCRINE OISOROERS
OELAY IN SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT AN!J PUBERTY? NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
PRECOCIOUS SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT ANO PUBERTY, NOT ELSEliHERE
CLASSIFIED
CARCINO IO SYNOROME
0HARF15i.t, NOT EL5EHHERE CL ASS IF150




OTHER SEVERE PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTRITION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PROTEIN-CALORIE MALNUTR1TION
MALNUTRITION OF $IOOERATE OEGREE




UNSPECIFIED VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY
THIAMINE ANO NIACIN DEFICIENCY STATES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MANIFESTATIONS OF THIAMINE DEFICIENCY






UNSPECIFIED VITAMIN O .OEFICIENCY
OTHER NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCIES
DEFICIENCY OF VITAMIN K
DEFICIENCY OF OTHER VITAMINS
UNSPECIFIED VITAMIN DEFICIENCY
MINERAL DEFICIENCY, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
UNSPECIFIED NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
OISOROERS OF AM INO-ACIO TRANSPORT ANO 14ETABOLISU
DISTURBANCES OF AM INO-ACIO TRANSPORT
PHENYLKETONURIA ( PKU)
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF AROMATIC AHINO-ACID METABOLISM
DISTURBANCES OF BRANCH EO-CHAIN At41N0-ACIO METABOLISM
OISOROSRS OF UREA CYCLE METABOLISM
07 HER DISTURBANCES OF STRAIGHT-CHAIN AM INO-ACIO METABOLISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF A&lINO-ACIO F!ET ABOLISM
UNSPECIFIED 01.SOROER OF AIIINO-ACIO ME TA!30LISH
oISOROERS OF CAR90HYORATE TRANSPORT ANO METABOLISM
GLYCOGENOSIS
GALACTOSEMIA












































































OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF CARBOHYDRATE TRANSPORT ANO
METABOLISM









OTHER OISOROERS OF LIPOIO METABOLISM
UN SPECIFIEIJ OISOROER OF LIPOIO METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF PLASMA PROTEIN METABOLISM
PCILYCLONAL HYPERGAMMAGLOBU LINEMIA
MONOCLINAL PA RAP ROTE INEMIA
OTHER PARAPROTEINEMIAS
MACROGLOBULINEMIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF PLASMA PROTEIN METABOLISM




GLIUTY NE PHROPATHY. UNSPECIFIED
URIC ACIO NEPHROLITHIASIS
GOUT wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
GOUTY TOPHI OF OTHER SITES, EXCEPT EAR
GOUT 141TH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
GOUT, uNSPECIFIED
OISOROERS OF MINERAL METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF IRON METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF COPPER METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF MAGNESIUM METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM
OISOROERS OF CALCIUM METABOLISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF MINERAL METABOLISM










ELECTROLYTE ANO FLUIO OISOROERS NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF METABOLISM
CYSTIC FIBROSIS
CYSTIC FIBROSIS wITHOUT MENTION OF MECONIUM ILEUS
CYSTIC FIBROSIS WITH MECONIUM ILEUS
OISOROERS OF PORPHYRIN METABOLISM
AM YLOIOOSIS
OISOROERS OF BILIRUBIN EXCRETION
MUCOPOLYSACCHAR1 OOS1S
OTHER DEFICIENCIES OF CIRCULATING ENZYMES
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF METABOLISM
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF METABOLISM





OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IMMUNE MECHANISM
DEFICIENCY OF HUMORAL IMMUNITY
HYPOGAMMAGLOBUL INEMIA, UNSPECIFIEO
SELECTIVE IGA IMMUNOOEFICIENCY
OTHER SELECTIVE IMliUNOGLOBULIN DEFICIENCIES
COMMON VARIABLE IMMUNOOEFICIENCY
DEFICIENCY OF CELL-!4EOIATE0 1MMUNIT%
IMMUNOOEFICIENCY MITH PREDOMINANT T-CELL OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED













































































AUTO IMMUNE OISEASE? NOT ELS=MHERE cLAssIFIEIJ
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IMMUNE MECHANISM
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF IMMUNE MECHANISM
DISEASES OF 7HE BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FORMING ORGANs
IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIAS
IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIA SECONOARY TO BLOOO LOSS (CHRONIC)
IRON OEFICIENCY ANEMIA SECONOARY TO INADEQUATE OIETARY
IRON .TNTAKE




OTHER VITAMIN 812 DEFICIENCY ANEHIA
FOLATE-OEFICIENCY ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO MEGALOEILASTIC ANEMIAS NOT ELSEWH&RE CLASSIFIED





ANEMIAS DUE TO OISOROERS OF GLUTATHIONE METABOLISH





HB-S OISEASE WITHOUT MENTION OF CRISIS
HB-S OISEASE WITH MENTION OF CRISIS
SICKLE-C ELL/HB-C DISEASE
OTHER HEMOGL081NOPATHIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEREDITARY HEHOLYTIC ANEMIAS
HEREDITARY HEHOLYTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED
AC QUIREO HEHOLYTIC ANEMIAS
AUTO IMMUNE HEflOLYTIC ANEHIAS
NON-AUTOIHMUNE HEMOLYTIC AN EHIAS
HEMOGLOBINURIA OUE TO HEMOLYSIS FROM EXTERNAL
ACQUIREO HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA, UNSPECIFIED
APLASTIC ANEMIA
CONSTITUTIONAL APLASTIC ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO APL ASTIC ANEMIAS
APLASTIC ANEMIA? UNSPECIFIED







CONGENITAL FACTOR VIII OISOROER
CONGENITAL FACTOR IX OISOROER
CONGENITAL FACTOR XI DEFICIENCY
CONGENITAL DEFICIENCY OF OTHER CLOTTING FACTORS
VON WILL EERANO*S OISEASE
HEMORRHAGIC OISOROER OUE TO CIRCULATING ANTICOAGULANTS
OEFIBRINATION SYNOROME
AC QUIREO COAGULATION FACTOR DEFICIENCY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED COAGULATION DEFECTS







OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGIC CONDITIONS
OISEASES OF WHITE 8LOO0 CELLS
AGRAf4ULOCYTOSIS
FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF POLYMORPHONUCLEAR NEUTROPHILS
GENETIC ANOMALIES OF LEUKOCYTES
EoSINOPHILIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASE OF WHITE BLOOO CELLS
UNSPECIFIED DISEASE OF WHITE BLOOO CELLS
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NONSPECIFIC ME SE NT ERIC LYMPHAOENITIS
LYMPHAOENITIS, uNSPECIFIC, EXCEPT ME SENT ERIC
HYPE RSPLENISM
OTHER OISEASES OF SPLEEN
OISEASE OF SPLEEN, UNSPECIFIED
CHKONIC CONGESTIVE SPLENOMEGALY
OTHER OISEASES OF SPLEEN
ME THEMOGLOBINEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF BLOOO ANO 8LOO0-FORMING ORGANS
uNSPECIFIEO OISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FORMING ORGANS
MENTAL OISOROERS




PRESENILE OEM ENTIA HITH OELIRIUM
PRESENILE OEM ENTIA UITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
SENILE DEMENTIA WITH DELUSIONAL OR OPPRESSIVE FEATURES
SENILE OEM ENTIA kiITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
SENILE OEMENTIA klITH OPPRESSIVE FEATURES
SENILE OEMENTIA WITH OELIRIUM
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEMENTIA
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEMENTIA, UNCOMPLICATED
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEMENTIA WITH OELIRIUM
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEM ENTIA WITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
OTHER SPECIFIEO SENILE PSYCHOTIC CONDITIONS






10 IO SYNCRAT1C ALCOHOL lNTOX$CATXON
ALCOHOLIC JEALOUSY




PARANO1O ANO/OR HALLUCINATORY STATES INOUCEO 8Y ORUGS
ORUG-lNOUCEO ORGANIC DELUSIONAL SYNOROME
ORUG-INOUCEO HALLUCINOSIS
PATHOLOGICAL ORUG 1NTOX1CATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG-INOUCEO MENTAL OISOROERS
ORUG-INOUCEO OELIRIUM
ORUG-INOUCED 0Et4ENTIA
oRUG-INOUCEO ORGANIC AFFECTIVE SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG-INOUCEO MENTAL OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED ORUG-INOUCEO 14ENTAL OISOROER
TRANSIENT ORGANIC PSYCHOTIC CONDITIONS
ACUTE OELIRIUM
SUBACUTE OELIRIUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT ORGANIC MENTAL OISOROERS
ORGANIC OELUS1ONAL SYNOR08E
ORGANIC HALL UC INOSIS SYNOROME
ORGANIC AFFECTIVE SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT ORGANIC MENTAL OISOROERS
UN SPECIFIED TRANSIENT ORGANIC MENTAL OISOROER
OTHER ORGANIC PSYCHLITIC CONDITIONS (cHRoNIc)
AMNESTIC SYNOROME
OEMENTIA IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANIC 8RAIN SYNOROMES (CHRONIC)
UNSPECIFIEO ORGANIC BRAIN SYNOROME (CHRONIC)
SCHIZOPHRENIC OISOROERS
SIf4PLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
SIMPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
SIMPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
SIMPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE HITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
OISORGANIZEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
OISORGANIZEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, Ut4SPECIFIE0 STATE
oISORGANIZEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE HITH ACUTE
244
EXACERBATION
.2 CATATONIC TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
.20 CATATONIC TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
.22 CATATONIC TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
.2+ CATATONIC TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE wITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
.3 PARANOID TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
.30 PARANOID TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
.31 PA RANOIO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE
.32 PARANOIO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* CHRONIC STATE
.33 PA RANOIO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIAS SUBCHRONIC STATE i+ITH ACUTE
.34
EXACERBATION
PARANOIO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE WITH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
.35 PARANOID TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REMISSION
.4 ACUTE SCHIZOPHRENIC EPISUOE
.40 ACUTE SC HIZCIPHRENIC EPISOOE~ UNSPECIFIED STATE
.5 LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIA
.50 LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
.6 RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA
.60 RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
.62 RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
.64 RESIOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE IiITH ACUTE EXACERBATION
.65 RESIDUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REMISSION
.7 SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA
.70 SC HIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
.72 SC HIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
.73 SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE liITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION











SC HIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REMISSION
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
OTHZR SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
oTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIAS SUBCHRONIC STATE WITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
OTHER SPECIFIED TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE WITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
UNSPECIFIED SCHIZOPHRENIA
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
uNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE
.92 UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
.93 UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA. SUBCHRONIC STATE HITH
ACUTE EXACER8ATION
.94 uNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE HITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
.95 uNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, IN REMISSION
296 AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSES
.0 MANIC OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE
.00 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
.04 MANIC AFFECTIVE DISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE, SEVERE OEGREE*
SPECIFIEO AS tiITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.05 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE, IN PARTIAL OR
UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
.1 MANIC OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE
.10 MANIC AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
.2 MAJOR DEPRESSIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE
.20 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
.21 #lA.10R OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE.
MILO OEGREE
.22 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOEV
MOOERATE OEGREE
.23 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER. SINGLE EPISOOE.
SEVERE OEGREE. WITHOUT MENTION OF PsYCHOTIC 6EHAv IdR
.24 MAJOR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERt SINGLE EPISOOE,
SEVERE DEGREE, SPECIFIEO AS UITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
.25 MAJOR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVF OISORDER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
IN PARTIAL OR uNSPECIFIED REMISSION
.26 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISODE,
IN FULL REMISSION
.3 MAJOR OPPRESSIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE































































MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISORDER, RECURRENT EPISOOEt
MILO OEGREE
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISORDER, RECURRENT EPISOOES
MOOERATE OEGREE
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER? RECURRENT EPISOOEt
SEVERE OEGREE, WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
MAJOR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER* RECURRENT EPISOOE*
SEVERE OEGREE, SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSyCHo TIc 8EHAv IoR
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROERt RECURRENT EPISOOE*
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED REMISSION
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER$ RECURRENT EPISODE*
IN FULL REM1SS1ON
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, MOO ERATE OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, SEVERE OEGREE, if ITHOUT
MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BE HAVTnD,. .?,.
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, SEVERE OEGREE, SPECIFIEO
AS !JIITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPoL~R AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANICS IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIED
REMISSION
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, IN FULL REM ISS1ON
31 POLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, SEVERE OEGREE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO* SEVERE OEGREE*
SPECIFIEO AS WITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER, MIXEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROERS MIXEO* Unspecified oEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MIXEO$ MOoERATE oEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER? MIXEO, SEVERE OEGREE?
WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISORDER* MI XEO$ SEVERE OEGREE?
SPECIFIEO AS wITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE DISOROER, UNSPECIFIED




OTHER MANIC-O EPRESSIVE PSYCHOSIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSES
uNSPECIFIED AFFECTIVE PSYCHOSIS





OTHER SPECIFIEO PARANO1O STATES





ACUTE PA RANOIO REACTION
PSYCHOGENIC PARANOIO PSYCHOSIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REACTIVE PSYCHOSIS
UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOSIS
PSYCHOSES HITH ORIGIN SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO
INFANTILE AUTISM
INFANTILE AUTISM, CURRENT OR ACTIVE STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOCI PSYCHOSES
OTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSES, CURRENT OR ACTIVE
STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSES, RESIOUAL STATE
UNSPECIFIED CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSIS
UNSPECIFIED CHILDHOf10 PSYCHOSIS, CURRENT OR ACTIVE STATE


















































































OISSCCIATIVE OISOROER OR REACTION, UNSPECIFIED
FACTITIOUS ILLNESS hJITH PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOHS
OTHE17 AND UNSPECIFIED FACTITIOUS ILLNESS
PHOBIC OISOROERS
PHOBIA, UNSPECIFIED
AGORAPHOBIA WITH PANIC ATTACKS
AGORAPHOBIA UITHOUT MENTION OF PANIC ATTACKS












AFFECTIVE PERSONALITY OISOROERt UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC HYPOMANIC PERSONALITY OISOROER
CHRONIC OPPRESSIVE PERSONALITY OISOROER
CYCLOTHYHIC OISORDER
SCHIZOIO PERSONALITY OISOROER





HISTRIONIC PERSONALITY OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC FACTITIOUS ILLNESS h’ITH PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS














TRANS-SEXUALISM tiITH UNSPECIFIED SEXUAL HISTORY
TRANS-SEXUALISM MITH ASEXUAL HISTORY
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFIED
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION !dITH INH181TE0 SEXUAL EXCITEMENT
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOSEXUAL
DYSFUNCTIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOSEXUAL OISOROERS




ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, UNSPECIFIED
ORINXING BEHAVIOR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISt4, CONTINUOUS
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, EPISOOIC
OR INKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED
ORINKING BEHAVIOR




























































OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC
OR INKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
DRUG LJEPENOENCE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OPIOIO TVPE OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SE OATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SE OATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
oEPENOENCE, EPISODIC USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE, IN REM ISS1ON
COCAINE OEPENOENCE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, uNSPECIFIEO USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCEV IN REMISSION
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE? CONTINUOUS USE
CANNABIS DEPENDENCE, EPISOOIC USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIMULANT DEPENDENCE
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIHULANT OEPENOENCE*
UNSPECIFIED USE
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIMULANT OEPENOENCE!
CONTINUOUS USE
AMPHETAMINE ANo OTHER PSYCHOSTIMULANT OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
AMPHETAMINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIMULANT OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
HALLUCINOGEN OEPENOENCE
HALLUCINOGEN OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
HALLuCINOGEN OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE
oTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE, UNSP&CIFIEO USE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
oTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG kJITH ANY OTHER ORUG
OEPENOENCE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG MITH ANY OTHER ORUG
‘O EPENOEi4CE. UNSPECIFIED USE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIO1O TYPE ORUG WITH ANY OTHER ORUG
oEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG WITH ANY OTHER ORUG
OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO TYPE ORUG
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIO1O
TYPE ORUG, UNSPECIFIED USE
CLIMB INATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO
TYPE DRUG, CONTINUOUS USE
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO
TYPE ORUG, EPISOOIC USE
CO MB1NATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIO1O
TYPE ORUG, IN REMISSION
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
NO NO EPENOENT ABUSE OF ORUGS
ALCOHOL ABUSE
ALCOHOL ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED OR INKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, CONTINUOUS OR INKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, EPISOOIC OR INKING BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, IN REMISSION
TOBACCO USE OISOROER














TOBACCO USE OISOROER, CONTINUOUS USE
TOBACCO uSE OISOROER, IN REMISSION
CANNABIS ABUSE
CANNABIS ABUSE, uNSPECIFIED USE
CANNABIS ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
CANNABIS AWSE, EPISOOIC USE
CANNABIS ABUSE, IN REMISSION
HA LLUCI NOGFN ABUSE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC ABUSE
BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
bARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SE OATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC AaUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
.42 BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC AaUSE, EPISODIC USE
.43 BARBITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR
HYPNOTIC ABUSE, IN REMISSION
.5 OPIOIO AaUSE
.50 OPIOID AaUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
.51 OPIOIO ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
.52 OPIOIO ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
.53 OPIOIO AaUSE, IN REMISSION
.6 COCAINE ABUSE
.60 COCAINE ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
.61 COCAINE ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
.62 COCAINE ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
.63 COCAINE ABUSE, IN REMISSION
.7 AHPHETAIIINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMIMETIC AaUSE
.70 AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMIMETIC ABUSE?
UNSPECIFIED USE
.71 AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYF!PATHOMI14ETIC ABUSE?
CONTINUOUS USE
.72 AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMI14ETIC ABUSE?
EPISOOIC USE
.73 AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYMPATHOMIMETIC ABUSE,
IN REMISSION
.8 ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ALoJSE
.80 ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
.9 OTHER* MIXEOp OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE
.90 OTHER, MIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
.91 OTHER, MIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
.92 OTHER, MIXEO, OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
.93 OTHER, MIXED, OR UNSPECIFIED ORUG ABUSE, IN REMISSION
306 PHYSIOLOGICAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
.0 !4uSCULOSKELETAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
RESPIRATORY HALF UNCTION ARISING FROH MENTAL FACTORS
:: CAROIOVASCULAR MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS
.4 GASTROINTESTINAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTORS





















OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MALFUNCTION
UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL HALFUNCTION





GILLES OE LA TOURETTE*S OISOROER
ST EREOTYPEO REPETITIVE MOVEMENTS
SPECIFIC OISOROERS OF SLEEP OF NONORGANIC ORIGIN
TRANSIENT OISOROER OF INITIATING OR MAINTAINING SLEEP
SOMNAM8ULISH OR NIGHT TERRORS
OTHER SPECIFIC OISOROERS OF SLEEP OF NONORGANIC ORIGIN








































































PSYCHOGENIC PAIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
TENSION HEAOACHE
OTHER PSYCHALGIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SPECIAL SYt4PTOMS OR SYNOROMES, NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE OF EMOTIONS
PREOOMItiANT PSYCHOMOTOR DISTURBANCE
OTHER ACUTE REACTIONS TO STRESS
MIXEO OISOROERS AS REACTION TO STRESS
iJNSPECIFIEO ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
ADJUSTMENT REACTION
ADJUSTMENT REACTION MITH BRIEF DEPRESSIVE REACTION
ADJUSTMENT REACTION HITH PROLONGEO OPPRESSIVE REACTION
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE OF
OTHER EMOTIONS
SEPARATION ANXIETY OISOROER
EMANCIPATION OISOROER OF ADOLESCENCE ANO EARLY AOULT LIFE
ADJUSTMENT REACTION wITH ANXIOUS MOOO
AOJUSTt4ENT REACTION WITH HIXEO EMOTIONAL FEATURES
OTHER ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS WITH PREDOMINANT 01 ST UR8ANCE
OF OTHER EMOTIONS
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH PREDOMINANT DISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT
ADJUSTMENT REACTION WITH MIXED OISTURBANCE OF EMOTIONS ANO
C oNOUC T
OTHER SPECIFIEO ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS
PROLONGEO POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISOROER
ADJuSTMENT REACTION WITH PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ADJUSTMENT REACTIONS
UNSPECIFIED ADJUSTMENT REACTION





OTHER SPECIFIEO NONPSYCHOTIC MENTAL OISOROERS FOLLOWING t
ORGANIC BRAIN DAMAGE
uNSPECIFIED NON PSYCHOTIC MENTAL OISOROER FOLLOWING
ORGANIC BRAIN OAMAGE
OPPRESSIVE OISOROER, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
DISTURBANCE OF CON OUCT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
UNOERSOCIALI ZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONDUCT OISOROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE,
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE?
UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
UN OERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT oISOROER, UNAGGRESSIVE TYPE,
SEVERE OEGREE
SOC1AL12E0 CONOUCT OISOROER
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, MILO oEGREE
SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, SEVERE OEGREE
OISOROERS OF IMPULSE CONTROL, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED




OTHER OISOROERS OF IMPULSE CONTROL
MIXEO DISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT ANO EMOTIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO 01 STURL3ANCES OF CONOUCT, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED DISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT
DISTURBANCE OF EMoTIONS SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
OVERANX1OUS OISOROER SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
SENSITIVITY, SHYNESS, ANO SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL 01 S(7RDER SPECIFIC
TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
SHYNESS OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO
ELECTIVE MUTISM SPECIFIC TO CHILOHOOO ANO ADOLESCENCE
OTHER OR MIXEO EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCES OF CHILOHOOO OR
ADOLESCENCE
OPPOSITIONAL OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE
IO ENTITY OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO OR ADOLESCENCE










































































HYPE RKINETIC SYNDROME OF CHILOHOOO
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO UITHOUT MENTION OF
HYPERACTIVITY
ATTENTION DEFICIT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO WITH HYPERACTIVITY
HYPE RKItiESIS OF CHILOHOOO HITH DEVELOPMENTAL OELAY
HYPE RKINETIC CONOUCT OISOROER OF CHILOHOOO
UNSPECIFIED HYPERKINETIC SYNOROME OF CHILDHOOO
SPECIFIC OELAYS IN DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTAL REAOING OISOROER
OEVELOPMENTAL REAOING OISOROER. UNSPECIFIED
OEVELOPMENTAL ARITHMETICAL OISOROER
OTHER SPECIFIC OEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING DIFFICULTIES
OEVELOPMENTAL SPEECH OR LANGUAGE OISOROER
OEVELOPIIENTAL LANGUAGE OISOROER
OTHER OEVELOPMENTAL SPEECH OISOROER
OEVELOPMENTAL COORDINATION OISOROER
MIXEO DEVELOPMENT OISOROER
OTHER SPECIFIEO OELAYS IN DEVELOPMENT
UNSPECIFIED OELAY IN DEVELOPMENT
PSYCHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATE WITH OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
MILO MENTAL RETARDATION











MENINGITIS IN OTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
MENINGITIS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
MENINGITIS OLIE TO UNSPECIFIED BACTERIUM
MENINGITIS OUE TO OTHER ORGANISMS
CRYPTOCOCCAL MENINGITIS
MENINGITIS IN OTHER FUNGAL OISEASES





ENCEPHALITIS, MYELITIS, ANO ENCEPHALOMYELITIS
POST INFECT IOUS, ENCEPHALITIS
OTHER CAUSES OF ENCEPHALITIS
UNSPECIFIED CAUSE OF ENCEPHALITIS
INTRACRANIAL ANO INTRASPINAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS
INTRASPINAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL AND INTRASPINAL ABSCESS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PHLEBITIS ANO THR04!BOPHLEBITIS OF INTRACRANIAL VENOUS SINUSES
LATE EFFECTS OF INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS OR PYOGENIC INFECTION
CEREBRAL OEGENERATIDNS USUALLY 14AN IFEST IN CHILOHOOO
LEUKOOYSTROPHY




SENILE DEGENERATION OF BRAIN
COMMUNICATING HYOROCEPHALUS
OBSTRUCTIVE HYOROCEPHALUS








OTHER EXTRAPYRAMIOAL OISEASE ANO ABNURMAL MOVEMENT OISOROERS
OTHER DEGENERATIVE DISEASES OF THE BASAL GANGLIA












































































FRAGMENTS OF TORSION OYSTONIA
8LEPHAROSPASM
OR OF ACIAL OYSKINESIA
SPASMOOIC TO RTICOLLIS
OTHER FRAGMENTS OF TORSION OYSTONIA
ClT14ER ANO UNSPECIFIEO EXTRA PYRAM1OAL OISEASES ANO
ABNORMAL MOVEMENT OISOROERS
UN SPECIFIED EXTRAPYRA1410AL OISEASE ANO ABNORMAL
MOVEt4ENT OISOROER





C= RE8ELLAR ATAXIA IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
OTHER SPINOCEREBELLAR OISEASES
SPINOCEREBELLAR OISEASE. UN SPECIFIED
ANTERIOR HORN CELL OISEASE
HERONIG-HOFFMANN OISEASE
SPINAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY








ANTERIOR HORN CELL OISEASEW UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF SPINAL CORO
SYRINGOMYELIA ANO SYRINGOBUL81A
VASCULAR MYELOPATHIES
SUBACUTE COMBINEO DEGENERATION OF SPINAL CORO IN OISEASES
CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
MY ELOPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED EL SEMHERE
OTHER MY ELOPATHY
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF SPINAL CORO
OISOROERS OF THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
101 OPATHIC PERIPHERAL AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
PERIPHERAL AUTONOMIC NE UROPATHY IN OISOROERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
OTHER OEMYELINATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTI?M
OTHER OEMYELINATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM














OIPLEGIA OF UPPER LIMBS
MONOPLEGIA OF LOHER LIMB
MONO PLEGIA OF UPPER LIMB
UNSPECIFIED MONOPLEGIA
CAUOA EQUINA SYNOROME
CAUOA ECIUINA SYNOROME WITHOUT MENTION OF NEUROGENIC BLAOOER
CAUOA EQUINA SYNOROME !41TH NE UROGENIC BLAOOER
OTHER SPECIFIEO PARALYTIC SYNOROMES
PARALYSIS, UNSPECIFIED
EPILEPSY











































































PETIT HAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
GRANO MAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
PARTIAL EPILEPSY, wITH IMPAIRMENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS










OTHER FORMS OF MIGRAINE
MIGRAINE, UNSPECIFIED
CATAPLEXY ANo NARCOLEPSY







OTHER CONDITIONS OF BRAIN
UNSPECIFIED CONOITION OF BRAIN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
REACTION TO SPINAL OR LUMBAR PUNCTURE
NERVOUS SYSTEt4 COflPLICATIONS FROM SURGICALLY 1.’4PLAN
OISOROERS OF ME NINGES, NOT ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO RHINORRHEA
ToxIC ZNCEPHALOPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM




OTHER SPEC IFIEO TRIGE141NAL NERVE OISOROERS
TRIGEMINAL NERVE OISORDER, UNSPECIFIED
FACIAL NERVE OISOROERS
BELL*S PALSY
OTHER FACIAL NERVE OISOROERS
FACIAL NERVE OISOROER* UNSPECIFIED
DISOROERS OF OTHER CRANIAL NERVES
OISOROERS OF OLFACTORY ( 1ST) NERVE
GLUSSOPHARYNGEAL NEURALGIA
OTHER DISOROERS OF GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL (9TH) NERVE
DISOROERS OF PNEWIOGASTRIC (1OTH) NERVE
OISOROERS OF ACCESSORY (lITH) NERVE
OISOROERS OF HYPOGLOSSAL ( 12TH) NERVE
MULTIPLE CRANIAL NERVE PALSIES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF CRANIAL NERVES
NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROERS
BRACHIAL PLEXUS LESIONS
LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS LESIONS
CERVICAL ROOT LESIONS* NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
THORACIC ROOT LESIONS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED




OTHER NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISOROER
WNONEURITIS OF UPPER LIMB AND MONONEURITIS MULTIPLEX
CARPAL TuNNEL SYNOROHE
OTHER LESION OF MEOIAN NERVE
LESION OF ULNAR NERVE
LESION OF RADIAL NERVE
CAUSALGIA
MONONEURITIS MULTIPLEX
OTHER MONONEURITIS OF UPPER LIMB
MONONEURITIS OF UPPER LIMB* UNSPECIFIED
140NONEURITIS OF LOHER LIHB













































































ME RALGIA PARE STHETICA
OTHER LESION OF FEMORAL NERVE
LESION OF LATERAL POP LITEAL NERVE
TARSAL TUNNEL SYNOROME
LESION OF PLAN TAR NERVE
OTHER MONONEURITIS OF LOHER LIMB
MONONEURITIS OF LOWER LIMB, UNSPECIFIED
MONO NEURITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HEREDITARY ANO IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NE UROPATHY
PERONEAL MUSCULAR ATROPHY
HEREDITARY SENSORY NEu ROPATHY
IDIOPATHIC PROGRESSIVE POLYNEUROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
UNSPECIFIED IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
INFLAMMATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPA7HY
ACUTE INFECTIVE POLYNEURITIS
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OIABETES
PO LYNEUROPATHY IN MALIGNANT OISEASE
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFI EO ELSEHHERE
ALCOHOLIC POLYNEUROPATHY
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO ORUGS
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO OTHER TOXIC AGENTS
OTHER INFLAMMATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES
MYONEURAL OISOROERS
MYASTHENIA GRAVIS
MYASTHENIC SYNOROMES IN DISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE!-JHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO MYONEURAL OISOROERS
MYONEURAL OISOROERS, UNSPECIFIEO
IMUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES ANO OTHER MYOPATHIES
CONGENITAL HEREDITARY MUSCULAR oYSTROPHY
HEREDITARY PROGRESSIVE MUSCULAR OYSTROPHY
MYOTONIC OISOROERS
TOXIC MYOPATHY
MYOPATHY IN ENOOCRINE OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE












DEGENERATIvE OISOROERS OF GLOBE
DEGENERATIVE OISOROEU OF GLOFSE, UNSPECIFIEO
Progressive HIGH (degenerative) MYOp IA
HYPOTONY OF EYE
HYPOTONY OF EYE* UNSPECIFIED
FLAT ANTERIOR CHAMBER OF EYE
OEGENERATEO CONDITIONS OF GLOBE
OEGENERATEO GLOBE OR EYE, UNSPECIFIED
BLINO HYPOTENSIVE EYE
8LIN0 HYPERTENSIVE EYE
HEMOPHTHALMOS. EXCEPT CURRENT INJURY
RETAINEO (OLO) INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY, NONMAGNETIC
FOREIGN BOOY, INTRAoCULAR, UNSPECIFIED
FoREIGN 1300Y IN ANTERIOR CHAMBER
OTHER OISOROERS OF GLOBE
OTHER OISOROERS OF GL08E
RETINAL DETACHMENTS ANO OEFECTS
RtiTINAL DETACHMENT HITH RETINAL OEFECT
RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH RETINAL OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, k/ITH SINGLE OEFECT
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, WITH MULTIPLE OEFECTS
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, UITH GIANT TEAR
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT. PARTIAL, WITH RETINAL OIALYSIS
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, TOTAL OR SUBTOTAL
OLO RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL
OLO RETINAL 0ETACH14EtdT, TOTAL OR SUBTOTAL
RET INOSCHISIS ANO RETINAL CYSTS
254
t
.10 RET INOSCHISIS, UNSPECIFIED
.2 SEROUS RETINAL DETACHMENT
.3 RETINAL OEFECTS IAITHOUT DETACHMENT
.30 RETINAL OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED
.32 HORSESHOE TEAR OF RETINA wITHOUT DETACHMENT
.33 MULTIPLE OEFECTS OF RETINA HITHOUT DE TACHt4ENT
.8 OTHER FORMS OF RETINAL DETACHMENT
.81 TRACTION DETACHMENT OF RETINA
.89 OTHER FORMS OF RETINAL DETACHMENT
.9 UNSPECIFIED RETINAL DETACHMENT
362 OTHER RETINAL OISOROERS
.0 OIABETIC RET INOPATHY
.01 LIACKGROUNO OIABETIC RETINOPATHY
.0.? PROLIFERATIVE OIABETIC RET INOPATHY
.1 OTHER 8ACKGROUN0 RET INOPATHY ANO RETINAL VASCULAR CHANGES























CHANGES IN VASCULAR APPEARANCE OF RETINA




OTHER NONOIABETIC PROLIFERATIVE RET INOPATHY
RETINAL VASCULAR OCCLUSION
RETINAL VASCULAR OCCLUSION, UNSPECIFIED
CENTRAL RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION
RETINAL ARTERIAL BRANCH OCCLUSION
PARTIAL RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
TRANSIENT RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION
CENTRAL RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION
VENOUS TRIBUTARY (BRANCH ) OCCLUSION OF RETINA
DEGENERATION OF 14ACULA ANO POSTERIOR POLE OF RETINA
MAcuLAR DEGENERATION (.3 ENILE) OF RETINA, UNSPECIFIED
EXUOATIVE SENILE MACULAR DEGENERATION OF RETINA
MACULAR CYST, HOLE* OR PSEUOOHOLE OF RETINA
TOXIC MACULOPATHY OF RETINA
MACULAR PUCKERING OF RETINA
PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATIONS
.60 PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATION, UNSPECIFIED
.63 LATTICE DEGENERATION OF RETINA
.7 HEREDITARY RETINAL DYSTROPHIES
.74 PIGMENTARY RETINAL OYSTROPHY
.75 OTHER DYSTROPHIES PRIMARILY INVOLVING THE SENSORY RETINA




.B9 OTHER RETINAL OISOROERS
.9 UNSPECIFIED RETINAL OISOROER
363 CHORIORETINAL INFLAMMATIONS, SCARS, ANO OTHER DISOROERS OF
CHOROIO





.32 OTHER MACULAR SCARS OF RETINA
.6 CHOROIOAL HEMORRHAGE ANO RUPTURE
.61 CHOROIOAL HEMORRHALEV UNSPECIFIED
.62 EXPULSIVE CHOROIOAL HEMORRHAGE
.63 CHORO IOAL RUPTURE
.7 CHOROIOAL DETACHMENT
.70 CHOROIOAL DETACHMENT, UNSPECIFIED
.72 HEMORRHAGIC CHOROIOAL DETACHMENT
.8 OTHER OISOROERS OF CHOROIO
.9 UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF CHOROIO
364 OISCIROERS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BODY
.0 ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE IRIOOCYCLITIS
.00 ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE IRIOOCYCLITIS, UNSPECIFIED
.02 RECURRENT IRIOOCYCLITIS
.04 SE CONOARY IRIOOCYCLITIS, NONINFECTIOUS
.05 HYPOPYON
.1 CHRONIC IRIOOCYCLITIS






















CHRONIC IRIOOCYCLITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
CERTAIN TYPES OF IRIOOCYCLITIS
FUCHS* HETEROCHROMIC CYCLITIS
LENS- IN OUCEO IRIOOCYCLITIS
UNSPECIFIED lRIOOCYCLITIS
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF IRIS AND CILIARY dOOY
HYPHEMA OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
RUBEOSIS IRIOIS
OEGENCRATIONS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
OTHER IRIS ATROPHY
CYSTS CIF IRIS, CILIARY BOOY, ANO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
IMPLANTATION CYSTS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
AOHESIONS ANO DISRUPTIONS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY 1300Y
AOHESIONS OF IRIS, UNSPECIFIED
POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE OF IRIS
AOHESIONS ANO DISRUPTIONS OF PUP ILLARY MEMBRANES
IRIOOOIALYSIS
RECESSION OF CHAMBER ANGLE OF EYE
OTHER OISOROERS OF IRIS AND CILIARY BOOY
365 GLAUCOMA
.0 6oRo5RLINE GLAucOMA [GLAUCOMA 5USPECT)
.00 PREGLAUCOMA, UNSPECIFIED
.02 ANATOMICAL NARROW ANGLE BOROERLINE GLAUCOMA
.04 OCULAR HYPERTENSION
.1 OPEN-ANGLE GLAUCOMA
.10 OPEN-ANGLE GLAUCOMA, UNSPECIFIED
.11 PRIMARY OPEN ANGLE GLAUCOMA
.12 LOW TENSION GLAUCOMA
.14 GLAUCOMA OF CHILOHOOO
.2 PRIMARY ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOMA
.20 PRIMARY ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOMA, UNSPECIFIED
.22 ACUTE ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAuCOMA
.23 CHRONIC ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOMA
.4 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH CONGENITAL ANOMALIES,
DYSTROPHIES, ANO SYSTEMIC SYNOROMES
.42 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH ANOMALIES OF IRIS
.5 GLAUCOMA AS SOCIA7E0 WITH OISOROERS OF THE LENS
.51 PHACOLYTIC GLAUCOMA
.52 PSEUOOEXFOLIATION GLAUCOMA
.59 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER LENS OISOROERS
.6 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER OCULAR OISORDERS
.60 GLAUCOMA ASS OCIATEO wITH UNSPECIFIED OCULAR OISOROER
.61 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH PUP ILLARY BLOCK
.62 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE HITH OCULAR INFLAMMATIONS
.65 GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE WITH OCULAR TRAUMA
.8 OTHER SPECIFIEO FORMS OF GLAUCOMA
.82 GLAUCOMA WITH INCREASEO EPISCLERAL VENOUS PRESSURE
.89 OTHER SPECIFIEO GLAUCOMA
.9 UNSPECIFIED GLAUCOMA
366 CATARACT
.0 INFANTILE, JUVENILE, ANO PRESENILE CATARACT
.00 NONSENILE CATARACT, UNSPECIFIEO
.01 ANTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR NON SENILE CATARACT
.02 POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR NONSENILE CATARACT
.1 SENILE CATARACT
.10 SENILE CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED
.11 PSEUOOEXFOLIATION OF LENS CAPSULE
.12 INCIPIENT SENILE CATARACT
.14 POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR POLAR SENILE CATARACT
















TOTAL OR MATURE CATARACT
HYPERMATURE CATARACT




CATARACT SEC ONOARY TO OCULAR OISOROERS
CA TARACTA COMPLICATA, UNSPECIFIED
cATARAcT SECONOARY TO GLAUCOMATOUS FLECK3 (5uBcAp5uLAR)
CATARACT IN INFLAMMATORY OCULAR OISOROERS
CATARACT WITH OCULAR NEOVASCULAR12ATION
























































































OTHER VISUAL DISTORTIONS ANO ENTOPTIC PHENOMENA
PSYCHOPHYSICAL VISUAL 01 STUR8ANCES
DIPLOPIA
VISUAL FIELO OEFECTS
VISUAL FIELO DEFECT* UNSPECIFIED
OTHER LOCAL12E0 VISUAL FIELO OEFECT
GENERALIZE VISUAL FIELO CONTRACTION OR CONSTRICTION
HOMONYMOUS BILATERAL FIELO DEFECTS
HE TERONYMOUS BILA7ERAL FI ELO OEFECTS
COLOR VISION DEFICIENCIES
OTHER COLOR VISION DEFICIENCIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO VISUAL DISTURBANCES
UNSPECIFIED VISUAL DISTURBANCE
BLINONESS ANO LOH VISION
PROFOUNO VISION IMPAIRMENT, BOTH EYES
BLINONESS OF BOTH EYES, IMPAIRMENT LEVEL NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO
BETTER EYE: TOTAL VISION IflPAIRflENT:
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT
BETTER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT:
LESSER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IflPAIRMENT
BETTER EYE: PROFOUNO VISION IMPAIRf4ENT:
LESSER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION I&lPAIRflENT
MOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT, BETTER EYE; PROFOUNO
VISION IMPAIRMENT OF LESSER EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE; LOW VISION OTHER EYE
BETTER EYE: SEVERE VISION If4PAIRPiENT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT
MOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT, BOTH EYES
BETTER EYE: SEVERE VISION If+PAIRMENT:
LESSER EYE: SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT
UNQUALIFIED VISUAL LOSS? BOTH EYES
LEGAL BLINONESS, AS OEFINED IN U.S.A.
PROFOUNO VISION IHPAIRflENT, ONE EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE, NOT OTHERIAISE SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: TOTAL VISION Ifl PA IRfl ENT: OTHER EYE: NOT SPECIFIED
ONE EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IMPAIRflENT; OTHER EYE: NEAR-NORHAL
VISION
MOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRIIENT, ONE EYE
LOH VISION, ONE EYE, NOT OTHERklISE SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: MOOERATE VISION IMPAIRMENT: OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO





















































































CERTAIN TYPES OF KERATOCONJ UNCTIVITIS
PHLYCTENULAR KERATOCONJUNCTI VITIS
EXPOSURE KERATOCONJUNC TIVITIS
NE UROTROPHIC KERATOCONJUNCT IVITIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED KERATOCONJUNCT IVITIS
KERATOCONJUNC TIVITIS, UNSPECIFIED
INTERSTITIAL ANO OEEP KERATITIS
INTERSTITIAL KERATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
CO RNEAL NE OVASCULAR12ATION
LOCAL IZEO VA SCULARIZATION OF CORNEA
OTHER FORMS OF KERATITIS
UNSPECIFIED KERATITIS
CORNEAL OPACITY ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF CORNEA
CO RNEAL SCARS ANO OPACITIES
CORNEAL OPACITY, UNSPECIFIED




IO IOPATHIC CORNEAL EOEMA
SE CONOARY CO RNEAL EOEMA
BULLOUS KERATOPATHY
CORNEAL DEGENERATIONS




HEREDITARY CORNEAL OYSTROPHY, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANTERIOR CORNEAL DYSTROPHIES
LATTICE CORNEAL OYSTROPHY
















OTHER CHRONIC ALLERGIC CONJUNCTIVITIS
8LEPHAROCONJUNC TIVITIS
BLEPHAROCONJUNCT IV IT IS, UNSPECIFIED















OTHER OISOROERS OF CONJUNCTIVAL



















































































OTHER OISORDERS OF EYELIOS
ENTROPION ANO TRICHIASIS OF EYELIO
ENTROPION, UNSPECIFIED
SENILE ENTROPION






PTOSIS OF EYELIO, UNSPECIFIED
PARALYTIC PTOSIS
BLEPHAROCHALASIS
OTHER OISOROERS AFFECTING EYELIO FUNCTION
LIO RETRACTION OR LAG
BLEPHAROPHIMOSIS
DEGENERATIVE OISOROERS OF EYELIO ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
XANTHELASMA OF EYELIO
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELIO
EOEMA OF EYELID
CYSTS OF EYELIOS
RETAINEO FOREIGN BOOY OF EYELIO
OTHER OISORDERS OF EYELIO




OTHER OISOROERS OF LACRIMAL GLANO
OTHER LACRIMAL CYSTS ANO CYSTIC DEGENERATION
TEAR FILM INSUFFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE AND uNSPECIFIED INFLAHHATION OF LACRIt4AL PASSAGES
OACRYOCYSTITIS. UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE OACRYOCYSTITIS
CHRONIC INFLAMMATION OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
CHRONIC OACRYOCYSTITIS
STENOSIS ANO INSUFFICIENCY OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
sTENOSIS OF NASOLACRIMAL DuCT, ACQUIREO
OTHER CHANGES OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
LACRIMAL FISTULA
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF LACRIflAL SYSTEM
OIsORDERs OF THE 0Ri31T
ACUTE INFLAMMATION OF ORBIT
ACUTE INFLAW4ATION OF ORBITt UNSPECIFIED
ORBITAL CELLULITIS
ORBITAL OSTEOMYELITIS
CHRONIC INFLA14$IATORYOISORDERS OF ORBIT




OTHER EXOPHTHALMIC CONOITI ONS
EXOPHTHALMOSt UNSPECIFIED
ORBITAL HEMORRHAGE
ORBITAL EOEPIA OR CONGESTION
OEFORMITY OF ORBIT
LOCAL OEFORMITI ES OF ORBIT OUE TO BONE OISEASE
0EF0RM1T% OF ORBIT OUE TO TRAUMA OR SURGERY
ENOPHTHALMOS
ENOPHTHALMOS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO CAUSE
ENOPHTHALUOS OUE TO TRAUMA OR SURGERY
OTHER ORBITAL OISOROERS
OTHER ORBITAL OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF ORBIT
01SOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE AND VISUAL PATHHAYS
PAP ILLEDEMA
PAP ILLEOEMA~ UNSPECIFIED




















































































OTHER DISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE
IS CHEMIC OPTIC NE UROPATHY
OTHER OISORDERS OF OPTIC NERVE
DISOROERS OF VI SUAL CORTEX
CORTICAL BLINONESS










INTERMITTENT HE TEROTROPIA, UNSPECIFIED
INTERMITTENT EXOTROPIA, ALTERNATING






THIRO OR oCULOMOTOR NERVE PALSY, PARTIAL
THIRO OR OCULOMOTOR NERVE PALSY, TOTAL
FOURTH OR TROCHLEAR NERVE PALSY
SIXTH OR A80UCENS NERVE PALSY
EXTERNAL 0PHTHAL140PLEGIA
MECHANICAL STRABISMUS
MECHANICAL STRABISMUS FROM OTHER MUSCULOFASCIAL OISOROERS
OTHER SPECIFIEO STRA131SMUS
OUANE* S SYNOROME
OTHER OISOROERS OF BINOCULAR EYE MOVEMENTS
PALSY OF CONJUGATE GAZE
INTERNUCLEAR OPHTHALMOPLEGIA
OTHER OISSOCIATEO OEVIATION OF EYE MOVEMENTS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF EYE MOVEMENTS




OTHER OISOROERS OF SCLERA
SCLERAL ECTASIA
OTHER SC LERAL OISOROERS




VITREOUS MEMBRANES ANO STRANOS
VITREOUS PROLAPSE
OTHER OISOROERS OF VITREOUS
APHAKIA AND OTHER OISOROERS OF LENS
APHAKIA
SUBLUXATION OF LENS
OTHER OISOROERS OF LENS
ANOMALIES OF PUP ILLARY FUNCTION
AN ISOCORIA
MY OR IASIS (PERSISTENT) , NOT OUE TO MYORIATICS
TONIC PUP ILLARY REACTION
OTHER ANOMALIES OF PUP ILLARY FUNCTION
NYSTAGMUS ANO OTHER IRREGULAR EYE MOVEMENTS
NY STAGMUS, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL NYSTAGMUS
OTHER FORMS OF NYSTAGMUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF EYE ANO AONEXA
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF EYE ANO AONEXA
OISOROER OF EYE, UNSPECIFIED
PAIN IN OR AROUND EYE
SHELLING OR MASS OF EYE
REONESS OR OISCHARGE OF EYE
OTHER ILL-OEFINEO OISOROERS OF EYE
OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
PER ICHONORITIS OF PINNA











































































ACUTE PERICHONORITIS OF PINNA
INFECTIVE OTITIS EXTERN.A
INFECTIVE OTITIS EXTERNA, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE INFECTION OF PINNA
OTHER ACUTE INFECTIONS OF EXTERNAL EAR
MALIGNANT OTITIS EXTERNA
CHRONIC MYCOTIC OTITIS EXTERNA
OTHER OTITIS ExTERNA
CHOLESTEATOMA OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER ACUTE OTITIS EXTERNA
OTHER CHRONIC OTI TIS EXTERNA
IMPACTEO CERUMEN
ACCIUIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL
AC QUIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO CAUSE
ACQUI REO STENOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL SECONOARY TO TRAUMA
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF EXTERNAL EAR
NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA ANO EUSTACHIAN TU8E OISOROERS
ACUTE NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA
AcUTE NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS MEOIA, UNSPECIFIED
AcUTE SEROUS OTITIS t4EOIA
ACUTE SANGUINEOUS OTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC SEROUS OTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC SEROUS oTITIS i+EOIA, SIMPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC MUCOIO OTITIS MEOIA
CHRONIC MUCOIO OTITIS FIEOIA, SIMPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS flEOIA
NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS 14EOIA, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC
OTHER OISOROERS OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
DYSFUNCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
SUPPURATIVE ANO UNSPECIFIED OTITIS HEOIA
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS flEOIA
ACUTE SUPPURATIVE OTITIS ME CIA MITHOUT SPONTANEOUS RUPTURE OF
EARORUFI
CHRONIC TUtiOTYMPANIC SUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA
CHRONIC ATT ICOANTRAL SUP PURATIVE OTITIS 14EOIA
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE OTITIS 14EOIA
UNSPECIFIED SUPPURATIVE OTITIS 14EOIA
UNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEOIA
MASTOIOITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
ACUTE MASTOIOITIS
ACUTE MASTOIOITIS UITHOUT COMPLICATIONS
SUBPERIOSTEAL ABSCESS OF MASTOIO
ACUTE HASTOIOITIS IJITH OTHER COMPLICATIONS
CHRONIC PIASTOIOITIS
COMPLICATIONS FOLLOHING 14AST010ECTOM%
RECURRENT CHOLESTEATOMA OF POSTFIASTOIOECTOHY CAVITY
OTHER OISOROERS OF MASTOIO
OTHER OISOROERS OF MASTOIO
UNSPECIFIED 14ASTOIOITIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF TY14PANIC MEMBRANE
ACUTE MYRINGITIS wITHOUT MENTION OF OTITIS HEOIA
ACUTE MYRINGITIS, UNSPECIFIED
EIULLOUS 14YRINGITIS
CHRONIC MYRINGITIS WITHOUT MENTION OF OTITIS HEOIA
PERFORATION OF TYflPANIC MEMBRANE
PERFORATION OF TYHPANIC flEHBRANE, UNSPECIFIED
CENTRA:. PERFORATION OF TYt4PANIC MEMBRANE
ATTIC PERFORATION OF TY14PANIC MEMBRANE
OTHER MARGINAL PERFORATION OF TY!4PANIC MEMBRANE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF TY14PANIC MEMBRANE
ATROPHIC NONFLACCIO TY)lPANIC MEHBRANE
OTHER OISOROERS OF MIOOLE EAR ANO HASTOIO
TYMPANOSCLEROSIS
TY14PANOSCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO INVOLVEMENT
AOHESIVE MIOOLE EAR OISEASZ
AOHESIVE MIOOLE EAR OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO INVOLVEMENT
AOHESIONS OF ORLNI HEAD TO INCUS
OTHER MIOOLE EAR AOHESIONS ANO COMBINATIONS
OTHER AC QUIREO ABNORhlALITY OF EAR OSSICLES
I#lPAIREO MOBILITY OF OTHER EAR OSSICLES












































































PARTIAL LOSS OR NECROSIS OF EAR OS SICLES
CHL3LESTEATOMA OF MI OOLE EAR ANO UASTOIO
CHOLESTEATOMA, UNSPECIFIED
CHOLESTEATOMA OF ATTIC
CHOLESTEATOMA OF MIOOLE EAR
CHOLESTEATOMA OF MIOOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
OTHER OISOROERS OF MIOOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
CHOLESTERIN GRANULOI+A OF MIOOLE EAR
RETAINEO FOREIGN BOOY OF MIDOLE EAR
OTHER OISOROERS OF MIOOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF MIOOLE EAR ANO MASTOIO
VERTIGINOUS SYNORO)IES ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF VESTIBULAR SYSTEM
ME NIERE*S DISEASE
MENIERESS DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
INACTIVE MEN IEREOS OISEASE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PERIPHERAL VERTIGO
PERIPHERAL VERTIGO, uNSPECIFIEO
BENIGN PAROXYSMAL PO S1TIONAL VERTIGO
VESTIBULAR NEURCINITIS
OTHER PERIPHERAL VERTIGO
VERTIGO OF CENTRAL ORIGIN
LABYRINTHITIS











oTHER FORMS ANO COMBINATIONS OF LABYRINTHINE DYSFUNCTION
OTHER OISOROERS OF LABYRINTH
UNSPECIFIED VERTIGINOUS SYNOROMES ANO LABYRINTHINE OISOROERS
OTOSCLEROSIS
OTOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING OVAL MINOOW, NONOBLITERATIVE




OTHER OISOROERS OF EAR
DEGENERATIVE ANO VASCULAR OISOROERS OF EAR
PRESBYACUSIS
SUOOEN HEARING LOSS, UNSPECIFIED
TINNITUS
TINNITUS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ABNORMAL AUOITORY PERCEPTION
ABNORMAL AUOITORY PERCEPTION, UNSPECIFIED
IMPAIRMENT OF AUOITORY DISCRIMINATION








OTHER OISOROERS OF EAR
UNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF EAR
HEARING LOSS
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, UNSPECIFIED
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, TYMPANIC MEMBRANE
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, MIOOLE EAR
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, INNER EAR
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS OF COMBINED TYPES
SENSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS









































































MIXEO CONDUCTIVE ANO SENSOR INEURAL HEARING LOSS
OEAF MU TISM, NOT EL SE IiHERE CLASSIFIABLE
OTHER SPECIFIEi3 FORMS OF HEARING LOSS
UNSPECIFIED HEARING LOSS
OISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
RHEUMATIC FEvER NITHOUT MENTION OF HEART INVOLVEMENT
RHEUMATIC FEVER WITH HEART INVOLVEMENT
ACUTE RHEUMATIC PER ICAROITIS
ACUTE RHEUMATIC ENOOCAROITIS
ACUTE RHEUMATIC MYOCAROITIS
OTHER ACUTE RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE
ACUTE RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
RHEUMATIC CHOREA
RHEUMATIC CHOREA NITHOUT MENTION OF HEART INVOLVEMENT
OISEASES OF /41TRAL VALVE
MITRAL STENOSIS
RHEUMATIC MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY
MITRAL STENOSIS WITH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MITRAL VALVE OISEASES
DISEASES OF AORTIC VALVE
RHEUMATIC AORTIC STENOSIS
RHEUMATIC AORTIC INSUFFICIENCY
RHEUMATIC AORTIC STENOSIS WITH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED RHEUt4ATIC AORTIC DISEASES
OISEASES OF f41TRAL ANO AORTIC VALVES
MITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
MITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC VALVE INSUFFICIENCY
MITRAL VALVE INSUFFICIENCY ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
MITRAL VALVE INSUFFICIENCY ANO AORTIC VALVE INsUFFICIENCY
MULTIPLE INVOLVEMENT OF t41TRAL ANO AORTIC VALVES
MITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVE OISEASES. UNSPECIFIED
OISEASES OF OTHER ENOOCAROIAL STRUCTURES
OISEASES OF TRICUSPIO VALVE
RHEUMATIC OISEASES OF PULHONARY VALVE
RHEUMATIC OISEASES OF ENOOCAROIUM, VALVE uNSPECIFIED
OTHER RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASES
RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
RHEUMATIC HEART FAILURE (congestive)






MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE UITHOUT CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART DISEASE tAITH CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE wITHOUT CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE HITH CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE III THOUT CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE WITH CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
MALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE




OTHER MALIGNANT SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
BENIGN SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
BENIGN RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION










































































UN SPECIFIED RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
OTHER UNSPECIFIED SE CONOARY HYPERTENSION
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF ANT EROLATERAL HALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER ANTERIOR HALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF lNFEROLATERAL MALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF INFEROPOSTERIOR MALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER INFERIOR WALL
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER LATERAL HALL
TRUE POSTERIOR HALL INFARCTION
SUBENOOCAROIAL INFARCTION
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
ACUTE MYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE FORMS OF ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
POSTMYOCAROIAL INFARCTION SYNOROME
INTERMEDIATE CORONARY SYNOROME





OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANGINA PECTORIS
OTHER FORMS OF CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ANEURYSM OF HEART
ANEURYSM OF HEART (HALL)
ANEURYSM OF CORONARY VESSELS
OTHER ANEURYSM OF HEART
oTHER SPECIFIED FORMS OF CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEO
ACUTE PULMONARY HEART OISEASE
ACUTE COR PULMONALE
PULMONARY EMBOLISM ANO INFARCTION
CHRONIC PULMONARY HEART OISEASE
PRIMARY PULMONARY HYPERTENSION
KYPHOSCOLIOTIC HEART OISEASE
OTHER CHRONIC PULMONARY HEART 01.SEASES
CHRONIC PULMONARY HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF PULMONARY CIRCULATION
ARTERIOVENOUS FISTULA OF PULMONARY VESSELS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF PULMONARY CIRCULATION
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PULMONARY CIRCULATION
ACUTE PERICAROITIS
ACUTE PERICAROITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO ACUTE PER ICAROITIS
ACUTE PER ICAROITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE 101 OPATHIC PER ICAROITIS
OTHER ACUTE PER ICAROITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE ENDOCARDITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE BACTERIAL ENOOCAROITIS




ACUTE MYOCAROITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED EL SE HHERE








OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF PERICARDIUM
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PERICARDIUM
OTHER OISEASES OF EN OOCAROIUM
MITRAL VALVE OISOROERS
AORTIC VALVE OISORDERS
TRICUSPIO VALVE OISOROERS, SPECIFIED AS NONRHEUMATIC
PULMONARY VALVE OISOROERS
EN DOCAROITIS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED


















































































NUTRITIONAL ANO METABOLIC CARDIOMYOPATHY
CARDIOMYOPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
SECONOARY CAROIOMYOPATHY, UNSPECIFIED
CONDUCTION OISOROERS
AT RI OVENTRICULAR BLOCK, COMPLETE
ATRIOVENTRICULAR 8LOCK9 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK, UNSPECIFIED
FIRST OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
MOBITZ (TYPE) II ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
OTHER SECONO OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
LEFT BUNOLE BRANCH HEMIBLOCK
OTHER LEFT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK
RIGHT BUNDLE BRANCH BLOCK
BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK, UNSPECIFIED
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK ANO LEFT POSTERIOR FASCICULAR BLOCK
RIGHT BUNOLE BRANCH BLOCK ANO LEFT ANTERIOR FASCICULAR BLOCK




OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDUCTION OISOROERS
LOMN-GANONG-LEVINE SYNOROIIE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDUCTION OISOROERS
CONDUCTION OISOROER, UNSPECIFIED
CAROIAC 0YSRHYTH141AS
PAROXYSMAL SUP RAVENTRICULAR TACHYCAROIA
PAROXYSMAL VENTRICULAR TACHYCAROIA
PAROXYSMAL TACHYCAROIA, UNSPECIFI EO
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION ANO FLUTTER
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
ATRIAL FLUTTER








OTHER SPEC IFIEO CAROIAC OYSRHYTHMIAS
SINOATRIAL NOOE DYSFUNCTION






ILL-OEFINEO DESCRIPTIONS ANO COMPLICATIONS OF HEART OISEASE
WOCAROITIS, UNSPECIFIED
14YOCAROIAL DEGENERATION
CAROIOVASCULAR OISEASE, UNSPECI FIEO
CAROIOMEGALY
FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCES FOLLOUING CAROIAC SURGERY
RUPTURE OF CHOROAE TENOINEAE
RUPTURE OF PAPILLARY tWSCLE
OTHER ILL-OEFINEO HEART OISEASES
OTHER OISOROERS OF PAPILLARY MUSCLE
HYPERKINETIC HEART OISEASE


















































































OCCLUSION AND STENOSIS OF PRECEREBRAL ARTERIES
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF BASILAR ARTERY
OCCLUS1ON AND STENOSIS OF CA ROTIO ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF VERTEBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF MULTIPLE ANLY BILATERAL
PRECERE13RAL ARTERIES
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
OCCLUSION OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
CEREBRAL THROMBOSIS
CEREBRAL EMBOLISM





OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEMIAS
UNSPECIFIED TRANSIENT CEREBRAL ISCHEHIA
ACUTE, BUT ILL-DE FINEO, CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
OTHER AND IL L-OEFINEO CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
CEREBRAL ATHEROSCLEROSIS





OTHER ILL-OEFINEO CEREBROVASCULAR OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED CERE5ROVASCULAR oISEASE
LATE EFFECTS OF CERE8ROVASCULAR OISEASE
ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF AORTA
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF RENAL ARTERY
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE EXTREMITIES
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERIES
GENERALIZE ANO UNSPECIFIED ATHEROSCLEROSIS
AORTIC ANEURYSM
DISSECTING ANEURYSM (ANY PART)
THORACIC ANEURYSM, RUPTUREO
THORACIC ANEURYSM HITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE
ABOOMINAL ANEURYSM, RUPTUREO
ABOOMINAL ANEURYSM WITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE
AORTIC ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, RUPTUREO
AORTIC ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF RUPTURE
OTHER ANEURYSM
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF UPPER EXTREMITY
ANEURYSM OF RENAL ARTERY
ANEuRYSM OF ILIAC ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF LOWER EXTREMITY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECXFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF NECK
AN EURYSt4 OF SUBCLAVIAN ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF SPLENIC ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER VISCERAL ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF UNSPE: IFIEO SITE
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASE
RAYNAUO* S SVNOROME
THROMBOANGIITIS OBLITERANS (BUERGER’S OISEASE)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASES
PERIPHERAL ANGIOPATHY IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OT.SEASE
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF ABOOMINAL AORTA
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF THORACIC AORTA
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE EXTREMITIES
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
ARTERIAL E!4aOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF LOWER EXTREMITY
EMBoLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF ILIAC ARTERY
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS .OF OTHER ARTERY
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED ARTERY















































































HYPE RPLASIA OF RENAL ARTERY
CELIAC ARTERY COHPRESSIDN SYNOROFIE
ARTERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ARTERIES ANO ARTERIOLES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF ARTERIES ANO ARTERIOLES
OISEASE OF CAPILLARIES
HEREDITARY iiE140RRHAGIC TEL ANGIECTASIA
NEVUS. NON-NEOPLASTIC
OTHER” ANO UNSPECIFIED CAPILLARY DISEASES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROt4BOPHLEEITIS
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLE81TIS OF SUPERFICIAL VESSELS
OF LOMER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHBOPHLEBITIS OF OEEP VESSELS OF LOHER
EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF FEMORAL VEIN (OEEP)
PHLEBITIS ANO THROtlBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER OEEP VESSELS OF
LOHER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THRO14BOPHLEBITIS OF LOHER EXTREMITIES.
UNSPECIFIED
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANo THR0M60pHLE61TIs OF ILIAC VEIN
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROMBOPHLEBITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PCIRTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS
OTHER VENOUS EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS
9U00-CHIARI SYNOROME
THRO14BOPHLEBITIS MI GRANS
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF VENA CAVA
EHBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF RENAL VEIN
EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO VEINS
EflBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOlfER EXTREMITIES
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOHER EXTREtiITIES UITH ULCER
VARICOSE VEINS DF LOHER EXTREMITIES HITH INFLAMMATION
VARICOSE vEINS OF LOI.IER EXTREMITIES HITH ULCER ANO
INFLAW4ATION
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOUER EXTREMITIES HITHOUT MENTION OF ULCER
OR INFLA14MATION
HEMORRHOIDS
INTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS HITHOUT HENTION OF COt4PLICATION
INTERNAL THROMBOSEO HEMORRHOIDS
INTERNAL HEHORRHOIOS HITH OTHER CW4PL ICAT ION
EXTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS klITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
EXTERNAL THROMBOSEO HE!40RRHDIDS
EXTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS WITH OTHER COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED HEHORRHOIOS WITHOUT I’IENTION OF COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED THROMBOSEO HEMORRHOIDS
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHOIDS MITH OTHER COflPLICATION
RESIOUAL HEMORRHOIDAL SKIN TAGS
VARICOSE VEINS OF OTHER SITES
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES WITH BLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES HITHOUT MENTION OF BLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED EL SEHHERE
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE,
tlITH BLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED EL SEHHERE?
HITHOUT MENTION OF BLEEOING
SCROTAL VARICES
PELVIC VARICES
VARICES OF OTHER SITES
NtlNINFECTIOUS OISOROERS OF LYf4PHATIC CHANNELS
POST MASTECTOMY LY14PHEOEt4A SYNOROHE
OTHER LYHPHEOEHA
267










































































OTHER NONINFECTIOUS OISOROERS OF LYMPHATIC CHANNELS









OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORO”ERS OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
vENOUS (PERIPHERAL) INSUFFICIENCY, uNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO CIRCULATORY SYSTEM OISOROERS
uNSPECIFIED CIRCULATORY SYSTEM OISOROER
OISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM










ACUTE LARYNGITIS ANO TRACHEITIS
ACUTE LARYNGITIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNGOTRACHEITIS WITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS MITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS blITH OBSTRUCTION
CROUP
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF MULTIPLE OR UNSPECIFIED
sITES
ACUTE LARYNGOPHARYNGITIS
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF OTHER MULTIPLE SITES
ACUTE UPPER RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE





POLYP OF NASAL CAVITY
POLYPOID SINUS DEGENERATION
OTHER POLYP OF SINUS
UNSPECIFIED NASAL POLYP











CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
CHRONIC TONSILLITIS
HYPE RTROPHY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS WITH AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF ToNSILS ALONE
HYPE RTROPHY OF AOENOIOS ALONE
AD ENOIO VEGETATIONS
OTHER CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
PER ITONSILLAR ABSCESS













































































ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO POLLEN
ALLERGIC RHINITIS DUE TO OTHER ALLERGEN
ALLERGIC RHINITIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED
UTHER DISEASES OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT
HYPE RTROPHY OF NASAL TURBI NATES
OTHER OISEASES OF NASAL CAVITY ANO SINUSES
OTHER OISEASES OF PHARYNX, NOT ELSEifHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PHARYNX
CELLULITIS OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
PARAPHARYNGEAL ABSCESS
RETROPHARYNGEAL ABSCESS
EOEMA OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
CYST OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS OR LARYNX
UNSPECIFIED PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
PARTIAL UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
COMPLETE UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
PARTIAL 81 LATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
COMPLETE BILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS
POLYP OF VOCAL CORO OR LARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF VOCAL COROS
EOEMA OF LARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX, NOT EL SEliHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF LARYNX
STENOSIS OF LARYNX
LARYNGEAL SPASM
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX
UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION*
SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT
VIRAL PNEUMONIA
PNEUMONIA OUE TO AOENOVIRUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO PARAINFLUENZA VIRUS




PNEUMONIA OUE TO KLE13SIELLA PNEUf40NIAE
PNEUMONIA OUE TO PSEUOO$IONAS
PNEUMON14 OUE TO HEMOPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. INFLUENZA)
PNEUMONIA OUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
BACTERIAL PNEUtlONIA, UNSPECIFIED
PNEUMONIA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANISM
PNEUMONIA IN INFECTIOUS OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE HHERE
PNEUMONIA IN CYTOMEGALIC INCLUSION OISEASE
PNEUMONIA IN HHOOPING COUGH
PNEUMONIA IN ASPERGILLOSIS





INFLUENZA WITH OTHER RESPIRATORY MANIFESTATIONS
INFLUENZA WITH OTHER MANIFESTATIONS












EXTRINSIC iSTHHA HITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS ASTHtlATICUS









































































IN7RINSIC AS7HMA 141THOU7 MENTION OF STATUS AS THMATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHMA UITH STATUS ASTHMA TICUS
ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED
ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, WITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS AS THMATICUS
ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, liITH STATUS AS THMATICUS
BRONCHIECTASIS
EXTRINSIC ALLERGIC AL VEOLITIS
FARMERS9 LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO ALLERGIC AL VEOLITIS ANO PNEUMONITIS
UNSPECIFIED ALLERGIC ALVEOLITIS ANO PNEUMONITIS
CHRONIC AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
COAL WORKERS* PNEUMOCONIOSIS
AS BESTOSIS
PNEUMOCON1OSIS OUE TO OTHER SILICA OR SILICATES
PNEUMOCONIOSIS OUE TO OTHER INORGANIC OUST
PNEUMOCONIOSIS, uNSPECIFIEO
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS OUE TO CHEMICAL FUMES ANO VAPORS
8RONCHIT1S ANO PNEUMONITIS OUE TO FUMES ANO vAPORS
UPPER RESPIRATORY INFLAMMATION OUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
UNSPECIFIEO RESPIRATORY CUNOITIONS OUE TO FUMES AND VAPORS
PNEUMONITIS OUE 70 SOL1OS ANO LIQUIOS
PNEUMONITIS OUE TO INHALATION OF FOOO OR VOMITUS
PNEUMONITIS OUE TO INHALATION OF OILS ANC ESSENCES
PNEUMONITIS OUE TO OTHER SOL1OS ANO LiQUf OS
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO EXTERNAL
AGENTS
ACUTE PULMONARY MANIFESTATIONS OUE TO RAO1ATION
CHRoNIc ANO OTHER PULMONARY MANIFEsTATIoNs OUE TO RAOIATION
Respiratory conditions OUE TO oTHER SPECIFIEO EXTERNAL AGENTS
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO UNSPECIFIEO EXTERNAL AGENT
EMPYEMA
EMPYEMA 141TH FISTULA
EN PYEMA HITHOUT MENTION OF FISTULA
PLEURISY
PLEURISY kiITHOUT MENTION DF EFFUSION OR CURRENT TUBERCULOSIS
PLEURISY wITH EFFUSION, WITH MENTION OF A BACTERIAL CAUSE
OTHER THAN TUBERCULOSIS





ABSCESS OF LUNG ANO MEOIASTINUM
ABSCESS OF LUNG
ABSCESS OF MEDIASTINUM
PULMONARY CONGESTION ANO HYPOSTASIS
POST INFLAMMATORY PULMONARY FIBROSIS
OTHER ALVEOLAR ANO PARIETOALVEOLAR PNEUHONOPATHY
PULMONARY ALVEOLAR PROTEINOSIS
IDIOPATHIC PULMONARY HEMOSIOEROSIS
IDIOPATHIC FIB ROSING ALVEOLITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ALvEoLAR ANO PAR IETOALVEOLAR dNEUMONOPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED ALVEOLAR ANO PAR IETOALVEOLAR PNEU~ONOPATHY
LUNG INVOLVEMENT IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
LUNG INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER DISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE





ACUTE EOEMA OF LUNG, UNSPECIFIED
PULMONARY INSUFFICIENCY FOLLOWING TRAUMA ANO SURGERY
OTHER OISEASES OF LUNG, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER DISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
TRACHEDSTOMY COMPLICATION
OTHER OISEASES OF TRACHEA ANO BRONCHUS, NOT EL SE HHERE
CLASSIFIED
14EOIASTINITIS
OTHER OISEASES OF MEOIASTINUM, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OISOROERS OF OIAPHRAGM
OTHER OISSASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, NOT ELSE14HERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM






































































OISOROERS OF TOOTH OEVELCIPMENT AND ERUPTION
ANOOONTIA
SUPERNUMERARY TEETH
01 STUR8ANCES IN TOOTH ERUPTION
TEETHING SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF TOOTH DEVELOPMENT ANO ERUPTION
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF TOOTH OEVELOPHENT ANO ERUPTION
OISEASES OF HARO TISSUES OF TEETH
DENTAL CARIES
EROSION OF TEETH
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF HARO TISSUES OF TEETH
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF HARO TISSUES OF TEETH
OISEASES OF PULP ANO PER IAPICAL TISSUES
PuLPITIS
ACUTE APICAL PER IOOONTITIS OF PULPAL ORIGIN
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITHOUT SINUS
CHRONIC APICAL PER IODONTITIS
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS WITH SINUS
RAOICULAR CYST







OTHER SPECIFIEO PERIODONTAL OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED GINGIVAL ANO PERIODONTAL DISEASE
OENTOFACIAL ANOMALIES, INCLUOING MALOCCLUSION
MAJOR ANOMALIES OF JAIA SIZE
ANOMALIES OF RELATIONSHIP OF JAW TO CRANIAL BASE
ANOMALIES OF OENTAL ARCH RELATIONSHIP




OTHER SPECIFIEO OENTOFACIAL ANOMALIES
UNSPECIFIED OENTOFACIAL ANOMALIES
OTHER OISEASES ANO CONDITIONS OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
STRUCTURES
LOSS OF TEETH i3UE TO ACCIOENT, EXTRACTION, OR LOCAL
PERIODONTAL OISEASE
ATRoPHY OF EOENTULOUS ALVEOLAR RIOGE
RETAINEO OENTAL ROOT
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
STRUCTURES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORTING
STRUCTURES
OISEASES OF THE JAuS
OEVELOPMENTAL 000NTOGENIC CYSTS
FISSURAL CYSTS OF JAW
OTHER CYSTS OF JAWS
CENTRAL GIANT CELL {REPARATIvE) GRANULO14A
1NFLAMMAT0R% CONDITIONS OF JAM
ALVEOLITIS OF JAU
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE JAMS
ExoSTOSIS OF JAM
OTHER SPECIFIEO oISEASES OF THE JA!dS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THE JAMS
OISEASES OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
ATROPHY OF SALIVARY GLANO
HYPE RTRoPHY OF SALIVARY GLAND
SIALOAOENITIS
ABSCESS OF SALIVARY GLANO
SIALOLITHIASIS
MUCOCELE OF SALIVARY GLANO
DISTURBANCE OF SALIVARY SECRETION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
OISEASES OF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES, EXCLUOING LESIONS SPECIFIC
FOR GINGIVA ANO TONGUE
STOMATITIS
ORAL APHTHAE






















































CYSTS OF ORAL SOFT TISSUES
OISEASES OF LIPS
LEUKOPLAKIA OF ORAL MUCOSA, INCLUOING TONGUk
OTHER DISTURBANCES OF ORAL EPITHELIUMS, INCLUOING TONGUE
ORAL SUBMUCOSAL FIBROSIS, INCLUOING OF TONGUE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES
01 SEASES ANO OTHER COINOITIONS OF THE ToNGUE
GLOSSITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS OF THE TONGUE
UNSPECIFIED CON OITION OF THE TONGUE
OISEASES OF ESOPHAGUS
AC HA LASIA ANO ‘CAROIOSPASt4
ESOPHAGITIS
ULCER OF ESOPHAGUS
STRICTURE ANO STENOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
PERFORATION OF ESOPHAGUS
!JYSKINESIA OF ESOPHAGUS
OIVERTICULUM OF ESOPHAGUS, ACQUIRED
GASTROESOPHAGEAL LACERATION-HEMORRHAGE SYNOROME
0THE17 SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ESOPHAGUS
UNSPECIFIEO DISOROER OF ESOPHAGUS
GASTRIC ULCER
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER 141TH HEt40RRHAGE
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER MITH PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFORATION,
wITHouT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION.
141THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION,
wITH oBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER !41THOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, UITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER wITHOUT t4ENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, i41TH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIEO GASTRIC ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER 141TH HEMORRHAGE
klITHouT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIEO GASTRIC ULCER HITH PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIEO GASTRIC ULCER WITH PERFORATION?
wITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER MITH HEMORRHAGE
ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC ULCER 141TH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, UITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER !41THOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER !41THOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION h
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, liIT14OBSTRUCTION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, 141THOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, HITHOUT MENTION
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, !41THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, MI THOUT MENTION
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL ULCER
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER !41TH HEMORRHAGE, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER UITH HEMORRHAGE, WITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER UITH PERFORATION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION, if ITHOUT M6NTION OF
oBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION*
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!41THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION









































ACUTE DUDOENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, klITHOUT MENTION OF 0L3STRUCTION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER liITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE.
I.JITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OLIODENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER WITH PERFORATION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER ilITH PERFORATION.
iIIITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED DUODENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED OUOOENAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT #lENTICIN OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITHOUT llENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEA40RRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
OUOOENAL ULCER. UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, UITHOUT PlENTIf3N
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OUOOENAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, 141THOUT
MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE wITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE WITH HEMORRHAGE,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH PERFORATION,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE wITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH HEMORRHAGE ANO
PERFORATION, wITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE wITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT tlENTILIN OF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION, HITHCIUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE HITH
HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE lAITH
HEMORRHAGE, HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE UITH
HEMORRHAGE, WITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIGO PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH
PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
HITH PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE UITH
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFCIRATIDN
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT HENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF 09 STRUCT ION
CHRONIC PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE wITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION, WITH OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC, WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC, ldITHOUT MENTION OF HEKIRRHAGE OR PERFORATION,
UITHOUT flENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR





























































GA ST ROJEJUtxAL ULCER
ACUTE GA ST ROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE,
!41THOUT 14ENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GA ST ROJEJUNAL ULCER wITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE GAS TROJEJUNAL ULCER 141TH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATIONS
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GA STROJEJUNAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER IIITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GA ST ROJEJUNAL ULCER WITH HEMORRHAGE?
wITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
CHRONIC GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER blITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION, WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GA ST ROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, MITHOUT
MEN710N OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
WITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
wITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GA ST ROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, WITHOUT







UNSPECIFIED GASTRITIS ANO GASTROOUOOENITIS
OUOOENITIS
01 SOROERS OF FUNCTION OF STOMACH
AC HLORHYORIA
ACUTE DILATATION OF STOMACH
PERSISTENT VOMITING
OYSPEPSIA ANO OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF FUNCTION OF STOMACH
UNSPECIFIED FUNCTIONAL OISOROER OF STOMACH
OTHER OISOROERS OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUI’I
AC QUIREO HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STENOSIS
GASTRIC OIVERTICULUM
CHRONIC OUOOENAL ILEUS
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF OUOOENUM
FISTULA OF STOMACH OR OUOOENUM
HOURGLASS STRICTURE OR STENOSIS OF STOMACH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUM
PYLOROSPASM
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUM
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF STOMACH AND OUOOENUM
ACUTE APPENOICITIS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS HITH GENERALIZE PERITONITIS:
ACUTE APPENOIC171S 141TH PERITONEAL ABSCESS
ACUTE APPENDICITIS ldITHOUT MENTION OF PERITONITIS
APPENDICITIS. UNQUALIFIED
OTHER APPENDICITIS
OTHER OISEASES OF APPENOIX
HYPERPLASIA OF APPENOIX (LYMPHOIO)
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF APPENDIX
lNGUINAL HERNIA
INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, IIITH GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, ilITH
GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGuINAL HERNIA, HITH GANGRENE
INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH OBSTRUCTION, liITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIAs IIITH OBSTRUCTION?
WITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA
HITH OBSTRUCTION, klITHOUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, WITH OBSTRUCTION. lfITHOUT MENTION
OF GANGRENE





























































UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIA, h’ITHOUT t4ENTION OF
OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED INGUINAL HERNIAs
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR
GANGRENE
RECURRENT BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA, WITHOUT MENTION OF
oBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OTHER HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY, HITH GANGRENE
FEMORAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA NITH SANGRENE
UMBILICAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
VENTRAL HERNIA wITH GANGRENE
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
INCISIONAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE
01 APHRAG)4ATIC HERNIA WITH GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, HITH GANGRENE
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED sITE, !41TH GANGRENE
OTHER HERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY, WITH OBSTRUCTION. BUT II ITHOUT
MENTION OF GANGRENE
FEMORAL HERNIA liITH OBSTRUCTION
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FE140RAL HERNIA UITH
OBSTRUCTION
UMBILICAL HERNIA wITH OBSTRUCTION
VENTRAL HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA iiITH OBSTRUCTION
INCISIONAL HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA 141TH OBSTRUCTION
01 APHRAGt4ATIC HERNIA WITH OBSTRUCTION
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, WITH OBSTRUCTION
HERNIA OF uNSPECIFIED SITE, UITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER HERNIA OF ABOOt41NAL CAVITY WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
FEMORAL HERNIA 141THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA UITHOUT MENTION
OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA MI THOUT
MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL FEMORAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
UMBILICAL HERNIA MI THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
INCISIONAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF CIBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
oTHER VENTRAL HERNIA WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA HITHOUT HENTIoN OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR
GANGRENE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SMALL INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF LARGE INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SMALL INTESTINE tiITH LARGE INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
IDIOPATHIC PROCTOCOLITIS
vASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
ACUTE VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
CHRONIC VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
UNSPECIFIED VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
OTHER NONINFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS
GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS DUE TO RAOIATION
TOXIC GASTROENTERITIS ANO COLITIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NONINFECTIOUS GASTROENTERITIS
ANO COLITIS


















































































OTHER IMPACTION OF INTESTINE
OTHk R SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL O8STRUCTION
INTESTINAL OR PERITONEAL AOHESIONS wITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
uNSPECIFIED INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
OIVERTICULA OF INTESTINE
DIVE RTICULA OF SMALL INTESTINE
OIVERTICULOSIS OF SMALL INTESTINE




FUNCTIONAL OIGESTIVE OISOROERS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
CONSTIPATION
IRRITABLE COLON
PO ST GASTRIC SURGERY SYNOROMES
vOMITING FOLLOWING GASTROINTESTINAL SURGERY
OTHER POSTOPERATIVE FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS
FuNCTIONAL OIARRHEA
ANAL SPASt4
MEGA COLON. OTHER THAN HIRSCH SPRUNGOS
OTHER SPECIFIEO FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
uNSPECIFIED FUNCTIONAL OISOROER OF INTESTINE
ANAL FISSURE ANO FISTULA
ANAL FISSURE
ANAL FISTULA






OTHER OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
PERITONEAL AOHESIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
HEt40p ERIToNEuM (NON TRAUMATIc)
PERITONEAL EFFUSION (CHRGNIC)
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PERITONEUM
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF PERITONEUM
OTHER OISORDERS OF INTESTINE
ANAL AND RECTAL PDLYP
RECTAL PROLAPSE
STENOSIS OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
HEMORRHAGE OF RECTUM AND ANUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS DF RECTUM ANO ANUS
ULCER OF ANUS ANO RECTUM
ANAL OR RECTAL PAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF RECTUM ANO ANUS
ABSCESS OF INTESTINE
COLOSTOMY ANO ENTEROSTDMY MALFUNCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
FISTULA OF INTESTINE, EXCLUOING RECTUM ANLI ANUS
ULCERATION OF INTESTINE t
PERFORATION DF INTESTINE
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF INTESTINES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF INTESTINE
ACUTE ANO SU3ACUTE NECROSIS OF LIVER
CHRONIC LIVER OISEASE ANO CIRRHOSIS
ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC HEPATITIS
ALCOHOLIC CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER





CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER WITHOUT MENTION OF ALCOHOL
BILIARY CIRRHOSIS
OTHER CHRONIC NONALCOHOLIC LIVER OISEASE
UNSPECIFIED CHRDNIC LIVER DISEASE 141THOUT MENTION OF ALCOHDL





































































OTHER SEQUELAE OF CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE
OTHER OISOROERS OF LIVER
CHRONIC PASSIVE CONGESTION OF LIVER
HEPATITIS IN VIRAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE UHERE
HEPATITIS IN OTHER INFECTIOUS OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
HEPATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
HE PATIC INFARCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF LIVER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LIVER
CHOLELITHIASIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER WITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER wITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER wITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS.
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLADDER WITHOUT t4ENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER WITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS*
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITHOUT MENTIoN OF CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
lfITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT hlITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT wITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT wITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS.
WITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT WITHOUT MENTION OF CHOLECYSTITIS,
WITH OBSTRUCTION





PERFORATION OF GALL BLAOOER
FISTULA OF GALLBLAOOER
CHOLESTEROLOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF GALLBLADDER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF GALLBLAo OER
OTHER OISOROERS OF BILIARY TRACT
POSTCHOLECYSTEC TCN4Y SYNOROilE
CHOLANGITIS
OBSTRUCTION OF BILE OUCT
FISTULA OF BILE OUCT
SPASM OF SPHINCTER OF 0001
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BILIARY TRACT




CYST ANO PSEUOOCYST OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF PANCREAS









OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED POSTS URGICAL NONABSORPTION
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OISEASES OF THE GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
ACUTt GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS tAITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS 141TH LESION OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEMHERE
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY













NE PHROTIC SYNOROME IN
LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
LESION OF MEMBRANOUS
LESION OF MEMBRANOPROLI FE RATIVE
LESION OF MINIMAL CHANGE
OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEkHERE
NE PHROTIC SYNOROME ifITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
IN KIONEY
NE PHROTIC SYNDROME WITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN
KIDNEY
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS wITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF MEMBRANOUS
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF MEMBRANOPROLIFERAT IVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE
GL014ERULONEPHR ITIS
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS kiITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC!
wITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY. NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
WITH LESION OF MEMBRANOUS GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
i+l TH LESION OF ME14BRANOPROL ITERATIVE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEfI AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
HITH LESION OF RAPIOLY PROGRESSIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
HITH LESION OF RENAL CORTICAL NECROSIS
NEPHRITIS AND NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
tAITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS AND NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE
OR CHRONIC, IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHYt NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY* NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC*
wITH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL LESION IN KIONEY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE WITH LESION OF TUBULAR NECROSIS
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE 141TH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
IN KIDNEY










































































C)ISOROERS RESULTING FROM IMPAIRED RENAL FUNCTION
RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY
NEPHROGENIC OIABETES INS IPIDUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS RESULTING FROM IPIPAIREO RENAL
FuNCTION
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER RESULTING FROM IMPAIREO RENAL
FUNCTION





CHRONIC PYELONEPHRITIS HITHOUT LESION CIF RENAL HE DULLARY
NECROSIS
CHRONIC PYELONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF RENAL MEOULLARY NECROSIS
ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS
ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS wITHOUT LESION OF RENAL MEOULLARY
NECROSIS
ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS WITH LESION OF RENAL MEOULLARY NECROSIS
RENAL ANO PER INEPHRIC A8SCESS
PYELOURETERITIS CYSTICA
OTHER PYELONEPHRITIS OR PYONEPHROSIS, NOT SPECIFIEO AS
ACUTE OR CHRONIC
PYELONEPHRITIS. UNSPECIFIED
INFECTION OF KIONEY, UNSPECIFIED
HYORONEPHROSIS




OTHER OISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
NEPHROPTOSIS
HYPERTROPHY OF KIONEY
CYST “OF KIONEY, AC QUIREO





OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF K1ONEY
URETERAL FISTULA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF KIONEY ANO URETER
CALCULUS OF LOUER URINARY TRACT







CYSTITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEiIHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS CYSTICA
IRRADIATION CYSTITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF BLAUOER
BLAOCER NECK OBSTRUCTION
INTESTINOVESICAL FISTULA
VESICAL FISTULA, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OIVERTICULUH OF BLAOOER
ATONY OF BLAOOER
OTHER FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF 8LAOOER
RUPTURE OF BLAOOER, NONTRAUMATIC
HEMORRHAGE INTO BLAOOER HALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF 8LAOOER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF 8LAOOER















































































URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO INFECTION
URETHRAL STRICTURE DUE TO UN SPECIFIELI INFECTION
TRAUMATIC URETHRAL STRICTURE
POSTOPERATIVE URETHRAL STRICTURE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CAUSES OF uRETHRAL STRICTURE
URETHRAL STRICTURE, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT








OTHER SPEC IFIEO OISORDERS OF URETHRA AND URINARY TRACT
UNSPECIFIEO OISORDER Of URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT
HYPE RPLASIA OF PROSTATE





PROSTATITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
OTHER SPECIFIEO 1NFLAMMAT0R% oISEASES OF PROSTATE
PROSTATITIS* UNSPECIFIED
oTHER OISOROERS OF PROSTATE
CALCULUS OF PROSTATE
CONGESTION OR HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PROSTATE
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF PROSTATE
HYOROCELE
INFECTEO HYOROCELE
OTHER SPECIFIED TYPES OF HYOROCELE
HYOROCELE, uNSPECIFIED
ORCHITIS ANO EPIDIOYMITIS
ORCHITIS, EPIDIOYMITIS, ANO EPIOIOYMO-ORCH IT IS, WITH ABSCESS
OTHER ORCHITIS, EPIOIOYMITISS ANo EpIo IDyMo-oRcHITIs*
MITHOUT MENTION OF ABSCESS
ORCHITIS ANO EPIDIOYMITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ORCHITIS ANO EPIOIOYMITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE FIHERE
OTHER ORCHITIS, EPIOIOYMITIS, ANO EPIDIOYMO-DRCH ITISt WITHouT
MENTION OF A8SCESS
REOUNOANT PREPUCE ANo PHIMOSIS
INFERTILITY, MALE
OLIGOSPERMIA




OTHER INFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF PENIS
PRIAPISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PENIS
BALANITIS xEROTICA OBLITERANS
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF PENIS
EOEMA OF PENIS
IMPOTENCE OF ORGANIC ORIGIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO DISORDERS OF PENIS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF PENIS





OTHER INFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF MALfi GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
EOEMA OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
3ENIGN MAMMARY OYSPLASIAS










































































MAMMARY OUCT EC TASIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO bENIGN UAW4ARY OYSPLASIAS
aENIGN FIAHtiARY OYSPLASIA, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISORDERS OF aREAST
1NFLAMMAT0R% OISEASE OF aREAST
HYPERTROPHY OF aREAST
FAT NECROSIS OF BREAST
ATROPHY OF aREAST
GALACTOCELE
GALA CTORRHEA NOT ASSOCIATE WITH CHILOt31RTH
SIGNS ANO SYMPTOMS IN BREAST
MASTOOYNIA
LUMP OR MASS IN aREAST
OTHER SIGNS ANO SYMPTOMS IN aREAST
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BREAST
UNSPECIFIED aREAST OISOROER
INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF OVARY. FALLOPIAN TUBE, PELVIC CGLLULAR
TISSUE, ANO PERITONEUM
ACUTE SALPINGITIS ANO OOPHORITIS
CHRONIC SALPINGITIS ANO OOPHORITIS
SALPINGITIS ANO 00PHORITIS NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTEV
SUaACUTE, OR CHRONIC
ACUTE PARAMETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED PARAMETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
ACUTE OR UNSPECIFIED PELVIC PERITONITIS? FEMALE
PELVIC PERITONEAL AOHESIONS? FEMALE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF FEMALE PELVIC
ORGANS ANO TISSUES
UNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATORY OISEASE OF FEMALE PELVIC ORGANS
ANO TISSUES
INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
ACUTE INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
CHRONIC 1NFLAMMAT0R% OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
UNSPECIFIED 1NFLAMMAT0R% OISEASE OF UTERUS
INFLAMMATORY DISEASE OF CERVIX, VAGINA, ANO VULVA
CERVICITIS ANO ENOOCERVICITIS
VAGINITIS ANO VULVOVAGINITIS
VAGINITIS ANO VULVOVAGINITIS, UNSPECIFIED
VAGINITIS ANO VULVOVAGINITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
CYST OF aARTHOLIN*S GLANO
ABSCESS OF BARTHOLINCS GLANO
OTHER ABSCESS OF VULVA
OTHER SPECIFIEO 1NFLAMMAT0R% OISEASES OF CERVIX, VAGINA,
ANO VULVA




ENOO14ETRIOSIS OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
ENDOMETRIOSIS OF PELVIC PERITONEUM
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF RECTOVAGINAL SEPTUM ANO VAGINA
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF INTESTINE
ENOOMETRIOSIS IN SCAR OF SKIN
ENOOMETRIOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ENOOMETRIOSIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
GENITAL PROLAPSE
PROLAPSE OF VAGINAL HALLS IJITHOUT MENTION OF UTERINE PROLAPSE
UTERINE PROLAPSE HITHOUT MENTION OF VAGINAL HALL PROLAPSE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE, INCOMPLETE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE, COMPLETE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE, UNSPECIFIED
PROLAPSE OF VAGINAL VAULT AFTER HYSTERECTOMY
VAGINAL ENTEROCELE, CONGENITAL OR ACGUIREO
OLO LACERATION OF HUSCLES OF PELVIC FLOOR
OTHER SPECIFIEO GENITAL PROLAPSE
UNSPECIFIED GENITAL PROLAPSE
FISTULA INVOLVING FEHALE GENITAL TRACT
uRINARY-GENITAL TRACT FISTULA? FEMALE
OIGESTIVE-GENITAL TRACT FISTULA, FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT-SKIN FISTULA, FE14ALE






































































NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF lIVARV, FALLOPIAN TUBE, ANO
9ROA0 LIGAMENT
FOLLICULAR CYST OF OVARY
CORPUS LUTEUM CYST OR HEMATOMA
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OVARIAN CYST
AC QUIREO ATROPHY OF OVARY AND FALLOPIAN TUBE
PROLAPSE OR HERNIA OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TUBE
TORSION OF OVARY, OVARIAN PEOICLE, OR FALLOPIAN TUBE
BROAO LIGAMENT LACERATION SYNOROME
HE MATOMA OF 8ROA0 LIGAMENT
OTHER NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN
TUBES ANO BROAO LIGAMENT
UN SPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN
TUBE, ANO BROAO L1GAf4ENT
OISOROERS OF UTERUS, NOT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED
POLYP OF CORPUS UTERI
CHRONIC SUB INVOLUTION OF UTERUS
H’YPERTROPHY OF UTERUS
EN OOMETRIAL CYSTIC HYPERPLASIA
HEMATOMETRA
INTRAUTERINE SYNECHIAE
MA LPOSITION OF UTERUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF UTERUS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF UTERUS
NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
EROSION ANO ECTROPION OF CERVIX
OYSPLASIA OF CERVIX (UTERI)
LEUKOPLAKIA OF CERVIX (UTERI)
OLO LACERATION OF CERVIX
STRICTURE ANO STENOSIS OF CERVIX
INCOMPETENCE OF CERVIX
HYPE RTROPHIC ELONGATION OF CERVIX
MUCOUS POLYP OF CERVIX
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
UNSPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF CERVIX
NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VAGINA
OYSPLASIA OF VAGINA
LEUKOPLAKIA OF VAGINA
STRICTURE OR ATRESIA OF VAGINA
TIGHT HYMENAL RING
OLO VAGINAL LACERATION
LEUKORRHEA, NOT SPECIFIEO AS INFECTIVE
VAGINAL HEMATOMA
POLYP OF VAGINA
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VAGINA
UNSPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF VAGINA
NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
OYSTROPHY OF VULVA
ATROPHY OF VULVA
OLO LACERATION OR SCARRING OF VULVA
HEMATOMA OF VULVA
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROERS OF VULVA ANO
PERINEUM
uNSPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISOROER OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM








OTHER SPECIFIEO SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED SYMPTOM ASSOCIATE WITH FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER ABNORMAL BLEEOIN6 FRCN4
FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
ABSENCE OF MENSTRUATION
SCANTY OR INFREQUENT MENSTRUATION




OTHER OISOROERS OF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER ABNORMAL BLEEOING























































UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF HENS7RUATION ANO OTHER ABNORMAL
BLEEOING FROM FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL OISOROERS
PREMENOPAUSAL MENORRHAGIA
POSTMENOPAUSAL BLEEOING
MENOPAUSAL OR FEMALE CL IflACTERIC STATES
POSTMENOPAUSAL ATROPHIC VAGINITIS
STATES ASSOCIATE iiITH ARTIFICIAL MENOPAUSE
OTHER SPECIFIEO MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL OISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL OISOROER
INFERTILITY. FEMALE
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, ASSOCIATE iiITH ANOVULATION
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF TUBAL ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALli, OF UTERINE ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF CERVICAL OR VAGINAL ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF dNSPECIFIEO ORIGIN
OTHER OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
HYOROCELE, CANAL OF NUCK
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO TtlE PUERPERIUH
HYOATIOIFORM MOLE







UNSPECIFIED EC TOPIC PREGNANCY
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC
TMI=FCTTIWJ. . . . . . . ..
SPONTANEOUS ABORTIONS UNSPECIFIED, COPIPLICATEO BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION* COFIPLETE, COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION CO14PLICATE0 BY OELAYED OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, CO14PLICATE0 8Y OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, COMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION COMPLICATE BY METABOLIC OISOROER
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COIIPLICATEO BY METABOLIC
DISORDER
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION NITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, COMPLETE, WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION tiITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, wITH UNSPECIFIED
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABOP.TION WITHOUT FIENTION OF COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED), WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, COMPLETE, ‘dITWJJT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION (COMPLETE, INCOPIPLETE, OR UNSPECIFIED)
LEGALLY INOUCEO A80RTION COMPLICATEO BY GENITAL TRACT ANO
PELVIC INFECTIllN
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION. UNSPECIFIED, CCNIPLICATEO ay GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION















































TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE L3Y OELAYEO..
OR EXCESSIVE HE MORRtlAGE
LEGALLY lNOUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPL1CA7E0 BY OELAYED
OR EXCESSIVE HE PldRRrlAGE
LEGALLY IN DUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OELAYED OR
EXCESSIVE liEf403RRHAGE
4BORTION COMPLICATE BY SHOCKLEGALLY IN OUCEO A.
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY SH4CK




; IN OUCEO ABORTION; uNSPECIFIED, WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
OMPLICATIONS
GALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, WITH OTHER SPECIFIED
COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION* COMPLETE* IIITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABORTION klITH uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, lfITH uNSPECIFIED
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
LEGALLY IN OUCEO ABOR710N, UNSPECIFIED, lfITHouT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COMPLETE, liITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
ILLEGAL ABORTION
ILLEGAL ABORTION COMPLICATE BY SHOCK
ILLEGAL ABORTION, INCOMPLETE , COMPLICATE BY SHOCK
ILLEGAL ABORTION wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
ILLEGAL ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, MITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION (COMPLETE, INCOMPLETE, OR UNSPECIFIED)
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC
INFECTION
uNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE BY
GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
uNSPECIFIED ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATED BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE BY
OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
UN SPECIFIED ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OELAYEO
OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION COMPLICATE BY OAMAGE TO PELVIC ORGANS
OR TISSUES
uNSPECIFIEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, COMPLICATE BY OAMAGE TO
PELVIC ORGANS OR TISSUES
UNSPECIFIEO ABORTION HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
uNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION? UNSPECIFIED, blITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIEO ABORTION, INCOMPLETE, WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED ABOR710N h’ITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION, UNSPECIFIED, !41THOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
uNSPECIFIED ABORTIONt INCOMPLETE, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED ABORTION, COMPLETE, IAITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
FAILEO ATTEMPTEO ABORTION
FAILEO ATT EMPTEO ABORTION COMPLICATE BY GENITAL TRACT ANO
PELVIC INFECTION
FAILEO ATTEMPTEo ABORTION WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
COMPLICATIONS FOLLOHING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR
PREGNANCIES
GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION FOLLOkiING Ai30RTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING A80RTION OR EC TOPIC
ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
OAMAGE TO PELVIC ORGANS ANO TISSUES FOLLOWING ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES

































































SHOCK FOLLOHING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS FOLLO141NG ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION FilLLOki ING ABORTION OR ECTOPIC
ANO MOLAR PREGNANCIES
HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
THREATENED AbORTION
THREATENED ABORTION, OELIVEREO
TFIREATENEO ABORTION, ANT EPARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFI EO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUM
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUM
AN TEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, ABRUPTIO PLACENTAE? ANO PLACENTA PREVIA
PLACENTA PREVIA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
PLACENTA PREVIA ilITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
PLACENTA PREVIA MI THOUT HEMORRHAGE, AN TEPARTUM
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA, MITH OELIVERY
HEMORRHAGE FROM PLACENTA PREVIA, AN TEPARTUH
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA, !JJITH OELIVERY
PREMATURE SEPARATION OF PLACENTA, ANTE PARTUM
AN TEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE liITH COAGULATION OEFECTS
AN TEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE IAITH COAGULATION DEFECTS,
WITH OELIVERY
ANTE PARTUM HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE HITH COAGULATION OEFECTS
OTHER ANTE PARTUM HEPIORRHAGE
OTHER ANTE PARTUM HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER AN TEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECI FIEO ANTE PARTUH HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH HEf40RRHAGE
HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE
PUERPERIUM
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENS ION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY.
CHILDBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUFI
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION WITH OELIVERY
AN TEPARTUM BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL oISEASE, COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH. AND THE PUERPERIU14
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE? WITH OELIVERY
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL 01 SEASE9 ANTEPARTUM
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, AND THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, ANTEPARTLN4
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERY
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY? WITH DELIVERY*
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTE PARTUM TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
POSTPARTUM TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIA
MILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIA, WITH OELIVERY
#lILO OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLA14PSIA, WITH OELIVERY.
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COIIPLICATION
MILo OR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLA14PSIA. ANTE PARTUM
HILO OR UNSPECIFIEO PRE-ECLAHPSIA. POSTPAtlTUU
SEVERE PRE-ECLA!IPSIA
SEVERE PRE-ECLAMPSIA, IJITH OELIVERY




ECLAMPSIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH ANO THE PUERPERIUH
ECLAMPSIA, WITH DELIVERY
ECLAHPSIA, ANTE PARTUM


























































PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR ECLAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE-ti XI STING
HYPERTENSION
PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR EC LAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON P17E-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, wITH OELIVERY
PRE-ECLAMPSIA OR ECLAMPSIA SUPERIMPOSE ON PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, AN TEPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CI-IILOBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUM
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION, WITH OELIVERY




EXCESSIVE VOMITING IN PREGNANCY
MILO HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM
MILO HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
MILO HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM, OELIVEREO
HILo HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARLNI, ANTE PARTUM
HYPE REMESIS GRAVIOARUM WITH METABOLIC DISTURBANCE
HYPE REMESIS GRAVIOARUM WITII METABOLIC DISTURBANCE,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM WITH METABOLIC DISTURBANCE, DEL IVEREO
HYPEREMESIS GRAVIOARUM WITH METABOLIC DISTURBANCE, ANT EPARTUM
LATE VOMITING OF PREGNANCY
LATE VOMITING OF PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUM
OTHER VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY
OTHER VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUM
UNSPECIFIED VOMITING OF PREGNANCY
UNSPECIFIED VOMITING OF PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
uNSPECIFIED VOMITING OF PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTLWI
EARLY OR THREATENED LABOR
THREATENED PREMATURE LABOR
THREATENEo PREMATURE LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER THREATENED LABOR
OTHER THREATENED LABOR, uNsPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER THREATENED LABOR, AN TEPARTUM
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH OR WITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUM
OTHER COPIPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS, OELIVEREO, HITH OR WITHOUT MENTION
OF ANTE PARTUM CONOITION
PA PYRACEOUS FETUS, ANTEPARTU14
EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY, 141THOUT
MENTIoN OF HYPERTENSION
EOE!IA OR EXCESSIVE wEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY? blITH OELIVERYt
WITH OR I.IITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM COMPLICATION
EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY? WITH DELIVERY.
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTE PARTUM EOEMA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, WITHOUT MENTION
OF HYPERTENSION
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ANTE PARTUM RENAL DISEASE
HABITUAL ABORTER, CURRENTLY PREGNANT
HABITUAL ABORTER, OELIVEREO, WITH OR WITHOUT MENTION
OF ANTE PARTUM CONOITION
HABITUAL ABORTER, ANTE PARTUM CONOITION OR CO14PLICATION
PERIPHERAL NEURITIS IN PREGNANCY
PERIPHERAL NEURITIS IN PREGNANCY, MITH OELIVERY, liITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
POSTPARTUM PERIPHERAL NEURITIS
AS YMPTO14ATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY
ASYHPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA IN PREGNANCY, MITH OELIVERY
ANTEPARTUM AS YMPTOMATIC BACTERIURIA
286
a A
.6 INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRAcT IN PREGNANCY
.6o INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY,
uNsPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.61 INFECTIONS OF GE NITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY, iAITH DELIVERY
.62 INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY* WITH OELIVERYr
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
.63 ANTEPARTUM INFECTIONS OF GENITouRINARY TRACT
.64 POSTPARTUM INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT
.7 LIVER OISOROERS IN PREGNANCY
.71 LIVER OISOROERS IN PREGNANCY, HIT14 OELIVERY
.8 OTHER SPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
.80 OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY*
UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.81 OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, idITH DELIVERY
.82 OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCYS WITH OELIVERY*
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
.83 OTHER SPECIFIEO ANTEPARTUH COMPLICATIONS
.9 UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY
.93 UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM COMPLICATION
647 INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC CONDITIONS IN THE MOTHER CLASSIFIABLE
ELSEWHERE, BUT COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTHr
OR THE PUERPERIUM
.0 SYPHILIS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
.01 SYPHILIS OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERY
.03 AN TEPARTUM SYPHILIS
.1 GONORRHEA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERP=RIUM
.11 GONORRHEA OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
.13 AN TEPARTLMI GONORRHEA
.14 POSTPARTUM GONORRHEA




























OTHER VENEREAL OISEASES OF HOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
TUBERCULOSIS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM
TUBERCULOSIS OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
MALARIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
ANTEPARTUM HALARIA
OTHER VIRAL DISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILLJ131RTH. OR THE
PUERPERIUM
oTHER VIRAL OISEASES OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
OTHER VIRAL OISEASES OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER ANTEPARTUM VIRAL OISEASES
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC OISEASES OF MOTHER*
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CIiILOBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIU14?
uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF MOTHERS
WITH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARAS171C OISEASES OF HOTHER*
WITH OELIVERY? WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER,
ANTE PARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER,
POSTPARTUM
uNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY?
CHILOBIRTrI, OR THE PUERPERIUPI
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF MOTHER* WITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS IN THE HOTHER CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE,
BUT COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OIABETES MELLITUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM
OIABETES MEL LITUS OF MOTHER? CO!IPLICATING PREGNANCY+
CHILOBIRTHt OR THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
OIABETES MEL LITUS OF HOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
OIABETES MELLITUS OF f40THER, wITH OELIVERY, UITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AN TEPARTUM OIABETES t4ELLITUS
POSTPARTUM 01 AL3ETES MELLITUS





















































THYROID DYSFUNCTION OF HOTHER, kiITH OELIVERY
THYROIO DYSFUNCTION OF MOTHER, h’ITH OELIVERY, #ITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AN TEPARTUM THYROIO OYSFUNCTION
ANEMIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
ANEMIA OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHIL091RTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
ANEMIA OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY




ORUG OEPENOENCE COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHIL081RTH,
OR THE PUERPERIUM
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF HOTHER, COMPLICATING PRkGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH,
OR THE PUERPERIUt4, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF MOTHER, WITH DELIVERY
AN TEPARTUH ORUG OEPENOENCE
MENTAL OISOROERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUM
MENTAL OISOROERS OF MOTHER, WITH DELIVERY
MENTAL DISORDERS OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERYS WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUM MENTAL OISOROERS OF MOTHER
POSTPARTUM MENTAL DISOROERS OF MOTHER
CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR OISOROERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR DISOROERS OF MOTHERt WITH DELIVERY
CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR OISOROERS OF MOTHERt ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER CAROIOVASCULAR DISEASES OF MOTHER COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTI+, OR THE PUERPERIUM, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR DISEAS”ES OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY,
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF MOTHER, POSTPARTUM
BONE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS OF
MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
BONE ANO JOINT DISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS
OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CI-IILOBIRTH, OR THE
PUERPERIUFI, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
BONE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS
OF MOTHER, WITH DELIVERY
BONE AND JOINT OISORDERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS
OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
BONE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANO LOWER LIMBS
OF MOTHER, AN TEPARTUM
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER? WITH OELIVERY
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR
DTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER,
WITH OELIVERY
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSE14HERE OF MOTHER,
WITH OELIVERY, lfITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER, .
ANT EPARTUM
OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEWHERE OF MOTHER,
POSTPARTUM
oELIvERY IN A COMPLETELY NORMAL CASE
MuLTIPLE GESTATION
TWIN PREGNANCY
TWIN PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
THIN PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
TWIN PREGNANCY, ANTE PARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
TRIPLET PREGNANCY
TRIPLET PREGNANCY, DEL IVEREO















UNSPECIFIED MULTIPLE GESTATION, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED MULTIPLE GESTATION; ANT EPARTUM CONOITION OR
COMPLICATION
)4ALPOSITION AND MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CONVERTEO
TO CEPHALIC PRESENTATION
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CONVERTEO TO
CEPHALIC PRESENTATION, OELIVERED
BREECH OR OTHER MALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CDNVERTED TD
CEPHALIC PRESENTATION? ANTEPARTUM
BREECH PRESENTATION WITHOUT MENTION OF VERSION
BREECH PRESENTATION lfITHOUT MENTION OF VERSION, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
.21 BiEECH PRESENTATION lfITHOUT MENTION OF VERSION, OELIVEREO
.23 BREECH PRESENTATION WITHOUT MENTION OF VERSION, ANTEPARTLWI
.3 TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION OF FETUS
.31 TRANSVERSE OR OBLIQUE PRESENTATION, DELI VEREO
.4 FACE OR BROH PRESENTATION OF FETUS
.41 FACE OR BROH PRESENTATION, OELIVEREO
.5 HIGH FETAL HEAO AT TERM
.51 HIGH HEAO AT TERM. 0ELIv6RE0
.53 HIGH HEAO AT TERM* ANTEPARTUM
.6 MULTIPLE GESTATION WITH MALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETUS OR
MORE




























OTHER SPECIFIEO IIALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION OF FE7US
OTHER SPECIFIEO MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION, OELIVERED
OTHER SPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR MALpRE5ENTATIoN. ANTEPARTW
UNSPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
UNSPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR !4ALPRESENTATION? OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION, ANTE PARTUU
DISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
MAJOR ABNORMALITY OF BONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO, IN
PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO DELIVERY
MAJOR ABNORMALITY OF BONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO*
OELIVERED
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS, DELIVEREO
GENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS* ANTEPARTUH
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OEL1 VERY
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, OELIVEREO
OUTLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
OUTLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, OELIVERELI
FETOPELVIC DISPROPORTION
FE TOP ELVIC DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
FETOPELVIC DISPROPORTION, ANTE PARTUH
UNUSUALLY LARGE FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION
UNUSUALLY LARGE FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
HYOROCEPHALIC FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION
rlYDROCEPFIALIC FETUS CAUSING DISPROPORTION. OELIVEREO
HYOROCEPHALIC FETUS CAUSING 01 SPROPORTION, ANT EPARTLM
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING DISPROPORTION
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING DISPROPORTION, UNSPECIFIED
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
AS
.71 07 HER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING OISPROPORTION~ OELIVERED
.73 OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING DISPROPORTION, ANTEPARTLNI
.8 DISPROPORTION OF OTHER ORIGIN IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO DELIVERY
.81 DISPROPORTION OF OTHER ORIGIN, OELIVEREO
.9 UNSPECIFIED DISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
.91 uNSPECIFIED DISPROPORTION, OELIVERED
654 ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS COtlPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIU1’1
.0 CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILDBIRTH. OR THE PUERPERIUM
.01 CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS, wITH OELIVERY
.02 CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO, wITH HENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
.03 CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF uTERUS* ANTEPARTW CONOITION
OR COMPLICATION















































TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, wITH OELIVERY
TUMORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, AN TEPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY COMPLICATING Pregnancy
CHILDBIRTH, OR 7HE PUERPERIUM
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY, MITH OELIVERY
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREV1OUS SURGERY, ANTEPARTUM CONOITION OR
COMPLICATION
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARC6RATE0 GRAVIO UTERUS
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS? oELIvEREo
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS, AN TEPARTUM
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, oELIVEREO
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, OELIVEREO, HITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER ABNORMALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS ANO
OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, ANTE PARTUM
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR
THE PUERPERIUM
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, HITH OELIVERY
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, AN TEPARTUM CONOITIoN oR complication
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, UNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
OTHER CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, HITH
OELIVERY
oTHER CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF CERVIX, ANT EPARTUH
CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VAGINA COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHIL081RTtl, OR THE PUERPERIUM
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VAGINA, wITH DELIVERY
CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUM
CONGENITAL OR AC QUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA, UITH OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF ,PELVIS
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUM
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELVIS*
wITH OELIVERY
KNOWN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETUS AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETUS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISODE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
cENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM II ALFORMATION IN FETUS, HITH OELIVERY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETUS, AN TEPARTUM
CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
CHROt40SOMAL ABNORMALITY I N FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
CHROMOSOMAL ABNORHALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
PIOTHER, ANT EPARTUM
HEREDITARY OISEASE IN FAMILY POSSIBLY AFFECTING FETUS*
AFFECTING t4ANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
HEREDITARY OISEASE IN FAMILY PoSSIBLY AFFECTING FETUS*
AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
HEREDITARY OISEASE IN FAMILY POSSIBLY AFFECTING FETUS*
AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTW CONDITION OR
COMPLICATION
SUSPECTEO OAMAGE TO FETUS FROM VIRAL OISEASE IN THE
MOTHER, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER












































AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, WITH OELIVERY
SUSPECTED OAHAGE TO FETUS FROfl ORUGS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
tlOTHER
SUSPECTED OAMAGE TO FETUS FROM ORUGS, AFFECTING F!ANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, DEL IVEREO
SUSPECTED OAMAGE TO FETUS FROM DRUGS* AFFECTING &lANAGEtiENT OF
MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
OTI-IER Kt40wN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSEldHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
OTHER KNOUN OR SUSPECTED FETAL ABNORMALITY* NOT ELSEdHERE
CLASSIFI=O, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF” CARE
OTHER KNOWN OR SUSPECTED FETAL ASNORMALITY? NOT ELSE14HERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, OELIVEREO
OTHER KNO14N OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTU!4
CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
KNOh’N OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED KNOUN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY? AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNOR14ALITY, AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, DE LIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED KNOliN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORMALITY, AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, ANT EPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING flANAGEMENT OF
MOTHER
FETAL-MATERNAL HEMORRHAGE AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
FETAL-MATERNAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH OELIVERY
RHESUS ISOIMMUNIZATION AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
RHESUS I SO IMMUNIZATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
RHESUS I SOIMMUNIZATION, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER,
OELIVEREO
RHESUS ISOIllMUNIZATION. AFFECTING MANAGEFiENT OF 140THER.
ANTE PARTUM CONOITION
IsoIt4f4uNIzAT10N FRO14 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOD-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
ISOIMHUNIZATION FROM OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOD-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
ISOIMFIUNIZATION FROM OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED BLOOD-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER. ANTEPARTUFI
FETAL OISTRESS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
FETAL OISTRESS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
FETAL OISTRESS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
INTRAUTERINE OEATH AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER
INTRAUTERINE DEATH. AFFECTING FIANAGEIIENT OF MOTHER,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISODE OF CARE
INTRAUTERINE DEATH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER, DELIVERED
INTRAUTERINE OEATH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF PIOTHER, ANT EPARTUM
POOR FETAL GROHTH AFFECTING HANAGEA4ENT OF MOTHER
POOR FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF FIOTHER, DEL IvEREO
POOR FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING FlANAGEt4ENT OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTUM
CONDITION OR COMPLICATION
ExCESSIVE FETAL GROWTH AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF MOTHER
EXCESSIVE FETAL GROWTH* AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER,
DEL IVEREO
EXCESSIVE FETAL GROWTH, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF PIOTHER,
ANTE PARTUM
OTHER PLACENTAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
OTHER PLACENTAL CONOITIDNS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISDOE OF CARE
OTHER PLACENTAL CONOITIDNS, AFFECTING FIANAGE14ENT OF MOTHER,
OELIVEREO
OTHER PLACENTAL CONDITIONS, AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER*
ANTE PARTI.M
OTtiER SPECIFIEO FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
OTHER SPECIFIEO FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLtMS, AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED FETAL AND PLACENTAL PROBLEM AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
HOTHER



























































POLYHYORAMN1OS, AN TEPARTUM CO14PL1CATION




PREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEM6RANES
PREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
PREMATuRE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES, OELIVEREO
PREMATURE RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES, AN TEPARTUM
OELAYED OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIEO
RUPTURE OF PIEMBRANES
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIED RUPTURE OF
MEMBRANES, OELIVEREO
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIEO RUPTURE OF
M&MBRANES, ANT EPARTUM
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OELAYEO OELIVERY AFTER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES,
OELIVEREO
INFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITY
INFECTION OF AHN1OTIC CAVITY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
INFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITY, OELIVEREO
INFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITY, ANT EPARTUM
OTHER PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE #ITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO MEMBRANES
OTHER PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE MITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO MEMBRANES,
OELIVEREO
OTHER PROBLEMS ASSOCIATE IIITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO MEMBRANES,
ANT EPARTut4
uNSPECIFIED PROBLEM ASSOCIATE MITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO
MEMBRANES
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEM ASSOCIATE HITH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO
MEMBRANES, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEM ASSOCIATE HiTH AMNIOTIC CAVITY ANO
MEMBRANES, ANTE PARTUM
OTHER INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO LA80R ANO
OELIVERY, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
FAILEO MECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
FAILED MECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
FAILEO MECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
FAILEO MEOICAL OR UNSPECIFIEO INOUCTION OF LABOR
FAILEO MEOICAL OR UN SPECIFIED 1NOUCTION OF LABOR. OELIVEREO
FAILEO HEOICAL OR UNSPECIFIEO INOUCTION OF LABOR; ANTEPARTUM
MATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
IJNSPECIFIEO TYPE MATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR, OELIVERED
GENERALIZE INFECTION OURT.NG LABOR
GENERALIZE INFECTION OURING LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
GRANO MULTIPARITY, iiITH CURRENT PREGNANCY
GRAND !UJLTIPARITY, WITH CURRENT PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
GRANO MULTI PARITY, llITH CURRENT PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUM
ELOERLY PRIMIGRAVIOA
EL OERLY PRIM IGRAVIOA, OELIVEREO
EL OERLY PRIM IGRAVIOA, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION
RELATEO TO LABOR ANO DELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO
TO LABOR ANo OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO
TO LABOR ANO OELIVERY, AN TEPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LABOR ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED INDICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, ANT EPARTUM
OBSTRUCTED LABOR
OBSTRUCTION CAUSEO BY MALPOSITION OF FETUS AT ONSET OF LABOR
OBSTRUCTION CAUSEO BY MALPOSITION OF FETUS AT ONSET OF LABOR,
WITH OELIVERY
OBSTRUCTION BY BONY PELVIS OURING LABOR
































































OBSTRUCTION BY BONY PELVIS OURING LABOR, WITH OELIVERY
OBSTRUCTION BY ABNORMAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LABOR
OBSTRUCTION BY ABNORMAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LABOR.
WITH OELIVERY
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIOR
POSITION OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT 0CCIPITOP9STERIOR
POSITION, wITH OELIVERY
SHOULOER (GIROLE) oYSTOCIA OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
SHOULOER (G IROLE) OYSTOCIA, WITH OELIVERY
LOCKEO TWINS
LOCKEO THINS, HITH OELIVERY
FAILEO TRIAL OF LABOR, UNSPECIFIED
unspecified FAILEo TRIAL OF LABOR. HITH OELr VERY
UNSPECIFIED FAILEO TRIAL OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUM
FAILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR, UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED FAILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR, h’ITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED FAILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER CAUSES OF OBSTRUCTED LABOR
OTHER CAUSES OF OaSTRUCTEO LABOR, HITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED OBSTRUCTED LABOR
UNSPECIFIED OBSTRUCTED LABoR, WITH OELIVERY
ABNORMALITY OF FORCES OF LABOR
PRIMARY UTERINE INERTIA
PRIMARY UTERINE INERTIA. UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
PRIMARY UTERINE INERTIA, HITH OELIVERY
PRIMARY UTERINE INERTIA, ANTEPARTUM
SECONOARY UTERINE INERTIA
SECONOARY UTERINE INERTIA, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISODE OF CARE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, AN TEPARTUH
PRECIPITATE LABOR
PRECIPITATE LABOR, WITH OELIVERY
HYPERTONIC, INCOOROINATE. OR PROLONGEO UTERINE CONTRACTIONS
HYPERTONIC, INCOOROINATE, OR PROLONGEO UTERINE CONTRACTIONS,
liITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF LABOR
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF LABOR, WITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ABNOR14ALITY OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUH
LoNG LABOR
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR. ANTEPARTUM
PROLONGEO LABOR, uNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED TYPE PROLONGEO LABOR, OELIVERED
UNSPECIFIED TYPE PROLONGEO LABOR; ANTEPARTu14
PROLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LABOR
PROLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OEL IVERY
PROLAPSE OF CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
CORO AROUNO NECK* MITH COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
CORO AROUNO NECK, liITH COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, UITH
COMPRESSION, COIIPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT? blITH COMPRESSION*
COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, HITHOUT MENTION
OF COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORO ENTANGLEMENT, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
VASA PREVIA COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
VASA PREVIA COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER UNBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATIONS DURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY.
nFl TvFRFn----------
UNSPECIFIEO UMBILICAL CORO COMPLICATION OURING LABOR ANO
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unspecified UMBILICAL CORO c0t4PLICAT10N DURING LABOR ANO
OeLIVERY, OELIVEREO
UN SPECIFIED UMBILICAL CORD COMPLICATION OURING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY, AN TEPARTUM
TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA OURING DELIVERY
FIRS T-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
FIRST-DEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, WITH DELIVERY
FIRST-DEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
SE CONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
SE CONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
SE CONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, HITH OELIVERY
SE CON O-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION DURING oELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, WITH OELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
FoURTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING DELIVERY
FOURTH-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, WITH OELIVERY
FOURTH-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
UNSPECIFIED PERINEAL LACERATION OURING DELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED PERINEAL LACERATION, WITH DELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEMATOMA OURING OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEMATOMA, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIED TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, iiITH OELIVER.Y
UNSPECIFIED TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA
RUPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE DNSET OF LABOR
RUPTURE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR, ANT EPARTLWI
RuPTURE OF UTERUS OURING ANO AFTER LABOR
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, WITH DELIVERY
OBSTETRICAL INVERSION OF UTERUS
INVERSION OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO wITH POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OBSTETRICAL LACERATION OF CERVIX
LACERATION OF CERVIX, WITH OELIVERY
LACERATION OF CERVIX, POSTPARTUM
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION OURING ANO AFTER LABOR
tiIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, MITH OELIVERY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS
OTHER INJURY TO PELvIC ORGANS, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL OAMAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAMENTS
OAMAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAMENTS, UITH OELIVERY
OBSTETRICAL PELVIC HEMATOMA
PELVIC HEMATOMA, WITH OELIVERY
PELVIC HEMATOMA, OELIVEREO WITH POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA, MITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA
UNSPECIFIED OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA, WITH OELIVERY
POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
THIRo-sTAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
THIRO-STAGE PoSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IMMEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IMMEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPIsooE OF CARE
OTHER IMf4EOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, WITH OELIVERY
OTHER IMMEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SECONDARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
oELAYEO ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, UNSPECIFIED AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OELAYEO ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, wITH OELIVERY
oELAYEo ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
POSTPARTUM COAGULATION OEFECTS









































RETAINED PLACENTA @R MEMBRANES, wITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINED PLACENTA WITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
RETAINEO PLACENTA HITHOUT HE140RRHAGE, WITH OELIVEtlY, UITH
MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
RETAINEO PLACENTA NITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, POSTPARTUM CONDITION
OR COMPLICATION
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR 14EMBRACES, MI THOUT HEf40RRHAGE
RETAINED PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR MEMBRANES, wITHOUT HEMORRHAGE,
OELIVEREO, wITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR MEMBRANES, uITHOUT HEMORRHAGE,
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
COMPLICATIONS OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF ANESTHETIC OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PULMONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PULMONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH 14ENTION OF POST PARTUt4
COMPLICATION
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVERED
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER
SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, tiITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO DELIVERY
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANEsTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LAaOR
ANO DELIVERY* OELIVEREO
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LAaOR ANO OEL IVERY
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LAaOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUFl
COMPLICATION
OTHER- tOMPLIcATIONS OF LABOR AND OELxvERY, NOT ELSEHHERE cLAs51FIE0
MATERNAL OISTRESS
MATERNAL DISTRESS, WITH OELIVERY, blITH OR HITHOUT MENTION
OF ANTE PARTUH CONOITION
OBSTETRIC SHOCK
OSSTETRIC SHOCK, iAITH OELIVERY, HITH OR WITHOUT HENTION OF
ANTE PARTUM CONOITION
OBSTETRIC SHOCK, wITH OELIVERY. WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROME
HATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNORO14Et PIITH OELIVERY, HITH OR WITHOUT
MENTION OF ANT EPARTUH CONOITION
MATERNAL HYPLITENSION SYNOROHE, dITH OELIVERY, blITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
MATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE, ANT EPARTLW4
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE FOLLOWING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE WITH OELIVERY, klITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES,
WITH OELIVERY, HITH OR HITHOUT MtiNTION OF ANT EPARTUH CONOITION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEOURESS
wITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES,
POSTPARTU#l CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR OELIVERY MI THOUT MENTION OF
lNOICATION
FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR OELIVERY WITHOUT MENTION OF
INDICATION, OELIVEREO, WITH OR WITHOUT MENTION
OF AN TEPARTLWI CONOITION
BREECH EXTRACTION, WITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION
BREECH EXTRACTION, WITHOUT HENTION OF INOICATIGN,
OELIVEREO, MITH OR i41THOUT MENTION OF AN TEPARTuH CONOITION
CESAREAN OELIVERY, HITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION
CESARGAN OELIVERY, WITHOUT MENTION OF INDICATION.
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OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO,
,. HITH OR WITHOUT MENTION OF AN TEPARTUM CONOITION
uNSPECIFIEO COMPLICATION OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY, HITH OELIVERY,
UITH OR WITHOUT MENTION OF AN TEPARTUM CONO1TION
UN SPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY, POSTPARTUM
CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
MAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION
MAJoR PuERpERAL’ INFEc TION, DE LIVE REO, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
MAJOR PUERPERAL INFECTION, POSTPARTUM
VENOUS COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS IN PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS, !41TH OELIVERY, NITH OR i+ ITHOUT MENTION
OF AN TEPARTUM CONOITION
VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS, HITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
vARICOSE VEINS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM IN PREGNANCY ANO THE
PUERPERIUM
VARICOSE VEINS OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM, MITH DELIVERY, blITH OR
wITHoUT MENTION OF AN TEPARTUM CONOITION
AN TEPARTUM VARICOSE VEINS OF VULVA ANO PER INEuH
SUPERFICIAL THROM80PHLE81TIS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
SUPERFICIAL THROMBOPHLEBITIS IIITH OELIVERY, HITH OR 141THOUT
MENTIot4 OF AN TEPARTUM CONO1TION





OEEP PHLEBOTHROMSOSIS, ANTEPARTUM, WITH OELIVERY
OEEP PHLE90THROM80SIS, ANTEPARTUM
oEEP PHLEBOTHROMBOSIS, POSTPARTUM
OEEP PHLEBOTHROMBOSIS, POSTPARTUM, WITH OELIVERY
OEEP PHLEBOTHRO!4BOSIS, POSTPARTUM
OTHER VENOUS COMPLICATIONS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER VENOUS COMPLICATIONS, WITH OELIVERY, klITH OR HITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTE PARTUM CONDITION
OTHER VENOUS COMPLICATIONS, wITH OELIVERY, MITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER AN TEPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATIONS
OTHER POSTPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFSEO VENOUS COMPLICATION IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM
UNSPECIFIED VENOUS COMPLICATION, WITH DELIVERY, WITH OR HITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
UNSPECIFIED VENOUS COMPLICATION, WITH OELIVERY, ltITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATEON
UNSPECIFIED POSTPARTUM VENOUS COMPLICATION
PYREXIA OF UNKNO#N ORIGIN OURING THE PUERPERIU14
PUERPERAL PYREXIA OF UNKNOtiN ORIGIN, OELIVEREO, MITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
PUERPERAL PYREXIA OF UNKNOHN ORIGIN, POSTPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL PULHONARY EMBOLISM
OBSTETRICAL BLOOD-CLOT EtiBOLISM
OBSTETRICAL 8LOO0-CLOT EMBOLISM, ANTEPARTUM
OBSTETRICAL BLOOO-CLOT EMBOLISM, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULMONARY EMBOLISM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL PULMONARY E!lBOLISt4, ANTEPARTUM
OTHER ANO UNS?ECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUM, NOT
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CEREbROVASCULAR OISOROERS IN THE PUERPERIUM
CEREBROVASCULAR OISOROERS, WITH OELIVERY, WITH OR WITHOUT
,MENTION OF AN TEPARTUM CON OITION
CEREBROVASCULAR OISOROERS, WITH OELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ANTEPARTUM CEREBROVASCULAR OISOROERS
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN WOUNO
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN WOUNO, wITH OELIVERY, HITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN HOUNO, POSTPARTUM
DISRUPTION OF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL WOUNO































































DISRUPTION OF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL MOUNO, POSTPARTUM
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL MOUNDS
oTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL WOUNOS, HITH
DELIVERY, WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL HOUNOSS
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF THE PUERPERIUM
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIUM, WITH OELIVERY, HITH
MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIUM
InfeCtiOnS OF THE BREAST ANO NIPPLE Associate hIITH cHIL081RTH
ABSCESS OF BREAST ASSOCIATE WITH CHILOBIRTI-I
POSTPARTUM ABSCESS OF BREAST
NONPURULENT MASTITIS ASSOCIATE MITH CHILDBIRTH
NoNPURULENT MASTITIS ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTHS OELIVEREO,
klITH OR WITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTLN4 CONDITION
NONPURULENT MASTITIS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTHS OELIVEREO?
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
POSTPARTUM NONPURULENT MASTITIS
OTHER OISOROERS OF THE BREAST ASSOCIATE HITH CHIL081RTH ANO
OISORDERS OF LACTATION
CRACKED NIPPLE ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH
CRACKED NIPPLE ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH. OELIVEREO*
WITH OR WITHOUT MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
CRACKEO NIPPLE ASSOCIATE liITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO,
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
ENGORGEHENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH
ENGORGEHENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE WITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO~
blITH OR WITHOUT MENTION OF AN TEPARTUM CONOITION
EN GORGEMENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO,
WITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COf4PLICATION
POSTPARTUM ENGORGEHENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE klITH CHILDBIRTH
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED oISOROER OF BREAST AS SOCIATEO wITH
CHILDBIRTH
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATE WITH
CHILDBIRTH, OELIVEREO, blITH OR !41THOUT MENTION OF
ANTE PARTUM CONOITION
OISEASES OF THE SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
CARSNJNCLE ANO FURUNCLE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FACE
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF NECK
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF TRUNK
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF UPPER ARM ANO FOREARH
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF HANO
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF BUTTOCK
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF LEG, EXCEPT FOOT
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CARBUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER ANO TOE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER
UNSPECIFIED CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER
FELDN
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF FINGER
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
UNSPECIFIED CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF TOE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF UNSPECIFIED DIGIT
OTHER CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FACE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF NECK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TRUNK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF UPPER ARH ANO FOREARM
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS DF HAND, EXCEPT FINGERS ANO THUHB
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF BUTTOCK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF LEG, EXCEPT FOOT
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FOOT, EXCEPT TOES
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES




PILONIDAL CYST wITH ABSCESS






































































OTHER LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
PYOOERMA
PYOGENIC GRANULO14A OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIED LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS
TISSUE
UNSPECIFIED LOCAL INFECTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ERYTHEMATOSQUAPIOUS OERMATOSIS
ATOPIC DERMATITIS ANO RELATEO CONDITIONS
OIAPER OR NAPKIN RASH
OTHER ATOPIC OERPIATITIS AND RELATEO CONDITIONS
CONTACT OERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO DETERGENTS
CONTACT OERMATITIS AND OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO OILS ANO GREASES
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO DRUGS ANO MEOICINES
IN CONTACT 141TH SKIN
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO OTHER CHEMICAL
PRO OUCTS
CONTACT 0ERt4ATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEt4A OUE TO pLANT5 (EXCEPT FOOD)
CONTACT DERMATITIS AND OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO SOLAR RAOIATION
UNSPECIFIED DERMATITIS OUE TO SUN
SUNBURN
OTHER dermatitis OUE TO SUN
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED
AGENTS
DERMATITIS OUE TO COSMETICS
CONTACT DERMATITIS AND OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO
AGENTS
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA, UNSPECIFIED CAUSE
DERMATITIS OUE TO SUBSTANCES TAKEN INTERNALLY
DERMATITIS OUE TO ORUGS ANCI MEOICINES TAKEN INTERNALLY
DERMATITIS DUE TO FOOO TAKEN INTERNALLY
BULLOUS OERPIATOSES
DERMATITIS HER PET IFORMIS
PE14PHIGUS
PEMPHIGOIO
BENIGN MUCOUS MEMBRANE PEMPHIGOIO







OTHER SPECIFIEO ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ERYTHEMATOUS CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIEO ERYTHEMATOUS CONOITION
PSORIASIS ANO SIMILAR OISORDERS
PSORIATIC ARTHROPATHY




OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PITYRIASIS
LICHEN
LICHEN PLANuS
PRURITUS ANO RELATED CONOITIONS
PRURITUS ANI
PRuRITUS OF GENITAL ORGANS
PRURIGO
LICHENIFICATION ANO LICHEN SIMPLEX CHRONICUS
oERt4ArITIs FACTITIA (ARTEFAcTA)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PRURITIC CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIED PRURITIC OISOROER
CORNS ANO CA LLOSITIES
OTHER HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CONDITIONS OF SKIN
CIRCUMSCRIBE SCLEROOERMA
KERATOOERMA, ACQUIREO
AC QUIREO ACANTHOSIS NIGRICANS
STRIAE ATROPHICAE
KELOIO SCAR
OTHER ABNORMAL GRANULATION TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFXEO HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CONDITIONS OF SKIN













































































OTHER SPECIFIED DISEASES OF NAIL
UNSPECIFIED DISEASE OF NAIL






OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF HAIR ANO HAIR FOLLICLES
UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF HAIR AND HAIR FOLLICLES
01WROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS
ANHIOROSIS
PRICKLY HEAT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS
OYSHIDROSIS
HIORAOENITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SWEAT GLANOS




OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF SEBACEOUS GLANOS
CHRONIC ULCER OF SKIN
OECUBITUS ULCER
ULCER OF LOMER LIMBS* EXCEPT OECUBITUS ULCER
CHRONIC ULCER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES









OTHER OISOROERS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OYSCHROHIA
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF SKIN
SCAR CONDITIONS ANO FIBROSIS OF SKIN
DEGENERATIVE SKIN OISORDERS
FOREIGN BOOY GRANULO!IA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIED DISOROERS OF SKIN
UNSPECIFIED LIISOROER OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
oISEAs Es OF THE MuscuLosKELETAL SYSTEM ANO COnneCtiVe TISSUE






OTHER SPECIFIEO OIFFUSE OISEASES OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
UNSPECIFIED OIFFUSE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OISEASE
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE UITH INFECTIONS
PYoGENIC ARTHRITIS
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER AR14
PYDGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVMVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOIAER LEG
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH REITER*S DISEASE ANO
NONSPECIFIC URETHRITIS
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES ASSOCIATE UITH
REITERSS OISEASE ANO NoNSPECIFIC URETHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH


























































UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO
THIGH
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CRYSTAL AR THROPATHIES
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS,
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE





CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING UPPER ARM
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING FOREARM
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIEO, INVOLVING LOWER LEG
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVCILVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO
SITES
CHONOROCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL AR THROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL AR THROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL AR THROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIED CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER DISOROERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEWHERE
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH GASTROINTESTINAL CONDITIONS
OTHER THAN INFECTIONS
AR THROPATHY ASSOCIATE IAITH HEMATOLOGICAL OISORDERS
AR THROPATHY AS SOCIATEO WITH NEUROLOGICAL OISOROERS
AR THROPATHY ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE
ELSEHHERE
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS ANO OTHER XNF~AMMATORY POLYARTHROPATHI ES
RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
FELTYm S SYNOROME
OTHER RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS WITH VISCERAL OR SYSTEMIC
INVOLVE14ENT
JUVENILE CHRONIC POLYARTHRITIS
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED POLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RI-IEUMATOIO
ARTHRITIS
ACUTE POLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
MONOARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAMMATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
RHEUMATOID LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAMMATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
UNSPECIFIED INFLAMMATORY POLYARTHROPATHY
OSTEOARTHROSIS ANO ALLIEO OISOROERS
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIt4ARY, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING FOREARM
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION
ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING LOHER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO
SITES
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZED, SECONOARY
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION
ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SEC ONOARY, INVOLVING LOWtR LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO WHETHER
PRIflARY OR SEC ONOARY
.30 OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO WHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
.31 OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZED, NOT SPECIFIEO WHETHER























































OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO~ NOT SPECIFIEO wHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING UPPER ARM
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO wHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING FOREARM
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT SPECIFIED wHETHER
PRIf4ARY OR SECONOARY? INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO uHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS. LOCALIZEO. NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING LOMER LEG
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO IIHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONDARY, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEOf NOT SPECIFIEO ldHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OS TEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR WITH MENTION OF MORE THAN
ONE SITE, BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE
OS TEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR WITH flENTION OF MORE THAN
ONE SITE, BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERAL IZEOt ANO
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OS TEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR klITH MENTION OF MULTIPLE SITES*
BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE
OSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED WHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED I-IHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
OSTEOARTHROSIS. UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO.
INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED WHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING FOREARM
OSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING HANO
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO?
INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFI EO 14HETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING LOl+ER LEG
OSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED WHETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OS TEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED WHETHER GENERALIZE OR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHIES
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY* SITE UNSPECIFIED
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING UPPER ARM
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARM
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOWER LEG
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
TRANSIENT ARTHROPATHY
TRANSIENT ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING t! ULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
PELvIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
tlULTIPLE SITES
UN SPECI FIEO HONOARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED MONOARTHRITI S INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED MONOARTHRITI S INVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIED MONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
uNSPECIFIED 140NOARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOWER LEG
UNSPECIFIED MONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY, NO SITE SPECIFIEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARM
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
OTHER SPECIFIEO ART HROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC RbGION ANO THIGH
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES













































































UNSPECIFIEO AR THROPA7HY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED AR7HROPATHY INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INvOLVING UPPER ARM
UNSPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARM
uNSPECIFIED AR THROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
uNSPECIFIED ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
uNSPECIFIED AR THROPATHY INVOLVING LOMER LEG
uNSPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED AR THROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED AR THROPATHY INvOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
INTERNAL DERANGEMENT OF KNEE
OLO 8UCKET HANOLE TEAR OF MEOIAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF ANTERIOR HORN OF MEOIAL MENISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF POSTERIOR HORN OF MEOIAL MENISCUS
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF MEOIAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL MENISCUS, UNSPECIFIED
BUCKET HANOLE TEAR OF LATERAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF ANTERIOR HORN OF LATERAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF POST ER1OR HORN OF LATERAL MENISCUS
OTHER DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF MENISCUS, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
LOOSE 800Y IN KNEE
CHONOROMALACIA OF PATELLA
OTHER INTERNAL DERANGEMENT OF KNEE
OLO DISRUPTION OF MEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT
OLO OISRUPTION OF ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT
OLO O1SRUPTION OF POSTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT
OTHER INTERNAL OERANGEFIENT OF KNEE
UNSPECIFIED INTERNAL DERANGEMENT OF KNEE
oTHER DERANGEMENT OF JOINT
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER
AR TICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING FOREARM
AR TICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
AR TICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LOOSE BOOY IN JOINT
LOOSE BOOY IN JOINT, SITE uNSPECIFIED
LOOSE 800Y IN JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
LOOSE BOOY IN UPPER ARM JOINT
LOOSE 800Y IN JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
LooSE BOOY IN ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
PATHOLOGICAL DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF LOWER LEG
PATHOLOGICAL OISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF UPPER ARM JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF FOREA17M JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF HANO JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF LOWER LEG JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT, SITE uNSPECIFIED
CONTRACTURE OF UPPER ARM JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF FOREARM JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF HANO JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
CONTRACTURE OF LO HER LEG JoINT
CONTRACTURE OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
AN KYLOSIS OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
AN KYLOSIS OF UPPER ARt4 JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF HANO JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF LOWER LEG JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF ANKLE ANO FOOt JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES





















UNSPECIFIED INTRAPELVIC PROTRUSION OF AC ETA BULUH OF
PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSE14HERE CLASSIFIED
oTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING SHOULDER REGION
oTHER JOINT OERANGEP!ENT, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING UPPER ARM
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING FOREARM
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
INVOLVING HAND
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT. NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING LOWER LEG
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENT* NOT ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OTHER JOINT OERANGEHENT? NOT ELSEh’HERE CLASS IFIEOt
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFI EO SITES
OTHER JOINT OERANGEIIENTT NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED,
INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT
uNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF FOREARM JOINT
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF HANO JOINT
IJNSPECIFIEO OERANGEHENT OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
UtiSPECIFIED DERANGEMENT OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISORDERS OF JOINT
.0 EFFUSION OF JOINT









































EFFUSION OF UPPER AR14 JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
EFFUSION OF LOMER LEG JOINT
EFFUSION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
HEMARTHRDSIS
HE HARTHROSIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
HERARTHROSIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
HEMARTHROSIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
HE MARTHROSIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
HE14ARTHROSIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
HEMARTHROSIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
HE MARTHROSIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
VILLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
VI LLONODULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
VI LLONODULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING ANKLE AND FOOT
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PALINDROMIC RHEUMATISM
PALINDROMIC RHEUMATISM INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PALINOROtiIC RHEUMATISM INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PAIN IN JOINT
PAIN IN JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING UPPER ARM
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING FOREARM
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING LCNAER LEG
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PAIN IN JOINT INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING
UNSPECIFIED SITE
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSE UHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING
SHOULOER REGION






































































STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT EL SE HHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING FOREARM
sTIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSE IAHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING HANO
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NoT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING LOHER
LEG
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED, INVOLVING OTHER
SPECXFIEO SITES
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO UPPER ARM JOINT
OTHER SYMP70MS REFERABLE TO HANO JOINT
oTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO LOWER LEG JOINT
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO’ SITES
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING
OIFFICUL7Y IN WALKING INVOLVING JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING INVOLVING JOINT-OF PELVIC REGION ANO
THIGH
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING INVOLVING LOWER LEG JOINT
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING INVOLVING JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
DIFFICULTY IN WALKING INVOLVING JOINT OF MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF JOINT
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORDERS OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
OTHER SPECIFIEO oISOROERS OF LOHER LEG JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
uNSPECIFIED OISO170ER OF UPPER ARM JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF HANO JOINT
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
uNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF LOWER LEG JOINT
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANKYLOSING SPONDYLITIS AND OTHER INFLAMMATORY SPONOYLOPATHIES
ANKYLOSING SPONOYLITIS
SPINAL ENTHESOPATHY
SACROILIITIS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIEO INFLAMMATORY SPONOYLOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS ANO ALLIEO OISORDERS
CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS liITHOUT MYELOPATHY
CERVICAL SPONOYLOSIS HITH NYELOPATHY
THORACIC SPONOYLOSIS WITHOUT MYELOPATHY
LUHBOSACRAL SPONOYLOSIS HI THOUT MYELOPATHY
THORACIC OR LUHBAR SPONOYLOSIS MITH MYELOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS WITH MYELOPATHY, THORACIC REGION
SPONOYLOSIS WITH NYELOPATHY, LUMBAR REGION
KISSING SPINE
AN KY LOS ING VERTEBRAL HYPEROSTOSIS
TRAUMATIC SPONOYLOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITHOUT MENTION OF MY ELOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITH MVELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROERS
DISPLACEMENT OF CERVICAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC WITHOUT
MYELOPATHY
01 SPLACEMENT OF THORAC IC OR LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
k/ITHOUT MYELoPATHY
DISPLACEMENT OF LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC 141THOUT MYELOPATHY
DISPLACEMENT OF THORACIC INTERVERTEBRAL OISC !41THOUT MYELOPATHY
DISPLACEMENT OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, SITE UNSPECIFIED,
!dITHOUT NYELOPATHY
SCHMORL*S NOOES
SCHNORL*S NOOES OF LUMBAR REGION
DEGENERATION OF CERVICAL INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR THORACOLUMBAR INTERvERTEBRAL DISC
DEGENERATION OF LUMBAR OR LUNBOSACRAL INTERvERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, SITE UNSPECIFIED
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER WITH MYELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER WITH t4YELOPATHY, CERVICAL REGION
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER WITH NYELOPATHY? THoRACIC REGION










































































POSTLAMINECTOMY SYNOROME OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
POSTLAt41NECTOMY SYNOROIIE OF CERVICAL REGION
PO STLAMINECTOW’ SYNOROME OF THORACIC REGION
POSTLAMINECTOMY SYNOROME OF LUMBAR REGION
oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF CERVICAL REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF THORACIC REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF LUMBAR REGION
OTHER OISOROERS OF CERVICAL REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS IN CERVICAL REGION
CERVICALGIA
CERVICOBRACHIAL SYNOROME (OIFFUSE)
BRACHIAL NEURITIS OR RAOICULITIS NOS
TORT ICOLLIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SYNOROMES AFFECTING CERVICAL REGION
UNSPECIFIED MUSCULOSKELETAL OISOROERS ANO SYMPTOMS
REFERABLE TO NECK
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF BACK
SPINAL STENOSIS? OTHER THAN CERVICAL
SPINAL STENOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF THORACIC REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF LUMBAR REGION
PAIN IN THORACIC SPINE
LUMBAGO
SCIATICA




UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF COCCYX
OTHER OISOROERS OF COCCYX
OTHER SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO BACK
OTHER UNSPECIFIED BACK OISOROERS
PO LYMYALGIA RHEUMATICA
PERIPHERAL ENTHESOPATHIES ANO ALLIEO SYNOROHES
AOHESIVE CAPSULITIS OF SHOULOER
ROTATOR CUFF SYNOROHE OF SHOULOER ANO ALLIEO OISORDERS
OISOROERS OF BURSAE ANO TENOONS IN SHOULOER
REGION, UNSPECIFIED
CALCIFYING TENDINITIS OF SHOULOER
BICIPITAL TENOSYNOVITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF BURSAE ANO TENOONS IN SHOULOER
REGION
OTHER AFFECTIONS OF SHOULOER REGIONS NOT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED




OTHER ENTHESOPATHY OF ELBOU REGION
ENTHESOPATHY OF HIP REGION
ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE
ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIED
PEs ANSERINUS TENDINITIS OR BURSITIS
PATELLAR TENDINITIS
PREPATELLAR BURSITIS
OTHER ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE
ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS, UNSPECI FI EO
ACHILLES BURSITIS OR TENDINITIS
TIBIALIS TENDINITIS
CALCANEAL SPUR
OTHER ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
UNSPECIFIED ENTHESOPATHY
ENTHESOPATHY OF UNSPECIF IEO SITE
EXOSTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUM! TENOON, ANO BURSA
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITI S
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS, UNSPECIFIED
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED EL SE UHERE
TRIGGER FINGER (ACQUIREO)
RADIAL STYLOIO TENOSYNOVITIS












































































TENOSYNOVITIS OF FOOT ANO ANKLE
OTHER SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
BUN1ON
SPECIFIC BURSITIOES OFTEN OF OCCUPATIONAL ORIGIN
OTHER BURS171S OISOROERS
GANGLIoN ANO CYS7 OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
SYNOVIAL CYST, UNSPECIFIED
GANGLION OF JOINT
GANGLION OF TENOON SHEATH
GANGL1ON, UN SPECIFIED
OTHER GANGLION ANO CYST OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
RUPTURE OF SYNOVIUM
SYNOVIAL CYST OF POP LITEAL SPACE
RUPTURE OF TENOON, NON TRAUMATIC
COMPLETE RUPTURE OF ROTATOR CUFF, NONTRAUMATIC
NONTRAUMATIC 17UPTURE OF EXTENSOR TENDONS OF HANO ANO wRIST
NO NTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF FLEXOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO WRIST
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF QUADRICEPS TENOON
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF PATELLAR TENOON
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF ACHILLES TENDON
NONTRAUMATIC RUPTURE OF OTHER TENOON
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
coNTRAcTuRE OF TENOON (SHEATH)
CALCIUM OEPOSITS IN TENOON ANO BURSA
OTHER DISOROERS OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO 8URSA
OISOROERS OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
INFECTIVE MYOSITIS
MUSCULAR CALCIFICATION ANO OSSIFICATION
TRAUMATIC MYOSITIS OSSIFICANS
POSTOPERATIVE HETEROTOPIC CALCIFICATION
MUSCULAR WASTING ANO OISUSE ATROPHY, NOT EL SEkIHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIC MUSCLE OISOROERS
LAXITY OF LIGAMENT
HYPERMOBILITY SYNOROME
CONTRACTURE OF PALMAR FASCIA
OTHER FIBROMATOSES OF 14USCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
PLANTAR FASCIAL FIBROMATOSIS
OTHER FIBROMATOSES OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, AND FASCIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
FOREIGN BOOY GRANULOMA OF MUSCLE
RUPTURE OF MuSCLE, NONTRAUMATIC
OIASTASIS OF MUSCLE
SPASM OF MUSCLE
OTHER OISOROER OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANo FASCIA
UNSPECIFIED OISORDER OF MuSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUES
RHEUMATISM, UNSPECIFIED, ANO FIB ROSITIS
MY ALGIA ANO MYOSITIS, uNSPECIFIED
NEURALGIA, NEURITIS, ANO RAOICULITIS, UNSPECIFIEO
PANNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED
PA NNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HYPERTROPHY OF FAT PAO, KNEE
PA NNICULITIS AFFECTING OTHER SITES
FASCIITIS, UNSPECIFIED
PAIN IN LIMB
RESIOUAL FOREIGN 800% IN SOFT TISSUE
OTHER MUSCULOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO LIMaS
SWELLING OF LIMB
CRAMP OF LIMB
OTHER MUSCULOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERABLE TO LIMBS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUE
OSTEOMYELITIS, PER IOSTITIS, ANO OTHER INFECTIONS INVIILVING BONE
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULDER REGION
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LCIHER LEG
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOCIT
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES






































































CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS? SITE UNSPECIFIED
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
CHRONIC OSTEOflYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
CHRONIC 0STEO14YELITIS INVOLVING HANO
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION AND THIGH
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOWER LEG
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INvOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOIIYELITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PERIOSTITIS bJITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS
PERIOSTITIS, WITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS. INVOLVING
UNSPECIFIED SITE
PERIOSTITIS, MITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS, INVOLVING
LOHER LEG
PERIOSTITIS, MITHOUT MENTION OF 0STEO14YELITIS, INVOLVING
ANKLE ANO FOOT
OTHER INFECTI!3NS INVOLVING BONE IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING LOHER LEG BONE IN OISEASES
CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE
uNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE
uNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF HANO BONE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF LOliER LEG BONE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT BONE
UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OSTEITIS OEFORMANS ANO OSTEOPATHIES ASSOCIATE !dITH OTHER
OISOROERS CLASSIFIED ELSEklHERE
oSTEITIS OEFORMANS wITHOUT MENTION OF BONE TUMOR
OSTEITIS OEFOR!IANS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE
HYPERTROPHIC PULMONARY OSTEOARTHROPATHY
OSTEOCHONOROPATHIES
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF SPINE
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF HIP ANO PELVIS
NONTRAUMAT IC SLIPPED UPPER FEMORAL EPIPHYSI S
JuVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS DF LOWER EXTRE#lITY, EXCLUOING FOOT

















HYPEROSTOS IS OF SKULL
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF BONE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF BONE, SITE UNSPECIFIED
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO OF HUPIERUS
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO AND NECK OF FEMUR
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF MEOIAL FE#lORAL CONOYLE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF TALuS















































































14ALUNION ANO NONUNION OF FRACTURE
MALUN1ON C)F FRACTURE
NONUNION OF FRACTURE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
OISOROER OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE, UNSPECIFIED
ARREST OF BONE DEVELOPMENT OR GROliTH
CHONOROMALACIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
FLAT FOOT
AC QUIREO OEFORFIITIES OF TOE
HALLUX VALGUS (ACQUIREO)
HALLUX VARUS (ACQJ IREO)
HALLUX RIG IOUS (ACQUIRED)
OTHER HAMMER TOE (ACQUIRE• )
CLAH TOE (AC QUIREO)
OTHER AC QUIREO DEFORMITIES OF TOE
uNSPECIFIED ACQUIREO OEFORMITY OF TOE
OTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF LIMBS
AC CIUIREO DEFORMITIES OF FOREARM, EXCLUOING FINGERS
UNSPECIFIED OEFORMITY OF FOREARM, EXCLUOING FINGERS (ACQUIREO)
CUBITUS VARUS (AC QUIREO)
VARUS 0EF0RM1T% OF wRIST (ACQUIREO)
WRIST OROP (ACQUIRE• )
OTHER AC QUIREO DEFORMITIES OF FOREARM, EXCLUOING FINGERS
MALLET FINGER (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACCIUIREO DEFORMITIES OF FINGER
UNSPECIFIED OEFORMITY OF FINGER (ACQUIRED)
BOUTONNIERE oEFORflITy (Ac OUIREO)
SWAN-NECK OEFORMITY (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF FINGER
AC CIUIREO DEFORMITIES OF HIP
UNSPECIFIED OEFORMITY OF HIP (AC QUIREO)
OTHER AC QUIREO DEFORMITIES OF HIP
GENU VALGUM OR VARUM (ACCIUIREO)
GENU VALGUM (ACQUIREO)
GENU VARUM (ACQUIRE• )
GENU RECURVATUM (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF KNEE
OTHER AC QUIREO DEFORMITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
UnSpeCified OEFORMITy OF ANKLE ANO FOOT (AcQuIREO)
AC QUIREO EOUINOVARUS OEFORMITY
EQUINUS 0EFoRH17y OF FOOT (AcauIREO)
CAVUS OEFORMITY OF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
CLAH FOOT (ACQUIREO)
CAVOVARUS DEFORMITY OF FOOT (ACQUIREO)
OTHER ACQUIREO CALCANEUS OEFORMITY
OTHER ACQUIREO DEFORMITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
AC QUIREO DEFORMITIES OF OTHER PARTS OF LIMBS
UNEQUAL LEG LENGTH (ACQUIREO)
OTHER AC QUIREO OEFORMITY OF OTHER PARTS OF LIMB
AC QUIREO OEFORMITY OF LI14B, SITE UNSPECIFIED
CURVATURE OF SPINE
KYPHOSIS (ACQUIREO)
KY PHOSIS (ACQUIREO) (POSTURAL)
KYPHOSIS, POST LAM INECTO$i Y (AC CNJIREO)
OTHER KYPHOSIS (AcQuxREO)
LoRoos Is (AC QUIREO)
LO ROOSIS (AC QUIREO) (POSTURAL)
KYPHOSCOLIOSIS ANO SCOLIOSIS
scoLIosIs (ANO KY PHoscOLIOSIs), IOIOPATHIC
PROGRESSIVE INFANTILE IDIOPATHIC SCOLIOSIS
THORACOGENIC SCOLIOSIS
OTHER KYPHOSCOLIOSIS ANO SCOLIOSIS
CURVATURE OF SPINE ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS
KY PHOSIS ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS
LOROOSIS ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS
SCOLIOSIS ASSOCIATE WITH OTHER CONDITIONS
UNSPECIFIED CURVATURE OF SPINE
OTHER ACQUIREO MUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORMITY
ACQUIREO OEFORMITY OF NOSE
OTHER AC QUIREO OEFORMITY OF HEAO
































































ACQUIREO DEFORMITY OF NECK
ACQUIREO OEFOR)41TY OF CHEST ANO R18
ACCUJIREO SPONOYLOLISTHESIS
OTHER ACLVJIREO OEFORMITY OF SACK OR SPINE
ACQUIREO OEFORMITY OF PELVIS
ACQUIREO MUSCULOSI(ELETAL
ACQUIREO MUSCULOSKELETAL

















OEFORMITY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OEFOR#l ITY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
CERVICAL REGION, NOT ELSEWHERE
THORACIC REGION, NOT ELSE HHERE
LUMSAR REGION* NOT ELSEHHERE
SACRAL REGION, NOT ELSEliHERE
PELvIC REGION, NOT ELSElfHERE
UPPER EXTREHITIESt NOT ELSEWHERE
RIB CAGE, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
ABOOHEN ANO OTHER SITES, NOT EL SEIWiERE




SPINA BIFIOA HITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, UNSPECIFIED REGION, liITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA 81 FIOA, CERVICAL REGION, HITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIF1OA, 00RSAL (THORACIC) REGION, HITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA 81 FIOA, LUMBAR REGION, WITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA WITHOUT MENTION OF HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA 81 FIOA, UNSPECIFIED REGION, WITHOUT MENTION OF
HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, CERVICAL REGION, kfITHOUT HENTION OF HYOROCEPHALUS
spINA BIFIOA, 00R5AL (THORACIC) REGION, WITHOUT MENTION OF
HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, LUMBAR REGION, HITHOUT HENTION OF HYOROCEPHALUS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
ENCEPHALOCELE, CONGENITAL
t41CROCEPHALUS
CONGENITAL REOUCTION OEFORHITIES OF BRAIN
CONGENITAL HYOROCEPHALUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINAL CORO
OIASTEMATOMYELIA
HYOROHYELIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SPINAL CORO
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOtlALIES OF NERVOUS SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF BRAIN, SPINAL CORO, ANO
NERVOUS SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EYE
ANOPHTHALMOS, CONGENITAL





BUPHTHALHOS ASSOCIATE uITH OTHER OCULAR ANOMALIES
CONGEN1 TAL CATARACT ANO LENS ANOMALIES
CONGENITAL CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CONGENITAL CATARACT ANO LENS ANOHALIES
COLOBOHA ANO OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ANTERIOR SEGMENT
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ANTERIOR CHAH8ER, CHAH8ER
ANGLE* ANO RELATEO STRUCTURES
AN IRIOIA
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ANTERIOR SEGMENT
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF POSTERIOR SEG14ENT
VITREOUS ANOHALIES, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EYE LIOS, LACRIMAL SYSTEM, ANO ORBIr
CONGENITAL PTOSIS OF EYELIO







































































OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EYELIO
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ORBIT
UNSPECIFIED ANOMALY OF EYE, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR, FACE, ANO NECK
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR CAUSING IMPAIRMENT OF HEARING
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF EAR HITH IMPAIRMENT OF
HEARING
CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EXTERNAL EAR WITH IMPAIRMENT
OF HEARING
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR OS SICLES
ACCESSORY AURICLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR
MI CROTIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EAR
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF EAR
BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR FISTULA: PREAURICULAR SINUS
BRANCHIAL CLEFT SINUS OR FISTULA
BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST
PREAURICULAR SINUS OR FISTULA
PREAURICULAR CYST
IIEBBING OF NECK
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
flACROSTOMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
UNSPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
LiJLBUS COROIS ANOMALIES ANO ANOMALIES OF CAROIAC SEPTAL CLOSURE
COMMON TRUNCUS
TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
;OMPLETE TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
00UBLE OUTLET RIGHT VENTRICLE




OSTIUM SEC UNOUM TYPE ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
ENoOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECTS
EN OOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OSTIUM PRIMUM OEFECT
OTHER ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECTS
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL OEFECT OF SEPTAL CLOSURE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
ANOMALIES OF PULMONARY VALVE* CONGENITAL
ATRESIA OF PULMONARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
STENOSIS OF PuLMONARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PULMONARY VALVE
TRICUSPIO ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
E5STEIN* S ANOHALY
CONGENITAL STENOSIS OF AORTIC VALVE
CONGENITAL INSUFFICIENCY OF AORTIC VALVE
CONGENITAL MITRAL STENOSIS
CONGENITAL MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY
HYPOPLASTIC LEFT HEART SYNORO14E, CONGENITAL
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
SUBAORTIC STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
INFUNOIBULAR PULMONIC STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE ANOMALIES OF HEART, NOT ELSEUHERE
CLASSIFIED
CORONARY ARTERY ANOMALY, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL HEART BLOCK
MALPOSITION OF HEART ANO CAROIAC APEX
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF HEART
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
PATENT OUCTUS ARTERIOSUS
COARCTATION OF AORTA
coARc TATIoN OF AORTA (PREOuCTAL) (POSTOUCTAL)
INTERRUPTION OF AORTIC ARCH
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF AORTA
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF AORTA, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF AORTIC ARCH
.29
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EoNGENITAL ATREsIA ANO STENOSIS OF AORTA






































































CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PULMONARY ARTERY
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GREAT VEINS
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF GREAT VEINS, UNSPECIFIED
TOTAL ANOMALOUS PULMONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
PARTIAL ANO14ALOUS PULMONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GREAT VEINS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEM
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOFIALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CEREBROVASCULAR SYSTEM
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTE14
CHOANAL ATRESIA
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NOSE
HEB OF LARYNX
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, ANO BRONCrlUS
CONGENITAL CYSTIC LUNG
CONGENITAL AGENESIS, HYPOPLASIA, ANO OYSPLASIA OF LUNG
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LUNG
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF LUNG* UNSPECI FIEO
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CLEFT PALATE ANO CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE
CLEFT PALATE, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT PALATE, UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT LIP
CLEFT LIP, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, I NCOHPLETE
CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT PALATE WITH CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, COMPLFTE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE 141TH CLEFT LIP, 81 LATERAL, COMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE ldITH CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
OTHER COMBINATIONS OF CLEFT PALATE wITH CLEFT LIP
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
TONGUE TIE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF TONGUE
NACROGLOSSIA
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF TONGUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF MOUTH ANO PHARYNX
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF MOUTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PHARYNX
CONGENITAL TRACHEOESOPHAGEAL FISTULA, ESOPHAGEAL ATRESIA
AND STENOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ESOPHAGUS
CONGENITAL HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STENOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF STOMACH
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF UPPER AL IIIENTARY TRACT
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEH
HECKEL* S OIVERTICULLNI
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF SMALL INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF LARGE INTESTINE* RECTUII,
ANO ANAL CANAL
HIRSCHSPRUNG*S OISEASE ANO OTHER CONGENITAL FUNCTIONAL
OISOROERS OF COLON
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF INTESTINAL FIXATION
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GALLBLAOOER, BILE OUCTS. ANO LIVER
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF” GALLBLAOOER; BILE OUCTSf
ANO LIVER
BILIARY ATRESIA, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL CYSTIC OISEASE OF LIVER
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GALL8LAOOER, BILE OUCTS, ANO
LIVER
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEFl
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM





































































CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF OVARIES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAO LIGAMENTS
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAO
LIGAMENTS
EMBRYONIC CYST OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAO LIGAMENTS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO BROAO
LIGAMENTS
00uBLING OF UTERUS
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UTERUS
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CERVIX, VAGINA, ANO EXTERNAL FEMALE
GENITALIA
uNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF CERVIX? VAGINA? ANO EXTERNAL
FEMALE GENITALIA
114PERFORATE HYMEN




IN OETERHINATE SEX ANO PSEUOOHERMAPHROO ITISM
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GENITAL ORGANS
UN SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF GENITAL ORGANS
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF URINARY SYSTEM
RENAL AGENESIS ANO OYSGENESIS
CONGENITAL CYSTIC KIONEY OISEASE
CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE OEFECTS OF RENAL PELVIS ANO URETER
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF KIONEY
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF URETER
EXSTROPHY OF URINARY BLAOOER
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF URETHRA ANO BLAOOER NECK
CONGENITAL ANO14ALI ES OF URACHUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BLAOOER ANO URETHRA
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF URINARY SYSTEM
CERTAIN CONGENITAL 14USCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITIES
CONGENITAL MUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITIES OF SKULL s FACE* ANO JAM
CONGENITAL MUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITIES OF STERNOCLEIOOMASTOIO
MUSCLE
CONGENITAL HUSCULOSKELETAL DEFORMITIES OF SPINE
CONGENITAL O1SLOCATION OF HIP
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, BILATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL GENU RECURVATUM ANO BOWING OF LONG BONES OF LEG
CONGENITAL BOUING OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
CONGENITAL VARUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
CONGENITAL TALIPES EQUINOVARUS
CONGENITAL METATARSUS PRIMUS VARUS
CONGENITAL METATARSUS VARUS
OTHER CONGENITAL VARUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
CONGENITAL VALGUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
CONGENITAL TALIPES VALGUS
CONGENITAL PES PLANUS
OTHER CONGENITAL VALGUS DEFORMITIES OF FEET
OTHER CONGENITAL OEFORMITIES OF FEET
TALIPES, UNSPECIFIED
TALIPES CAVUS
OTHER CONGENITAL DEFORMITIES OF FEET
13THER SPECIFIEO NON TERATOGENIC ANOHALIES
PECTUS EXCAVATUM, CONGENITAL
PECTUS CAR INATUM, CONGENITAL
OTHER SPECIFIEO NONTERATOGENIC ANOMALIES
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LIMBS
POLYOACTYLY
PO LYOACTYLY, UNSPECIFIED OIGITS
POLYOACTYLY OF FINGERS
PO LYOACTYLY OF TOES
SYNOACTYLY
SYNOACTYLY OF FINGERS WITHOUT FUSION OF BONE
SYNOACTYLY OF FINGERS liITH FUSION OF BONE
SYNOACTYLY OF TOES HITHOUT FUSION OF BONE
REOUCTION DEFORMITIES OF UPPER LIMB, CONGENITAL
uNSPECIFIED REOUCTION OEFORFIITY OF UPPER LIMB, CONGENITAL
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY OF UPPER LIMB, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
LONG ITUOINAL DEFICIENCY, RAOIAL, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL



































































LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, PHALANGES, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL
CONGENITAL REOUCTION OEFORMITf ES OF LOldER LIF!B
UNSPECIFIED REDUCTION OEFORf41TY OF LOHER LIMB, CONGENITAL
TRANSVERSE DEFICIENCY OF LOliER LIMB
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY OF LOHER LIM5, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, FEMORAL, COMPLETE OR PARTIAL
(WTH oR UITHOUT OISTAL DEFICIENCIES, INcOHPLETE)
LONGITUDINAL DEFICIENCY, TIBIOFIBULAR, COMPLETE OR
PARTIAL (WITH OR MI THOUT OISTAL DEFICIENCIES* INCOMPLETE)
CONGENITAL REOUCTION DEFORMITIES. UNSPECIFIED LIMB
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UPPER LIMB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
GIROLE




OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UPPER LIMB. INCLUOING SHOULOER
GIROLE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LOHER LIMB, INCLUOING PELVIC
GIROLE
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF LOHER LIMB
COXA VARA, CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL OEFORMITY OF HIP (JOINT)
CONGENITAL OEFORMITY OF KNEE (JOINT)
MACROOACTYLIA OF TOES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FOOT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LOUER LIMB9 INCLUOING PELVIC
GIROLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UNSP.:CIFIEO LIMB
OTHER CONGENITAL MUSCULOSKELETAL ANOMALIES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKULL ANO FACE BONES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINE
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF SPINE, UNSPECIFIED
CONGENITAL SPONOYLOLYSIS 9 LUMBOSACRAL REGION
SPONOYLOLISTH,ESIS, CONGENITAL
ABSENCE OF VERTEBRA, CONGENITAL
HEMIVERTEBRA
FUSION OF SPINE (vERTEBRA), CONGENITAL
KLIPPEL-FEIL SYNORO14E
SPINA BIFIOA OCCULTA
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINE
CERVICAL RIB







CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF 01 APHRAG14
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ABOOtlINAL HALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA,
ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE
EHLERS-OANLOS SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA,
ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF THE INTEGUFIENT
HEREDITARY EOEMA OF LEGS
ICHTHYOSIS CONGENI TA
OERMATOGLYPHIC CONGENITAL ANO!4AL IES
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKIN
VASCULAR HAMARTOMAS
CONGENITAL PIGMENTARY ANOMALIES OF SKIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANO14ALIES OF SKIN
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BREAST





























OTHER CONDITIONS OUE TO SEX CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES
CONDITIONS DUE TO ANOMALY OF UNSPECIFIED CHROMOSOME
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
ANOMALIES OF SPLEEN, CONGENITAL
ANOMALIES OF AORENAL GLANO, CONGENITAL
ANOMALIES OF OTHER ENDOCRINE GLANOS, CONGENITAL
SITUS INVERSUS
TUBEROLIS SCLEROSIS
OTHER CONGENITAL HAMARTOSES, NOT EL SE IAHERE CLASSIFIED
MuLTIPLE CONGENITAL ANOMALIES, SO OESCRIBEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
CONGENITAL ANOMALY, UNSPECIFIED
CERTAIN CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOO
FETUS OR NEWBORN AFFECTEO BY MATERNAL CONDITIONS WHICH MAY BE
UNRELATEO TO PRESENT PREGNANCY
t4ATERNAL HYPERTENSIVE OISOROERS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
NOXIOUS INFLUENCES AFFECTING FETUS OR NE14BORN VIA
PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
.71 ALCOHOL AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN VIA PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK









































OLIGOHYORAMNIOS AFFECTING FETUS OR NE MBORN
MULTIPLE PREGNANCY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO MATERNAL COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
AFFECTING FETUS OR NEliBORN
UNSPECIFIED MATERNAL COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY AFFECTING
FETUS OR NE IIBORN
FETUS OR NEUBORN AFFECTEO BY COMPLICATIONS OF PLACENTA, COROS
ANO MEMBRANES
PLACENTA PREVIA AFFECTING FETUS OR NEHBORN
OTHER FORMS OF PLACENTAL SEPARATION ANO HEMORRHAGE AFFECTING
FETUS OR NE14BORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED MORPHOLOGICAL ANO FUNCTIONAL
ABNORMALITIES OF PLACENTA AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
PROLAPSEO UMBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETUS OR NEUBORN
OTHER COMPRESSION OF UMBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CONOITIONS OF UMBILICAL CORO AFFECTING
FETUS OR NE HBORN
CHORIOAMNIONITIS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEilBORN
FETUS OR NEWBORN AFFECTEO BY OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
OTHER MALPRESENTATION, MALPOSITION, ANO DISPROPORTION
OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
CESAREAN OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
PRECIPITATE OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEMBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY
AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY AFFECTING
FETUS OR NEWBORN
SLOW FETAL GROHTH ANO FETAL MALNUTRITION
,, L~GHT_FoR-oATEs” lNFANT HITHou T “ENT*oN oF FETAL “ALNu TRIT1oN
uNSPECIFIED FETAL GROIATH RETARDATION
OISOROERS RELATING T? SHORT GESTATION ANO UNSPECIFIED LO!+
BIRTH liEIGHT
OISOROERS RELATING TO EXTREME IMMATURITY OF INFANT
OISOROERS RELATING TO OTHER PRETERFl INFANTS
OISOROERS RELATING TO LONG GESTATION ANO HIGH BIRTHHEIGHT
OTHER ‘HEAVY-FOR-OATESft INFANTS NOT RELATEO TO GESTATION PERIOO
POST-TERM INFANT. NOT ‘“HEAVY-FOR-OATESM
BIRTH TRAUMA
SUBOURAL ANO CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
INJURIES TO SCALP OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
INJURY TO BRACHIAL PLEXUS OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO BIRTH TRAUMA
uNSPECIFIED BIRTH TRAUMA
INTRAUTERINE HYPOXIA ANO BIRTH ASPHYXIA
FETAL OISTRESS FIRST NOTEO OURING LABOR, IN LIVEBORN INFANT
FETAL OISTRESS, NOT STATEO WHETHER FIRST NOTEO BEFORE OR AFTER
ONSET OF LABOR. IN LIVEBORN INFANT
SEVERE BIRTH ASPHYXIA






































































UNSPECIFIED SEVERITY OF BIRTH ASPHYXIA IN LIVEBORN INFANT
RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNOROME IN NEHBORN
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OF FETUS ANO NEHBORN
CONGENITAL PNEUMONIA
MASSIVE ASPIRATION SYNOROIIE OF NEldBORN
INTERSTITIAL EMPHYSEMA ANO RELATEO CONOI TI ONS OF NEhIBORN
PULMONARY HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEIJBORN
PRIMARY A7ELECTASIS OF NEHBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AT EL ECTASIS OF NEWBORN
TRANSITORY TACHYPNEA OF NEHBORN
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY OISEASE ARISING IN 7HE PERINATAL PERIOO
OTHER NEWBORN RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS
UNSPECIFIED RESPIRATORY CONOITION OF FETUS ANO NEHBORN
INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE PERINATAL PERIOO
CONGENITAL RUBELLA
CONGENITAL CYTOMEGALOVIRUS INFECTION
OTHER CONGENITAL INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE PERINATAL PERIOO
OHPHALITIS OF THE NEHBORN
NEONATAL INFECTIVE MASTITIS
NEONATAL CONJUNCTIVITIS ANO OACRYOCYSTITIS
NEONATAL CANOIOA INFECTION
OTHER TYPE OF INFECTION SPECIFIC TO rHE PERINATAL PERIOO
FETAL ANO NEONATAL HEMORRHAGE
INTRAVENTRICULAR HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEIJBORN
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE OF NEWBORN
GASTROINTESTINAL HENORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NE HBORN
CUTANEOUS HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEUBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NEHBORN
HE HOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR t(EMBORN OUE TO ISOIHPIUNIZATION
HEt40LYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEIWORN OUE TO RH ISOIIIHUNIZATION
HEHOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEUBORN OUE TO ABO
ISOIMMJNIZATION
HEt40LYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEWBORN OUE TO OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED ISOIW!UNIZATION
HYDROPS FETAL IS, OUE TO ISOIMWJNIZATION
KERN ICTERUS OF FETuS OR NEWBORN OUE TO ISOIM$lUNIZATION
OTHER PER INATAL JAUNDICE
PERINATAL JAUNOICE FROM OTHER EXCESSIVE HEMOLYSIS
NEONATAL JAUNOICE ASSOCIATE WITH PRETERt4 OELIVERY
NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGATION FRO14 OTHER CAUSES
OTHER NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGATION FROM OTHER
CAUSES
PERINATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO HE PA TOCELLULAR OAHAGE
UNSPECIFIED FETAL ANO NEONATAL JAUNOICE
KERN ICTERUS OF FETUS OR NE HBORN NOT OUE TO ISOIilMUNIZATION
ENOOCRINE ANO METABOLIC DISTURBANCES SPECIFIC TO THE FETUS ANO
NEUBORN
SYNOROME OF ‘INFANT OF A OIABETIC 140THERW
NEONATAL OIABETES FIELLITUS
HYPOCALCEMIA ANO HYPOMAGNESENIA OF NE HBORN
OTHER TRANSITORY NEONATAL ELECTROLYTE DISTURBANCES
NEONATAL HYPOGLYCEMIA
LATE METABOLIC AC IOOSIS OF NEM80RN
HEMATOLOGICAL OISOROERS OF FETUS ANO NE MBORN
HEMORRHAGIC OISEASE OF NEHBORN
TRANSIENT NEONATAL THROMBOCYTOPENIA





OTHER SPECIFIED TRANSIENT HEMATOLOGICAL OISOROERS OF FETUS OR
NEWBORN
PERINA7AL OISOROERS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
MECONIUll OBSTRUCTION IN FETUS OR NEMBORN
HEtlATEMESIS ANO MELENA OF NEidBORN OUE TO SHALLOiiEO MATERNAL BLOOO
NECROTIZING ENTEROCOLITIS IN FETUS OR NEWBORN
PERINA7AL INTEsTINAL PERFORATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERINATAL OISOROERS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS INVOLVING THE INTEGUMENT ANO TEMPERATURE REGULATION
OF FETUS ANO NE14BORN
HYOROPS FETALIS NOT OUE TO ISOIWIUN1ZATION
COLO INJURY SYNOROIIE OF NEWBORN
OTHER HYPOTHERMIA OF NEHBORN
315
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OTHER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS INvOLVING THE INTEGUMENT OF
FETUS ANO NE!-IBORN
OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PER INATAL
PERIOO
CONVULSIONS IN NEWBORN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL IRRITABILITY IN NEMBORN
FE EOING PROBLEMS IN NEWBORN
ORUG REACTIONS ANO INTOXICATIONS SPECIFIC TO NEklBORN
DRUG klITHORAHAL SYNOROME IN NEWBORN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOD
UNSPECIFIED CONDITION ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOO









INSOMNIA HITH SLEEP APNEA
OTHER INSOMNIA
HYPERSOMNIA HITH SLEEP APNEA
DISRUPTIONS OF 24-HOUR SLEEP-HAKE CYCLE
DYSFUNCTIONS ASSOCIATE WITH SLEEP STAGES OR AROUSAL FROM SLEEP
OTHER SLEEP DISTURBANCES




SYMPTOMS INVOLVING NERVOUS ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEMS
ABNORMAL INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENTS
DISTURBANCES OF SENSATION OF SMELL ANO TASTE
ABNORMALITY OF GAIT
LACK OF COOROIN4TION




OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING NERVOUS ANO MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEMS
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING SKIN ANO OTHER INTEGUMENTARY TISSUE
DISTURBANCE OF SKIN SENSATION
RASH ANO OTHER NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERUPTION
LOCALIZEO SUPERFICIAL SMELLING* MASS, OR LUMP
EOEMA






CHANGES IN SKIN TEXTURE
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING SKIN ANO INTEGUMENTARY TISSUES
SYMPTOMS CONCERNING NUTRITION, METABOLISM* ANO DEVELOPMENT
ANOREXIA
ABNORMAL HEIGHT GAIN
ABNORMAL LOSS OF HEIGHT
FE EOING DIFFICULTIES AND MISMANAGEMENT
LACK OF EXPECTEO NORMAL PHYSIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
POLYOIPSIA
POLYPHAGIA
OTHER SYMPTOMS CONCERNING NUTRITION, METABOLISM* ANO
DEVELOPMENT
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING HEAO ANO NECK
HEAOACHE
THROAT PAIN






















































































OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING HEAO ANO NECK
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
TACHYCAROIA, uNSPECIFIED
PALPITATIONS
FUNCTIONAL ANO UNOIAGNOSEO CAROIAC WRt4URS
OTHER ABNORMAL HEART SOUNOS
GANGRENE
SHOCK HITHUUT MENTION OF TRAUMA
SHOCK, UNSPECIFIED
CAROIOGENIC SHOCK
oTHER SHOCK WITHOUT MENTION OF TRAUMA
ENLARGEMENT OF LYMPH NOOES
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEM ANO OTHER CHEST SYt4PTOMS
DYSPNEA ANO RESPIRATORY A8NORIIALITIES
RESPIRATORY ABNORMALITY, UNSPECIFI EO
HYPERVENTILATION
OR THOPNEA










SMELLING, MASS, OR LUMP IN CHEST
ABNORHAL” CHEST SOUNOS
HICCOUGH
OTHER SYHPTOMS INVOLVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEM ANO CHEST




FLATULENCE, ERUCTATION, ANO GAS PAIN
vISIBLE PERISTALSIS
INCONTINENCE OF FECES
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING OIGESTIVE SYSTEM





FREQUENCY OF URINATION ANO POLYURIA
OLIGURIA ANO ANURIA
OTHER ABNOR14ALITY OF URINATION
URETHRAL OISCHARGE
EXTRAVASATION OF URINE
OTHER SY14PTOMS INVOLVING URINARY SYSTEM
OTHER SY14PTO14S INVOLVING ABDOMEN ANO PELVIS
ABDOMINAL PAIN
HE PA TOM EGALY
SPLENOMEGALY
ABOOHINAL OR PELVIC SHELLING, MASSS OR LUMP
ASCITES
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING ABOOHEN ANO PELVIS
NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF BLOOO
ABNORMALITY OF REO BLOOO CELLS
ELEVATEO SEOIP!ENTATION RATE
ABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
EXCESSIVE BLOOO LEVEL OF ALCOHOL
NONSPECIFIC ELEVATION OF LEVELS OF TRANSAMINASE OR LACTIC
ACLO OEHyOROGENASE (LOH)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNOR14AL SERUM ENZYME LEVELS




























































OTHER NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON ExAMINATION OF BLOOO







OTHER CELLS ANO CASTS IN URINE
OTHER NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF URINE
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN OTHER BOOY SUBSTANCES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO
NONSPECIFIC ASNORMAL FINOXNGS IN STOOL CONTENTS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN AMNIOTIC FLUIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF BOOY STRUCTURE
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RAOIOLOGICAL ANO 07 HER
EXAMINATION OF SKULL ANO HEAO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF LUNG FIELO
NoNSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF BILIARY TRACT
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF GENITOURINARY ORGANS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
ExAMINATION OF ABOOMINAL AREA, INCLUOING RETROPERITONEUM
NoNSPECIFIC ABNORt4AL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO 07 HER
EXAMINATION OF BREAST
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF OTHER SITES OF BOOY
NoNSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOIES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN ANO
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL ECHOENCEPHALOGRAM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM (EEG)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF BRAIN
ANO CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SPECIAL SENSES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL AUOITORY FUNCTION STUOIES
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SPECIAL SENSES
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF PULMONARY
SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMAL FUNCTION STUOY OF CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL ELECTROCAROIOGRAM (ECG) (EKG)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FUNCTION STUOY OF CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF KIONEY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF THYROIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF OTHER ENOOCRINE FUNCTION STUOY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF LIVER
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO FUNCTION STUOY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL HISTOLOGICAL ANO IMMUNOLOGICAL FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL PAPANICOLAOU SMEAR OF CERVIX
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL PAPANICOLAOU SMEAR OF OTHER SITE
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS ON CHROMOSOMAL ANALYSIS
NONSPECIFIC POSITIVE CULTURE FINOINGS
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL HISTOLOGICAL FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC REACTION TO TUBERCULIN TEST
FALSE POSITIVE SEROLOGICAL TEST FOR SYPHILIS
OTHER NONSPECIFIC IMMUNOLOGICAL FINOINGS
POS171VE SEROLOGICAL OR VIRAL CULTURE FINOINGS FOR HUMAN T-CELL












































OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL F INOINGS
ABNORMAL REFLEX
EL EVATEO 8LOO0 PRESSURE REAOING wITHOUT OIAGNOSIS OF
HYPERTENSION
NONSPECIFIC LOH BLOOO PRESSURE REAOING
OTHER ABNORMAL CLINICAL FINOINGS
SENILITY WITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOSIS
SUOOEN OEATH, CAUSE UNKNOHN
SIJOOEN INFANT OEATH SYNOROHE
INSTANTANEOUS OEATH







oTHER UNKNOWN ANO UNSPECIFI EO CAUSE OF HOREIIOi Ty OR 140RTALITY
INJURY ANO POISONING
FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL 141THOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY* MI TH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, liITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, 141TH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL 141THOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY. MITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFI EO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION? WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS Unspecified
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION? HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL )IITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSIONS HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL itITH SuBARAcHNOIO, SUBOURAL9
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL l/ITH SUBARACHNOIO? SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE? 141TH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBDURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBOURAL!
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, UITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
uNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL UITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, I’IITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEllORRHAGE* WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 2+ HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE , klITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIEO OURATION
CL05E0 fRAcTuRE OF VAuLT OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNspEc IFx EO
INTRACRANIAL HE#lORRHAGES hITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL iiITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF




































CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH CONCUSSION? UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) Loss OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUS ION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH HOOERATE (1-24 HouRs) Loss oF consciousness
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, liITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, UITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIOS SUBDURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITH SUE. ARACHNOIO! SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO? SU80URAL*
ANO ExTRAMuRAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, ldITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY* WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL 141THOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY? WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL liITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
coNnJsIoi4, WITH BRIEF (LEss THAN ONE HOuR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION, MITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, IAITH PROLONGEO (t40RE THAN 24 HOURS) Loss OF
CONSCIOUSNESS* WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING coNscIous LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL liITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF unspecified ouRATIoN
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION? HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SU8ARACHNOIO* SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOID* SUBOURALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL MITH SUBARACHNOIO$ SUBOURAL?
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBOURALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, kiITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN .?4 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO? SUBOURALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION


















































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL IAITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE ? lfITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE * HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE ? HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 2+ HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECI FIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE , HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE? HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE? HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL ldITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE* WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFI EO
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL l#ITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY? HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURYJ WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE “HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
‘CONTUSION
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL UITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL wITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH CONCUSSION* UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBOURAL* ANO
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBOURALt
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEflORRHAGE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH SUBARACHNOIO? SUBOURAL?
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
FRACTURE OF FACE BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NASAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF NASAL BONES
CLOSED FRACTURE OF $lANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF tlANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CONOYLAR PROCESS OF PIANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SUBCONOYLAR PROCESS OF flANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CORONOIO PROCESS OF MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAMUS OF HANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAW
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SYPIPHYSIS OF BOOY OF FIANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ALVEOLAR BOROER OF BOOY OF MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PART OF BOOY OF
HANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE SITES OF 14ANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF F!ANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF MANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CONOYLAR PROCESS OF MANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF SUBCONOYLAR PROCESS OF HANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAW
OPEN FRACTURE OF SYMPHYSIS OF BOOY OF PIANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ALVEOLAR BOROER OF BOOY OF llANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PART OF BOOY OF MANOIBLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF HANOI BLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 14ALAR ANO MAXILLARY BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF MALAR ANO MAXILLARY BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLOOR (BLOW-OUT)
OPEN FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLOOR (BLOW-OUT)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER FACIAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER FACIAL BONES



































OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE biITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE uITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, wITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE MI THOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH BRIEF (LEss THAN ONE HOuR) LOSS OF consciousness
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE MI THOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE liITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, UITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE MITH CEREi3RAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION? MITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE IIITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOIO? SUBDURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE* tAITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, ldITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
oTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH SUBARACHNOIOt SUBOURALt
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE! UITH PROLONGEO ( MORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITi+OUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE liITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL.
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
OTHER CLOSED SKULL FRACTURE WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, UITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO
uNSPECIFIED NATURE
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE WITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER
ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE WITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE WITH CEREORAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, wITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
MULTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES,
WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CL OSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES?
WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, WITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES*
WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, WITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES*
WITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJuRY. liITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED DURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES WITH
SUBARACHNO1O. SUBOURAL, ANO “EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES WITH
SUBARACHNOIO, SUB OURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMoRRHAGE, WITH STATE
OF CONSC1OUSNESS UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BONES, WITH
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE

















































OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE* HITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE WITH OTHER BoNE.S, ~ITH
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE HITH OTHER BONES, MI TH
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, kfITH STATE
OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN WITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA HITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
OPEN FRACTURE OF 00 R2.AL (T HORACIC) VERTEBRA WITHOUT MENTIoN OF
SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUMBAR VERTEBRA blITHOUT flENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF LUMBAR VERTEBRA wITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SACRUH ANO COCCYX HITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
CnRil TNJIIRY------ .. . ..
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN
WITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA 141TH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL wITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH COHPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH CENTRAL CORO SYNORO)IE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
oPEN FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL WITH CENTRAL CORO SYNORO$IE
OPEN FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSED FRACTURE OF OORSAL (THORACIC) VERTEBRA UITH SPINAL CORO
TN.l IIRV. ..”-...
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSED FRACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH UNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH ANTERIOR CORO SYNOROPIE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF OORSAL CTIiORAc Ic) VERTEBRA WITH SPINAL CORO
1NJUR%-. . .
OPEN FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL WITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
OPEN FRACTURE OF T7-TI?. LEVEL WITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUMBAR SPINE liITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF LUMBAR SPINE WITH SPINAL CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SACRUM AND COCCYX klITH SPINAL CORO INJURY












































































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO VERTEEIRA HITH SPINAL CORO
INJURY
FRACTURE OF RIB(S) r STERNUM, LARYNXS ANO TRACHEA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF RIS(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF RIB(S), LINSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE RIB
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF TliO RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THREE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FOUR RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIVE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIX RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SEVEN RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF EIGHT OR !40RE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE RIBS, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF RIB(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF TwO RIBS
OPEN FRACTURE OF FIVE RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF STERNUt4
OPEN FRACTURE OF STERNUM
FLAIL CHEST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
FRACTURE OF PELVIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF AC ETA BULLIM
CLOSED FRACTURE OF PUBIS
CLOSED FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ILIUM
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ISCHIUM
MULTIPLE CLOSEO PELVIC FRACTURES UITH DISRUPTION OF PELVIC
CIRCLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF ILIUM
oPEN FRACTURE OF ISCHIUM
UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PELVIS
UNSPECIFIED OPEN FRACTURE OF PELVIS
FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF STERNAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACROMIAL END OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPECIFIED PART
OPEN FRACTURE OF STERNAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ACROMIAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA* UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACROMIAL PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CORACOID PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF GLENOIO CAVITY ANO NECK OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER PART OF SCAPULA
FRACTURE OF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUf4ERUS! CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUFIERUSr CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK OF HUMERUS* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF “ANATOMICAL NECK OF HUMERUS* CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF GREATER TUBE ROSITY OF HUMERUS. CLOSEO
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUSS OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS* OPEN
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFI EO PART OF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUST CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HUMERUS* CLOSEO
FRACTU17E OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUS$ OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOHER ENO OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF HEOIAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUS! CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED CONOYLE(S) OF HUMERUS, CLOSEO











FRACTURE OF LOUER END OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOWER ENO OF HUMERUS, OPEN
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUHERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF RAOIUS AND ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PROCESS OF ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CORONOIO PROCESS OF ULNA, CLOSED
.03 MONTEGGIAS S FRACTURES CLOSEO
.04 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURES OF PROXIMAL END OF
ULNA (ALoNE)
.05 FRACTURE OF HEAO OF RADIUS, CLOSEO
.06 FRACTURE OF NECK OF RADIUS, CLOSEO
.07 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURES OF PROXIMAL ENO OF
RAOIUS (ALONE)
.08 FRACTURE OF RAOIUS WITH ULNA, UPPER ENO (ANY PART), CLOSEO
.1 FRACTURE OF UPPER END OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
.11 FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PROCESS OF ULNA* OPEN
.13 MONTEGGIA*S FRACTURE, oPEN
















.18 FRACTURE OF RAOIUS liITH ULNA, UPPER END (ANY PART), OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS OR ULNA. UNSPECIFIED. CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS (ALONE); CLOSED
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF ULNA (ALONE), CLOSE•
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS liITH ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF ULNA (ALONE)* OPEN
FRACTURE DF SHAFT OF RAOIUS WITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FOREARM, UNSPECIFIED
COLLES” FRACTURES CLOSEO
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF OISTAL ENO OF RAOIUS CALONE)
FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF ULNA (ALONE)$ CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF RAOIUS WITH ULNA, CLOSEO
.5 FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
.51 COLLES* FRACTURE, OPEN
.52 OTHER OPEN fRACTURES OF OISTAL ENO OF RA01u5 (ALONE)
.53 FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF ULNA (ALONE I. OpEN
.54 FRACTURE OF LO14ER ENO OF RAOIUS !dITH ULNA, OPEN
.8 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS !dITH ULNA, CLOSEO
.80 CLOSEO FRACTURE DF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FOREARM
.81 FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS (ALONE)* CLOSEO











FRACTURE DF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS WITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FOREARUJ OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS (ALONE) ● OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF ULNA (ALoNE), OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS WITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE DF CARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURES OF CARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CARPAL BONE, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NAv ICULAR (SCAPHOIO) BONE OF wRIST
.02 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUNATE (SEMILUNAR) BONE OF WRIST
















cLOsEO FRAcTuRE OF TRAPE21uM 60NE (LARGER MULTANGULAR) OF
wRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HA14ATE (UNCIFORFl) BONE OF WRIST
OPEN FRACTURES OF CARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF CARPAL BONE. UNSPECIFIED
FRACTURE OF f4ETACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSED FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S), SITE UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF THUMB (FIRST) IIETACARPAL
cLos Eo FRACTURE OF BASE OF “OTHER tiETAcARPAL 80NE (s)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF NECK OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S), SITE UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF THUMB (FIRST) METACARPAL
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OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF OTHER METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF NECK OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MIDOLE OR PROXIMAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF MuLTIPLE SITES OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HA NO, UNSPECIFIED
OPEN FRACTURE OF MIOOLE OR PROXIMAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF OISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF FN.JLTIPLE SITES OF PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
t4ULTIPLE FRACTURES OF HANO BONES
MULTIPLE CLOSEO FRACTURES OF HANO BONES
MULTIPLE OPEN FRACTURES OF HANO BONES
ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF UPPER LIMB
ILL-DEFINEO CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER LIMB
FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEMUR
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED INTRACAPSULAR SECTION OF NECK OF FEMUR,
CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF EPIpHYSIS (.3 EPARATi0N) (uppER) OF NEcK OF FEMuR.
CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF MI OCERVICAL SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF BASE OF NECK OF FEMUR, CLOSED
OTHER TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF BASE OF NECK OF FEMUR, OPEN
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEt4UR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED TROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF INTERTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SUBTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF lNTERTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SUBTROCHANTERIC SECTION OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF NECK OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF NECK OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF FEMUR
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRAcTuRE OF SHAFT OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF FEMUR. CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF FEMUR, UNSPECIFIED PART, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF FEMORAL CONOVLE, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF LOWER EPIPHYSIS OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
OTHER FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FEHUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LO!4ER ENO OF FEMUR, UNSPECIFSEO PART, OPEN
FRACTURE OF FEMORAL CONOYLE* OPEN
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF PATELLA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PATELLA
oPEN FRACTURE OF PATELLA
FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FXBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA IAITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, OPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA i41TH T161A








































































CLOSED FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA ltITH TIBIA
FkACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA, OPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FISULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA WITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA ANO FIaULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIaULA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA uITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA ANO FIaULA, OPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIBULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIaULA WITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF ANKLE
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL MALLEOLUSS CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF MEOIAL 14ALLEOLUS, OPEN
FRACTURE DF LATERAL MALLEOLUS * CLOSEO




TRIM ALLEOLAR FRACTURE, OPEN
UNSPECIFIED FRACTURE OF ANKLE, CLOSEO
UNSPECIFIED FRACTURE OF ANKLE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES
FRACTURE OF CALCANEUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CALCANEUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF oTHER TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BONE(S) OF FOOT (EXCEPT TOES), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALUS, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (s CAPHOID) BONE OF FOOT, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CUBOIO BDNE, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORH BONE OF FOOT, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF flETATARSAL BONE(S), CLOSED
OTHER FRACTURE OF TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF OTHER TARSAL AND METATARSAL BONES, OPEN
FRACTIRE OF UNSPECIFIED BoNE(S) OF FoOT (EXCEPT ToES), OPEN
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALUS , OPEN
FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (s CAPHOIO) BONE OF FOOT, OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUBOID aONE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORM aONE OF FOOT, OPEN
FRACTURE OF t4ETATARSAL aONE(S) , OPEN
OTHER FRACTURES OF TARSAL ANO METATARSAL aONES, OPEN
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
CLOSED FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OTHER, t4JLTIPLE, ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOUER LIMB
OTHER, MULTIPLE ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOHER LIMB,
CLOSEO
OTHER, 14ULTIPLE ANO ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOUER LIMB, OPEN
MULTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH LOWER LI14aS, LOHER HITH
UPPER LIMB, ANO LOWER LIMB(S) MITH RIa(S) AND STERNUM
MULTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH LOHER LIMaS, LOHER UITH
UPPER L’IMa, ANO LOHER LIMB(S) HITH RIB(S) ANO STERNUM, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED aONES
FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIED BONE, CLOSEO
DISLOCATION OF JAH
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF JAU
DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS
CLOSEO INFERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUHERUS
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ACROFIIOCLAVICULAR (JOINT)
DISLOCATION OF ELBOti
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ELBOU
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ELBOW, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF ELBO14
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF ELBOld
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ELBOd
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ELBDH, UNSPECIFIED SITE
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CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF WRIST
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF WRIST, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO o1SLOCATION OF RAO1OULNAR (JoINT), OISTAL
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF RAO1OCARPAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF CA RPOMETACARPAL (JOINT I
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF WRIST
OPEN DISLOCATION OF WRIST
OPEN OISLOCATION OF CA RPOMETACARPAL (JOINT)
OISLOCATION OF FINGER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FINGER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FINGER, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ME TACARPOPHALANGEAL (JoINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT)* HANO
OPEN DISLOCATION OF FINGER
OPEN OISLOCATION OF FINGER, UNSPECIFIED PART
OPEN DISLOCATION INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT), HANO
DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF HIP
cLoseo oIsLocATroN OF HIP, unspecified SITE
CLOSEO POSTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HIP
OTHER CLOSEO ANTERIOR OISLOCATION OF HIP
DISLOCATION OF KNEE
TEAR OF MEOIAL CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
TEAR OF LATERAL CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
OTHER TEAR OF CARTILAGE OR MENISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
DISLOCATION OF PATELLA, CLOSEO
DISLOCATION OF PATELLA, OPEN
OTHER DISLOCATION OF KNEE, CLOSEO
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF KNEE? UNSPECIFIED PART
ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF TIBIA? PROXIMAL ENO, CLOSEO
MEOIAL DISLOCATION OF TIBIAs PROXIMAL ENO. CLOSEO
LATERAL DISLOCATION OF T1131A. PROXIMAL END, CLOSEO
OTHER DISLOCATION OF KNEE, OPEN
DISLOCATION OF KNEE* UNSPECIFIED PART, OPEN
POSTERIOR OISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PRO XJMAL ENO. OPEN
OISLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
01 SLOCATION OF FOOT
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FOOT
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF FOOT, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF MI OTARSAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF TARsOHETATARsAL (JoINT)
cLosEo OIsLOCATION OF metatarsal (BONE). JOINT UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF METATARSOPHALANGEAL (JoINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF IN TERPHALANGEAL (JOINT), FOOT
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF FOOT
OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO ILL-D EFINEO DISLOCATIONS
CLOSED DISLOCATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA, UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO DISLOCATION? FIRST CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, SECONO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, THIRO CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, FOURTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATION, FIFTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, SIXTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATION$ SEVENTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATION, MULTIPLE CERVICAL VERTEBRAE
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, THORACIC ANO LUMBAR VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, LUMBAR VERTEBRA
OPEN DISLOCATION, THORACIC ANO LUMBAR VERTEBRA
OPEN OISLOCATION, LUMBAR VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCATION, OTHER VERTEBRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, VERTEBRAS UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO DIsLOCATION, SACRUM
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, OTHER LOCATION
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, STERNUM
CLOSEO OISLOCATION, OTHER LOCATION
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, MULTIPLE ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF SHOULDER ANO UPPER ARM
ACROMIOCLAVICULAR (JOINT) (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
CORACOCLAVICULAR (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN






































































SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SHQULOER ANO UPPER ARM
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF ELBOW ANO FOREARM
ULNAR COLLATERAL LIGAMENT SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF ELBOW ANO FOREARM
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF EL80M ANO FOREARM
SPRAINS ANo STRAINS OF 14RIST ANO HANO
MRIST SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF WRIST
OTHER WRIST SPRAIN
HANO SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
SPRAIN OF CARPOMETACARPAL (JOINT) OF HANO
SPRAIN OF METACARPOPHALANGEAL (JOINT) OF HAND
SPRAIN OF INTERPHALANGEAL {JOINT) OF HANO
OTHER HANO SPRAIN
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF HIP ANO THIGH
IL IOFEMORAL (LIGAMENT) SpRArN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF LATERAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF MEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF CRUCIATE LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF T1810FI13uLAR (JoINT) (LIGAMENT). supERIOR~ OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
ANKLE SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF ANKLE SPRAIN
OELTOIO (LIGAMENT), ANKLE SPRAIN
cALcANEoFIwLAR (LIGAMENT) ANKLE SPRAIN
TIBIOFIBULAR (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN, OISTAL
OTHER ANKLE SPRAIN
FOOT SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FOOT SPRAIN
OTHER FOOT SPRAIN
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF SACROILIAC REGION
LUMBOSACRAL (JOINT) (LIGAHENT) SPRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SACROILIAC REGION SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SACROILIAC REGION SPRAIN





SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF BACK




STERNOCLAVICULAR (JOINT) (LIGAMENT) SPRAIN
PELVIC SPRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SPRAINS ANO STRAINS
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN
CONCUSSION
CONCUSSION WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSSION WITH BRIEF LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSSION !dITH MOOERATE LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSSION WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION liITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL liOUNO
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION tiITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL liOUNOS STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS uNSPECIFIED
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION 141TH0uT MENTION OF OpEN
INTRACRANIAL IIOUNO, )IITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
coRTEx (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INT17A-
cRANrAL IdOUNO. HITH 8RIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CoRTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION tiITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, UITH I’IOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS






























CRANIAL WOUND, MITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) LACERATION II ITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL uOUNO
coRTEx (CEREBRAL) LaCeratiOn WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL klOUNO, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) LACERATION 141TH OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) Laceration UITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO*
!41TH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CERE8ELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION WITHOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION tiITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL NOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CE17EBELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CON7USION WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH MOO ERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HoURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CDNSCIOUS LEVEL
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED
OURATION
CERE8ELLAR OR BRAIN STEM LACERATION wITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNO
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM LACERATION wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, WITH PROLONGEO, (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CEREBELLA OR BRAIN STEM LACERATION WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
UOUND
CEi; BELLAR OR BRAIN STEM LACERATION WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
WOUND, WITH PROLONGEO (f40RE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUS-
NESS, bfITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
HITHOU7 MENTION DF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
!41THOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION?
WITHOUT MENTION OF oPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH BRIEF (LESS
THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, wITH PROLONGEO
(MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-
EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
wITHOUT MENTION DF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGEO
(MoRE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHIJUT RETURN TCI
PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
kiITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH CONCUSSION,
UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
wITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION,
WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH NO LDSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION AND CONTUSION.
WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
SUBARACHNOIO, SUEIOURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, FOLLOWING
INJURY
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
.-
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, wITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED






























OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MoUNO, HITH
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING
OF oPEN INTRACRANIAL liOUNO, HITH
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOkl ING
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, 141TH
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN
LEvEL
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL NOUNO$ wITH
NO LoSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INJURY, l#ITHOUT MENTION
BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
TO PRE-EXI STING CONSCIOUS
INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION
PROLONGEO (flORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, wITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, wITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT #lENTIOON
OF oPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO. WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL dOUNO
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
[tNs D!=cr FTFn-------- ----
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO , UITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE rlOUR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUBDURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL 140UN0 , MITH MOO ERATE ( 1-24 HOURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SU50URAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY. WI THGUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, 141TH PROLONGEO CHORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOMING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOMING INJURY WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
WOUNO
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, wITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
UOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT HENT ION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN 1 HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
WOUNO
EXTRALIURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL
HOUNO, wITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJuRY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL bIOUNO
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJuRY.
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF
CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEil INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLONING INJURY,
WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY*
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, ilITH BRIEF (LESS
THAN ONE HOUR) LoSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS








































WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL UOUNO, IAITH MOOERATE
(1-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOIAING INJURY,
IAITHOUT klENTIoN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL tiOUNO. iAITH LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF uNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, wITH CONCUSSION,
UNSPECIFIEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY
HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL IAOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOliING INJURY.
WITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL l/OUNO, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO NATURE kAITHOUT
MkNTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO uNsPECIFIED NATURE, IJITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL !dOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURES WITHOUT
MkNTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, WITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUS-
NESS
INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT
t4ENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH BRIEF (LEss THAN ONE
HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH MOOERATE (1-24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, UITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN
24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, IAITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, WITHOUT
!IENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUND, WITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OF UNSPECIFIED OURATION
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE, IJITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, wITH CONCUSSION,
UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE WITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF DTHER AND UNSPECIFIED NATURE, UITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, HITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, WITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESSS WITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
TRAUMATIC PNEUMOTHORAX ANO HEIIOTHORAX
TRAUMATIC PNEUMOTHORAX WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO
THORAX
TRAUMATIC PNEUMOTHORAX WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
TRAUMATIC HEMOTHORAX HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
TRAUMATIC HEMOTHORAX WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THDRAX
TRAUMATIC PNEUMOHEMOTHORAX WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO
THORAX
TRAUMATIC PNEUMOHEMOTHORAX WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
INJURY TO HEART ANO LUNG
HEART INJURY, wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO HEART WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO
THORAX
CONTUSION OF HEART wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN MOUND INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART iiITHOUT PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS OR
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART WITH PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS*
!41THOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
HEART INJURY, WITH OPEN !dOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY OF HEART WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART WITH PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS ANO
OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
LUNG INJURY, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO LUNG WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUND
INTO THORAX
CONTUSION OF LUNG HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF LUNG WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN i40UN0 INTO THORAX
LUNG INJURY, WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO LUNG WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO THORAX
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LACERATION OF LUNG WITH OPEN WJUNO INTO THORAX
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
INJURY TO OIAPHRAGM HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUND INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO DIAPHRAGM liITH OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BRONCHUS UITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOLNAO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO ESOPHAGUS WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS liITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN liOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS WITH OPEN MOUND
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BRONCHUS HITH OPEN IIOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS 141TH OPEN UOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRATHORACIC ORGANS WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
INJURY TO STOMACH UITHOUT tiENTION OF OPEN wOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO STOMACH MITH OPEN klOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SMALL INTESTINE WITHOUT MENTION OF oPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO SMALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT MENTION
OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OUOOENUM wITHOUT flENTION OF OPEN !dOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SflALL INTESTINE HITHOUT MENTION OF oPEN HOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE HITH OPEN NOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SMALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITH OPEN UOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO DUOOENUfl MITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE blITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON, UNSPECIFIED SITE, bJITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TRANSVERSE COLON WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN UOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OESCENOING (LEFT) COLON WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SIGMOIO COLON WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RECTUPl blITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM UITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUKO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM WITH OPEN wOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TRANSVERSE COLON WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO 0E5CENOING (LEFT) COLON WITH OpEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SIGflOIO COLON WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RECTUM WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO MULTIPLE SITES IN COLON ANO RECTUM WITH OPEN wOUNO
INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUM WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN klOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TAIL OF PANCREAS wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO PANCREAS, 14ULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, WITHOUT
MENTIoN OF OPEN blOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNS?ECIFIEO GASTROINTESTINAL SITES WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES HITH
OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO HEAO OF PANCREAS WITH OPEN WOUNO INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO TAIL 13F PANCREAS WITH OPEN liOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PANCREAS, 14ULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, WITH OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES blITH
OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO LIVER
INJURY TO LIVER WI THUUT !4ENTION OF OPEN IIOUNO INTO CAVITY



















































HEklATOMA ANO CONTUSION OF LIVER MI THOUT MENTION
OF OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER* MINOR* dITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
UOUNO 1 NTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER, MOO ERATE, liITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTo CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER, MAJOR, WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN tlOUNO
INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO LIVER WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO LIVER WITH OPEN wOUNO INTO CAVITY
uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO LIvER WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER, MINORS WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER, MAJOR, WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO LIVER HITH OPEN IIOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SPLEEN
INJURY TO SPLEEN MI THOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO SPLEEN HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTo CAVITY
HE MATOMA OF SPLEEN, HITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE, HITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN klOUNO INTO CAVITY
CAPSULAR TEARS TO SPLEEN. MI THOUT MAJOR DISRUPTION OF
PARENCHYMA, klITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF SPLEEN EXTENOING INTO PARENCHYMA WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
MASSIVE PARENCHYMAL DISRUPTION OF SPLEEN WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SPLEEN WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO SPLEEN WITH OPEN 140UN0 INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO SPLEEN WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
MASSIVE PARENCHYMAL DISRUPTION OF SPLEEN HITH OPEN WOUNO
INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO KIONEY
INJURY TO KIONEY WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO KIONEY WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO
INTO CAVITY
HE MATOMA OF KIONEY, WITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE, 141THOUT
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF KIONEY WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
COMPLETE DISRUPTION OF KIONEY PARENCHYMA WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO KIONEY WITH OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO KIONEY WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
HEMATOMA OF KIONEY, WITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE, WITH OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF KIONEY WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO PELVIC ORGANS
INJURY TO BLAOOER ANO URETHRA WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN MOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO BLAOOER ANO URETHRA WITH OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO URETER WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UTERUS liITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO PELVIC ORGANS wITHOUT HE NT ION OF
oPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFI EO PELVIC ORGAN WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO oTHER INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
INJURY TO OTHER INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS wITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED IN TRA-ABOOMINAL ORGAN WITHOUT MENTION OF
OPEN wOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO AORENAL GLANO WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALLBLADDER WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONEUM WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RETROPERITONEUM WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN klOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJuRY TO OTHER ANO MULTIPLE INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS HITHOU1
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER INTRA-4BOOMINAL ORGANS klITH OPEN WOUNO INTO
CAVITY






























































INJURY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALLBLADDER IAITH OPEN HOUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONEUM WITH OPEN wOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RETROPERITONEUM WITH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO MULTIPLE INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS bJITH
OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-OEFINEO ORGANS
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-OEFINEO ORGANS WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN WOUNO INTO CAVITY
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-OEFINEO ORGANS WITH OPEN
#OUNO INTO CAVITY
OPEN wOUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
LACERATION OF SKIN OF EYELIO ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
LACERATION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS, NOT INVOLVING
LACRIMAL PASSAGES
LACERATION OF EYELIO INVOLVING LACRIMAL PASSAGES
PENETRATING WOUNO OF ORBIT. WITHOUT MENTION OF FOREIGN BOOY
PENETRATING UOUNO OF ORBIT” WITH FOREIGN BOOY
oTHER SPECIFIEO OPEN WOUNDS OF OCULAR AONEXA
UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
oPEN WOUNO OF EYEBALL
OCULAR LACERATION WITHOUT PROLAPSE OF INTRAOCULAR TISSUE
OCULAR LACERATION wITH PROLAPSE OR EXPOSURE OF INTRAOCULAR
TISSUE
RUPTURE OF EYE WITH PARTIAL LOSS OF INTRAOCULAR TISSUE
AVULSION OF EYE
UNSPECIFIED LACERATION OF EYE
PENETRATION OF EYEBALL WITH MAGNETIC FOREIGN 800Y
PENETRATION OF EYEBALL WITH (NONMAGNETIC) FOREIGN BOOY
uNSPECIFIED OCULAR PENETRATION
UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF EYEBALL
OPEN WOUNO OF EAR
OPEN HOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT MENTION
OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF AURICLE* WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN 140UN0 OF AUOITORY CANAL, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR? COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF EXTERNAL EAR, UNSPECIFIED SITE, COIIPLICATEO
OPEN WOUNO OF AURICLE, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS OF EAR, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF EAR 0RLW4, wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN wOUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF EAR, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIED, WITHOUT PIENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIED, COMPLICATE
OTHER OPEN ilOUNO OF HEAO
OPEN blOUNO OF SCALP, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF SCALP, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSE, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF NOSE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF NASAL SEPTUM, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF NASAL CAVITY, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF MULTIPLE SITES OF NoSE, WITHOUT
NENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF NOSE, COt4PLICATE0
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSES UNSPECIFIED SITE? COHPLICATEO
OPEN WOUNO OF NASAL CAVITY, COHPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF FACE, WITHOUT MENTION OF COIIPLICATION
oPEN WOUNO OF FACET UNSPECIFIED SITE, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
oPEN WOUNO OF CHEEK, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF FOREHEAO, wITHoUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF LIP, wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF JAW? WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
oPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO HULTIPLE SITES OF FACE, UITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF FACE, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF FACE? UNSPECIFIED SITE! COHPLICATEO




























































OPEN MCKINO OF FOR EHEAO, COMPLICATE
OPEN MOUNO OF LIP, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF JAM, COMPLICATE
OPEN MOUND OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF FACE, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF MOUTH, WITHOUT MENTION
OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED SITE, klITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF BUCCAL MUCOSA, UITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
opEN HOUND oF GUM (ALVEOLAR PROCESS), II ITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF TOOTH (BROKEN), WITHOUT flEt4TIoNOF cOflpLxCATION
OPEN idOUNO OF TONGUE ANO FLOOR OF MOUTH, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN liOUNO OF PALATE, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPL1CATION
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO MuLTIPLE SITES OF MOUTH, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF MOUTH, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED SITE, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF BUCCAL MUCOSA, COMPLICATE
opEN wOuNO OF TooTH (BROKEN), COflPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF OTHER ANO MUL71PLE SITES OF MOUTH, COMPLICATE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN 140UN0 OF HEAO MI THOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF NECK
OPEN 140UN0 OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF LARYNX, WITHOUT MENTI.ON OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF TRACHEA, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF THYROIO GLANO, wITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF THYROIO GLANO, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF PHARYNX, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NECK, 141THOUT
MENTIoN OF COMPL1CATION
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NECK, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUND OF CHEST (WALL)
opEN WOUNO OF CHEST (WALL), WITHOUT MENTION OF COWL IC,4TION
opm WOUNO oF CHEST (WALL), C014PLICATE0
OPEN WOUNO OF BACK
OPEN WOUNO OF BACK, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF BACK, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF i3UTTOCK
OPEN WOUNO OF BUTTOCK, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF BUTTOCK, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF GENITAL ORGANS (EXTERNAL) , INCLUOING TRAUMATIC
AMPUTATION
OPEN WOUNO OF PENIS, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF PENIS, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF SCROTUM ANO TESTES, HITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF SCROTUM ANO TESTES, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF VULVA, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF VAGINA, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, EXCEPT LIMBS
OPEN WOUNO OF 8REAST, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF BREAST, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF ABOOMINAL WALL, ANTERIOR, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ABOOMINAL WALL, ANTERIOR, COMPLICATED
opEN WOUNO OF ABOOMINAL WALL, LATERAL, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ABOOMINAL WALL, LATERAL, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TRUNK, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF TRUNK,
COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO(S) (MuLTIPLE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE(S), wITHOUT
MENTIoN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO(S) (MULTIPLE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE(S), COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF SHOULDER ANO UPPER ARM
OPEN WOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UP PER ARM, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF sHOULOER REGIoN, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION



























































OPEN HOUNO OF AXILLARY REGION, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN klOUNO OF UPPER ARM, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF MULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER AR14, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARMs COMPLICATE
OPEN blOUNO OF SHOULOER REGION, CO14PLICATE0
OPEN UOUNO OF UPPER ARM, COMPLICATE
OPEN HOUNO OF ELBOW, FOREARM, AND tlRIST
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, FOREARM, ANO WRIST, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF FOREARM, h’ITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN wOUND OF WRIST. lJITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
opEN WOUNO OF EL80M, FoREARM, ANO 14RIsT, COMPLICATE
OPEN liOUNO iJF FOREARM, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUND OF ELBOH, COMPLICATED
OPEN WOUNO OF WRIST, COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, FOREARM, ANO WRIST, WITH TENOON
INvOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF FOREARM, WITH TENOON INVOLVE14ENT
OPEN WOUNO OF ELBOW, WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF WRIST, UITH TENOON INVOLVE!4ENT
OPEN wOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
OPEN IAOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
opEN WOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(s) AL0NE9 c0t4PLIc ATE0
OPEN WOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE, WITH TENOON
INvOLVEMENT
LIPEN WOUNO OF FINGER(S)
OPEN liOUNO OF FINGER(S), blITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF FINGER(s), COMPLICATE
OPEN WOUND OF FINGER(S), WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF UPPER LIMB
MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN wOUNO OF UPPER LIMB, WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
MULTIPLE ANo UNSPECIFIED OPEN wOUNO OF UPPER LIIIB, COMPLICATE
MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF UPPER LIMb, WITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
TRAUMATIC AmpUtatiOn OF THuH6 (co14pLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAuMATIC AMPUTATION OF THUMB (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL), WITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF THUMB (C OMPLETE)(PARTIAL), COMPLICATED
rRAUtIATIC Afl PUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(5) (coMpLETE) (pARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AHPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (c014pLETE) (pARr IAL).
WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC APIPu TATi ON OF oTHER FINGER(S) (C OHpLETE) (pARTIAL),
COMPLICATE
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF ARM ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF AR14 ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (pARTrAL),
UNILATERAL, BELOW ELBOW, WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AHPUTATION OF ARM ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (pARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, LEVEL NOT SPECIFIEO, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH
OPEN WOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH. WITHOUT HENTION OF COt4PLICATION
OP&# HOUND OF HIP ANO THIGH, COPIPLICATEO
OPEN lfOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH), ANO ANKLE
OPEN wOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH), ANO ANKLE, wITHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WOUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH), AND ANKLE, cOHPLIcATEO
OpEN IiIJUNO OF KNEE, LEG (EXCEPT THIGH), ANO ANKLE, WITH TENDON
INvOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE
OPEN WOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE, WITHOUT 14ENTION OF
COt4PLICATION
OPEN wOUNO OF FOOT ExCEPT TOE(S) ALONE, CO14PLICATE0
OPEN tioUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE, WITH TENOON
INVOLVEMENT
oPEN HOUNO OF TOE(S)
OPEN wOUNO OF TOE(S), WITHOUT flENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN WI)UNO OF TO=(S), CO14PLICATE0
. OPEN wOUNO OF TOE(S), WITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN WOUNO OF LOWER LIM8






































































TRAUMATIC Amputation OF TOE(S) (coMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAuMATIC AMPUTATION OF TOE(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL), HITHoUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAu MATIc Ar4PuTATIoN OF LEG(s) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, BELOii KNEE, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAuMATIc AMPUTAT1ON OF LEG(S) (coMPLETE) (PARTIAL).
uNILATERAL, AT OR ABOVE KNEE, UITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (coMPLETE) (p ART IAL),
UNILATERAL, LEVEL NOT SPECIFIEO, WITHOUT MENTION OF
COMPLICATION
INJURY TO BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJuRY TO CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO CA ROTIO ARTERY, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO INTERNAL CA ROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO INTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO EXTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSEL OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO 8LOO0 VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO THORACIC AORTA
INJURY TO INNOMINATE ANO SUBCLAVIAN ARTERIES
INJURY TO INNOMINATE ANO SUBCLAVIAN VEINS
INJURY TO PULMONARY BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO PULMONARY VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER .SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO INTERCOSTAL ARTERY OR VEIN
INJURY TO INTERNAL HAMMARY ARTERY OR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJuRY TO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSEL OF THORAX
INJURY TO 3LOO0 VESSELS OF ABOOMEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO ABOOMINAL AORTA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA, UNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO HEPATIC VEINS
INJURY TO PORTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO OTHER PORTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO RENAL BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO RENAL ARTERY
INJURY TO RENAL VEIN
INJURY TO ILIAC EiLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO ILIAC ARTERY
INJURY TO ILIAC VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER ILIAC EILOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO E.LOOO VESSELS OF AEIOOMEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO EILOOO VESSELS OF A3LIOMEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED 3LOO0 VESSEL OF A300MEN AND PELVIS
INJURY TO LILOOO VESSELS OF UPPER EXTREMITY
INJURY TO AX ILLARY f3LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO AX ILLARY ARTERY
INJURY TO BRACHIAL BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO RAOIAL LILOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO ULNAR 3LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO PALMAR ARTERY
INJURY TO OIGITAL 8LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO 3LOO0 VESSELS OF UPPER EXTREf41TY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSEL OF UPPER EXTREMITY
INJuRY TO LILOOO VESSELS OF LOHER EXTREMITY ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES
INJURY TO COMMON FEMORAL ARTERY
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL FEMORAL ARTERY
INJURY TO FEMORAL VEINS
INJURY TO PO PLITEAL 3LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO POPLITEAL ARTERY
INJURY TO POPLITEAL VEIN
INJURY TO TIBIAL L3LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO ANTERIOR TIF)IAL ARTERY
INJURY TO POSTERIOR T131AL ARTERY
INJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF LOWER EXTREMITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED !3LOO0 VESSEL OF LOHER EXTREMITY
INJURY TO EILOOO VESSELS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE


























































LATE EFFEC7 OF FRACTURE OF SKULL AND FACE BONES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF SPINE ANO TRUNK WITHOUT HENTION
OF SPINAL CORO LESION
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF UPPER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEMUR
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF LOHER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF MULTIPLE ANO uNSPECIFIED BONES
LATE EFFECT OF DISLOCATION
LATE EFFECT OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN MI THOUT MENTION OF TENOON
INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF T’ENOON INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION
LATE EFFECTS OF INJURIES TO SKIN ANO SUSC~JTANEOUS TISSUES
LATE EFFECT OF OPEN klOUNO OF HEAO, NECK, ANO TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF OPEN WOUNO OF EXTREMITIES WITHOUT MENTION
OF TENOON INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF SUPERFICIAL INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF CONTUSION
LATE EFFECT OF CRUSHING
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF EYEs FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF HRIST ANO HANO
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF OTHER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF BURNS OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
LATE EFFECTS OF INJuRIES TO THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
LATE EFFECT OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY WITHOUT MENTION OF
SKULL FRACTURE
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO CRANIAL NERVE
LATE EFFECT OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO NERVE ROOT(S), SPINAL PLEXUS*
AND OTHER NERVES OF TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE OF SHOULOER
GIROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE OF PELVIC GIROLE
ANO LOWER LIMB
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NERVE
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURIES
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO CHEST
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO INTRA-ABOOMINAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO OTHER INTERNAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO BLOOO VESSEL OF HEAO, NECK? ANO
EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FOREIGN BODY IN ORIFICE
LATE EFFECT OF CERTAIN COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUMA
LATE EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED INJURY
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL CAUSES
LATE EFFECT OF POISONING DUE TO ORUG, HEOICINAL OR
&IOLOGICAL SUBSTANCE
LATE EFFECT OF RADIATION
LATE EFFECT OF COMPLICATIONS OF SURGICAL ANO llEOICAL CARE
LATE EFFECT OF CERTAIN OTHER EXTERNAL CAUSES
LATE EFFECT OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL CAUSES
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACES NECK, ANO SCALP EXCEPT EYE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FACE, NECK, ANO SCALP ExCEPT
EYE, I’IITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF FACE, NECK, ANO SCALP EXCEPT
EYE, HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FACE* NECK~ ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYE? HITHOUT MAJOR OPEN uOUNO ANO HITHOUT
MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE* NECK* ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYE, IAITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRUNK
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF TRUNK, HITHOUT MENTION OF
INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF TRUNK, MI THOUT MAJOR
OPEN HOUNO ANO HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRUNKS h’ITHOUT
MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM*
wITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS* OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARUt INFECTf













































ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF ELBOW, FOREARM, AND WRIST,
wITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF ELBOW. FOREARM. ANO uRIST.
INFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF EL BOti, FOREARM, ANO URIST,
INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN aooY (SPLINTER) OF ELBOU. FOflEARM,
ANO WRIST. WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN 140uN0 ANO WITHOUT MENTION OF
INFECTION”
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EL BOH,
FOREARM, ANO WRIST, HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBOW.
FOREARM. ANO blRIST, INFEc TEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE.
wITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, 141THOUT MAJOR OPEN HOUNO ANO HITHOUT
MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGER(S)
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FINGER(S), HITHOUT MENTION
OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FINGER(S), WITHOUT
MAJOR OPEN WOUNO ANO WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FINGER(S), WITHOUT
MAJOR OPEN WOUND, INFECTEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGERS
WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGER(S), INFECTED
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE,
WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF HIP, THIGHt LEGs ANO ANKLET
INFECTEO
INSECT BITE. NONVENOMOUS, OF HIP, THIGHs LEG, ANO ANKLE,
INFECTEO
superficial FOREIGN BOOY (spLINTER) OF HIP, THIGH, LEG.
ANO ANKLE, WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO ANO WITHOUT MENTION OF
INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), WITHOUT
MENTIoN OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), INFECTEO
BLISTER OF FOOT ANO TOE(S) , WITHOUT 14ENTION OF INFECTION
BLISTER OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), INFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, ” OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FOOT ANO TOE(S) ,
wITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO ANO WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)*
wITHOUT MENTIoN OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYELIOS ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CORNEA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CONJUNCTIVAL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURIES OF EYE
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFEcTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES, INFECTEO
BLISTER OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, INFECTEO
INsECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO UNSPECIFIED
SITES, IN FECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF OTHER, f4uLTIpLE, ANO
UNSPECIFIED SITES, WITHOUT MAJOR OPEN WOUNO AND WITHOUT
MENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF OTHER, MULTIPLE,
ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, WITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
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CONTUSION OF EYE ANO AONEXA
BLACK EYE, NOT OTHERblISE SPECIFIEO
CONTUSION OF EYELIOS ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
CONTUSION OF ORBITAL TISSUES
CONTUSION OF EYEBALL
.9 UNSPECIFIED CONTUSION OF EYE




































































CONTUSION OF CHEST HALL
CONTUSION OF ABOOt41NAL HALL
CONTUSION OF BACK
CONTUSION OF GENITAL ORGANS
CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
CONTUSION OF uNSPECIFIED PART OF TRuNK
CONTUSION OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CONTUSION OF SHOULDER REGION
CONTUSION OF SCAPULAR REGION
cONTUSION OF AXILLARY REGION
CONTUSION OF UPPER ARH
CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CONTUSION OF ELBOW ANO FOREARM
CONTUSION OF FOREAR14
CONTUSION OF ELBOW
CONTUSION OF WRIST ANO HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CONTUSION OF HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CONTUSION OF MRIST
CONTUSION OF FINGER
CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER LIMB
CONTUSION OF LOHER LIMB ANO OF OTHER AND UNSPECIFIED SITES
CONTUSION OF HIP ANO THIGH
CONTUSION OF THIGH
CONTUSION OF HIP
CONTUSION OF KNEE ANO LOHER LEG
CONTUSION OF LOHER LEG
CONTUSION OF KNEE




CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES OF LOHER LIMB
coNTus IoN OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF LOHER LIMB
CONTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CRUSHING INJURY OF FACE, SCALP, ANO NECK
CRUSHING INJURY OF UPPER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF ELBOW AND FOREARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF FOREARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF HRIST ANO HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
CRUSH ING INJURY OF HANO(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF HRIST
CRUSHING INJURY OF FINGER(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF LOWER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF KNEE ANO LOUER LEG
CRUSHING INJURY OF LO!4ER LEG
CRUSHING INJURY OF ANKLE ANO FOOT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF FOOT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF ANKLE
CRUSHING INJURY. OF TOE(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOHER LIMB
CRUSHING INJURY OF MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
CRUSHING INJURY OF MULTIPLE SITES, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CRUSHING INJURY OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
FOREIGN BOOY ON EXTERNAL EYE
CORNEAL FOREIGN BOOY
FOREIGN BOOY IN UNSPECIFIED SITE ON EXTERNAL EYE
FOREIGN BOOY IN EAR
FOREIGN BOOY IN NOSE
FOREIGN BOOY IN PHARYNX ANO LARYNX
FOREIGN BOOY IN PHARYNX























































FOREIGN BODY IN TRACHEA, 13RONCHUS, ANO LUNG
FOREIGN BOOY IN TRACHEA
FOREIGN BOOY IN 14A1N BRONCHUS
FOREIGN BOOY IN OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
FOREIGN BOOY IN RESPIRATORY TREE, UNSPECIFIED
FOREIGN BOOY IN tiOUTH, ESOPHAGUS, ANO STOMACH
FOREIGN BOOY IN MOUTH
FOREIGN BOOY IN ESOPHAGUS
FORE IGN BOOY IN STOMACH
FOREIGN BOOY IN INTESTINE AND COLON
FOREIGN EIOOY IN ANUS ANO RECTUM
FOREIGN BOOY IN OIGESTIVE SYSTEM, UNSPECIFIED
FOREIGN BOOY IN GE NITOURINARY TRACT
FoREIGN BODY IN BLAOOER ANO URETHRA
FOREIGN BOOY IN UTERUS, ANY PART
FOREIGN BOOY IN UNSPECIFIED SITE IN GENITOURINARY TRACT
BURN CONFINEO TO EYE ANO AONEXA
OTHER BURNS OF EYELIOS ANO PERIOCULAR AREA
OTHER BURN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
UNSPECIFIED BURN OF EYE ANO AONEXA
BURN OF FACE, liEAO, ANO NECK
BURN OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FACE ANO HEAO
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF MULTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT WITH
EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
ERyTHEMA OUE TO auRN (FIR5T OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
FACE ANO HEAO
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES
(ExCEPT WITH EyE) OF FAc E, HEAO, ANO NECK
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
FACE, HEAD, ANO NECK
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND OEGREE)
FACE ANO HEAO, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (s ECONO OEGREE)
EAR (ANY PART)
BLISTERS, WITH EPIDERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
FOREHEAO ANO CHEEK
aLxsTERs, IAITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
NECK
BLIsTERS, HITH EPXOERMAL LOSS ouE To auRN (S ECONO 0E6REE)
MULTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT WITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO aURN (THIRo OEGREE NOS) OF
FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK






OF EAR (ANY PART)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NoS) OF
EYE (!dITH OTHER PARTS OF FACE* HEAO, ANO NECK)
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN ,( THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF NOSE (SEPTUM)
FuLL-THIcKNEss SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
MULTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT MITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAo, ANO NECK
BURN OF TRUNK
BURN OF TRUNK, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF BREAST
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF CHEST WALL, EXCLUOING
BREAST ANO NIPPLE
auRN OF unspecified oEGREE OF aAc K (ANy PART)
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE
SITES OF TRUNK
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF TRUNK
ERyTHEMA OUE TO auRN (FIRST OEGREE) OF BREA5T
ERYTHEMA OUE TO auRN (FIRST DEGREE) OF CHEST HALL, ExcLuo ING
BREAST AND NIPPLE
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF ABOOMINAL HALL
ERyTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF SACK (ANY PART)
ERyTHEHA OUE TO auRN (FIRST OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
aLISTERS MITH EPIOERFIAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO oEGREE)
OF TRUNK
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (S6CON0 OEGREE) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF TRUNK
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF BREAST
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.22 BLISTERS WITH Eps OERi+AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
CHEST MALL, EXCLUOING BREAST AND NIPPLE
.23 BLISTERS WITH EPIDERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECOND OEGREE) OF ABDD?41NAL WALL
.24 BLISTERS !JITH EPIOERf4AL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF BACK (ANY PART)
.25 BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
.29 BLISTERS WITH EPILIERMAL LDSS OUE TO BURN
(SECOND DEGREE) OF OTHER ANO t4ULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
.3 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOS)
OF TRUNK
.39 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF TRUNK
.32 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF CHEST MALL, EXCLUOING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
.34 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO
OEGREE NOS) OF BACK (ANY PART)
.39 FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOs)
OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
943 8URN OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT IIRIST ANO HANO
.0 BURN OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT MRIST ANO HANO, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
.00 BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
.01 5URN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF FOREARM
.05 BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF SHOULOER
.1 ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST DEGREE) OF UPPER LI14B*
EXCEPT HRIST ANO HANO
.10 ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST DEGREE) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
●2 BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)


















BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
BLISTERS MITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN tSECONO OEGREE)
OF FOREARM
BLISTERS IJITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF ELBOW
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND OEGREE )
OF UPPER ARM
L3LISmRS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF SHOULOER
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT IJRIST ANO HANO”
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE NOS) OF
UPPER LIflB, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DuE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF FOREARM
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO DEGREE NOS)
OF UPPER ARM
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THI RO OEGREE NOS)
OF SHOULOER
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF MULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT WRIST ANO HANO
BURN OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
BURN OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S), UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF SINGLE OIGIT (FINGER (NAIL))
OTHER THAN THUMB
SURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF WRIST
.1 ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF MRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
.10 ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
HANO
.13 ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF TWO OR MORE OIGITS OF
HANO, NOT INCLUOING THUMB
.2 BLISTERS WITH EpIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (sECONO OEGREE)
OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
.20 BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURtA (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
.21 BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE) OF
SINGLE OIGIT (i=INGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAN THUH8
*24 BLISTERS WITH EPIOERliAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO DEGREE) OF














































BLISTERS MITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO DEGREE) OF
PALM OF HANO
BLISTERS WITH EPIOER14AL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
WRIST
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO DEGREE) OF
MULTIPLE SITES OF WRIST(S) ANO HAND(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF 14RI ST(S) ANO HANO(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO 8URN (THIRO OEGREE
uNSPECIFIED SITE OF HANO
FuLL-THicKNEss SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
SINGLE DIGIT (FINGER (NAIL)) OTHER THAN THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN L055 OUE TO BuRN (THIRO OEGREE
THO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO, INCLUOING THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN Loss OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
PALM OF HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO oEGREE
BACK OF HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
WRIST
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE








BURN OF LOWER LIMB(S)
BURN OF LOWER LIMB(S), UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOWER LIM8
(LEG)
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF FOOT
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF ANKLE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF LOHER LEG
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED DEGREE OF KNEE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF THIGH (ANY PART)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF LOWER LIMB(S)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FOOT
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF THIGH (ANy pART)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
OF LOWER LIMB(S)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERfiAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE)
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOWER LIt4B (LEG)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
FOOT
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF LOWER LEG
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS DUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY PART)
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECONO OEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES OF LOWER LIMB(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF LOWER LIMB(S)
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIf10 DEGREE NOS) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOWER LIMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF FOOT
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
ANKLE
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
LOWER LEG
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS DUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
THIGH (ANy PART)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
MULTIPLE SITES OF LOWER LIMB(S)
OEEP NECROSIS OF underlying TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREE) OF LOWER LIMB(S) WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF A BOOY PART
DEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN
(OEEP THi RO OEGREE) OF FOOT$ WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF FOOT
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
DEGREE) OF LOWER LEG, WITHOUT MENTION OF LOSS OF LOWER LEG
BURNS OF MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
BURNS OF MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES, UNSPECIFIED oEGREE
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST JEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
BLISTERS wITH EPIOERMAL LoSS OUE TO BURN (SECONO OEGREE) OF
MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
OEEP NECROSIS OF Underlying TISSUES OUE TO auRN (OEEP THIRO


















































OF A BoDY PART
BURN OF INTERNAL ORGANS
BURN OF MOUTH ANO PHARYNX
BURN OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, ANO LUNG
BURN OF ESOPHAGUS
BURN OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
BURNS CLASSIFIED ACCOROING TO EXTENT OF BOOY SURFACE INVOLVEO
BUM (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERc ENT OF aoor
SURFACE
BURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERc ENT OF Boor
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
wITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OR
UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
auRN (ANy OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF 1300Y
SURFACE WITH TtAIRO OEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF BOOY 5URFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
auRN (ANy OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERcENT OF aoor
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INvOLv ING 20-29 pERc ENT OF BOOY
SURFACE IIITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 20-29 PERCENT
8uRN (ANY OEGREE) INvoLv ING 30-39 pERcENT OF aoov SURFACE
8uRN (ANY 0E6REE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE liITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10
PERCENT OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE wITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
auRN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERcENT OF BOOY
SURFACE wITH THIRo OEGREE BURN OF 30-39 PERCENT
BURN (ANY oEGREE) INvoLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF 300Y SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE ) INvOLVING 40-49 PERCENT 01= BOOY
SURFACE !41TH THIRO DEGREE EIURN OF 20-29 PERCENT
BURN ( ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE wITH TH.2R0 OEGREE BURN OF 40-49 PERCENT
i3uRN (ANy OEGREE) INVOLVING 50-59 pERc ENT OF aooY 5uRFAcE
auRN (ANY OEGREE) INvOLv ING 50-59 pERcENT oF BooY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10
PERCENT OR UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 60-69 PERCENT OF BODY SURFACE
auRN (ANy DEGREE) INVOLVING 60-69 PERCENT OF BODY
SURFACE WITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 60-69 PERCENT
BURN, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BLISTERS WITH EPIOERFIAL LOSS DUE TO BURN (sECONO OEGREE),
UNSPECIFIED SITE
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO 13URN CTHIRO OEGREE NOS),
UNSPECIFIED SITE
INJURY TO OPTIC NERVE ANO PA THHAYS
OPTIC NERVE INJURY
INJURY TO OPTIC CHIASH
INJURY TO OPTIC PATHWAYS
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OPTIC NERVE AND PATHHAYS
INJURY TO OTHER CRANIAL NERVE(S)
INJURY TO OCULOHOTOR NERVE
INJURY TO TROCHLEAR NERVE
INJURY TO TRIGEMINAL NERVE
INJURY TO ABOUCENS NERVE
INJURY TO FACIAL NERVE
INJURY TO ACOUSTIC NERVE
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO CRANIAL NERVES
SPINAL CORD INJURY WITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
CERVICAL SPINAL CORO INJURY HITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL
BONE INJURY
CI-C4 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
C1-C4 LEvEL UITH CENTRAL CORO SYNOROHE





































































C5-C7 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
C5-C7 LEVEL M17H COMPLETE LESION OF SPINAL CORO
ooRsAL (THORACIC) SPINAL CORO INJuRy HITHouT EvIoENc E
OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
T1-T6 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
T1-T6 LEVEL klITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL CORO INJURY
T7-T12 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, UNSPECIFIED
T7-T12 LEVEL HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL CORO INJURY
LUMBAR SPINAL CORO INJURY WITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
SACRAL SPINAL CORO INJURY WITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL BONE INJURY
CAUOA EQUINA SPINAL CORO INJURY HITHOUT SPINAL BONE INJURY
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPINAL CORO INJURY WITHOUT EVIOENCE OF
SPINAL BONE INJURY
INJURY TO NERVE ROOTS ANO SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO CERVICAL NERVE ROOT
INJURY TO LUMBAR NERVE ROOT
INJURY TO BRACHIAL PLEXUS
INJuRY TO LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED SITE OF NERVE ROOTS ANO SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO OTHER NERVE(S) OF TRUNK. EXCLUOING SHOULOER ANO
PELVIC GIROLES
INJuRY TO CERVICAL SYMPATHETIC NERVE, EXCLUOING SHOULOER ANO
PELVIC GIROLES
INJURY Til PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF SHOULDER GIROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO AX ILLARY NERVE
INJURY TO MEOIAN NERVE
INJuRY TO ULNAR NERVE
INJURY TO RADIAL NERVE
INJURY TO MUSCULOCUTANEOUS NERVE
INJURY TO OIGITAL NERVE, UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S) OF SHOULDER GIROLE
ANO UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED NERVE OF SHOULOER GIROLE ANO UPPER LIMB
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF PELVIC GIRDLE AND LONER LIMB
INJURY TO SCIATIC NERVE
INJURY TO FEMORAL NERVE
INJURY TO POSTERIOR TIBIAL NERVE
INJURY TO PERONEAL NERVE
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S) OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LOHER
LIMB
INJURY TO HULTIPLE NERVES OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LOWER LIMB
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED NERvE OF PELVIC GIROLE AND LOWER LIMB
INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NERVES
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL NERVES OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S)
INJURY TO MULTIPLE NERVES IN SEVERAL PARTS
INJURY TO NERVES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CERTAIN EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUMA
AIR EMBOLISM AS AN EARLY COMPLICATION OF TRAUMA
FAT EMBOLISM AS AN EARLY COMPL1CATION OF TRAUMA





OTHER EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF
INJURY, OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
INCLUOING MULTIPLE SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY
POISONING BY ANTIBIOTICS
TRAUMA
TO FACE ANO NECK
TO TRUNK
TO SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
TO EL80W, FOREARM, AND HRIST
TO HANO. EXCEPT FINGER
TO FINGER
TO HIP ANO THIGH
TO KNEE, LEGt ANKLE, ANO FOOT
TO OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES,
TO UNSPECIFIED SITE
POISONING BY PENICILLINS
POISONING BY ANTIFUNGAL ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY ERYTHROMYCIN ANO OTHER MACROLIOES
POISONING BY TETRACYCLINE GROUP
POISONING BY CEPHALOSPORIN GROUP
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POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIED ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED ANTIBIOTIC
POISONING BY OTHER ANTI-INFECTIVES
POISONING BY SULFONAHIOES
POISONING BY OTHER ANT IMYC08ACTERIAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANTI-INFECTIVES
POISONING BY HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
POISONING BY AORENAL CORTICAL STEROIDS
POISONING BY OVARIAN HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
POISONING BY INSULINS ANO ANTIOIABETIC AGENTS
POISONING BY ANTERIOR PITUITARY HORMONES
POISONING BY THYROIO ANO THYROIO DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC
SUBSTITUTES
POISONING BY PRIMARILY SYSTEMIC AGENTS
POISONING BY ANTIALLERGIC ANO ANTIEKIETIC ORUGS
POISONING BY ANTINEOPLASTIC ANO IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE ORUGS
POISONING BY VITAMINS, NOT ELSE IAHERE CLASSIFIED
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING BLOOO CONSTITUENTS
POISONING BY IRON ANO ITS COMPOUNOS
POISONING BY ANTICOAGULANTS
porsoNING By vITAMIN K CPHYTONAOIONE)
POISONING BY NATURAL BLOOO AND BLOOO PROOUCTS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED AGENT AFFECTING 6LOO0 CONSTITUENTS
POISONING BY ANALGESICS, ANTI PYRETICS, ANO ANTI RHEUMATICS
POISONING BY OPIATES AND RELATED NARCOTICS
poIsoNIN6 BY OPIUM (ALKALOIDS). unspecified
POISONING BY’ HEROIN
POISONING BY HETHAOONE
POISONING BY OTHER OPIATES ANO RELATEO NARCOTICS
POISONING BY SAL ICYLATES
POISONING BY AROMATIC ANALGESICS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
POISONING BY PYRAZOLE DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY ANT IRHELN4ATICS (ANT IPHLOGISTICS)
POISONING BY OTHER NON-NARCOTIC ANALGESICS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ANALGESICS ANO AN TIPYRETICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED ANALGESIC ANO ANTIPYRETIC
POISONING BY ‘ ANTI CONVULSANTS ANO ANT I-PARK INSONISM ORUGS
POISONING BY HYOANTOIN DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ANTICONVULSANTS
POISONING BY ANTI-PARKINSONISM ORUGS
POISONING BY SEOATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
POISONING BY BARBITURATES
POISONING BY CHLORAL HYORATE GROUP
POISONING BY METHAQUALONE COMPOUNOS
POISONING BY GLUTETHIMIOE GROUP
POISONING BY OTHER SE OATIVES ANO HYPNOTIcS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
POISONING BY OTHER CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS ANO
ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MUSCLE-TONE DEPRESSANTS
POISONING BY OTHER GASEOUS ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY INTRAVENOUS ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GENERAL ANESTHETICS
poIsoNING BY SURFAc E (TOPICAL) ANO INFILTRATION ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS
POISONING BY ANT IOEPRESSANTS
POISONING BY PHENOTHIAZINE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY BUTYROPHENONE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY OTHER ANT IPSYCHOTICS, NEUROLEPTICS. ANO MAJOR
TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY BENZOOIAZEPINE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY OTHER TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY PSyCHOOySLEpTICS (HALLUCINOGENS)
POISONING BY PSYCHOSTI14ULANTS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOTROPIC AGENT
POISONING BY ORUGS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS
SYSTEM
POISONING BY PARASYMPATHO)I I14ETICS (C HULINERGICS)
: POISONING BY PARASYHPATHOLYTICS (ANTI CHOLINERGICS ANO
ANT IMUSCARINICS) ANO SPASMOLYTICS
POISONING BY SYMPATHO141HETICS (AORENERGICS)
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PoISONING BY CAROIAC RHYTHM REGULATORS
POISONING BY CA RO1OTONIC GLYCOSIOES ANO ORUGS OF SIMILAR ACTION
POISONING BY CORONARY vASOOILATORS
PoISONING BY OTHER VASOOILATORS
POISONING BY OTHER ANTI HYPERTENSIVE AGENTS
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING
THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
PoIsoNING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEM
POISONING BY ANTAC1OS ANO ANT IGASTRIC SECRETION DRUGS
POISONING BY IRRITANT CATHARTICS
POISONING BY EMOLLIENT CATHARTICS
PoISONING BY OTHER CATHARTICS? INCLUOING INTESTINAL ATONIA ORUGS
POISONING BY ANT IOIARRHEAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
POISONING BY MATER, MINERAL, ANO URIC ACIO METABOLISM ORUGS
POISONING BY PURINE DERIVATIVE DIuRETICS
POISONING BY SALURETICS
POISONING BY OTHER OIURETICS
POISONING BY OTHER MINERAL SALTS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
POISONING BY URIC ACIO METABOLISM ORUGS
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY ACTING ON THE SMOOTH ANO
SKELETAL MUSCLES ANO RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
POISONING BY SMOOTH MUSCLE RELAXANTS
PoISONING BY SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXANTS
POISONING ay OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ORUGS ACTING ON MJSCLES
PoISONING BY ANT ITUSSIVES
POISONING BY ANTI-COMMON COLD ORUGS
POISONING BY ANT IASTHMATICS
PoISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING SKIN ANO MUCOUS
MEMEiRANE. OPHTHALMOLOGICAL, OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGI CAL? ANO OENTAL
DRUGS
POISONING BY LOCAL ANTI-INFECTIVES ANO ANTI-INFLAMMATORY ORUGS
PoIsoNING BY ANT IPRURITICS
POISONING 3Y KERATOLYTICS, KERATOPLASTICS, OTHER HAIR
TREATMENT ORUGS ANO PREPARATIONS
POISONING ay ANT I- INFECTIVES ANO OTHER ORUGS ANO PREPARATIONS
FOR EAR, NOSE, ANO THROAT
POISONING BY OENTAL ORUGS TOPICALLY APPLIEO
POISONING BY OTHER AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING SKIN ANO MUCOUS
MEM3RANE
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ORUGS ANO t! EOICINAL
SUBSTANCES
PoIsoNING BY OIETETICS
POISONING 3Y LIPoTROPIC ORUGS
POISONING 3Y ALCOHOL DETERRENTS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUGS ANO MEOICINAL SUBSTANCES
POISONING 3Y UNSPECIFIED ORUG OR MEOICINAL SUBSTANCE
POISONING BY 3ACTERIAL VACCINES
POISONING BY TYPHOIO ANO PARATYPHOIO VACCINE
POISONING BY MIXEO 3ACTERIAL VACCINES? EXCEPT COMBINATIONS
wITH A PERTUSSIS COMPONENT
TOXIC EFFECT OF ALCOHOL
ToxIC EFFECT OF ETHYL ALCOHOL
ToxIC EFFECT OF METHYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF PETROLEUM PROOUCTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOLVENTS OTHER THAN PETROLEUM-BASEO
TOXIC EFFECT OF BENZENE ANO HOMOLOGIES
ToxIC EFFECT OF CARBON TETRACHLORIOE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER CHLORINATE HYDROCARBON SOLVENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER NONPETROLEUM-3ASE0 SOLVENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROMATICS? ACIOSS ANo cAus TIc ALKALIs
TOXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROMATICS
TOXIC EFFECT OF ACIOS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC ALKALIS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC, UNSPECIFIED
TOXIC EFFECT OF LEAO ANO ITS COMPOUNOS (INCLUOING FUMES)
ToxIC EFFECT OF INORGANIC LEAO COMPOUNOS






































































TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER LEAO COMPOUNDS
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED LEAD CO14POUN0
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER METALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF ARSENIC ANO ITS COMPOUNOS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO METALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIOE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER GASES* FUMESS OR VAPORS
ToxIC EFFECT OF LIQUEFIEO PETROLEUM GASES
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER HYOROCAR130N GAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF FREON
TOXIC EFFECT OF CHLORINE GAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPEC IFIEO GASES, FUMES* OR VAPORS
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED GAS, FUME, OR VAPOR
TOXIC EFFECT OF NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF FISH ANO SHELLFISH EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF MUSHROOMS EATEN AS FOOO
ToXIC EFFECT OF BERRIES ANO OTHER PLANTS EATEN AS FOOO
ToxIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED NOXIOUS SUBSTANCE EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES* CHIEFLY NONMEOICINAL AS TO
SOURCE
TOXIC EFFECT OF HYOROCYANIC ACIO ANO CYAN1OES
TOXIC EFFECT OF STRYCHNINE ANO SALTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF ORGANOPHOSPHATE ANO CARBAMATE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER PESTICIDES, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
TOXIC EFFECT OF VENOM
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOAPS ANO DETERGENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES* CHIEFLY NONMEOICINAL AS TO
SOURCE
ToxIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED SUBSTANCE, CHIEFLY NONMEOICINAL AS
TO SOURCE
EFFECTS OF RAOIATION, UNSPECIFIED
EFFECTS OF REOUCEO TEMPERATURE
FROSTBITE OF HANO
FROSTBITE OF FOOT




OTHER SPECIFIEO EFFECTS OF REOUCEO TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS OF HEAT ANO LIGHT




EFFECTS OF AIR PRESSURE
BAROTRAUHA, OTITIC
CAISSON OISEASE
EFFECTS OF OTHER EXTERNAL CAUSES
EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING
OROUNING ANO NONFATAL SUBI’IERSION
EFFECTS OF HUNGER
EFFECTS OF THIRST
EXHAUSTION OUE TO EXPOSURE
EXHAUSTION OUE TO EXCESSIVE EXERTION
ASPHYXIATION ANO STRANGULATION
ELECTROCUTION ANO NONFATAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
OTHER EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL CAUSES
CERTAIN AOVERSE EFFECTS NOT ELSEIJHERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK, NOT EL SE14HERE CLASSIFIED
ANGIONEUROTIC EOEMA, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED AOVERSE EFFECT OF ORUG, )IEOICINAL ANO
BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCE, NOT ELSE WIERE CLASSIFIED
ALLERGY. UNSPECIFIED, NOT ELSE UHERE CLASSIFIED
SHOCK OUE TO ANESTHESIA* NOT EL SEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CHILO HALTREATMENT SYNOROME
OTHER SPECIFIEO AOVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
AOULT HALTREATMENT SYNORO#lE
OTHER SPECIFIEO AOVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSE MHERE CLASSIFIED
COMPLICATIONS PECULIAR TO CERTAIN SPECIFIED PROCEDURES
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF CAROIAC OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATIONS OF uNSPECIFIED CAROIAC OEVICE.
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO CAROIAC PACEMAKER (EL EC TROOE)























































MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO CORONARY BYPASS GRAFT
OTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF CARDIAC OEVICE, IMPLANT,
ANIJ GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER VASCULAR OEVICE, IMPLANT,
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM DEVICE, IMPLANT,
AND GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF GE NITOURINARY OEVICEt IMPLANTs
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO URETHRAL ( INOMELLING) CATHETER
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OUE TO INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE
OEVICE
OTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF GENITOURINARY OEVICE$ IMPLANTs
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF INTERNAL ORTHOPEDIC OEVICE$
IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PROSTHETIC
OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
INFECTION ANO INFLAMMATORY REACTION OUE TO INTERNAL
PROSTHETIC OEVICE, IMPLANT, ANO GRAFT
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF INTERNAL PROSTHETIC OEVICE$
IMPLANT, AND GRAFT
COMPLICATIONS OF TRANSPLANTED ORGAN
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED EXTREMITY OR BOOY PART
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED HANO
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED FINGER(S)
COMPLICATIONS OF REATTACHED UPPER EXTREHITYS OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED
COMPLICATIONS AFFECTING SPECIFIEO BOOY SYSTEMS, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASSIFIED
CARDIAC COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
RESPIRATORY COMPLICATIONS* NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
GASTROINTESTINAL COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
uRINARY COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
LATE AMPUTATION STUMP COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED LATE COMPLICATION OF AMPUTATION STUMP
NEUROMA OF AMPUTATION STUMP
INFECTION (CHRONIC) OF AMPUTATION STUMP
OTHER LATE AMPUTATION STUMP COMPLICATION
COMPLICATIONS AFFECTING OTHER SPECIFIEO BOOY SYSTEMS*
NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEklHERE CLASSIFIED
POSTOPERATIVE SHOCKS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
HEMORRHAGE OR HEMATOMA COMPLICATING A PROCEOURE, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
ACCIDENTAL PUNCTURE OR LACERATION OURING A PROCEOURE. NOT
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
DISRUPTION OF OPERATION @lOUNO, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
FOREIGN BODY ACCIDENTALLY LEFT OURING A PROCEOURE, NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
POSTOPERATIVE INFECTION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
PERSISTENT POSTOPERATIVE FISTULA, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO FOREIGN SUBSTANCE ACCIDENTALLY LEFT
OURING A PROCEOURE, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PROCEOUREg NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS OF MEOICAL CARE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS OF f4EDICAL CARE, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
OTHER INFECTION OUE TO MEOICAL CARE! NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK OUE TO SERUM, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SERUM REACTION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER TRANSFUSION REACTION, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATIONS OF MEOICAL CAREV NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
SUPPLEMENTARY CLASSIFICATION OF FACTORS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS
ANO CONTACT WITH HEALTH SERVICES
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TO COMMUNICABLE OISEASES
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TO TUBERCULOSIS
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TO RUBELLA
























































CONTACT 141TH OR EXPOSURE TO OTHER VIRAL OISEASES
CONTACT HITH OR EXPOSURE TO OTHER COMMUNICABLE OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF INFECTIOUS OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL
DISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTED CARRIER OF VIRAL HEPATITIS
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS
ORGANISM
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION AND INOCULATION AGAINST
BACTERIAL OISEASES
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION WITH TUBERCULOSIS (BCG)
VACCINE
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
CERTAIN VIRAL OISEASES
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATION AGAINST
RUBELLA ALONE
NEEO FOR ISOLATION ANO OTHER PROPHYLACTIC MEASURES
NEEO FOR DESENSITIZATION TO ALLERGENS
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC IMMUNOTHERAPY
NEEO FOR OTHER PROPHYLACTIC CHEMOTHERAPY
NEEO FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO PROPHYLACTIC MEASURE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GASTROINTESTINAL
TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF ORAL CAVITY ANO PHARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOMACH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARGE INTESTINE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM, RECTOSIGMOIO
JUNCTION* ANO ANUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES IN
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TRACHEAS BRONCHUS*
ANO LUNG
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF OTHER RESPIRATORY
ANO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES*
MIOOLE EAR, ANO ACCESSORY SINUSES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER
RESPIRATORY ANO INTRATHORACIC ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF I’IALIGNANT NEoPLAS14 OF BREAST
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GENITAL ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
FEMALE GENITAL ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF CERVIX UTERI
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF UTERUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF OTHER FEMALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
HALE GENITAL ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PROSTATE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER MALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URINARY ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED
URINARY ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BLAOOER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF KIONEY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER URINARY ..ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LYklPHOIO LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MYELOIO LEUKEMIA






























































PERSONAL HISTORY OF 07 HER LY14PHA71C AND HE FIATOPOIE71C
NEOPLASHS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RETICULOSARCOMA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF liOOGKIN* S OISEASE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER LYMPHATIC ANO HE14ATOPOIETIC
NEOPLASMS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER S17ES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT MELANOMA OF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRAIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTS OF
NERVOUS SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYROIO
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE
GLANOS ANO RELATEO STRUCTURES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES
UNSPECIFIEO PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MENTAL OISOROER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF AFFECTIVE OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NEUROSIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALCOHOLISM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER MENTAL OISOROERS
PERSCt4AL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED MENTAL OISOROER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ENOOCRINE, METABOLIC, ANO 1MMUNIT%
OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO-FORMING ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH ANO SENSE
ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER DISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF URINARY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER GENITAL SYSTEM ANO OBSTETRIC
OISORDERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSilE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ARTHRITIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER MUSCULOSKELETAL OISOROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF PER INATAL PROBLEMS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED OISEASE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO MEOICINAL AGENTS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERG.Y TO PENICILLIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER ANTIBIOTIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO SULFONAMIDES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER ANTI-INFECTIVE AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO ANESTHETIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO NARCOTIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO ANALGESIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO !IEOICINAL
AGENTS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO UNSPECIFIED MEOICINAL AGENT
OTHER PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY, OTHER THAN TO MEOICINAL AGENTS*
PRESENTING HA ZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SURGERY TO HEART ANO GREAT VESSELS?
PRESENTING HA ZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SURGERY TO OTHER MAJOR ORGANS, PRESENTING
HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF IRRADIATION, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INJURY, PRESENTING HAZARDS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF POISONING, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONTRACEPTION, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NONCOMPLIANCE HITH MEOICAL TREATMENTs
PRESENTING HAZARDS TO HEALTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HA ZAROS TO HEALTH.89





































































FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS*
ANO LUNG
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NFOPLAS14 OF 8REAST
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GENITAL ORGANS
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF URINARY ORGANS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER LYMPHATIC ANO HEMATOPOIETIC NEOPLASHS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER SPECIFI EO MALIGNANT NEOPLASH
FAMILY HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM
FAMILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN CHRONIC OISABLING OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC CONOITION
FAMILY HISTORY OF STROKE (CEREBROVASCULAR)
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER NEUROLOGICAL OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF ASTHMA
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER WJSCULOSKELETAL OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OIABETES llELLITUS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER ENOOCRINE ANO METABOLIC OISEASES
FANILY HISTORY OF OTHER BLOOO OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF MENTAL RETARDATION
FANILY HISTORY OF OIGESTIVE OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF KIONEY OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER GENITOURINARY OISEASES
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CONDITIONS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER EYE OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
FAMILY HISTORY OF ALLERGIC OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CONOITION
HEALTH SUPERVISION OF INFANT OR CHILO
RouTINE INFANT OR CHILO HEALTH CHECK
NORtlAL PREGNANCY
SUPERVIS ION OF NORMAL FIRST PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF OTHER NORNAL PREGNANCY
PREGNANT STATE, INCIDENTAL
SUPERVISION OF HIGl+RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITH HISTORY OF
INFERTILITY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY lIIITH HISTORY OF TROPHO-
BLASTIC OISEASE
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY blITH HISTORY OF ABORTION
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY WITH OTHER POOR OBSTETRIC
HISTORY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY WITH OTHER POOR REPRODUCTIVE
HISTORY
SUPERVISION OF OTHER HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF UNSPECIFIED HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
POSTPARTUM CARE ANO EXAMINATION
POSTPARTUM CARE ANO EXAMINATION I#lMEOIATELY AFTER OELIVERY
ROUTINE POSTPARTUM FOLLOW-UP
CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
GENERAL COUNSELING ANO AOVICE ON CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
OTHER GENERAL COUNSELING ANO AOVICE ON CONTRACEPTIVE
MANAGEMENT
STERILIZATION
SURVEILLANCE OF PREVIOUSLY PRESCR18E0 CONTRACEPTIVE ME THOOS
SURVEILLANCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
SURVEILLANCE OF OTHER CONTRACEPTIVE tlETHOO
UNSPECIFIED CONTRACEPTIVE MANAGEMENT
PROCREATIVE MANAGEMENT
TU80PLASTY OR VASOPLASTY AFTER PREVIOUS STERILIZATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO PROCREATIVE HANAGEHENT
CAITCOME OF OELIVERY
MOTHER MITH SINGLE LIVE80RN
MOTHER wITH SINGLE STILLBORN
MOTHER WITH THINS* BOTH LI VE80RN
NOTHER WITH THINS, ONE LIVE80RN ANO ONE STILLBORN
MOTHER UITH THINS, BOTH STILLBORN
MOTHER WITH UNSPECIFIED OUTCOME OF OELIVERY
ANTENATAL SCREENING
OTHER ANTENATAL SCREENING BASEO ON AMN1OCENTESIS










































































SINGLE LIVEBORN, BORN IN HOSPITAL
SINGLE LIVEBORN, BORN BEFORE AOMISSION TO HOSPITAL
TIJIN 81RTH, NATE LIVEBORN
THIN BIRTH, MATE LIVEBORN, BORN BEFORE ADMISSION TO HOSPITAL
MENTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS
MENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS WITH LEARNING
MENTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PROBLEmS WITH CO14MUNICATION (XNCLUOING
SPEECH)
UNSPECIFIED MENTAL OR BEHAVIORAL PROBLEM
PROBLEMS WITH SPECIAL SENSES AND OTHER SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
OTHER EYE PROBLEMS
PROBLEMS WITH SMALLOHING ANO MASTICATION
OTHER PROBLEMS wITH SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEM WITH SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACED BY TRANSPLANT
KIDNEY REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
HEART REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
HEART VALVE REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
LIVER REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
UNSPECIFIED ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
LENS REPLACEO BY OTHER NEANS
HEART VALVE REPLACEO BY OTHER flEANS
BLOOD VESSEL REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS






STATUS OF OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
CYSTOSTONY STATUS
STATUS OF OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING STATUS
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATES
POSTSURGICAL CAROIAC PACEMAKER IN SITU
POSTSURGICAL RENAL OIALYSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL PRESENCE OF CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO DRAINAGE OEVICE
POSTSURGICAL INTESTINAL BYPASS OR ANASTOMOSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL ARTHROOESIS STATUS
PRESENCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
POSTSURGICAL STATES FOLLO141NG SURGERY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS
POSTSURGICAL AORTOCORONARY BYPASS STATUS
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS
OTHER OEPENOENCE ON MACHINES
OEPENOENCE ON RESPIRATOR
OTHER PROBLEMS blITH INTERNAL ORGANS
OTHER OIGESTIVE PROBLEMS
OTHER URINARY PROBLENS
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEMS WITH INTERNAL ORGANS
PROBLEMS HITH LIMBS ANO OTHER PROBLEMS
DEFICIENCIES OF LIMBS
MECHANICAL PROBLEMS UITH LIMBS
MOTOR PROBLEMS HITH LIMBS
SENSORY PROBLEMS WITH LIMBS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PROBLEMS INFLUENCING HEALTH STATUS
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEMS NITH LIMBS ANO OTHER PROBLEMS
ELECTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REMEOYING HEALTH
STATES
OTHER PLASTIC SURGERY FOR UNACCEPTABLE COSMETIC APPEARANCE
ROUTINE OR RITuAL CIRCUMCISION
OTHER ELECTIVE SURGERY FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REMEOYING
HEALTH STATES
AFTERCARE INVOLVING THE USE OF PLASTIC SURGERY
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE
FITTING ANO AOJUSTf4ENT OF ArtifiCial LEG (COMPLETE) (pARTIAL)
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF BREAST PROSTHESIS
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF OTHER DEVICE









































































FITTING AND ADJUSTMENT OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF 1LE0ST0M% OR OTHER INTESTINAL
APPLIANCE
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF URINARY OEVICES
FITTING ANO ADJuSTMENT OF ORTHOPEDIC OEVICES
FITTING ANO ADJUSTMENT OF oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OEVICE
OTHER ORTHOPEDIC AFT ERCARE









ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF OIGESTIVE TRACT
ATTENTION TO CYSTOSTOHY
ATTENTIoN TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
ATTENTION TO OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTIFICIAL OPENING
ATTENTION TO UNSPECIFIED ARTIFICIAL OPENING
AFT ERCARE INVOLVING INTERMITTENT OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING EXTRACORPOREAL OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING OTHER OIALYSIS
CARE INVOLVING USE OF REHABILITATION PROCEDURES
CARE INVOLVING BREATHING EXERCISES
CARE INVOLVING oTHER pHysIc AL THERApy
CARE INVOLVING OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ANO VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION
CARE INVOLVING SPEECH THERAPY
CARE INvOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO REHABILITATIoN PROCEOURE
CARE INVOLVING ORTHOTIC TRAINING
CARE INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO REHABILITATION PROCEOURE
CARE INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED REHABILITATION PROCEOURE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AFTERCARE
RADIOTHERAPY SESSION
MAINTENANCE CHEflOTHERAPY
BLOOO TRANSFUSION, HITHOUT REPORTEO OIAGNOSIS
ATTENTION TO SURGICAL ORES SINGS ANO SUTURES







00N0RS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE




NO OTHER HOUSEHOLO MEMBER ABLE TO REMOER CARE








HEALTH PROBLEMS HITHIN FAHILY
ALCOHOLISM IN FAMILY
OTHER HEALTH PROBLEMS wITHIN THE FAMILY
WJLTIPARITY
ILLEGITIMACY OR ILLEGITIMATE PREGNANCY
OTHER UNklANTEO PREGNANCY






































































.l SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS 
V76 SPECIAL SCREENING FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS 
.2 SCREENING FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS OF THE CERVIX 
.9 SCREENING FOR UNSPECIFIED MALIGNANT NEOPLASMS 
OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL STRESS. NOT ELSEWHERE 
CLASSIFIED 
INTERPERSONAL PROBLEMSI NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 
BEREAVEMENT9 UNCOMPLICATED 
OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL STRESS* NOT ELSEWHERE 
CLASSIFIED 
UNSPECIFIEO PSYCHOSOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE 
UNAVAILABILITY OF OTHER MEDICAL FACILITIES FOR CARE 
PERSON AWAITING AOMISSION TO ADEQUATE FACILITY ELSEWHERE 
OTHER SPECIFIED REASONS FOR UNAVAILABILITY OF MEOICAL 
FACILITIES 
PERSONS ENCOUNTERING HEALTH SERVICES FOR SPECIFIC PROCEDURES, 
NOT CARRIED OUT 
VACCINATION NOT CARRIED OUT BECAUSE OF CONTRAINOICATION 
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEDURE NOT CARRIED OUT BECAUSE OF 
CONTRAINDICATION 
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEDURE NOT CARRIE0 OUT BECAUSE OF 
PATIENT'S DECISION 
PROCEDURE NOT CARRIED OUT FOR OTHER REASONS 
OTHER PERSONS SEEKING CONSULTATION WITHOUT COMPLAINT OR 
SICKNESS 
HEALTHY PERSON ACCOMPANYING SICK PERSON 
PERSON FEIGNING ILLNESS 
DIETARY SURVEILLANCE AND COUNSELING 
OTHER COUNSELING. NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIEO 
PERSON WITH FEARED COMPLAINT IN WHOM NO DIAGNOSIS WAS MAOE 
OTHER REASONS FOR SEEKING CONSULTATION 
CONVALESCENCE 
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING SURGERY 
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING RADIOTHERAPY 
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING CHEMOTHERAPY 
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING TREATMENT OF FRACTURE 
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING OTHER TREATMENT 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING SURGERY 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING RADIOTHERAPY 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING CHEMOTHERAPY 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING TREATMENT OF FRACTURE 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING OTHER TREATMENT 
FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOWING TREATMENT WITH HIGH-RISK 
MEDICATION9 NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED 
OTHER FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION 
UNSPECIFIED FOLLOW-UP EXAMINATION 
ENCOUNTERS FOR AOMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES 
ENCOUNTERS FOR OTHER SPECIFIED ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSE 
ENCOUNTERS FOR OTHER SPECIFIED ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSE 
ENCOUNTERS FOR UNSPECIFIED ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSE 
GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATION 
GENERAL PSYCHIATRIC EXAMINATION. RECIUESTED BY THE AUTHORITY 
EXAMINATION FOR NORMAL COMPARISON OR CONTROL IN CLINICAL ' 
RESEARCH 
OTHER SPECIFIED GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATIONS 
UNSPECIFIED GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATION 
OBSERVATION AND EVALUATION. FOR SUSPECTED CONOITIONS 
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTED MENTAL CONDITION 
OBSERVATION Of OTHER SUSPECTED MENTAL CONOIlION 
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTED MALIGNANT NEOPLASM 
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTED TUBERCULOSIS 
OBSERVATION FOLLOWING ACCIDENT AT WORK 
OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTHER ACCIOENT 
OBSERVATION FOLLOWING ALLEGED RAPE OR SEOUCTION I 
OBSERVATION FOLLOWING OTHER INFLICTEO INJURY 
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTED CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE 
OBSERVATION FOR OTHER SPECIFIED SUSPECTED CONDITIONS 
OBSERVATION FOR UNSPECIFIED SUSPECTEO CONDITION 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND EXAMINATIONS 
PREGNANCY EXAMINATION OR TEST* PREGNANCY UNCONFIRMED 
OTHER SPECIFIEO EXAMINATIONS 
SPECIAL SCREENING EXAMINATION FOR BACTERIAL AND SPIROCHETAL ' 
DISEASES 
V77 SPECIAL SCREENING FOR ENDOCRINE, NUTRITIONAL, METABOLIC, ANO
1MMUNIT% DISORDERS
.9 SCREENING FOR oTHER AND UNSPECIFIED ENOOCRINE,
NUTRITIONAL, METABOLIC ANo IMMUNITY DISORDERS
V-18 SPECIAL SCREENING FOR DISOROERS OF BLOOD ANO BLOOD-FORMING
ORGANS
.2 SCREENING FOR SICKLE-CELL OISEASE OR TRAIT
V80 SPECIAL SCREENING FOR NEUROLOGICAL. EYE. ANO EAR DISEASES
..? SCREENING FOR OTHER EYE CONDITIONS
V81 SPECIAL SCREENING FOR CARDIOVASCULAR, RESPIRATORY, ANO
GENITOURINARY 01
.0 SCREENING FOR 1
IS EASES
ISCHEMIC HEART OISEASE
.5 SCREENING FOR NEPHROPATHY
V82 SPECIAL SCREENING FOR OTHER CONDITIONS
.9 SCREENING FOR UNSPECIFIED CONDITION
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OPERATIONS ON THE NERvOUS SYSTEM
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF SKULL, SRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL f4ENINGES
CRANIAL PUNCTURE
CISTERNAL PUNCTURE
VENTRICULOPUNCTURE THROUGH PREVIOUSLY IMPLANTED CATHETER
OTHER CRANIAL PUNCTURE
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL UENINGES
OTHER B1OPSY OF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF BRAIN
OTHER BIOPSY OF BRAIN
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BRAIN ANO CEREBRAL MEN INGES
CRANIOTOMY AND CRANIECTOMY
INCISION ANO ORAIPJAGE OF CRANIAL SINUS
REMOVAL OF INTRACRANIAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
REOPENING OF CRANIOTOMY S17E
OTHER CR AN IOTOMY
OTHER CR AN IECTOMY
INCISION OF BRAIN ANO CEREBRAL MENINGES
INCISION OF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
OTHER INC1S1ON OF BRAIN
OPERATIONS ON THALAMuS ANO GLOBLIS PALL1OUS
OPERATIONS ON THALAMUS
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BRAIN ANO MEN INGES
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CEREBRAL MENINGES
HE)IISPHERECTOMY
LO BECTOMY OF BRAIN
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BRAIN
EXCISION OF LESION OF SKULL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL MEN INGES
CRANIOPLASTY
OPENING OF CRANIAL SUTURE
ELEVATION OF SKULL FRACTURE FRAGMENTS
FORMATION OF CRANIAL BONE FLAP
BONE GRAFT TO SKULL
INSERTION OF SKULL PLATE
OTHER CRANIAL OSTEOPLASTY
REf40VAL OF SKULL PLATE
REPAIR OF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
SIMPLE SUTURE OF OURA MATER OF BRAIN
OTHER REPAIR OF CEREBRAL MEN INGES
LIGATION OF MENINGEAL VESSEL
VENTRICULOSTOMY
EXTRACRANIAL VENTRICULAR SHUNT
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO STRUCTURE IN HEAO ANO NECK
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO THORACIC CAVITY
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO ABOOMINAL CAVITY ANO ORGANS
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO URINARY SYSTEM
OTHER OPERATIONS TO ESTABLISH ORAINAGE OF VENTRICLE
REVISION, REMOVAL, ANO IRRIGATION DF vENTRICULAR SHUNT
REPLACEMENT OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
REMOVAL OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT ““
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL MEN INGES
REPAIR OF BRAIN
IMPLANTATION OF INTRACRANIAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF SKULL TONGS
OR HALO TRACTION OEVICE
REMOVAL OF SKULL TONGS OR HALO TRACTION OEVICE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL, BRAIN, ANO CEREBRAL MEN INGES
OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
EXPLORATION ANO DECOMPRESSION OF SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM SPINAL CANAL
REOPENING OF LAM INECTOMY SITE
OTHER EXPLORATION ANO DECOMPRESSION OF SPINAL CANAL
OIVI SION OF INTRASPINAL NERVE ROOT
CHOROOTOMY
OTHER CHOROOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL
CANAL STRUCTURES
SPINAL TAP
BIOPSY OF SPINAL CORO OR SPINAL MEN INGES
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPINAL CORO ANO
SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
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PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORD STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF SPINAL HENINGOCELE
REPAIR OF SPINAL MYELOMENINGOCELE
REPAIR OF VERTEBRAL FRACTURE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO STRUCTURES
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF SPINAL CORO ANO NERVE ROOTS
SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
SPINAL SUBARACHNOIO-PERI TONEAL SHUNT
OTHER SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
INJECTION OF OBSTRUCTIVE AGENT INTO SPINAL CANAL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO SPINAL CANAL FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF OTHER AGENT INTO SPINAL CANAL
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF SPINAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
REMOVAL OF SPINAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
SPINAL BLOOO PATCH
PERCUTANEOUS OENERVATION OF FACET
REMOVAL OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
INCISION* OIVISION, ANO EXCISION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL
NERVES
OIVISION OF TRIGEMINAL NERVE
OIVISION OR CRUSHING OF OTHER CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
oTHER INCISION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER EXCISION OR AVULSION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION
OTHER BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION
OBSTRUCTION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
SUTURE OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS ANO OECOHPRESSION OF CRANIAL
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OECOHPRESSION OF TRIGE141NAL NERVE ROOT
OTHER CRANIAL NERVE DECOMPRESSION
RELEASE OF CARPAL TUNNEL
RELEASE OF TARSAL TUNNEL
OTHER PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION OECOMPRESSI ON OR
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS
CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE GRAFT
TRANSPOSITION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NEUROPLASTY
ACCESSORY-FACIAL ANA STO140SIS
OTHER ANASTOMOSIS OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE
REPAIR OF OLO TRAUMATIC INJURY OF CRANIAL
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER NEUROPLASTY
INJECTION INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE
PERIPHERAL NERVE INJECTION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF OTHER AGENT, EXCEPT NEUROLYTIC
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF PERIPHERAL NEUROSTIIKILATOR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES





OTHER SYMPATHECTO)IY ANO GANGLIONECTONY
INJECTION INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GANGLION
INJECTION OF ANESTHETIC INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE FOR ANALGESIA
OTHER INJECTION INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GANGLION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SYMPATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA
REPAIR OF SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GANGLION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SYIIPATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA
0TH5R OPERATIONS ON NERVOUS SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON THE ENOOCRINE SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON THYROIO ANO PARATHYROIO GLANOS
INCISION OF THYROIO FIELO
ASPIRATION OF THYROIO FIIELO






































































OTHER INCISION OF THYROID FIELO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON THYROIO ANO PARATHYROIO GLANOS
percutaneous (NEEOLE) BIOpSy OF THYROIO GLANo
OTHER BIOPSY OF THYROI O GLANO
BIOPSY OF PARATHYROIO GLANO
UNILATERAL THYROIO LOBECTOMY
OTHER PARTIAL THYROIOECTOflY
ExCISION OF LESION OF THYROIO
OTHER PARTIAL THYROIDECTOMY
CO!4PLETti THYRO1OECTOMY
SUBS TERNAL THY ROIOECTOMY
PARTIAL SUBS TERNAL THYROIOECTOMY
COMPLETE SUBSTERNAL THYROIOECTOMY




OTHER OPERATIONS ON THYROIO (REGION) ANO PARATHYROIO
oIvISION OF THYROIO ISTHMUS
SUTURE OF THYROIO GLANO
PARATHYROIO TISSUE REIMPLANTATION
OPERATIONS ON OTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ADRENAL GLANOS. PITUITARY GLANO,
PINEAL GLANO, ANO THYMUS
PERCUTANEOUS (NE EOLE) 810PSY OF AORENAL GLANO
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON AORENAL GLANOS,
PITUITARY GLANO, PINEAL GLANO, ANO THYHUS
PARTIAL AORENALECTOMY
EXCISION OF LESION OF AORENAL GLAND
UNILATERAL AORENALECTOMY
01 LATERAL AORENALECTOMY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON AORENAL GLANOS, NERVES, ANO VESSELS
INCISION OF AORENAL GLANO
OPERATIONS ON PINEAL GLANO
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PINEAL GLANO
TOTAL EXCIS1ON OF PINEAL GLANO
HYPOPHYSECTOMY
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, TRANSFRONTAL APPROACH
PARTIAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPROACH
PARTIAL EXCIS1ON OF PITUITARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIED APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, OTHER SPECIFIEO APPROACH
TOTAL EXCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIED APPROACH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HYPOPHYSIS
INCISION OF PITUITARY GLANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HYPOPHYSIS
THYMECTOMY
THYMECTOMY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL EXCISION OF THYMUS
TOTAL EXCISION OF THYMUS




OTHER INCISION OF EYELIO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EYELIO
BIOPSY OF EYELIO
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF EYELIO
REMOVAL OF LESION OF EYELIO, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
EXCISION OF CHALAZION
EXCISION OF OTHER MINOR LESION OF EYELIO
EXCISION OF MAJOR LESION OF EYELIOi FULL-THICKNESS
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF EYELIO
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS ANO LIO RETRACTION
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY FRONTALIS MUSCLE
TECHNIQUE WITH SUTURE
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY FRONTALIS MUSCLE
TECHNIQUE HITH FASCIAL SLING
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY RESECTION OR
ADVANCEMENT OF LEVATOR MUSCLE OR APONEUROSIS
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY OTHER LEVATOR MUSCLE TECHNIQUES
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY TARSAL TECHNIQUE
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY OTHER TECHNIQUES









































































REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPION
REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPION BY THERIIOCAUTERIZAT ION
REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPION !dITH WEOGE REsECTION
REPAIR OF EN TROPION OR ECTROPION MITH LID RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER” REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPION
OTHER AO.IUSTIIENT OF LIO POSITION
CANTHOTOMY
BLEPHARORRHAPHY
OTHER ADJUSTMENT OF LIO POSITION
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO HITH FLAPS OR GRAFTS
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO UITH SKIN FLAP OR GRAFT
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO WITH FLAPS OR GRAFTS
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO
RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO* NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS
OTHER REPAIR OF EYELIO
LINEAR REPAIR OF LACERATION OF EYELIO OR EYEBROH





OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYELIOS
oTHER OPERATIONS ON EYELIOS
OPERATIONS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEH
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
BIOPSY OF LACRIMAL GLANO
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LACRIMAL GLANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF LACRIMAL GLANO
MANIPULATION ilF LACRIMAL PASSAGE
PROBING OF LACRIt4AL CANALICULI
PROBING OF NASOLACRIMAL OUCT
INCUBATION OF NASOLACRIMAL OUCT
INCISION OF LACRIMAL SAC ANO PASSAGES
INCISION OF LACRIMAL SAC
OTHER INCISION OF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
EXCISION OF LACRIMAL SAC ANO PASSAGE
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS ANO PUNCTU14
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS




OTHER INCISION OF CONJUNCTIVAL
OIAG?JOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CONJUNCTIVAL
BIOPSY OF CONJUNCTIVAL
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CDNJUNCTIVA
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CONJUNCTIVAL
CONJUNCT IVOPLASTY
OTHER FREE GRAFT TO CONJUNCTIVAL
OTHER CONJUNCT IVOPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CONJUNCTIVAL
SUBCONJUNCTIVAL INJECTION
oPERATIONS ON CORNEA
01 A6NOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CORNEA
SCRAPING OF CORNEA FOR SMEAR OR CULTURE
EXCISION OF PTERYGIUM
TRANSPOSITION OF PTERYGIUI’I
OTHER EXCISION OF PTERYGIUH
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF TISSUE OR OTHER LESION OF CORNEA
MECHANICAL REMOVAL OF CORNEAL EPITHELIUMS
OTHER REMOVAL OR OESTRUC TION OF CORNEAL LESION
REPAIR OF CORNEA
SUTURE OF CORNEAL LACERATION
REPAIR OF POSTOPERATIVE UOUNO OEHISCENCE OF CORNEA
OTHER REPAIR OF CORNEA
CORNEAL TRANSPLANT




OTHER RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY ON CORNEA
OTHER RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY ON CORNEA



































































REMOVfi L OF AR71F1C1AL IMPLANT FROM CORNEA
OPERATIONS ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY, SCLERA, ANO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BODY FROM ANTER1OR SEGMENT OF
PYF---
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY FROM ANTERIOR
SEGMENT OF EYE, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN EJOOY FROM ANTERIOR
SEGMENT OF EYE WITH USE OF MAGNET
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FoREIGN BOOY FROM ANTERIOR
SEGMEN7 OF EYE WITHOUT USE OF MAGNET
IRIOOTOMY ANO SIMPLE IRIOECTOMY
OTHER IRIOOTOMY
ExCIS1ON OF PROLAPSEO IRIS
OTHER IRIOECTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON IRIS, CILIARY BODY, SCLERA,
ANO ANTERIOR CHAMBER
DIAGNOSTIC ASPIRATION OF ANTERIOR CHAMBER OF EYE
IRIOOPLASTY ANO COREOPLASTY
LYSIS OF OTHER ANTERIOR SYNECHIAE
LYSIS OF POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE
LYSIS OF CORN EOVITREAL AOHESIONS
COREOPLASTY
OTHER IRIOOPLASTY
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF IRIS, NONEXCISIONAL
EXCISION OF LESION OF IRIS
EXCISION OF LESION OF CILIARY BOOY




OTHER FACILITATION OF INTRAOCULAR CIRCULATION
SCLERAL FISTULIZATION
TREPHINATION OF SCLERA WITH IRIOECTOMY
THERMOCAUTERIZATION OF SCLERA HITH IRIOECTOMY
TRABECULECTOMY A6 EXTERNO
OTHER SC LERAL FISTULIZATION WITH IRIOECTOMY
POSTOPERATIVE REVISION OF SCLERAL FISTULIZATION PROCEOURE






SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCLERA
REPAIR OF SCLERAL FISTULA
REVISION OF oPERATIVE MOUNO OF ANTERIOR SEGilENTS
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF. SCLERA
OTHER REPAIR OF SCLERAL STAPHYLOMA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCLERA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON IRIS, CILIARY BOOY, ANO ANTERIOR
CHAMBER
THERAPEUTIC EvACUATION ‘OF ANTERIOR CHAMBER
1NJECTION INTO ANTER1OR CHAMBER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON IRIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANTERIOR CHAMBER
OPERATIONS ON LENS
INTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
OTHER INTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY LINEAR EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY SIMPLE A.SPIRAT ION
(ANO IRRIGATION) TECHNIQUE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY FRAGMENTATION ANO
ASPIRATION TECHNIQUE
PHACOEMULSIFI CATION ANO ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
MECHANICAL PHACOFRAGMENTATION ANO OTHER ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
OTHER EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY TEMPORAL INFERIOR ROUTE
OTHER EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
OTHER CATARACT EXTRACTION
OISCISSION OF PRIMARY MEMBRANOUS CATARACT
OISCISSION OF SEcONOARy nEflORANE (AFTER CATARACT)
EXCISION OF SECONOARY MEMBRANE (AFTER CATARACT)
.69 oTHER CATARACT EXTRACTION
.7 INSERTION OF PROSTHETIC LENS (pSEUOOPHAKOS)
.70 INSERTION OF PSEUDOPHAKOS, NoT oTHERWIsE spEcIFIEo
.71 INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS AT TIME
OF CATARACT EXTRACTION, ONE-STAGE
.72 SECONOARY INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PRoSTHESIS
.8 REMOVAL OF IMPLANTEO LENS
.9 OTHER OPERATIONS ON LENS
14 OPERATIONS ON RETINA, CHOROIO, VITREOUS, ANO POSTERIOR CHAMBER
.1 DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RETINA, CHOROIO, VITREOUS* ANO
POSTERIOR CHAMBER
.11 DIAGNOSTIC ASPIRATION OF VITREOUS
.2 oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF RETINA ANO CHOROIO
.21 OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY OIATHERMY
.22 oBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY CRYOTHERAPY
.2+ DESTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
.25 oBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION BY PHOTOCOAGULATION OF
UNSPECIFIED TYPE
.29 OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION
.3 REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR
.31 REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY OIATHERMY
.32 REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY CRYOTHERAPY
.34 REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
.4 REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH SCLERAL SUCKLING
ANO IMPLANT











































OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHHENT
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH OIATHERMY
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH CRYOTHERAPY
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT MITH XENON ARC PHOTOCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT WITH PHOTOCOAGULATION
OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT
REMOVAL OF SURGICALLY IMPLANTEO MATERIAL FROM POSTERIOR
SEGMENT OF EYE
OPERATIONS ON VITREOUS
REMOVAL OF VITREOUS? ANTERIOR APPROACH
oTHER REMOVAL OF VITREOUS
MECHANICAL VITRECTOMY BY ANTERIOR APPROACH
OTHER MECHANICAL VI TRECTOMY
INJECTION OF vITREOUS SUBSTITUTE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VITREOUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RETINA, CHOROIO. AND POSTERIOR CHAMBER
OPERATIONS ON EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES
OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE INVOLVING TEMPORARY
DETACHMENT FROf4 GLOBE
RECESSION OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
ADVANCEMENT OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
RESECTION OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE INVOLVING
TEMPORARY DETACHMENT FROM GLOBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
LENGTHENING PROCEOURE ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
SHORTENING PROCEOURE ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
OPERATIONS ON TWO OR MORE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES INVOLVING
TEMPORARY DETACHMENT FROM GLOBE, ONE OR BOTH EYES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TNO OR MORE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES!
ONE OR BOTH EYES
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES ANO TENOONS
OPERATIONS ON ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
ORBITOTOMY
ORBITOTOMY WITH INSERTION OF ORBITAL It’lPLANT
OTHER 0RBITOTO14Y
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEOJRES ON ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
BIOPSY OF EYEBALL ANO ORBIT
EVISCERATION OF EYEBALL
REMOVAL OF OCULAR CONTENTS WITH SYNCHRONOUS I14PLANT
INTo SCLERAL SHELL












































































ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL blITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT INTO
TENON-S CAPSULE wITH ATTACHMENT OF MUSCLES
ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL WI TH OTHER SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT
OTHER ENUCLEATION OF EYEBALL
ExENTERATION OF ORBITAL CONTENTS
OTHER EXENTERATION OF ORBIT
SE CONOARY PROCEDURES AFTER REMOVAL OF EYEBALL
SECONOARY 1NSERTION OF OCULAR IMPLANT
REVISION ANO REINSERTION OF OCULAR IMPLANT
REVISION OF ENUCLEATION SOCKET UITH GRAFT
OTHER SECONOARY PROCEDURES AFTER REMOVAL OF EYEBALL
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EYEBALL ANO ORBIT
REPAIR OF UOUNO OF ORBIT
REPAIR OF RUPTURE OF EYEBALL
OTHER REPAIR OF INJIJRY OF EYEBALL OR ORBIT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ORBIT ANO EYEBALL
RETROBULBAR INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC AGENT
ExCISION OF LESION OF ORBIT
EXCISION OF LESION OF EYE, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON EYEBALL
OPERATIONS ON THE EAR
OPERATIONS ON EXTERNAL EAR
INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
1NCIS1ON OF EXTERNAL AUDITORY CANAL
OTHER INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EXTERNAL EAR
BIOPSY OF EXTERNAL EAR
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
EXCISION OF PREAURICULAR SINUS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER EXCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
RAOICAL EXCISION OF LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER EXCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SURGICAL CORRECTION OF PROMINENT EAR
RECONSTRUCTION OF EXTERNAL AUOITORY CANAL
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF EXTERNAL EAR
CONSTRUCTION OF AURICLE OF EAR
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF EXTERNAL EAR
RECONSTRUCTIVE OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE EAR
STAPES MoBILIZATION
STAPEOECTOMY
STAPEOECTOMY IAITH INCUS REPLACEMENT
OTHER STAPEOECTOMY
REVISION OF STAPEOECTOMY
REVISION OF STAPEOECTOMY UITH INCUS REPLACEMENT
OTHER REVISION OF STAPEOECTOMY








OTHER REPAIR OF MIOOLE EAR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE ANO INNER EAR
MYRINGOTOMY
MYRINGOTOMY klITH INSERTION OF TUBE
OTHER MYRINGOTOMY
REMOVAL OF TYMPANOSTOMY TUBE
INCISION OF MASTO1O ANO MIOOLE EAR
INCISION OF UASTOIO





OTHER EXCISION OF MIOOLE EAR
EXCISION OF LESION OF I’IIOOLE EAR
FENESTRATION OF INNER EAR
FE NESTRATION OF INNER EAR (INITIAL)








































































oTHER INCISION* EXCISION, ANO OBSTRUCTION OF INNER EAR
OPERATIONS ON EUSTACHIAN TUBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON INNER ANO MIOOLE EAR
REVISION OF flASTOIOECTOMY
REPAIR OF OVAL ANO ROUNO MINOOUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MIOOLE ANO INNER EAR
OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE, MOUTH, ANO PHARYNX
OPERATIONS ON NOSE
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS, NOT OTHERklISE SPECIFIEO
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY ANTERIOR NASAL PACKING
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY POSTERIOR (ANO ANTERIOR) PACKING
CONTROL OF EPISTAX15 BY cAUTERIZATION (ANo pAcKING)
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY LIGATION OF ETHflOIOAL ARTERIES
CONTROL OF =PISTAXIS BY (TRANSANTRAL) LIGATIoN OF
THE MAXILLARY ARTERY
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY LIGATION OF THE EXTERNAL
CAROTIO ARTERY
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY OTHER HEANS
INCISION OF NOSE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NOSE
BIOPSY OF NOSE
LOCAL EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF NOSE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF NOSE* NoT
OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF IN TRANASAL LESION
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OF NOSE
RESEC710N OF NOSE
SUBt4UCOUS RESECTION OF NASAL SEPTUM
TURBINECTO$IY
TURBINECTO!IY BY OIATHERMY OR CRYOSURGERY
FRACTURE OF THE TURBINATES
OTHER TURBINECTOHY
REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
OPEN REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF NOSE







OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON NOSE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF NOSE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
OPERATIONS ON NASAL SINUSES
ASPIRATION ANO LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS
ASPIRATION ANO LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS? NOT 0THER141SE
sPECIFIED----- ..—.
PUNCTURE OF NASAL SINUS FOR ASPIRATION OR LAVAGE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NASAL SINUS




OTHER EXTERNAL MAxILLARY ANTROTOIIY




SINUSOTOMY? NOT OTHERIIISE SPECIFIEo
ETHNOIOOTOMY
SPHENOIOOTOMY
INCISION OF MuLTIPLE NASAL SINUSES
OTHER NASAL SINUSECTOHY
SINUSECTOHY* NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
EXCISION OF LESION OF MAXILLARY SINUS HITH
CALOliELL-LUC APPROACH













































































REPAIR OF NASAL SINUS
CLOSURE OF NASAL SINUS FISTULA
OTHER REPAIR OF NASAL SINUS
REMOVAL ANO RESTORATION OF TEETH
FORCEPS EXTRACTION OF TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OECIDUOUS TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OTHER TOOTH
SURGICAL REMOVAL OF TOOTH
REMOVAL OF RESIOUAL ROOT
OTHER SURGICAL EXTRACTION OF TOOTH




IMPLANTA71 ON OF TOOTH
PROSTHETIC OENTAL IMPLANT
AP ICOECTOMY ANO ROOT CANAL THERAPY
ROOT CANAL, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIED
ROOT CANAL THERAPY UITH APICOECTOMY
APICOECTOMY
07 HER OPERATIONS ON TEETH, GUMS, ANO ALVEOLI
INCISION OF GUM OR ALVEOLAR 80NE




OTHER OPERATIONS ON GUM
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF GUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF GUM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON GUM
EXCISION OF OENTAL LESION OF JAM
ALVEOLOPLASTY
EXPOSURE OF TOOTH
APPLICATION OF ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCE
OTHER oRTHoDONTIC OPERATION
OTHER OENTAL OPERATIONS
EXTENSION OR OEEPENING OF 8UCCOLA81AL OR LINGUAL SULCUS
OTHER OENTAL OPERATIONS
oPERATIONS ON TONGUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TONGUE
NEEOLE 810PSY OF TONGUE
OTHER 810PSY OF TONGUE
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TONGUE
PART IAL GLOSSECTOMY
cowikTE GLOSSECTOHY
REPAIR OF TONGUE ANO GLOSSOPLASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TONGUE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
LINGUAL FRENECTOMY
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF TONGUE
OTHER GLOSSOTOMY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
OPERAT IONS ON SALIVARY GLANOS ANO OUCTS
INCISION OF SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SALIVARY GLANOS ANO
BIOPSY OF SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
EXCISION OF LESION OF SALIVARY GLANO
MARSUPIALIZATION OF SALIVARY GLANO CYST
OTHER EXCISION OF SALIVARY GLANO LESION
SIALOAOENECTO14Y
OUCTS
SIALOAOENECTO14Y, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL SIALOAOENECTOMY
COMPLETE SIALOAOENECTOMY
REPAIR OF SALIVARY GLANO OR oUCT
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SALIVARY GLANO
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
PROBING OF SALIVARY OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MOUTH ANO FACE








































































DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ORAL CAVITY
BIOPSY OF BONY PALATE
BIOPSY OF UVULA
BIOPSY OF LIP
BIOPSY OF MOUTH, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR
TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
UIOE EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF BONY PALATE
EXCISION OF OTHER PARTS OF MOUTH
LABIAL FRENECTOHY
UIOE EXCISION OF LESION OF LIP
OTHER EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LIP
OTHER EXCISION OF t40UTH
PLASTIC REPAIR OF MOUTH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LIP
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OTHER PART OF MOUTH
REPAIR OF CLEFT LIP
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO MOUTH
OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO MOUTH
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO LIP ANO MOUTH
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF MOUTH
PA LATOPLASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF PALATE
CORRECTION OF CLEFT PALATE
REVISION OF CLEFT PALATE REPAIR





OTHER OPERATIONS ON UVULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MOUTH ANO FACE
INCISION OF HOUTH, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OWL CAVITY
OPERATIONS ,ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF TONSIL ANO PER ITONSILLAR STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
BIOPSY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
TONS ILLECTO14Y WITHOUT ADENOIOECTOHY
ToM ILLECTOMY HITH AOENOIOECTOIIY
AOENOIOECTOMY HITHOUT TONSILLECTOMY
CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE AFTER TONSILLECTOMY ANO AOENOIOECTOHY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
EXCISION OF LESION OF TONSIL ANO AOENOIO
OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX
PHARYNGOTOf4Y
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PHARYNX
PHARYNGOSCOPY
PHARYNGEAL BIOPSY
EXCISION OF BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR VESTIGE
EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF PHARYNX
PLASTIC OPERATION ON PHARYNX
OTHER REPAIR OF PHARYNX
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF PHARYNX
LYSIS OF PHARYNGEAL AOHESIONS
OTHER REPAIR OF PHARYNX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PHARYNx
OPERATIONS ON THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
EXCISION OF LARYNX
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARYNx
MARSUPIAL12ATION OF LARYNGEAL CYST





















































































OTHER INCISION OF LARYNX OR TRACHEA
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
LARYNGOSCOPY ANO OTHER TRACHEOSCOPY
BIOPSY OF LARYNX
BItlPSY OF TRACHEA
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TRACHEA
REPAIR OF LARYNX
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF LARYNX
REPAIR OF LARYNGEAL FRACTURE
OTHER REPAIR OF LARYNX
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TRACHEA
CLOSURE OF EXTERNAL FISTULA OF TRACHEA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF TRACHEA
REVISION OF TRACHEOTOMY
RECONSTRUCTION OF TRACHEA ANO CONSTRUCTION OF
ARTIFICIAL LARYNX
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
OIVIS ION OF LARYNGEAL NERVE
REPLACEMENT OF LARYNGEAL OR TRACHEAL STENT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LARYNX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
ExCI SION OF LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BRONCHUS
OTHER EXCISION OF BRONCHUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LUNG
PLICATION OF EMPHYSEMATOUS BLEB
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LUNG
SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF LUNG
L08ECTOMY OF LUNG
COMPLETE PNEUMONECTOMY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
INCISION OF BRONCHUS
INCISION OF LUNG
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS




OTHER BIOPSY OF BRONCHUS
PERCUTANEOUS (NEEOLE) BIOPSY OF LUNG
OTHER BIOPSY OF LUNG
SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
OBSTRUCTION OF PHRENIC NERVE FOR COLLAPSE OF LUNG
ARTIFICIAL PNEUMOTHORAX FOR COLLAPSE OF LUNG
THORACOPLASTY
OTHER SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATION ON LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BRONCHUS
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LUNG
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON LUNG




OTHER OPERATIONS ON LUNG
OPERATIONS ON CHEST MALLs PLEURA, MEOIASTINUM? ANO OIAPHRAGt4
INCISION OF CHEST MALL ANO PLEURA
INCISION OF CHEST HALL
EXPLORATORY THORACOTOMY
REOPENING OF RECENT THORACOTOMY SITE
INSERTION OF INTERCOSTAL CATHETER FOR ORAINAGE
OTHER INCISION OF PLEURA
INCISION OF MEOIASTINUM




BIOPSY OF CHEST HALL
PLEURAL BIOPSY












































































OTHER ME DIASTINAL BIOPSY
810PSY OF DIAPHRAGM
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON MEOIASTINUM
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF MEOIASTINUM
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CHES7 HALL
PLEURECTOPIY
OECORTICATION OF LUNG
OTHER EXCISION OF PLEURA
SCARIFICATION OF PLEURA
REPAIR OF CHEST MALL
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CHEST WALL
CLOSURE OF THORACOSTO$IY
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF THORAX
REPAIR OF PECTUS OEFORMITY
oTHER REPAIR OF CHEST HALL
OPERATIONS ON OIAPHRAGM
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF OIAPHRAGM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OIAPHRAGM
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF 01 APHRAGM
OTHER REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THORAX
THORACENTESIS
.
INJECTION INTO THORACIC CAVITY
REPAIR OF PLEURA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THORAX
OPERATIONS ON THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON VALVES ANO SEPTA OF HEART
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOUY
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOMY, AORTIC VALVE
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOMY, MITRAL VALVE
CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOW, PULMONARY VALVE
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY liITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF AORTIC VALVE WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF MITRAL VALVE HITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF PULMONARY VALVE WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLAS7Y OF TRICUSPIO VALVE WITHOUT REPLACEMENT
REPLACEMENT OF HEART VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF uNSPECIFIED HEART VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVE MITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVE
REPLACEMENT OF MITRAL VALVE WITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF HITRAL VALVE
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF PULMONARY VALVE
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF TRICUSPIO VALVE
OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURES AOJACENT TO HEART VALVES
ANNULOPLASTY
INFUNOIBULECTOMY
PRODUCTION OF SEPTAL OEFECT IN HEART
ENLARGEMENT OF EXISTING ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
CREATION OF SEPTAL OEFECT IN HEART
REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT HITH PROSTHESIS, OPEN TECHNIQUE
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT HITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ENDOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT WITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SE PTA hIITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT iiITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT 141TH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF EN OOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT MITH TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT
TOTAL REPAIR OF CERTAIN CONGENITAL CAROIAC ANOMALIES
TOTAL REPAIR OF TETRALOGY OF FALLOT
TOTAL REPAIR OF TOTAL ANOMALOUS PULMONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
TOTAL REPAIR OF TRUNCUS ARTERIOSUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VALVES AND SEPTA OF HEART
INTERATRIAL TRANSPOSITION OF VENOUS RETURN
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETIJEEN RIGHT VENTRICLE
ANO PULMONARY ARTERY
CREATION OF CONDUIT BETHEEN LEFT VENTRICLE ANO AORTA
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETHEEN ATRIUM ANO PULMONARY ARTERY




































































OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION
REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION* NOT OTHERUISE
SPECIFIEO
PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUMINAL CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY ( PTCA) WITHOUT
MENTION OF THROM80LYTIC AGENT
PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUMINAL CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY (PTCA) IAITH
THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
OPEN CHEST CORONARY ARTERY ANGIOPLASTY
IN TRACORONARY ARTERY THROMBOLY71C INFUSION
OTHER SPECIFIEO REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION
BYPASS ANA STOMOSIS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATION
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATIONS
NOT OTHERWISE SPECXFIEO
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF ONE CORONARY ARTERY
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF THO CORONARY ARTERIES
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF THREE CORONARY ARTERIES
AORTOCORONARY BYPASS OF FOUR OR MORE CORONARY ARTERIES
SINGLE INTERNAL MAMMARY-CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
00U8LE INTERNAL MAMMARY-CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
OTHER BYPASS ANASTOMOSIS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATION
OTHER HEART REVASCULARIZATION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
REPAIR OF ANEURYSN OF CORONARY VESSEL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
oTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PER ICAROIUM
PER ICAROIOCENTESIS
CAROIOTOMY ANO PERICAROIOTONY
INCISION OF HEART? NOT OTHERli ISE SPECIFIEO
CAROIOTOMY
PERICAR013TOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HEART ANO PERICARDIUM
RIGHT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
LEFT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
COMBINEO RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
BIOPSY OF PERICAROIU!4
BIOPSY OF HEART
PERICAROIECTOMY ANO EXCIS1ON OF LESION OF HEART
PERICAROIECTOMY
EXCISION OF ANEURYSN OF HEART
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OF HEART
REPAIR OF HEART ANO PERICARDIUM
HEART TRANSPLANTATION
IMPLANTATION OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
IMPLANT OF PULSATION BALLOON
IMPLANT OF OTHER HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
REMOVAL OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
INSERTION OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER SYSTEM
INSERTION OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
INSERTION OF TEMPoRARY PACEtiAKER INTO VENTRICLE
INSERTION OF TEMPORARY CAROIAC PACEMAKER INTO OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED SITE
INSERTION OF PERMANENT PACEMAKER INTO ATRIUMS
TRANSVENOUS ROUTE
INSERTION OF PERMANENT PACEMAKER INTO VENTRICLE!
TRANSVENOUS ROUTE
INSERTION OF PER f4ANENT CAROIAC PACEMAKER INTO
UNSPECIFIED SITE, TRANSVENOUS ROUTE
INSERTION OF PERMANENT PACEMAKER INTO EPICAROIUM
INSERTION OF PERMANENT CAROIAC PACEMAKER*
UNSPECIFIED APPROACH
REPLACEMENT, REVIS1ON, ANO REMOVAL OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER SYSTEM
REPLACEMENT OF TRANSVENOUS EL ECTROOE
REPLACEMENT OF EPICARDIAL ELECTROOE
REMOVAL OF TRANSVENOUS ELECTROOE
REMOVAL OF EPIC AROIAL EL ECTROOE
REPLACEMENT OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER PULSE GENERATOR
REMOVAL OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER SYSTEM
OTHER REVISION OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER SYSTEM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PERICARDIUM
OPEN CHEST CAROIAC HASSAGE
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO HEART
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO PERICARDIUM











































































OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PER ICAROILN4
INCISION, EXCISION, ANO OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
INCISION OF VESSEL
INCISION OF VESSEL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
INCISION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
INCISION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INCISION OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS
INCISION OF AORTA
INCISION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
INCISION OF ABOOMINAL ARTERIES
INCISION OF ABOOMINAL VEINS
INCISION OF LOHER LIMB ARTERIES
INCISION OF LOliER LIM8 VEINS
ENOARTERECTOMY
ENOARTERECTOFIY, UNSPECIF IEO SITE
ENOARTERECTOIIY OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
ENOARTERECTOMY OF UPPER LIHB VESSELS
ENDARTERECTOMY OF AORTA
ENDARTERECTOMY OF ABOOMINAL ARTERIES
EN OARTERECTOMY OF LOUER LIMB ARTERIES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOD VESSELS
BIOPSY OF BLOOO VESSEL
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOO VESSELS
RESECTION OF VESSEL MITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS WITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK wITH ANASTO140SIS
RESECTION OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS MITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF AORTA WITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS liITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF ABOOPIINAL ARTERIES HITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF LOHER LIMB ARTERIES WITH ANASTOMOSIS
RESECTION OF LOliER LIf4B VEINS HITH ANA STOliOSIS
RESECTION OF VESSEL HITH REPLACEMENT
UNSPECIFIED VESSELS
INTRACRANIAL VESSELS






LO HER LIMB ARTERIEs
LOHER LIMB VEINS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS
LIGATIoN ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS OF INTRACRANIAL
VESSELS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS OF OTHER THORACIC
VESSELS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF LOHER LIMB VARICOSE VEINS
OTHER EXCISION OF VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION OF VESSELS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION DF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAD ANO NECK
OTHER EXCISION OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS
DTHER EXCISION OF AORTA
OTHER EXCISION OF oTHE~ THORACIC VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION OF ABDD141NAL ARTERIES
OTHER EXCISION OF ABOOHINAL VEINS
OTHER EXCISION OF LOIAER LIMB ARTERIES
OTHER EXCISION OF LOHER LIMB VEINS
PLICATION OF VENA CAVA
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF VESSELS. UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK









OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
OF ABOOHINAL ARTER1 ES
OF ABOOMINAL VEINS
OF LOIJER LIHB ARTERIES
















































































OTHER PUNCTURE OF ARTERY
OTHER PUNCTURE OF VEIN
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
SYSTEMIC TO PULMONARY ARTERY SHUNT
INTRA-ABOOMINAL VENOUS SHUNT
OTHER SHUNT OR VASCULAR BYPASS
CAVAL-PULMONARY ARTERY ANASTOMOSIS
AORTA-SUBCLAV IAN-CAROTIO BYPASS
OTHER INTRATHoRACIC VASCULAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
AORTA-RENAL BYPASS
AORTA-ILIAC-FEMORAL BYPASS
OTHER INTRA-ABOOMINAL VASCULAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
ARTERIOVENOSTOMY FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
OTHER (peripheral) vAsIWLAR SHUNT OR BYPASS
SUTURE OF VESSEL
SUTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSW.-
SUTURE OF ARTERY
sUTURE OF VEIN
REVISION OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING vASCULAR SURGERY
REVISION OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHJNT FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
REMOVAL OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR RENAL oIALYSIS
OTHER REVISION OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
OTHER REPAIR OF VESSELS
CLIPPING OF ANEURYSM
OTHER REPAIR OF ANEURYSM
REPAIR OF ART ERIOVENOUS FISTULA
RE-ENTRY opERATION (AORTA)
REIMPLANTATION OF ABERRANT RENAL VESSEL
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL !iITH TISSUE PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL WITH SYNTHETIC PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL IIITH UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF PATCH GRAFT
OTHER REPAIR OF VESSEL
PROCEDURES AUXILIARY TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATION
HYPOTHERMIA (SYSTEMIC) I NC IO ENTAL TO OPEN HEART SURGERY
CAROIOPLEGIA
INTRAOPERATIVE CAROIAC PACEMAKER
OPERATIONS ON CAROTIO BOOY ANO OTHER VASCULAR BOOI ES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
FREEING OF VESSEL
INJECTION OF SCLEROSING AGENT INTm u~rN.- -----
INSERTION OF VESSEL-TO-VESSEL CANNULA




CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE? NOT OTHERHIs E spEc
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
:IFIEO
OPERATIONS ON THE HEMIC ANo LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
INCISION OF LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
BIOPSY OF LYMPHATIC SrRUCTURE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
SIMPLE EXCISION OF LYMPHATIC STRUCTURE
EXCISION OF OEEP CERVICAL LYMPH NOOE
EXCISION OF AXILLARY LYMPH NOOE
EXCISION OF INGUINAL LYMPH NOOE
SIMPLE EXCISION OF OTHER LYMPHATIC STRUCTURE
REGIONAL LYMPH NOOE EXCISION
RAOICAL EXCISION OF CERVICAL LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL NECK OISSECTION~ NOT 0THER!41SE SPECIFIEO
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION! UNILATERAL
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION, BILATERAL
RAOICAL ExCISION OF OTHER LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF LYMPH NOOES, NOT OTHERkii SE SPECIFIEO
RAOICAL EXCISION OF AXILLARY LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF PERIAORTIC LYMPH NOOES










































































RADICAL EXCISION OF OTHER LYMPH NOOES
OPERATIONS ON THORACIC OUCT
CANNULATION OF THORACIC OUCT
LIGATION OF THORACIC DUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LYMPHATIC STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON BONE t4ARROU AND SPLEEN
BONE MARROM TRANSPLANT
SPLENOTOFIY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE HARROIII ANO SPLEEN
BIOPSY OF BONE NARROW
OTHER BIOPSY OF SPLEEN
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SPLEEN
MARSUPIALIZATION OF SPLENI C CYST
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSIJE OF SPLEEN
PARTIAL SPLENECTOHY
TOTAL SPLENECTO14Y
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPLEEN ANO BONE MARROW
ASPIRATION OF BONE 14ARROM FROM 00N0R FOR TRANSPLANT
INJECTION INTO BONE flARROH
EXCISION OF ACCESSORY SPLEEN
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPLEEN
OPERATIONS ON THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
operations ON ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGOTOMY
OTHER INCISION OF ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGOSTONY
ESOPHAGOSTOMY, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
CERVICAL ESOPHAGOSTOMY
OTHER EXTERNAL FISTULIZATION OF ESOPHAGUS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ESOPHAGUS
OPERATIVE ESOPHAGOSCOPY BY INCISION
ES OPHAGOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
OTHER ESOPHAGOSCOPY
BIOPSY OF ESOPHAGUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
LOCAL EXCISION OF ESOPHAGEAL 01 VERTICULUt4
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ESOPHAGUS
EXCISION OF ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGECTOHY* NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL ESOPHAGECTONY
TOTAL ESOPHAGECTOMY
INTRATHORACIC ANASTOHOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOESOPHAGOSTOHY
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOGASTROSTOMY
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOHOSIS WITH
INTERPOSITION OF SMALL BOWEL
OTHER INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOENTEROSTOMY
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTO140SIS wITH
INTERPOSITION OF COLON
ESOPHAGOMYOTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
INSERTION OF PERMANENT TUBE INTO ESOPHAGUS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF ESOPHAGUS
REPAIR OF ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURE
OTHER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS
INJECTION OR LIGATION OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICES
OILAT ION OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS





LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STOMACH
GASTRIC POLYPECTO14Y
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF STOMACH
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STOMACH
PART IAL GASTRECTOMY HITH ANASTONOSIS TO ESOPHAGUS
PART I AL GASTRECTO14Y HITH ANASTOMOSIS TO OUOOENW







































































.89 OTHER PARTIAL GAS TRECTOMY
TOTAL GASTRECTOMY
OTHER TOTAL GAS TRECTOMY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON STOMACH
VA GOTOMY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON STOMACH
TRANSAaOOMINAL GASTROSCOPY
GASTROSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
OTHER GA STROSCOPY
BRUSH BIOPSY OF STOMACH
OTHER BIOPSY OF STOMACH
PYLOROPLASTY




OTHER GASTROENTEROSTOMY HITHOUT GASTRECTOMY
SUTURE OF GASTRIC OR OUOOENAL ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF PEPTIC ULCER, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
SUTURE OF GASTRIC ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF OUOOENAL ULCER SITE
REVISION OF GASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS
OTHER REPAIR OF STOMACH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF STOMACH
CLOSURE OF GASTROSTOMY
CLOSURE OF OTHER GASTRIC FISTULA
GASTROPEXY
OTHER PROCEDURES FOR CREATION OF ESOPHAGOGASTRIC
SPHINCTERIC COMPETENCE
OTHER REPAIR OF STOMACH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON STOMACH
LIGATION OF GASTRIC VARICES
INSERTION OF GASTRIC BUBBLE (BALLOON)
OTHER OPERATIONS ON STOMACH
INCISION, EXCISION, ANO ANASTOMOSIS OF INTESTINE
ENTEROTOMY
INCISION OF INTESTINE, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
INCISION OF OUOOENUM
OTHER INCISION OF SMALL INTESTINE
INCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SMALL INTESTINE
TRANSABOO141NAL ENOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTINE
ENOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTIfUE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
oTHER ENOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTINE
BRUSH BIOPSY OF SMALL INTESTINE
oTHER BIOPSY OF SMALL INTESTINE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OTHER INTESTINE
TRANSABOOFIINAL ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE
EN OOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
FLEXIBLE FIBEROPTIC COLONOSCOPY
OTHER ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE
BRUSH BIOPSY OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER i310PSY OF LARGE INTESTINE
INTESTINAL BIOPSY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF SMALL INTESTINE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF OUOOENUM
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF OUOOENUM
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SMALL INTESTINES
EXCEPT OUOOENUM
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SMALL INTESTINES
EXCEPT OUOOENUM
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF LARGE INTESTINE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF LARGE INTESTINE
ISOLATION OF INTESTINAL SEGMENT
ISOLATION OF SEGMENT OF SMALL INTESTINE
ISOLATION OF SEGMENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
OTHER EXCISION OF SMALL INTESTINE
374
.61 WJLTIPLE SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINE
.62 CiTHER PARTIAL RESECTION OF SMALL INTESTINE
.63 TOTAL REMOVAL OF SMALL INTESTINE
.7 PARTIAL EXCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
.71 )NJLTIPLE SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF LARGE INTESTINE
.T2 CECECTOMY
.73 RIGHT HEMICOLECTOMY
.74 RESECTION OF TRANSVERSE COLON
.75 LEFT HEM ICOLECTO14Y
.76 SIGMOIDECTOMY
.79 OTHER PARTIAL EXCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
.8 TOTAL INTRA-ABDOMINAL COLECTOHY
.9 INTESTINAL ANASTOf40SIS
.90 INTESTINAL ANASTOUOSISq NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
.91 SMALL-TO-SMALL INTESTINAL ANASTOMOS IS
.92 ANASTOMOSIS OF SMALL INTESTINE TO RECTAL STUMP
.93 OTHER SMALL-TO-LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOHOSIS
.94 LARGE-TO-LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS
46 OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINE
●o EXTERIOR12ATION OF INTESTINE
.01 EXTERIORIZATION OF SMALL INTESTINE
.02 RESECTION OF EXTERIORIZE SEGMENT OF SHALL INTESTINE
.03 EXTERIORIZATiON OF LARGE INTESTINE
.04 RESECTION OF EXTERIORIZED SEGMENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
.1 COLOSTOMY
.10 COLOSTOMY, NOT OTHERMI SE SPECIFIED
.11 TEMPORARY COLOSTOMY
.12 PERMANENT MAGNETIC COLOSTOMY
.13 OTHER PERMANENT COLOSTOMY















OELAYEO OPENING OF ILEOSTOMY
OTHER ENTEROSTOMY
OTHER ENTEROSTOMY
REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOMA
.40 REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOMA, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
.41 REVISION OF STOHA OF SHALL INTESTINE
.42 REPAIR OF PERICOLOSTOMY HERNIA
.43 OTHER REVISION OF STOMA OF LARGE INTESTINE
.5 CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STOMA
.50 CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STO14A, NOT OTHERIAISE SPECIFIEO
.51 CLOSURE OF STOMA OF SMALL INTESTINE
.52 CLOSURE OF STOMA OF LARGE INTESTINE
.6 FIXATION OF INTESTINE
.6.? OTHER FIXATION OF SMALL INTESTINE
.63 FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE TO ABOOPIINAL IfALL
.64 oTHER FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
.7 OTHER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
.71 SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OUOOENUH
.72 CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF OUOOENI.N4
.73 SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SMALL INTESTINE. EXCEPT OUOOENUH
.74 CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF SMALL INTESTINE, EXCEPT OUOOENUM
.75 SUTURE OF LACERATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
.76 CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF LARGE INTESTINE
.79 OTHER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
.8 INTRA-ABDOMINAL MANIPULATION OF INTESTINE
.80 INTRA-ABOO)l INAL MANIPULATION OF INTESTINE, NOT
OTHERIAISE SPECIFIEO
.81 INTRA-A800MINAL MANIPULATION OF SHALL INTESTINE
.82 lNTRA-ABOOMINAL MANIPULATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
.9 OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINES
.92 MYOTOMY OF OTHER PARTS OF COLON
.93 REVISION OF ANASTO140SIS OF SHALL INTESTINE
.94 REVISION OF ANASTOHOSIS OF LARGE INTESTINE
.99 OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINES
47 OPERATIONS ON APPENOIX
.0 APPENDECTOMY
.1 INCIDENTAL APPENOECTOHY
.2 DRAINAGE OF APPENDICEAL ABSCESS













































































OTHER OPERATIONS ON APPENDIX –
OPERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
PROCTOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RECTUM ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
PROCTOSIGHOI OOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
BRUSH BIOPSY OF RECTUM
OTHER BIOPSY OF RECTUM
BIOPSY OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF RECTUM
RADICAL EL EC TROCOAGULATION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE
OTHER EL EC TROCOAGULATION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE
OBSTRUCTION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE BY LASER
LOCAL EXCISION OF RECTAL LZSION OR TISSUE
PULL-THROUGH RESECTION OF RECTUM
SOAVE SUBMUCOSAL RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER PULL-THROUGH RESECTION OF RECTUM
ABOOMINOPERINEAL RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER RESECTION OF RECTUM
ANTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM WITH SYNCHRONOUS COLOSTOMY
OTHER ANTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM
POSTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM
HA RTMANN RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER RESECTION OF RECTUM
REPAIR OF RECTUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF RECTUM




UTHER REPAIR OF RECTUM
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE OR LESION
INCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
EXCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RECTUM AND PERIRECTAL TISSUE
REPAIR OF PER IRECTAL FISTULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PER IRECTAL TISSUE
OPERATIONS ON ANUS
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PERIANAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PERIANAL ABSCESS
OTHER INCISION OF PERIANAL TISSUE
EXCISION OF PER IANAL SKIN TAGS
OTHER EXCISION OF PERIANAL TISSUE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF ANAL FISTULA
ANAL FISTULOTOMY
ANAL FISTULECTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ANUS ANO PER IANAL TISSUE
BIOPSY OF PERIANAL TISSUE
BIOPSY OF ANUS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF ANUS
PROC EOURES ON HEMORRHOIDS
CAUTERIZATION OF HEMORRHOIDS
OBSTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDS BY CRYOTHERAPY
LIGATION OF HEMORRHOIDS
EXCISION OF HEMORRHOIDS
EVACUATION OF THROMBOSEO HEMORRHOIDS
oTHER PROCEDURES ON HEMORRHOIDS
OIVISION OF ANAL SPHINCTER
LEFT LATERAL ANAL SPHINCTEROTOMY




SUTURE OF LACERATION OF ANUS
CLOSURE OF ANAL FISTULA
OTHER REPAIR OF ANAL SPHINCTER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANUS
OTHER INCISION OF ANUS
CONTROL OF (PoSTOPERATIVE) HEMORRHAGE OF ANUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANUS
OPERATIONS ON LIVER
HE PATOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LIVER
PERCUTANEOUS (N EEOLE) BIOPSY OF LIVER










































































LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LIVER TISSUE OR LESION
HARSUPIALIZATION OF LESION OF LIVER
PARTIAL HEPATECTOMY
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF LIVER
LOBECTOMY OF LIVER
TOTAL HE PATE CTOMY
LIVER TRANSPLANT
AuXILIARY LIVER TRANSPLANT
OTHER TRANSPLANT OF LIVER
REPAIR OF LIVER
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LIVER
OTHER REPAIR OF LIVER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LIVER
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF LIVER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LIVER
OPERATIONS ON GA LLBLAOOER ANO BILI ARY TRACT
CHOLECYSTOTOMY ANO CHOLECYSTOSTOMY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT
ENOOSCOPY OF 81 LIARY TRACT
PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCTS
OTHER BIOPSY OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCTS




ANASTOMOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER OR BILE OUCT
ANASTOMOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER TO INTESTINE
ANASTOHOSIS OF GALLBLAOOER TO STOHACH
OTHER GALLBLAOOER ANASTO140SIS
CHOLEOOCHOENTEROSTOMY
ANASTOK!OSIS OF HEPATIC OUCT TO GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
OTHER BILE OUCT ANASTO140SIS
INCISION OF BILE OUCT FOR RELIEF OF OBSTRUCTION
COMMON OUCT EXPLORATION FOR REMOVAL OF CALCULUS
COMMON OUCT EXPLORATION FOR RELIEF OF OTHER OBSTRUCTION
INSERTION OF CHOLEDOCHOHEPATIC TUBE FOR DECOMPRESSION
INCISION OF OTHER BILE OUCTS FOR RELIEF OF OBSTRUCTION
OTHER INCISION OF BILE OUCT
EXPLORATION OF COMMON BILE OUCT
INCISION OF BILE OUCT, EXCEPT COMMON
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BILE DUCT
EXCISION OF CYSTIC DUCT REMNANT
OTHER EXCISION OF COMt40N BILE OUCT
EXCISION OF OTHER BILE OUCT
REPAIR OF BILE OUCTS
REPAIR OF BILE OUCT, EXCEPT COMHON
OPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER OF 0001
OILATION OF SPHINCTER OF 0001
PANCREATIC SPHINCTEROTO!4Y
PANCREATIC SPHINCTEROPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER OF 0001
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BILIARY TRACT
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF GALL BLAOOER
CLOSURE OF CHOLECYSTOSTOMY
CLOSURE OF OTHER L31LIARY FISTULA
REMOVAL OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE FROM BILE OUCT
PERCUTANEOUS EXTRACTION OF CO14140N OUCT STONES
THERAPEUTIC ENOOSCOPIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT, ORAL ROUTE
OTHER PERCUTANEOUS PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BILIARY TRACT
OPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
PANCREATOTOMY
ORAINAGE OF PANCREATIC CYST BY CATHETER
OTHER PANCREATOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PANCREAS
ASPIRATION (NEEOLE) BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
OTHER BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF PANCREATIC LESION








































































HO MOTRANSPLANT OF PANCREAS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
EN OOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CA NNULATION OF PANCREATIC OUCT (ERCP)
OTHER CANNULATION OF PANCREATIC OUCT
OTHER REPAIR OF PANCREAS
ANASTOMOSIS OF PANCREAS
REPAIR OF HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, NOT OTHERil ISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT lNGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA IAITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT OR
PROSTHESIS, NOT OTHER!41SE SPECIFIEO
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA
dILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
BILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, ONE OIRECT ANO
ONE INOIRECT
BILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA wITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA* ONE OIRECT ANO
ONE INOIRECT, wITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
BILATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA REPAIR HITH GRAFT OR
PROSTHESIS, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA WITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
OTHER UNILATERAL FEMORAL HE RN IORRHAPHY
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FEMORAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
OTHER BILATERAL FEMORAL HE RNIORRHAPHY
REPAIR OF UMBILICAL HERNIA
REPAIR OF UMBILICAL HERNIA HITH PROSTHESIS
oTHER UMBILICAL HE RNIORRHAPHY
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL HALL
(HI THOUT GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS)
“INCISIONAL HERNIA REPAIR
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL MALL
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL HALL
klITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
INCISIONAL HERNIA REPAIR liITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOMINAL
HALL WITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA, ABOOMINAL APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA, THORACIC APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA UITH THORACIC APPROACH*
NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
PLICATION OF THE OIAPHRAGM
OTHER HERNIA REPAIR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ABOOMINAL REGION
INCISION OF ABOOMINAL HALL
LA PAROTOMY
ExPLORATORY LAPAROTOMY
REOPENING OF RECENT LAPAROTOMY SITE
OTHER LA PAROTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCE OURES OF ABOOMINAL REGION
LAPAROSCOPY
BIOPSY OF ABOOMINAL HALL OR UMBILICUS
BIoPSY OF PERITONEUM
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ABOOMINAL REGION
GXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF ABOOMINAL
WALL OR UMBILICUS











































































LYSIS OF PERITONEAL AOHESIONS
SUTURE OF ABOOMINAL WALL ANO PERITONEUM
RECLOSURE OF POSTOPERATIVE DISRUPTION OF ABOOMINAL MALL
OELAYEO CLOSURE OF GRANULATING ABOO#lINAL uOUNO
OTHER SUTURE OF ABOOMINAL HALL
SUTURE OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF ABDOMINAL HALL ANO PERITONEUM
REPAIR OF GASTROSCHISIS
OTHER REPAIR OF ABOOMINAL HALL
OTHER REPAIR OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF OMENTUM
OTHER REPAIR OF MESENTERY
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABOOMINAL REGION
PERCUTANEOUS ABOOMINAL PARACENTESIS
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM PERITONEAL CAVITY
CREATION OF CUTANEOPERITONEAL FISTULA
CREATION OF PERITONEOVASCULAR SHUNT
INCISION OF PERITONEUM
INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE
INTO PERITONEAL CAVITY
PERITONEAL OIALYSIS
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABOOMINAL REGION





PERCUTANEOUS NEPHROSTOMY WITHOUT FRAGMENTATION




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON KIONEY
NE PHROSCOPY
PYELOSCOPY
percutaneous (N EEoLE) BIOPSY OF KIONEY
OTHER BIOPSY OF KIONEY
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF KIONEY
MARSUPIALIZATION OF KIONEY LESION




NE PHRECTOMY OF REMAINING KIONEY





OTHER REPAIR OF KIONEY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF KIONEY
ANASTO140SIS OF KIONEY
CORRECTION OF URETEROPELVIC JUNCTION
OTHER REPAIR OF KIONEY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON KIONEY
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF KIONEY (PELVIS)
REPLACEMENT OF NE PHROSTOMY TUBE
REPLACEMENT OF PYELOSTOMY TUBE
LOCAL PERFUSION OF KIONEY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON KIONEY
OPERATIONS ON URETER




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETER
URETEROSCOPY
PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF URETER
OTHER BIOPSY OF URETER
URETERECTOIIY
URETERECTOMY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL URETERECTOMY
CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTO14Y











































































REVISION OF CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOMY
OTHER EXTERNAL URINARY OIVERSION
FORMATION OF OTHER CUTANEOUS URETEROSTOMY
OTHER ANASTO140SIS OR BYPASS OF URETER
uRINARY OIVERSION TO INTESTINE
URETERONEOCYSTOSTOMY
TRANSUREIEROURETEROSTOMY
OTHER ANASTOMOSIS OR 8YPASS OF URETER
REPAIR OF URETER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF URETER
CLOSURE OF URETEROSTOMY
URETEROPEXY
oTHER REPAIR OF URETER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETER
OILATION OF URETERAL MEATUS
LIGATION OF URETER
oTHER OPERATIONS ON URETER
OPERATIONS ON URINARY 8LAOOER
TRANSURETHRAL CLEARANCE OF BLAOOER
CYSTOTOf4Y
0?
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF 8LAOOER





OIAGNOSTIC pnnc-~nij~~% nM Rt AnnER. --- ------- . . -------
CYSTOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA
OTHER CYSTOSCOPY
TRANSURETHRAL BIOPSY OF 8LAOOER
OTHER 81 OOcv OF BLAOOER.,”,
OTHER OIA~Mn.-.. _STIC PROCEDURES ON BL





:ON OF BLAOOER TISSUE
TRANSURETHRAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF
ON OR TISSUE OF 13LAOOER.
XCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF BLAOOER TISSUE
IRACHUS





TOTAL CYST ErTnMv.- .. ...
RADICAL CYSTECTOMY
OTHER TOTAL CYSTECTOMY
OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY BLAOOER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BLAOOER
CLO! . . -.
REPAIR OF FIS
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTUL
CYSTOURETHROPLASTY ANO
REPJ
RECONSTRUCTION OF URINARY BLAOOER
oTHER REPAIR OF BLAOOER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BLAOOER
SPHINCTEROTOMY OF BLAOOER
OIL, -. --r.-.
CONTROL OF ( POSTC
INSERTION fl= I NO HELLING URINARY CATHETER
OF I NOHELLING URINAf
ISURE OS CVSTOSTOMY
;TULA INVOLVING BLAODER ANO INTESTINE
.A OF BLAOOER
1 PLASTIC REPAIR OF BLAOOER NECK
AIR OF BLAOOER EXSTROPHY
.ATION n= RI &nOER NECK
2PERATIVE) HEMORRHAGE OF BLAOOER
. -. -.. ..—.—.
REPLACEMENT C RY CATHETER
IMPLANTATION OF-ELECTRONIC BLAOOER STIMULATOR




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETHRA
OTHER URETHROSCOPY
01 OPSY OF URETHRA
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF URETHRAL TISSUE OR LESION
REPAIR OF URETHRA
CLOSURE OF URETHROSTOMY
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF URETHRA
REANASTOMOSIS OF URETHRA
REPAIR OF HYPOSPAOIAS OR EPISPAOIAS













































































OTHER REPAIR OF URETHRA
RELEASE OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
OILATION OF URETHRA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PERIURETHRAL TISSUE
IMPLANTATION OF ARTIFICIAL URINARY SPHINCTER (AUS)
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY TRACT
DISSECTION OF RETROPERITONEAL TISSUE
RETROPERITONEAL DISSECTION, NOT OTHERlfISE SPECIFIEO
URETEROLYSIS HITH FREEING OR REPOSITIONING OF URETER
FOR RETROPERITONEAL FIBROSIS
OTHER LYSIS OF PERIRENAL OR PERIURETERAL AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF PERIRENAL OR PERIURETERAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PERIVESICAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PERIVESICAL AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF PERIVESICAL TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIRENAL ANO PER IVESICAL TISSUE
i310PSYOF PERIRENAL OR PER IV ESICAL TISSUE




OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
LEVATOR MUSCLE OPERATION FOR URETHROVESICAL SUSPENSION
OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
URETERAL CATHETERIZATION
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY SYSTEM
REPLACEMENT OF CYSTOSTOMY TUBE
ULTRASONIC FRAGMENTATION OF URINARY STONES
EXTRACORPOREAL SHOCKHAVE LITHOTRIPSY ( ESUL )
OTHER OPERATIONS ON URINARY SYSTEH
OPERATIONS ON THE MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE ANO SEMINAL VESICLES
INCISION OF PROSTATE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PROSTATE ANO SEMINAL VESICLES
NEEOLE BIOPSY OF PROSTATE
oTHER BIOPSY OF PROSTATE






LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF PROSTATE
PERINEAL PROSTATECTOMY
OTHER PROSTATECTOMY
OPERATIONS ON SEMINAL VESICLES
EXCISION OF SEMINAL VESICLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF PROSTATE
REPAIR OF PROSTATE
CONTROL OF POSTOPERATIVE HEt40RRHAGE OF PROSTATE
OPERATIONS ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
BIOPSY OF SCROTUM OR TUNICA VAGINALIS
EXCISION OF HYOROCELE (OF TUNICA VAGINALIS)
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCROTUM
REPAIR OF SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINAL IS
OTHER REPAIR OF SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCROTUM ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SC ROTUU ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OPERATIONS ON TESTES
INCISION OF TESTIS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TESTES
PERCUTANEOUS BIOPSY OF TESTIS
OTHER BIOPSY OF TESTIS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF TESTICULAR LESION
UNILATERAL ORCHIECTOMY
BILATERAL oRCHIECTOHY










































































07 HER REPAIR OF TESTIS
INSERTION OF TESTICULAR PROSTHESIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TESTES
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TESTES
OPERATIONS ON SPERMA71C CORO, EPIOIOYMIS, AND VAS OEFERENS
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPERMATIC CORO, EP1OIOYMIS,
ANO VAS OEFERENS
BIOPSY OF SPERMATIC CORO, EPIOIOYMIS, OR VAS OEFERENS
ExCIS1ON OF VARICOCELE ANO HYOROCELE OF SPERMATIC CORO
EXCISION OF CYST OF EPIOIOYMIS
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE OF SPERMATIC CORO
ANO EPIOIDYf41S
EPIOIOYMECTOMY
REPAIR OF SPERMATIC CORO ANO EPIOIOYMIS
REOUCTION OF TORS1ON OF TESTIS OR SPERMATIC CORO
VASECTOMY ANO LIGATION OF VAS OEFERENS
MALE STERILIZATION PROCEOURE, NOT OTHERli ISE SPECIFIEO
LIGATION OF VAS OEFERENS
VASECTOMY
REPAIR OF VAS OEFERENS ANO EPIOIOYMIS
RECONSTRUCTION OF SURGICALLY OIVIOED VAS OEFERENS
EPIOIOYMOVASOSTOMY
REMOVAL OF LIGATURE FROM VAS OEFERENS




INCISION OF SPERMATIC CORO
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF SPERPIATIC CORO




DIAGNoSTIC PROCEDURES ON THE PENIS
BIOPSY OF PENIS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF PENIS
AMPUTATION OF PENIS
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATION ON PENIS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF PENIS
RELEASE OF CHORDEE
RECONSTRUCTION OF PENIS
OTHER REPAIR OF PENIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MALE GENITAL ORGANS
INCISION OF PENIS
OIVISION OF PENILE AOHESIONS
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS OF PENIS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS OF PENIS
INSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF INFLATABLE PENILE PROSTHESIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PENIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON THE FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON OVARY
00 PHOROTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OVARIES
ASPIRATION BIOPSY OF OVARY
OTHER BIOPSY OF OVARY
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OVARIAN LESION OR TISSUE
MARSUPIAL IZATION OF OVARIAN CYST
iiEOGE RESECTION OF OVARY




REMOVAL OF BOTH OVARIES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REMOVAL OF REMAINING OVARY
BILATERAL SALPINGO-OOPHORECTOMY
REMOVAL OF BOTH OVARIES ANO TUBES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOOE
REMOVAL OF REMAINING OVARY ANO TUBE
REPAIR OF OVARY
SIMPLE SUTURE OF OVARY
SALPINGO-OOPHOROPLASTY









































































LYSIS OF ADHESIONS OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TUEIE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OVARY
ASPIRATION OF OVARY
TRANSPLANTATION OF OVARY
MANUAL RUPTURE OF OVARIAN CYST
RELEASE OF TORSION OF OVARY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OVARY
OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
SALPINGOTOt4Y
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BIOPSY OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN
T1lRFS-----
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION ANO CRUSHING OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION ANO OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC DESTRUCTION
OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER aILATERAL LIGATION ANO CRUSHING OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL LIGATION ANO OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
TOTAL UNILATERAL SALPINGECTOMY
TOTAL BILATERAL SALPINGECTOMY
REMOVAL OF BOTH FALLOPIAN TUBES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISODE
REMOVAL OF REMAINING FALL OpIAN TII-=
TuBE
SPECIFIEO
OTHER REPAIR OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
INSUFFLATION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FALLOP IAN TUBES
UNILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF PROSTHESIS OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
operations ON CERVIX
DILATION OF CERVICAL CANAL




OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CERVIX BY CAUTERIZATION
oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CERVIX BY CRYOSURGERY
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
AMPUTATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF INTERNAL CERVICAL OS
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CERVIX
OTHER INCISION ANO EXCISION OF UTERUS
HYSTEROTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING




610PSY OF UTERINE LIGAMENTS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF UTERUS
OIVISION OF ENOO14ETRIAL SYNECHIAE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF CONGENITAL SEPTUM OF UTERUS














































































OILATION ANO CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
OILATION ANO CURETTAGE FOR TERMINATIoN OF PREGNANCY
OILATION ANO CURETTAGE FOLLOHING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
OTH’5R OILATION ANO CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
REMOVAL OF lNTRALIGAMENTOUS EC TOPIC PREGNANCY
OTHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF UTERUS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF UTERINE SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OTHER UTERINE SUSPENSION
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
PA RACERVICAL UTERINE OENERVATION
UTERINE REPAIR
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF UTERUS
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS FOR TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
ASPIRATION CURETTAGE FOLLOMING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
OTHER ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
INSERTION OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON UTERUS, CERVIX, ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
INSERTION OF THERAPEUTIC OEVICE INTO UTERUS
INSERTION OF LAM INARIA
INCISION OF CERVIX
REMOVAL OF CERCLAGE MATERIAL FROM CERVIX
REMOVAL OF OTHER PENETRATING FOREIGN BOOY FROM CERVIX
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CERVIX ANO UTERUS
OPERATIONS ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
CULOOCENTESIS
INCISION OF VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HYMEN oTo FIY
CULOOTOMY
LYSIS OF INTRALUMINAL AOHESIONS OF VAGINA
OTHER VA GINOTOMY




LOCAL EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HYMEN ECTOMY
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF CUL-DE-SAC
EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF VAGINA
OBLITERATION ANO TOTAL EXCISION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYST OCELE
REPAIR OF RECTOCELE
OTHER REPAIR OF VAGINA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF COLOVAGINAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF RECTOVAGINAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER VAGINOENTERIC FISTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTULA OF VAGINA
HYMENORRHAPHV
VAGINAL SUSPENSION ANO FIXATION
OTHER REPAIR OF VAGINA
OBLITERATION OF VAGINAL VAULT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VAGINA
OPERATIONS ON VULVA ANO PERINEuM
INCISION OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
LYSIS OF VULVAR AOHESIONS
OTHER INCISION OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON VULVA
BIOPSY OF VULVA
OPERATIONS ON OAR THOLINt S GLANO
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF BARTHOLINCS GLAND (CYST)
INCISION OF BARTHOLINCS GLANO (CYST)
MARSUPIALIZATION OF 8A RTHOLIN*S GLANO (CYST)
ExCISION OR OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF BARTHOLINCS GLANO (CYST)















































































REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VULVA OR PERINEUM
REPAIR OF FISTULA OF VULVA OR PERINEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VULVA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OBSTETRICAL PROCEDURES
FORCEPS* VACUUM, ANO BREECH OELIVERY
LOH FORCEPS OPERATION
LOW FORCEPS OPERATION WITH EPISIOTOHY
MIo FORCEPS OPERATION
MI O FORCEPS OPERATION WITH EPISIOTOt4Y
OTHER MIO FORCEPS OPERATION
HIGH FORCEPS OPERATION
HIGH FORCEPS OPERATION HITH EPISIOTOMY
FORCEPS ROTATION OF FETAL HEAO
BREECH EXTRACTION
PARTIAL BREECH EXTRACTION wITH FORCEPS TO AFT ERCOMING HEAD
OTHER PARTIAL BREECH EXTRACTION
TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION llITH FORCEPS TO AFTERCO141NG HEAO
OTHER TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION
FORCEPS APPLICATION TO AFTERCOMING HEAO
vACUUM EXTRACTION
VACUUM EXTRACTION HITH EPISIOTOPIY
OTHER VACUUM EXTRACTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INSTRUMENTAL OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED INSTRUMENTAL OELIVERY
OTHER PROCEDURES INOUCING OR ASSISTING OELIVERY
ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
IN OUCTION OF LABOR BY ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OTHER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OTHER SURGICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
INTERNAL ANO CO$lBINEO VERSION ANO EXTRACTION
INTERNAL ANO COHBINEO VERSION HITHOUT EXTRACTION
INTERNAL ANO COMBINEO VERSION wITH EXTRACTION
FAILEO FORCEPS
MEOICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR
MANuALLY ASS ISTEO OELIVERY
MANUAL ROTATION OF FETAL HEAO
OTHER MANUALLY AS SISTEO OELIVERY
EPISIOTOMY
CESAREAN SECTION ANO REMOVAL OF FETUS
CLASSICAL CESAREAN SECTION
LOU CERVICAL CESAREAN SECTION
REMOVAL OF INTRAPERITONEAL EMBRYO
CESAREAN SECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPE
CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
HYSTEROTOMY TO TERMINATE PREGNANCY
OTHER CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
INTRA-AMNI071C INJECTION FOR ABORTION
DIAGNOSTIC AMNIOCENTESIS
INTRAUTERINE TRANSFUSION
OTHER INTRAUTERINE OPERATIONS ON FETUS ANO AMNION
AMNIOSCOPY
FETAL EKG CSCALP)
FETAL BLOOO” SAMPLING ANO BIOPSY
FETAL MONITORING, NOT OTHERIAISE SPECIFIEO
CORRECTION OF FETAL OEFECT
MANUAL REMOVAL OF RETAINEO PLACENTA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUS
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUSS
NoT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF OTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF BLAOOER ANO URETHRA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF RECTUM
ANO SPHINCTER ANI
REPAIR OF OTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
MANUAL EXPLORATION OF UTERINE CAVITY, POSTPARTUM










































































EVACUATION OF OBSTETRICAL INCISIONAL HEMATOMA OF PERINEUM
EVACUATION OF OTHER HEMATOMA OF VULVA OR VAGINA
MANUAL REPLACEMENT OF INVERTEO UTERUS
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS ON THE MU SCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
INCISION OF FACIAL BONE WITHOUT OIVTQfnM,. -----
SE QUESTRECTOMY OF FACIAL BONE
OTHER INCISION OF FACIAL BONE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
BIOPSY OF FACIAL BONE
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FAcIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF FACIAL BONE
PARTIAL OSTECTOMY OF FACIAL BONE
PARTIAL MANOIBULECTOMY
PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
EXCISION ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF FACIAL BONES
OTHER TOTAL MANOIBULECTOMY
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF llANOIBLE
TOTAL 0STECTO14Y OF OTHER FACIAL BnM=.“!. -
HITH SYNCHRONOUS RECONSTRUCTION
oTHER TOTAL 0STECTO14Y OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
TEMPOROMANOI BULAR ARTHROPLASTY
OTHER FACIAL BONE REPAIR AND ORTHOGNATHIC SURGERY
CLOSED OSTEOPLASTY (OSTEOTOMY) OF MANDIBULAR R,
OPEN OSTEOPLASTY (OSTEOTO14Y) OF MANDIBULAR RAMI
OSTEOPLASTY (OSTEOTOMY) OF
RE
= 800Y OF MANOIBLE
OTHER ORTHOGNATHIC SURGERY ON HANG I BLE








OTHER FACIAL BONE REPAIR
:OUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE, NOT 07 HERMISE SPECIF
CLOSEO REOUCT ION OF MALAR ANO FRAC’
OPEN REoUCTION OF MALAR ANO ZY ,ACTUI
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF MAXILLARY
OPEN REOUCTION OF MAXILLARY FR






OPEN REOUCTION OF MANDIBULAR FRACTURE
OTHER CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE





OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
BONE GRAFT TO FACIAL BONE
INSERTION OF SYNTHETIC IMPLANT IN FACIAL BONE
OPEN REOUCTION OF TEMPOROMANOIBULAR oISLOCATION
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM FACIAL BONE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
INCISION? EXCISION? ANO OIVISION OF OTHER BONES
SEQUESTRECTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
SEOUESTRECTOMY OF HUMERUS
SE QUESTRECTOMY OF PATELLA
SE OUES7RECTOMY OF TIBIA ANO FIBUL A.-.
SEQUESTRECTOMY OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
SECIUESTRECTOMY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER INCISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, IAITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF BONE UITHOUT OIVISION, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER INCISION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
(RIBS ANO STERNUM) WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF HUMERUS IAITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF FEMUR WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF PATELLA HITHOUT OIVISION
oTHER INCISION OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL WITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, WITHOUT
oIv ISION
WEOGE OSTEOTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
wEOGE OS TEOTOMY OF HUMERUS




































































!dEDGE OSTEOTOMY OF FEMUR
tiEOGE OS TEOTOMY ❑F PATELLA
UEOGE OSTEOTOMY OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
HEOGE OSTEOT0f4Y OF TARsALs ANO MetatarSal
WEOGE OS TEOTOt4Y OF OTHER BONE! EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER OIVISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER DIVISION OF BONE? UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER OIVISION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, AND THORAX
(RIBS ANO STERNUM)
OTHER DIVISION OF HUMERUS
OTHER OIVISION OF RADIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER OIVISION OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
OTHER OIVISION OF FEMUR
OTHER OIVISION OF PATELLA
OTHER OIVISION DF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER OIVISION OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
OTHER OIVISION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES









EXCISIDN OF BUNION ANO” BUN IONETTE
BUNIONECTO!lY WITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION ANO OSTEOTOMY
OF THE FIRST METATARSAL
BUNION ECTOMY HITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION ANO ARTHROOESIS
OTHER BUNIONECTOMY !dITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION
80 NE, uNSPECIFIED SITE






OTHER BONE. EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BUN IONETTE
OTHER BUNIONECTOHY
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF 80NE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO
THORAX (RI BS ANO STERNUM)
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF HUMERUS
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CARPALS ANO 14ETACARPALS
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF FEMUR
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF PATELLA
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TARSALS 1.NO METATARSAL
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT
FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BONE FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BONE FOR GRAFT* UNSPECIFIED SITE
EXCISION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX (RIBS ANO
sTERNWI) FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA FOR GRAFT
ExCISION OF CARPALS AND HETACARPALS FOR GRAFT
ExCISION OF FEMUR FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF TIBIA ANO FIL3ULA FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF OTHER BONE FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOt!Y, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF SCAPULA? CLAVICLE, AND THORAX
{R18S ANO STERNUM)
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF HUMERUS
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOMY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOMY OF CARPALS ANO UETACARPALS
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF FEMUR
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECT0H% OF PATELLA
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOFIY OF TARSALS ANO UETATARSALS
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTOt4Y OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OSTECTOMY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL DSTECTOMY DF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
(RIBS AND STERNUM)
TOTAL OSTECTOPIY OF HUMERUS
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
TOTAL OSTECTOHY OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF PATELLA





























































TOTAL 0STECT0H% OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
TOTAL OS TECTOMY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BONES, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BONE GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BONE GRAFT, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BONE GRAFT OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE? ANo THoRAx
STERNUM )
BONE GRAFT OF HUMERUS
80NE GRAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
BONE GRAFT OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
BONE GRAFT OF FEMUR
BONE GRAFT OF PATELLA
BONE GRAFT OF TIBIA ANO FIBULP
BONE GRAFT OF TARSALS ANO 14ET; TARSALS




EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF OTHER BONE
OTHER CHANGE IN 80NE LENGTHs ExCEPT FACIAL 80NES
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
oTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF FEMUR
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONE
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BONE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS C!N SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO
THORAX (RIBS ANO STERNUH)
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON CARPALS ANO 14ETACARPALS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FEMUR
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON PATELLA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON OTHER BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
INTERNAL FIXATION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
tiITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF BONE WITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTIONV
UNSPECIFIED SITE
INTERNAL FIXATION OF SCAPULA* CLAVICLE? ANO THORAX
(RIBS ANO STERNUM) HITHOUT FRACTURE REoUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF HUMERUS UITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA UITHOUT FRACTURE
REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL liITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF FEMUR HITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF PATELLA HITHOUT FRACTURE REDUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TIBIA ANO F18ULA HITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS ldITHOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
HITHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE, EXCEPT FROM FACIAL BONES
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM
SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, AND THORAX (RIBs ANO STERNUM)
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM HUMERUS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM RAOIUS ANO ULNA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM CARPALS ANO
METACARPAL
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM FEMUR
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM PATELLA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM TIBIA ANO FIBULA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM
TARSALS ANO ?IETATARSALS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM OTHER BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
oSTEOCLASIS, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES.-
OS TEOCLASIS OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA











































DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE? EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
NoT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BONE* NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIERS
UNSPECIFIED SITE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RAOIUS ANO ULNA, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PATELLA, NOT ELSElfHERE CLASSIFIED
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OTHER BONES EXCEPT FACIAL
BONES, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BONE? EXCEPT FACIAL BoNEs
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FEMUR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OTHER BONE* EXCEPT :ACIAL BONES
REDuCTION OF FRACTURE ANO DISLOCATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE* EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITHOUT iNTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE. OF
HUHERUS WITHOUT








EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES?
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE WITH INTERNAL FIXATION*
UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
wITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE?
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
HUMERUS WITH
RAOIUS ANO ULNA WITH
CARPALS AND flETACARPALS
PHALANGES OF HANO





OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUHERUS WITHOUT
INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
!41THOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
oPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEMUR WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
WITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONES































































OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL 80NES,
WITHOUT EXTERNAL FIXATION
oPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE HITH INTERNAL FIXATION,
UNSPECIFXEO SITE
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUMERUS HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
MITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
MITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEMUR WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
141TH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
WITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE,
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, i41TH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTCON OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF HUMERUS
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF FEWR
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE SITE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF HUHERUS
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF FEMUR
OEBRIOEFIENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
oE6RIoEf4ENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF TARsALs ANO t4ETATARSALS
OEBRIOEIIENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
OEBRIOEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIED BONE*
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, EXCEPT TEllPOROFlANO18ULAR
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF OISLOCATION OF SHOULDER
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ELBOM
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HRIST
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF OISLOCATION OF HANO ANO FINGER
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF OISLOCATION OF KNEE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO TOE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE,
EXCEPT TEMPOROMANOIBULAR
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, EXCEPT TEMPOROMANOIBULAR
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HRIST
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HANO ANO FINGER
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO TOE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE*
EXCEPT TEMPOROMANOIBULAR
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF JOINT STRUCTURES
ARTHROTO$4Y FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF tIIRIST
ARTHROTO#lY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HIP
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF KNEE
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHROTOMY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY
OTHER ARTHROTOMY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER ARTHROTOFIY OF SHOULOER
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF ELBOIA
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF IARIST
OTHER AR THROTOMY OF HANO ANO FINGER
OTHER AR THROTOFIY OF HIP




































































OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF ANKLE
OTHER ARTHROTOHY OF FOOT ANO TOE









ARTHROSCOPY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF ELBOH
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF HIP
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF KNEE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF FOOT AND TOE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE* LIGAtlENTq OR Cartilage
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE? LIGAMENT* OR CARTILAGE OF
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE* LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULES LIGA14ENTs OR CARTILAGE OF
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE* LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF
FINGER
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE OF
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSIJ-ES LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF











OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CARTILAGE OF OTHER
SPECIFIEO SITE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, UNSPECIFI EO
EXCISION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC
INTERVERTABLE CHE140NUCLEOLYSIS
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC










SYNOVECTO&lY OF FOOT ANO TOE
SYNOVECTOMY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT,
UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
ANO FINGER
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
ANO TOE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF
SPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF SHOULOER JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF ELBOM JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF HRIST JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF HANO ANO FINGER
OTHER EXCISION OF HIP JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF KNEE JOINT














































OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
SPINAL FUS1ON
SPINAL FUSION, NOT OTHER IIIISE SPECIFIEO
ATLAS-AXIS SPINAL FUSION
OTHER CERVICAL SPINAL FUSION
00RSAL SPINAL FUS1ON
DORSOLUMBAR SPINAL FUSION WITH BARRINGTON ROO











OTHER FIJSION OF FOOT
OTHER FUSION OF TOE
ARTHROOESIS OF OTHER JOINT
AR THROOESIS OF HIP







ARTHROOESIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE
.4 AR THROPLASTY OF KNEE ANO ANKLE













FIVE-IN-ONE REPAIR OF KNEE
TRIAD KNEE REPAIR
PATELLAR STABILIZATION
OTHER REPAIR OF THE CRUCIATE LIGAMENTS
OTHER REPAIR OF THE COLLATERAL LIGAMENTS
OTHER REPAIR OF KNEE
TOTAL ANKLE REPLACEMENT
OTHER REPAIR OF ANKLE
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT WITH USE OF METHYL 14ETHACRYLATE
OTHER TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
OTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF HIP
.61 REPLACEMENT OF HEAO OF FEMUR MITH USE OF METHYL METHACRYLATE










REPLACEMENT OF ACETABULUM WITH USE OF METHYL METHACRYLATE
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF ACETABULUM
OTHER REPAIR OF HIP
ARTHROPLASTY OF HANO ANO FINGER
ARTHROPLASTY OF HANO ANO FINGER MITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR. OF HANO ANO FINGER
AR THROPLASTY OF UPPER EXTREMITY, EXCEPT HANO
ARTHROPLASTY OF SHOULOER 141TH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
.83 OTHER REPAIR OF SHOULOER
.84 ARTHROPLASTY OF ELBOH WITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
.85 OTHER REPAIR OF ELBOH
.86 ARTHROPLASTY OF CARPALS HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS










OTHER OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
ARTHROCENTESIS
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO JOINT OR LIGAMENT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF UPPER EXTREMITY
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF OTHER LOWER EXTRE141TY
OTHER REPAIR OF JOINT
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON JOINT STRUCTURES










































































OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOCiN, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
INCISION OF MUSCLES TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA OF HANO
EXPLORATION OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
MYOTOHY OF HANO
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF PAL14AR OR THENAR SPACE
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OIVI SION OF MUSCLE, 7ENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
TENoTO/4Y OF HANO
FASCIOTOMY OF HANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF MUSCLE, 7ENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
ExCISION OF LESION OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OTHER TENONECTOHY OF HANO
EXCISIU4 OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA OF HAND FOR GRAFT
OTHER FASCIECTOMY OF HANO
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
SUTURE OF MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
OELAYEO SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENOON OF HANO
OELAYEO SUTURE OF OTHER TENOON OF HANO
OTHER SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENDON OF HANO
oTHER SUTURE OF OTHER TENOON OF HANO
SUTURE OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA OF HANO
TRANSPLANTATION OF MUSCLE ANO TENOON OF HANO
ADVANCEMENT OF TENOON OF HANO
REATTACHMENT OF TENOON OF HANO
REATTACHMENT OF MUSCLE OF HANO
OTHER CHANGE IN MUSCLE OR TENOON LENGTH OF HANO
OTHER HANO TENOON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
RECONSTRUCTION OF THUMB
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF THUMB
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HAND HITH GRAFT OR IMPLANT
TENOON PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO HITH OTHER GRAFT OR IMPLANT
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
TRANSFER OF FINGER, EXCEPT THUMB
REPAIR OF CLEFT HANO
OTHER TENOOESIS OF HANO
OTHER TENOPLASTY OF HANO
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF HANO
ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO TENOON OF HANO
OTHER INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE INTO SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HAND
OPERAT IONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA, EXCEPT HANO
INCISION OF HUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
EXPLORATION OF TENOON SHEATH
MYOTOPIY
BURSOTOMY
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE
OIVISION OF MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
ACHILLOTENOTOMY
AOOUCTIIR TENOTOHY OF HIP
OTHER TENOTOMY
FASCIOTOUY
OTHER OIVISION OF SOFT TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA,
ANO BURSA, INCLUOING THAT OF HANO
BIOPSY OF SOFT TISSUE
EXCISION OF LESION OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
EXCISION OF LESION OF TENOON SHEATH
EXCISION OF LESION OF WSCLE
EXCISION OF LESION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER EXCISION OF 14USCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
EXCISION OF TENOON FOR GRAFT
OTHER TENONECTOI!Y
EXCISION OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA FOR GRAFT
OTHER FASCIECTOMY
OTHER 14YECTOMY










































































SUTURE OF MUSCLE, TENDON, AND FASCIA
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH
OELAYEO SUTURE OF TENDON
ROTATDR CUFF REPAIR
OTHER SUTURE OF TENOON
OTHER SUTURE DF MUSCLE OR FASCIA





TENOON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER TENOON TRANSPOSITION
MUSCLE TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER MUSCLE TRANSPOSITION
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
TENoON GRAFT
GRAFT OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA
TENOON PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
RELEASE OF CLUBFOOT. NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER CHANGE IN MUSCLE OR TENOON LENGTH
QUAORICEPSPLASTY
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TENOON
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FASCIA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENDON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
REMOVAL OF SKELETAL MUSCLE STIMULATOR
ASPIRATION OF BURSA
ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO BURSA
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO TENDON
INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE INTO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BURSA
OTHER PROCEDURES ON MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
AMPUTATION OF UPPER LIMB
UPPER LIMB AMPUTATION, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
AMPuTATIoN ANO OISARTICULATION OF FINGER




AMPUTATION OF LOWER LIMB
LOMER LIMB AMPUTATION, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
A14PUTATION OF TOE
AMPUTATION THROUGH FOOT
AMPuTATIoN OF ANKLE THROUGH MALLEOLI OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA








FOREARM, !JRIST, OR HANO REATTACHMENT
REVISION OF AMPUTATION STUMP
IMPLANTATIoN OR FITTING DF PROSTHETIC LIMB OEVICE
IMPLANTATION OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE OF ARM
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS 8ELOH KNEE
OPERATIONS ON THE INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
MASTOTO14Y
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BREAST
PERCUTANEOUS (NEEoLE) BIOPSY OF BREAST
OTHER BIOPSY OF BREAST
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BREAST TISSUE
EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF BREAST TISSUE,
NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
LOCAL EXCISION OF LES1ON OF BREAST










































































EXCISION OF EC TOPIC BREAST TISSUE
EXCISION OF NIPPLE
REOUCTION MAMMOPLASTY ANO SUBCUTANEOUS HAM14ECTOW
UNILATERAL REOUCTION HAHHOPLASTY
BILATERAL REOUCTION MAMMOPLASTY
UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS HAH!IECTO14Y klITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT
OTHER UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS MA14MECTO14Y
BILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS MAMMECTOHY WITH SYNCHRONOUS IHPLANT




UNILATERAL EXTENOEO SIUPLE MASTECTOMY
BILATERAL EXTENOEO SIMPLE MASTECTOMY
UNILATERAL RAOICAL MASTECTOMY
UNILATERAL EXTENOEO RAOICAL MASTECTOf4Y
AUGMENTATION HAHFIOPLASTY
AUGMENTATION MAllMOPLASTY, NOT OTHERliISE SPECIFIEO




TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION OF BREAST
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BREAST
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BREAST
SPLIT-THICKNESS GRAFT TO BREAST
FULL-THICKNESS GRAFT TO BREAST
PEOICLE GRAFT TO BREAST
MUSCLE FLAP GRAFT TO BREAST
TRANSPOSITION OF NIPPLE
OTHER REPAIR OR RECONSTRUCTION OF NIPPLE.—
OTHER MAMMOPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
ASPIRATION OF BREAST
REVISION OF IMPLANT OF BREAST
REHOVAL OF IMPLANT OF BREAST
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ASPIRATION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INJECTION OR TATTOOING OF SKIN LESION OR OEFECT
INCISION OF PILONIOAL SINUS OR CYST
OTHER INCISION IIITH ORAINAGE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS
INCISION lfITHREMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM SKIN ANO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
TISSUE
OTHER INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
BIOPSY OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SKIN ANO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF PILONIOAL CYST OR SINUS
OEBRIOEMENT OF MOUNO, INFECTION. OR BURN
REMOVAL OF NAIL, NAILBEO, OR NAIL FOLO
CHEMOSURGERY OF SKIN
OERHABRASION
LIGATION OF OERMAL APPENOAGE
0EBRIOE14ENT OF NAIL, NAIL BEO, OR NAIL FOLO
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF
SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
RAOICAL EXCISION OF SKIN LESION
SUTURE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
REPLANTATION OF SCALP
SUTURE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF OTHER SITES
FREE SKIN GRAFT
FREE SKIN GRAFT, NOT OTHER bfISE SPECIFIEO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO HANO
OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO HANO




OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS











































































CUTTING AND PREPARATION OF PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS
ADVANCEMENT OF PEOICLE GRAFT
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO HANO
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
REVISION OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT
OTHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
REPAIR FOR FACIAL HEAKNESS
FACIAL RHYTIOECTOFIY
SIZE REOUCTION PLASTIC OPERATION
RELAXATION OF SCAR DR HEB CONTRACTURE OF SKIN
CORRECTION OF SYNOACTYLY
ONYCHOPLASTY
OTHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF SKIN FOR GRAFT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
MISCELLANEOUS DIAGNOSTIC ANO THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
PNEUMOENCEPHALOGRAH
OTHER CONTRAST RAOIOGRAM OF BRAIN ANO SKULL
COMPUTERIZE AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO
OTHER TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO
CONTRAST OACRYOCYSTOGRAM
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAM OF NASOPHARYNX
OTHER X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
TEt4POROMANOIf?. ULAR CONTRAST ARTHROGRAM
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAM OF ORBIT
X-RAY OF SPINE
CONTRAST MYELOGRAFI
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF THORAX
OTHER CONTRAST BRONCHOGRAfl
ME OIASTINAL PNEUMOGRAM
SINOGRAM OF CHEST MALL
OTHER X-RAY OF THORAX
COMPUTERIZE AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF THORAX






OTHER BILXARY TRACT X-RAY





OTHER X-RAY OF INTESTINE
CONTRAST PANCREATOGRAM










X-RAY OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
X-RAY OF GRAVIO UTERUS
GAS CONTRAST HYSTEROSALP INGOGRAM
OPAQUE OYE CONTRAST HYSTEROSALPINGOGRAM
X-RAY OF MALE GENITAL ORGANS
CONTRAST SEMINAL VESICULOGRA14
CONTRAST VASOGRAM
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC RAOIOLOGY ANO RELATEO TECHNIQUES
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF ABOOMEN
CO14PUTERIZE0 AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF ABOOMEN
OTHER ABDOtlEN TOMOGRAPHY
SINOGRAM OF ABDOMINAL HALL
ABDOMINAL LYMPHANG1OGRAM
OTHER X-RAY OF ABOOMEN










































































LYMPHANGIOGRAM OF LOHER LIMB
oTHER COMPUTERIZE AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY
ARTERIOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
ARTERIOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
AORTOGRAPHY
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF PULMONARY ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC VESSELS
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF RENAL ARTERIES
AR TERIOGRAPHY OF PLACENTA
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER I NTRA-ABOO141NAL ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF FEMORAL ANO OTHER LOIJER EXTREMITY ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY uSING CONTRAST MATERIAL
AN GIOCAROIOGRAPHY, NOT OTHERli ISE SPECIFIED
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY OF VENAE CAVAE
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY OF RIGHT HEART STRUCTURES
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY OF LEFT HEART STRUCTURES
COMB INEO RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY
CORONARY ARTERIOGRAPHY USING A SINGLE CATHETER
CORONARY ARTERIOGRAPHY USING TliO CATHETERS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CORONARY ARTERIOGRAPHY
NEGATIVE-CONTRAST CAROIAC ROENTGENOGRAPHY
PHLEBOGRAPHY
PHLEBOGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF VEINS OF HEAO ANO NECK USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF PULHONARY VEINS USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC VEINS
USING CONTRAST t4ATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF THE PORTAL VENOUS SYSTEM
USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRA-ABOO141NAL VEINS
USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF FEMORAL ANO OTHER LOUER EXTREMITY
VEINS USING CONTRAST HATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO S1 TES USING CONTRAST 14ATERIAL
IMPEOANCE PHLEBOGRAPHY
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF HEAO ANO NECK
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF HEART
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF OTHER SITES OF THORAX
DIAGNoSTIC ULTRASOUND OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF URINARY SYSTEPl
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF ABOOMEN ANO RETROPERI TONEUM
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEH







DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
MAGNETIC RESONANCE- IMAGING OF BRAIN ANO BRAIN STEM
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF CHEST ANO MYOCAROIU!l FOR
EVALUATION OF HILAR ANO #lEOIASTINAL LYMPHAOENOPATHY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF SPINAL CORO
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF 14USCULUSKELETAL BONE HARROM
BLOOO SUPPLY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF PELVIS. PROsTATE. ANO BLAOOER
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF OTHER ANO UNSPEC IF IEO SITES
INTERVIEW, EVALUATION, CONSULTATION, ANO EXAMINATION
ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENTS ANO MANUAL
EXAMINATIONS — NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SENSE ORGANS
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENTS ANO MANUAL












































































URETHRAL SPHINCTER ELECT ROMYOGRAM
uROFLOWMETRY (UFR)
URETHRAL PRESSURE PROFILE (UPP)
OTHER ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC MEASUREMENTS AND
MANUAL EXAM1NATIONS
ESOPHAGEAL MANOMETRY
CAROIAC STRESS TESTS ANO PACEMAKER CHECKS
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING TREAOMILL
MASTERS* THO-STEP STRESS TEST
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING BICYCL’E ERGOMETER
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST
OTHER CAROIAC FLINCTION TESTS
EL ECTROGRAPHIC MONITORING
CIRCULATORY MONITORING
SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL PRESSURE MONITORING
CENTRAL VENOUS PRESSURE MONITORING
PULMONARY ARTERY PRESSURE MONITORING
PULMONARY ARTERY !dEOGE MONITORING
MEASUREMENT OF SYSTEMIC ARTERIAL BLOOO GASES
MONITORING OF CAROIAC OUTPUT BY OXYGEN CONSUMPTION TECHNIQUE
MONITORING OF CAROIAC OUTPUT BY INOICATOR OILUTION TECHNIQUE
MoNIToRING OF CORONARY BLOOO FLOH
AUTOPSY
NUCLEAR MEOICINE
RADIOISOTOPE SCAN ANO FUNCTION STUOY
THYROIO SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOIES
LIvER SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
RENAL SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
GASTROINTESTINAL SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
CARDIOVASCULAR ANO HEMATOPOIETIC SCAN ANO
RADIOISOTOPE FuNCTION STUOY
OTHER RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOIES
OTHER RAOIOr SOTOPE SCAN
CEREBRAL SCAN





SCAN OF OTHER SITE




TELERAOIOTHERAPY OF 1 TO 25 t4EV PROTONS
TELERAOIOTHERAPY USING ELECTRONS
TELERAOIOTHERAPY OF OTHER PARTICULATE RAOIATION
IMPLANTATION OR INSERTION OF RADIOACTIVE ELEMENTS
INJECTION OR INSTILLATION OF RADIOISOTOPES
oTHER RAOIOTHERAPEUTIC PROCEOURE
PHYSICAL THE RAPYs RESPIRATORY THERAPY? REHABILITATION*
ANO RELATEO PROCEDURES
OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY MUSCULOSKELETAL MANIPULATION
MANUAL RUPTURE OF JOINT AOHESIONS
oTHER FORCIBLE CORRECTION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORklITY
SKELETAL TRACTION ANO OTHER TRACTION
SPINAL TRACTION USING SKULL OEVICE
THOMAS* SPLINT TRACTION
OTHER SKIN TRACTION OF LIMBS
OTHER IMMOBILIZATION, PRESSURE, ANO ATTENTION TO HOUNO
APPLICATION OF PLASTER JACKET
APPLICATION OF NECK SUPPORT
APPLICATION OF OTHER CAST
APPLICATION OF SPLINT
OENTAL HIRING
APPLICATION OF PRESSURE ORESSING
APPLICATION OF OTHER WOUNO ORESSING
OTHER IMMOBILIZATION* PRESSURE, ANO ATTENTION TO HOUND
RESPIRATORY THERAPY
OTHER MECHANICAL ASSISTANCE TO RESPIRATION
NONMECHANICAL METHOOS OF RESUSCITATION
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION

























































OPHTHALMOLOGIC ANO oTOLOGIC OIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
GENERAL ANO SUBJECTIVE EYE EXAMINATION
EYE EXAMINATION UNOER ANESTHESIA
EXAMINATIONS OF FORM ANO STRUCTURE OF EYE
ULTRASOUND STUOY OF EYE
P32 ANO OTHER TRACER STUOIES OF EYE
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF EYE
VISUAL EVOKEO POTENTIAL (VEP)
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAM (ENG)
NONOPERATIVE INCUBATION ANO IRRIGATION
NONOPERATIVE INCUBATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL ANO
RESPIRATORY TRACTS
INSERTION OF NASOPHARYNGEAL AIRWAY
INSERTION OF ESOPHAGEAL OBTURATOR AIRMAY
INSERTION OF ENOOTRACHEAL TUBE
OTHER INCUBATION OF RESPIRATORY TRACT
INSERTION OF SENGSTAKEN TUBE
INsERTIoN OF OTHER (NASO-)GASTRIC TUBE
INSERTION OF (NASO-)INTESTINAL TUBE
NONOPERATIVE OILATION ANO MANIPULATION
OILATION OF RECTUM
OILATION OF ANAL SPHINCTER
DILATION ANO MANIPULATION OF ENTEROSTOMY STO14A
THERAPEUTIC DISTENTION OF BLAOOER




ENTERAL INFUSION OF CONCENTRATE NUTRITIONAL SUBSTANCES
REPLACEMENT ANO REHOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC APPLIANCES
NONOPERATIVE REPLACEMENT OF MUSCULOSKELETAL ANO
INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM APPLIANCE
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON UPPER LIMB
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON LOHER LIMB
REPLACEMENT OF OTHER CAST
NONOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC OEVICE FROM GENITAL
SYSTEM
REMOVAL OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
NONOPERATIVE RE140VAL OF FOREIGN BOOY
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM OIGEST IVE
SYSTEM HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUMINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM ESOPHAGUS
HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM STOMACH
ANO SMALL INTESTINE WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALLNIINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROFl RECTUM
ANO ANUS ldITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUMINAL FOREIGN 500Y FROH OTHER SITES
liITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM EAR
HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUPIINAL FOREIGN 600Y FROM NOSE
ii ITHOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF INTRALUIIINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH PHARYNX
141THOUT INCISION
REt40VAL OF INTRALLN41NAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM LARYNX
klITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH TRACHEA
ANO BRONCHUS WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUMINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH UTERUS
141THOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALIJHINAL FOREIGN aooy FROM Artificial
STOMA WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUPiINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM URETHRA
WITHOUT INCISION
REt40VAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY 141THOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY, NOT OTHERIAISE SPECIFIEO
REflOVAL OF SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH
EYE HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY UITHOUT INCISION FROM
HEAO ANO NECK
























REMOVAL OF OTHER FOREIGN BOOY II ITHOUT INCISION FROM
TRUNK EXCEPT SCROTUM, PENIS, OR VULVA
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM HANO WITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY wITHOUT INCISION FROM UPPER
LIMB, EXCEPT HANO
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM FOOT HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY HITHOUT INCISION FROM LOWER
LIMB, ExCEPT FOOT
OTHER NONOPERATIVE PROCEDURES
TRANSFUSION OF BLOOO ANO BLOOO COMPONENTS
EXCHANGE TRANSFUSION
INJECTION OR INFuSION OF THERAPEUTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC
SUBSTANCE
PARENTERAL INFuSION OF THERAPEuTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTION OR INFUSION OF OTHER THERAPEUTIC OR
PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
1NJECTION OR INFUSION OF CANCER CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE, NOT ELSEi4HERE CLASSIFIED
CONVERS1ON OF CAROIAC RHYTHM
CAROIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION, NOT OTHERiiISE SPECIFIEO
ATRIAL CAROIOVERS1ON
OTHER ELECTRIC COUNT ERSHOCK OF HEART
CLOSEO CHEST CAROIAC MASSAGE
CAROTIO SINUS STIWJLATION
OTHER CONVERSION OF CAROIAC RHYTHM
MISCELLANEOUS PHYSICAL PROCEDURES
HYPOTHERMIA (CENTRAL) (LOCAL)
*U. S. Government Printing Office 1988: 201-855/80003
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Programs and Collection Procedur-Reporfs describing the
general programs of the National Center for Health Statistics
and its offices and divisions and the data collection methods
used. They also include defimtions and other material necessar~
for understanding the data.
Data Evaluation and Methods ResearcMtudies of new statis-
tical methodology including experimental tests of new survey
methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analyti-
cal techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected
data, and contributions to statistical theory. Studies also include
comparison of U.S. methodology with those of other countries,
Analytical and Epidemiologicsl Studie+Reports presenting
arta&tiCal or iflferpretive studies based on vital and health stati~.
tics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of
reporfs in the other series.
Documents and Committee Reports-Final reporis of major
committees concerned with vital and health statistics and docu-
ments such as recommended model vital registration Iasws and
revised birth and death cerfiftcates.
Comparative International Vial and Health Statistics Re-
ports-Anal~!cal and descriptive reports compering U.S. vital
and health statistics with those of other countries.
Data From the Nationsf Heafth Interview Survey-Stafisfica
on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of hospital, medical,
dental, and other services, and other health-related topms, all
based on data collected in the continuing national household
interview sutvey.
Data From the National Heafth Examination Survey and the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey-Data from
direct examination, testing, and measurement of national samples
of the civilian noninstitutionalized population provide the basis
for (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific
diseases in the United States and the distributions of the population
with respect to physical, physio!og!cal, and psycho!ogkal charac-
teristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the various meas-
urements wlhout reference to an explicit fink universe of persons.
Data From the fnstitutionafiied Population Surveys-Discon-
tinued in 1975. Repotis from these surveys are included in Series
13.
Data on Health Resources Utifkaticm-+tatistics on the ufiliza-
t~on of health manpower and facilities providing long-term care,
ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
SERIES 14. Data on Health Resources Manpower and Faciliiie%Statm-
tm on [he numbers, geographic distribution, and characteristics
of health resources including physicians. dentists, nurses, other
health occupations, hospitals, nursing homes. and outpatient facili-
ties.
SERIES 15. Data From Speciaf Surveys-Statistics on health and health-
related topcs collected in special surveys that are not a part
of the continuing data sys!ems of the National Center for Health
Statistics.
SERIES 20. Data on Mortafity-Var(ous statwlcs on mortahty other than
as included in regular annual or mcm!hly reports. Special analyses
by cause of death, age. and other demographic variables; geo-
graphic and t{me series analyses; and statistics on characteristics
of deaths no! avadable from the wtal records based on sample
surveys of those records.
SERIES 21. Data on Natafii, Marriage, and Divorc+Various statistics
on natali~f. marsage. and dworce other than as included in regular
annual or monthly reports. Spec!al analyses by demographic
vanab!es; geographc and time series analyses: studies of fertility:
and Stahstics on characteristics of bu’fhs not available from the
vital records based on sample surveys of those records,
SERIES 22. Data From the National Morfslify and Nataiity Surveys-Dis-
con!mued m 197.5. Reports from these sample surveys based
on vital records are included in Series 20 and 21, respectwely.
SERIES 23. Data From the National Survey of Family Growfh-Statistics
on ferfihty, fam[ly format!on and dlssolut!on, fam!iy planning, and
related maternal and rnfant health toprcs derwed from a periodic
survey of a nat(onw;de probabjlify sample of women t 5-44 years
of age.
For answers to questrons abnut !h~s reporl or for a list of titles of reports
pubkhed m these series, contact:
Sclent,fLC and Technical Information Branch
Natmnal Cen!er for Health Statistics
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